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Comments on October 25 MPC agenda items, received through October 

18 

 

Item 1a: 2017CP‐005‐003 – East Nashville Community Plan Amendment 

and Item 1b: 2017SP‐013‐001 – Riverside Village 

 
 
From: Ellis Flynt [mailto:ellisflynt@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, September 22, 2018 12:03 PM 
To: Planning Staff 
Subject: Riverside Village Project 

My name is Ellis Flynt and I reside at 2010 Riverside Dr.  I am opposed to current attempt to change Riverside Village from 
residential single family to 33 apartments.  Further, the idea that a motorcycle shop belongs in the village is ludicrous 
considering the surrounding roads and noise.   

Sincerely, 

Ellis Flynt 

 

 

From: judisachs [mailto:judisachs@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Saturday, September 22, 2018 11:37 AM 
To: Planning Staff 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: Riverside Village 

I am the house on Riverside immediately next door to the proposed new development. I am going to make every attempt to 
make the community meeting on October 1. However, let me state as emphatically as possible that I am strongly opposed to 
the motorcycle business being proposed for the corner of McGavock and Riverside. I have suffered for several years from the 
loud music emanating from Fond Object. Despite repeated requests for them to turn it down a bit, each band seems to play 
louder than the last. At times I cannot hear a telephone conversation in my own living room. Motorcycles are that much 
louder and I do not want this business included in the new development. Thank you for your consideration. 

Judi Sachs 
2312 Riverside Dr. 
Nashville, TN 37216 
615-227-4912 
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From: Dianne Clayton [mailto:Dianne@DianneClayton.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 12:03 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Planning Staff 
Subject: Zoning Change for McGavock Pike & Riverside Drive 
Importance: High 

I am opposed to the proposed Zoning Change for McGavock Pike & Riverside Drive... 

I live at 1916 Riverwood Drive & drive through that intersection daily ~ the traffic is congested now ~ I cannot imagine what 
it will be like to add 33 'Affordable Tiny House Apartments' as well as the business that is proposed for this 
corner...   Motorcycle Repair Shop...  Really? 

Can we just at some point say....   NO... 

I hope Zoning will Reconsider Approving the proposed Zoning Change for this unique little corner of Inglewood...     

Thank you for your time & consideration of one of the Inglewood Neighborhood Residents... 

I look forward to meeting you at the next Public Meeting  October 1, 2018 at 5:30 at the Litton Alumni Center...  

Dianne Clayton            

Dianne Clayton Team   
Exit  Realty of the South 
701 President Place    Suite 150  
Smyrna, TN  37167 
Office:  (615) 220-0700 
Cell:  (615) 207-0037 
Lic # 00271453 
Website: http://www.ExitWithDianne.com 
Email: Dianne@DianneClayton.com  

From: Sonya Thomas [mailto:sonya_thomas@comcast.net]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 9:18 AM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Riverside Village area of Inglewood (case #2017CP-005-003) 

Hello,  

I am writing to express my dismay at the proposed zoning amendments for the Riverside Village area of Inglewood (case 
#2017CP-005-003).  I live in the 2300 block of Riverside Drive, and already, the traffic on this stretch of the road is 
terrible.  There are frequent wrecks in front of our home, and the thought of even more traffic in the area is alarming from a 
safety standpoint.  Nothing that has been attempted thus far has calmed the traffic and stopped the wrecks.  This will only get 
worse as more cars congest the area.  I fear for my life when I get my mail and will no longer walk my dog on Riverside.  I am 
not being hyperbolic.   

I can’t even begin to imagine how congested the 4-way will be at McGavock and Riverside if the proposed amendments are 
allowed.  The last thing this neighborhood needs is an addition of 33 units, many of which will likely be used as short term 
rentals, inviting those to populate the area who have no vested interest in the daily quality of life here.   
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The thought that so many mature trees would be razed to make way for this development is a travesty, and anyone involved in 
this should feel shame for their part in the debasement of our historic neighborhood, of which a mature canopy is part of the 
landscape.  This is the kind of appealing asset that money cannot by.   

And the idea that a motorcycle lounge has any place in this neighborhood is stupefying.   

If development occurs, it should fit into already existing zoning.  Development should honor the neighborhood’s desire for 
low density, be scaled approprialtely, and be respectful of the existing character.  The Fond Object building should remain, 
and leased to a business that will integrate into the current vibe and energy level of the commercial zone.   

Families and residents that currently live here should not have to fear for our lives when walking along historical Riverside 
Drive.  We should not have to fight ever increasing traffic as we commute to and from home and work.  We should not have 
to hear the roar of motorcycle engines as par for the course.  We should not be deprived of the character that mature trees 
offer the neighborhood.  No amount of property value increase would be worth sacrificing all that we would forego if this 
plan is allowed to move forward. 

DO NOT LET DEVELOPERS EXPLOIT OUR  UNIQUE VIBE IN ORDER TO LINE THEIR POCKETS. 

PLEASE STRONGLY OPPOSE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CHANGE THE ZONING IN RIVERSIDE 
VILLAGE.   

Best, 

Sonya Thomas 
2343 Riverside Dr. 
Nashville TN 37216 
 

 
From: Conor O'Neil [mailto:cponeil@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 9:47 AM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: Case: 2017SP-013-001 
 
Hello, 
 
I am unable to attend the public meeting tonight at Isaac Litton Middle School, but I am writing in support of the proposed 
Riverside Village development. I believe the new scope of the project is appropriate for that corner and will be an asset to the 
community once built. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Conor O’Neil 
1410 Greenwood Avenue 
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From: Sarah Bandy [mailto:director@yeahrocks.org]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 11:37 AM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: Re: Urgent! Protect Riverside Village's Neighborhood Character & Sense of Community From Over Development. 

This is in reference to case #2017CP-005-003. 

Thank you.  

On Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 11:36 AM, Sarah Bandy <director@yeahrocks.org> wrote: 

Hi there -  

Historic Inglewood's Riverside Village is a distinct community of single-family homes with a rich canopy of mature trees, 
gardens, and the historic memorial Riverside Drive. This community is also home to a culture of music and art. The special 
character and feel of our neighborhood should be protected from this kind of large scale, intrusive development. Such a 
project would bring too much traffic, congestion, and noise to the neighborhood. This added congestion would add to the 
already dangerous busy streets that have many cyclists and pedestrians with strollers sharing the roads that have no sidewalks. 

As residents of East Nashville and Riverside Village, we want to prevent this sort of development from ruining our sense of 
community, our safety, and our livelihood. 

The developer's plan includes: 

SIX 2 AND 3 STORY APARTMENT BUILDINGS WITH 33 UNITS, an amenities building, several parking lots, 
dumpsters, walkways, driveways, and bright lights right up against the surrounding neighbor's property lines and yards, who all 
live in single-family homes.  All these cars would be entering, exiting, and making U-turns through Riverside Drive, an already 
very busy and dangerous intersection with 2 one-way lanes divided by a grassy median and cherry trees. The sketched plan 
shows that the majority of the lots would be covered with buildings, cars, and asphalt with very little or no buffer for 
neighbors. This means that almost all of the 40+ mature trees (ranging from 50-80'tall) that currently provide a buffer for the 
neighborhood from the commercial district and the busy streets would be cut down. 

REPLACE FOND OBJECT WITH A LOUD MOTORCYBLE REPAIR SHOP/SHOWROOM AND PIZZA 
RESTAURANTThe closing of Fond Object, which has been the cultural heart of the community, replaced by a repeated pizza 
concept would be a huge loss for the Village. The backyard house where Fond Object offers live music, bonfires, movies, and 
yoga would be demolished and turned into another parking lot. Themotorcycle themed restaurant/repair shop will 
undoubtedly attract a loud biker scene to our neighborhood disturbing the peace and well being of residents all around the 
neighborhood. Motorcycle noise, pollution, and traffic will also decease walkability. 

Motorcycle repair shops and apartment buildings ARE NOT permitted under the current zoning at Riverside Village and the 
surrounding lotsand they are not appropriate for the character and safety of our neighborhood with incredibly close proximity 
of single-family residences without sufficient street infrastructure. 

Thank you.  

Best, 

Sarah Bandy 

She/Her  
Executive Director, YEAH! 

yeahrocks.org 
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--  
Youth Empowerment through Arts & Humanities, Inc. (YEAH!) 
P.O. Box 160964 
Nashville, TN 37216 

 

From: Sam Smith [mailto:apocalypsemyth@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 1:14 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff 
Subject: Opposing development in Riverside Village 

Hello, 

Please accept this letter reflecting my staunch opposition to the proposed developments in Riverside Village.  

This will strip our neighborhood of the character, heart, and community that draws people to Nashville in the first place, and 
will also create a host of problems for this neighborhood.  

Sincerely, 

Sam Smith 

801 Potter Ln 

 

 

From: Local Jungle [mailto:localjungle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 2:13 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Commissioners; Planning Staff; Davis, Anthony (Council 
Member) 
Subject: petition against case #2017CP-005-003 

Please consider how the people of this neighborhood feel about this proposed development. People that live here do not like 
this plan.  

Residents of this neighborhood do not want apartments buildings on this corner and we do not want our old growth tree 
buffer to be lost. Our homes are too close to all of this. We also do not welcome additional parking lots and traffic to this 
corner of our community, which is also the heart of our neighborhood. We feel that it would be detrimental to our livelihoods. 

https://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/191/985/074/ 

Thank you, 

Sara Jean Schweitzer 

3106 Oxford St, Nashville, TN 37216 
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From: Stone Cupid Music [mailto:cupid@stonecupid.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 5:24 PM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Fond Object / Riverside Village Development 

Shawn, 

I’m writing today as an East Nashville Resident. My zip code is 37206, but I live above Cornelia Fort Airpark… almost 
Inglewood, and Riverside Village is my closest business area. I like it just the way it is, though it has already changed quite a bit 
in the 5 years I’ve lived here. Mitchell moved, Sip Cafe and Mike’s Ice Cream left and moved to Gallatin. The doctor’s office 
next to Riverside Village Pharmacy has changed hands a couple times, but now they’ve taken it over. I plan to frequent that if I 
have to, just as I give business to the pharmacy, since my dad was a pharmacist and had a local drugstore. I frequent Fond 
Object Records, am on their mailing list. They know my birthday. They sell my records and t-shirts. I’ve played the back yard 
and have gone to many events there. Jeff Pettit (r.i.p) recognized me from my old band when I came in there. He was a 
mensch. He started, and Jem and Steve maintained, a great community thing. I used to go to Red Arrow Gallery before they 
moved. Bailey and Cato before and since they moved. This is a NEIGHBORHOOD. We like Dose. We don’t NEED a 
Barista Parlour!! We don’t want more apartments, traffic and people looking for parking! And I DON’T want a loud 
motorcycle shop and that culture moving in there. I don’t imagine the current neighors do either! They were just becoming 
amenable to rock and roll evenings at Fond Object!  

PLEASE, leave Riverside Village alone, and go pick on some other place. Thanks. 

Yours Truly,  

Julie 

Julie Christensen 

615-601-3972 

 

From: Jen Starsinic [mailto:jen.starsinic@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 3:51 PM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Concerns about development in Riverside Village case #2017CP-005-003 
 
Dear Ms. Shepard, 
 
My name is Jen Starsinic. I am a local songwriting and performing musician, as well as the co-founder/co-CEO of Girls Write 
Nashville, a local nonprofit organization that provides songwriting mentorship and music-access services to middle and high 
school girls in Davidson County, prioritizing girls enrolled in Title I MNPS. 
 
I am writing to you today as a private citizen in regards to case #2017CP-005-003, the proposed development plan to install 
multiple apartment buildings, a motorcycle repair shop and pizzeria in Riverside Village in East Nashville. As a citizen of 
Davidson County and Metro Nashville, I am extremely opposed to this development. I patronize the existing businesses in 
Riverside Village, mostly Fond Object extremely frequently, and I think this development would absolutely destroy the 
existing culture of that neighborhood and hurt the existing businesses, many of which are local institutions and favorites in the 
community. Fond Object is one of the last strongholds that support the local music community, which is the foundation of 
the functioning of the entire music industry in Nashville. Just as tributaries feed rivers that lead to the sea, without healthy 
small local venues, the Nashville music scene, music community and music business cannot thrive and cannot survive. And 
given that Nashville's entire tourist industry depends on it's status as "Music City", it is absolutely imperative that Nashville 
work to protect and prioritize local venues and the local culture that supports Nashville's music community at all levels. 
Without that, Nashville will lose it's identity - the very thing that made it such a destination in the first place. 
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I would welcome the opportunity to further the discussion on this matter, or further share my thoughts. I also plan to attend 
any community meetings or hearings about this matter to voice my thoughts as a citizen there as well. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Best, 
Jen Starsinic 
 
-- 
Jen Starsinic 
www.jenstarsinic.com 
(M) 717.802.2685 
 

 

From: Nicole Delger [mailto:nicole@nicoledelger.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2018 8:57 AM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Save Riverside Village!  

Shawn,  

I am writing to express my concerns about rezoning and developing Riverside Village, case #2017CP-005-003.  

I do not think this should be developed.  

I think anything involving tree removal and increased traffic in that area will not be conducive for the people (and animals) 
that call that area home. There are plenty of areas up and down Gallatin Road - and not jammed back into the neighborhood - 
that are prime for condos, shops or anything else. 

Please send these buyers elsewhere!  

Nicole  

Nicole Delger 
Communications Strategy | Brand Development 
NicoleDelger.com | 512.739.3117  

 

From: Sara Jean S [mailto:localjungle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 7:04 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Kempf, Lucy 
(Planning); Anthony-Evans, Enriqueta (Mayor's Office); Byrd, Judith (Mayor's Office); Ladd, Audra (Mayor's Office) 
Subject: Proposed rezoning and community plan amendment for Riverside Village case #2017CP-005-003 

Hello Nashville Planning Staff, Council, and Mayor’s office staff, 

Thank you all for everything you do for our city to make it special, unique, and safe.  

I am writing to submit my neighborhood’s petition (attached below with 1,520 signatures) against the proposed rezoning and 
community plan amendment for Riverside Village, case #2017CP-005-003. I would like you all to please consider how the 
people of our community feel about this proposed zoning change and development and ask that you, as our representatives, 
please make decisions that support what we are asking of you. We are asking that you not approve this zoning change or 
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community amendment. Our petition has gotten the support of 1,520 people in just a few days. It was written about in the 
Tennessean and has been supported by well known musicians who live in the area. There are also many discussions going on 
throughout social media about this proposed development and the vast majority of people here are not at all happy about the 
idea of this zoning change and proposal to build 6 large 3 and 2 story apartment complexes on the corner of the busy and 
dangerous intersection of Riverside Dr. and McGavock Pike. These apartment complexes would be built right up agains a little 
neighborhood community, zoned only for single-family homes, adding too many cars and too much density to a busy 
intersection lacking the infrastructure to support this type of development. There are very few sidewalks, crosswalks, street 
lights, etc. in this area to keep people safe from the added traffic and density this development would bring.  

Neighbors are also very concerned about losing our valuable old growth tree canopy on those lots, which provide a buffer for 
the neighborhood from the busy intersection and commercial district at Riverside Drive and McGavock. There are roughly 45, 
mostly large trees ranging from 50-80 feet tall, and these trees also cool the neighborhood, muffle the noise, and clean our air 
and water from the pollution emitted from the busy streets. They also provide habitat for many species of birds and other 
wildlife, as well as flood mitigation. The developers of this proposed project are falsely claiming that 85% of the trees are 
dying. There are maybe three trees that are dying, but still have plenty of life in them.  

The other aspect of this plan that people are not happy about is the idea of a motorcycle repair shop and showroom to replace 
the cultural heart of the community, Fond Object. This is Music City and this neighborhood embodies what our city is all 
about. Many of our residents are well know musicians or up and coming musicians and artists. We also have many native 
Nashvillian residents who have lived here for their entire life or have raised families here. There are also new residents, many 
of whom were displaced from other cities or from other gentrified areas of Nashville due to developments like the one 
proposed here. These are all of the people that have made this neighborhood unique and special and Fond Object is at the 
heart of this culture that we are trying to protect. We would love to see Fond Object remain in the retail space and in the 
house behind where they have backyard concerts. We would love to welcome Mota Moda as tenants of the vacant spaces on 
McGavock, although we would not welcome motorcycle repair and all the loud motorcycle noise it would bring.  

I believe after speaking to most of the surrounding neighbors personally, and after reading their comments on social media, on 
this petition, and listening to them speak at the community meeting; the majority of our community love our little village and 
neighborhood feel. They do not want more density at Riverside Village. They want to preserve our music and artistic culture. 
They want to protect our tree canopy. And they do not want an auto repair business or large apartment complexes so close to 
their homes and do not think it is at all appropriate for the character of this neighborhood. 

Thank you, 

Sara Jean Schweitzer 
3106 Oxford Street  
Nashville, TN 37216    
 

P.S. Please let me know if you are unable to open the pdf document. If not, I will copy and paste each page and resend. The 
second page of the petition which, explains what it is about was cut off for some reason in the pdf, so I’ve attached the url for 
the petition.  

https://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/191/985/074/ 

https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2018/10/01/fond-object-records-east-nashville-margo-price-aaron-lee-
tasjan/1491544002/ 

 

Please see attachment on following page. 



Urgent! Protect Riverside Village's Neighborhood
Character & Sense of Community From Over
Development
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/191/985/074/urgent-protect-riverside-villages-neighborhood-
character-from-over-development/

Author: Sara Jean Schweitzer
Recipient: Anthony Davis, Shawn Shepard, Anna Grider, Nashville Planning Commission, Mayor
Briley, Jim Shulman

Petition:

Developers are at it again, hoping we won't notice or speak out this time. Please attend the
public hearing 10/25 and the community meeting 10/22 they don't want you to know
about & email concerns to city representatives below by 10/15! They are again proposing
to rezone and change our community plan so they can cut down a bunch of mature trees, build a
massive apartment complex with six 2 & 3 story buildings packed with cars and parking lots, and
replace our beloved Fond Object with a loud motorcycle repair shop/showroom, pizza restaurant,
and more parking lots right in the heart of Riverside Village.  

Historic Inglewood's Riverside Village is a distinct community of single-family homes with a rich
canopy of mature trees, gardens, and the historic memorial Riverside Drive. This community is
also home to a culture of music and art. The special character and feel of our neighborhood
should be protected from this kind of large scale, intrusive development. Such a project would
bring too much traffic, congestion, and noise to the neighborhood. This added congestion would
add to the already dangerous busy streets that have many cyclists and pedestrians with strollers
sharing the roads that have no sidewalks.

As residents of East Nashville and Riverside Village, we need to prevent this sort of development
from ruining our sense of community, our safety, and our livelihood.

The developer's plan includes:

SIX 2 AND 3 STORY APARTMENT BUILDINGS WITH 33 UNITS, an amenities building,
several parking lots, dumpsters, walkways, driveways, and bright lights right up against the
surrounding neighbor's property lines and yards, who all live in single-family homes.  All these
cars would be entering, exiting, and making U-turns through Riverside Drive, an already very
busy and dangerous intersection with 2 one-way lanes divided by a grassy median and cherry
trees. The sketched plan shows that the majority of the lots would be covered with buildings,
cars, and asphalt with very little or no buffer for neighbors. This means that almost all of the 40+
mature trees (ranging from 50-80'tall) that currently provide a buffer for the neighborhood from
the commercial district and the busy streets would be cut down.

REPLACE FOND OBJECT WITH A LOUD MOTORCYBLE REPAIR SHOP/SHOWROOM
AND PIZZA RESTAURANT The closing of Fond Object, which has been the cultural heart of
the community, replaced by a repeated pizza concept would be a huge loss for the Village. The
backyard house where Fond Object offers live music, bonfires, movies, and yoga would be
demolished and turned into another parking lot. The motorcycle themed restaurant/repair shop
will undoubtedly attract a loud biker scene to our neighborhood disturbing the peace and well
being of residents all around the neighborhood. Motorcycle noise, pollution, and traffic will also
decease walkability.

Motorcycle repair shops and apartment buildings ARE NOT permitted under the
current zoning at Riverside Village and the surrounding lots. These zoning changes are
not appropriate for the character, safety, and livelihood of our community given the incredibly
close proximity of single-family residences in a historic neighborhood and the insufficient
infrastructure to support these changes.

What can we do? 

Sign this petition. If you live in the neighborhood, mention this in your comment.

Go to the community meeting and public hearing on the 25

th  speak out.
Email your address to: saveriversidevillage@gmail.com to be added to a map of
residents opposed to this zoning change and shared with Council, Planning, and the
Mayor's office. 

Voice or email concerns to all of the following people (reference case
#2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001):

anthony.davis@nashville.gov(615) 775-8746, councilmember who will approve or deny these
requested zoning changes. 

anna.grider@nashville.gov(615) 862-7199, hears plan amendment concerns or questions to
relay to planning commissioners.

shawn.shepard@nashville.gov(615) 862-7199, zoning            

planningstaff@nashville.gov (615) 862-7190, they provide info to the planning
commissioners.

planning.commissioners@nashville.gov (they decide if the if the community plan will be
amended, which is required for this zoning change) 

Meeting Dates/Deadlines:

Mon, October 15 – Deadline for Community Plan Amendment & zoning change
comments to anna.grider@nashville.gov and all the other 4 addresses above.
Tues, October 22 - 2nd Community Meeting, 7pm Inglewood Elementary, 1700
Riverside Drive.
Thurs, October 25 - Public Hearing, 4pm, Sonny West Conference Center (1

stfl.), 700
2

ndAve S. (final decision is made after hearing) Please show up and speak out. 

Here is a copy of the last community meeting on October 1st. 

https://www.icloud.com/photos/#04NJO6yEWri0NbeWSH5mVCX-Q
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1. Sara Jean
Schweitzer

Nashville, TN This is important to me because this neighborhood is my
home and my sanctuary. My home is the only security I have
and this development will put this security at risk. I bought
my home in a neighborhood zoned for single-family homes,
not huge apartments and motorcycle shops. If this
development passes, it will destroy everything I love about
this neighborhood.

2. Lucas Schweitzer Nashville, TN I live very close
3. Ida Santana Nashville, TN Riverside Village has a nice neighborhood vibe. It’s

walkable. It’s unique. It has character. Greedy developers
want to turn it into a bland generic condo village that’s
unrecognizable and only for rich boring square people.
Gentrification is violence against the Black community who’s
lived there for generations. As East Nashville’s bluegrass
singer Gillian Welsh sings in Back In Time- Let’s drink a
round to Nashville before they tear it down!

4. Jenny Albin Nashville, TN
5. Kristi Dunning Nashville, TN
6. Roger Sherman Nashville, TN
7. Autumn Moore Nashville, TN We love Nashville and love the growth it is experiencing, but

we also value the diversity of neighborhoods. I frequent
several of the cafes in riverside and enjoy walking around,
the resining and development is not an asset to this location.

8. Herschel Pollard Nashville, TN Infrastructure can't support; traffic issues caused by
increase in cars along an already dangerous stretch of road
including a proposed driveway along a blind curve; proposal
slams 30 apartments into an area of single family homes; too
many trees will be lost; loss of neighborhood aesthetic,
decrease in property value for all neighbors.

9. Apostle Kontos Athens, Greece
10. Tommy Wilson Nashville, TN I live right next door to this proposed apartment complex.

The traffic and the noise will be very stressful for my mom's
heart condition and will trigger my asthma. We have lived
here for 46 years. We moved here because it was safe,
quiet, and there were no apartment buildings. This area is
not zoned for anything except single dwelling homes.

12. Ronald Rice Nashville, TN
13. Jeff Smith Nashville, TN Riverside Village is great just as it is and it will not be the

same with big retail.
14. Melanie Terrell Nashville, TN

Name From Comments
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Name From Comments
15. Rachel Davis Nashville, TN As a native Nashvillian, I have seen many aspects of

Nashville’s character change to the detriment of its citizens.
Communities have lost their personality and neighborhoods
have undergone extreme changes to their racial and class
makeup. I know I’m not the only person who feels that
despite the financial benefits that developers have been
reaping, most of us do not feel that a majority of these
changes have been positive. I sign this petition as an effort
to express disapproval of overdevelopment and to protect
the character of Riverside Village.

16. Kiley Wells Nashville, TN
17. Jessica Arnold Nashville, TN
18. Emma Berkey Nashville, TN This is my work neighborhood and artist/music hood. I don’t

want to see it run out the creatives and small businesses I
work for and know and love.

19. Susan Bauer Lee Knoxville, TN Fond Object is an important part of the community. It's a
great store and a great place to play. We walked around the
neighborhood before our show and it has an amazing vibe.
Please don't ruin it.

20. William Raney Nashville, TN Character>development.
21. Christopher Moll Nashville, TN Because this is the beauty and charm of the neighborhood.
23. Luke Garmon Lilburn, GA
24. Carson Dover Savannah, GA
25. Stephen Bain Nashville, TN
26. Josue B Madison, TN
27. Kelli Cyr Nashville, TN
28. Chris Davis Nashville, TN
29. James Bergin Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village exactly for what it is. It is why I just

bought a house here. Don’t tear away one of the few
sanctuaries left in Nashville.

30. Connor Weaver Nashville, TN
31. Nathaniel

Schowengerdt
McPherson, KS

32. Imad Ottallah nashville, TN
33. Danielle Cormier Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of my favorite neighborhoods in

Nashville. It’s a little hidden gem that holds a charm you
don’t see much of anymore in this city. Building something
like this would completely change that.

34. Cheri Dodson Evensville, TN I was visiting from out of town and happened upon Fond
Object and this neighborhood. I fell in love immediately with
the area. Please don't destroy this wonderful Nashville gem
and its people.

35. Michael Teaney Nashville, TN This would create too much traffic on an already congested
street.
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Name From Comments
36. Onika Lowrey Nashville, TN Let’s keep our neighborhoods filled with local shops & no

corporate developments!
37. Emily Openshaw Nashville, TN Because we need to protect Fond Object.
38. Ana Bergin Nashville, TN To avoid heavy traffic. To avoid the trees being cut.
39. Bonney Beleznay Glendale, AZ I used to live in this neighborhood and you dont need to

overpopulate it with overurbanizing an area and losing its
culture

40. Ryon Westover Nashville, TN
41. Danny Strimer Nashville, TN The Fond Object and associated backyard is a very

important cultural asset. It MAKES the area unique and is an
important reason why folks come that area. Save it now!
Important cultural icon!

42. Anna Schweitzer Summertown, TN
43. Davey

Bartholdson
Nashville, TN

44. Andre Lascoutx Nashville, TN I live in Riverside Village and would really be upset to see a
parking lot, multiple condo units, and to lose one of the best
gathering places in East Nashville- Fond opbject. Not to
mention the additional traffic and a bike shop!? Driving &
commuting in this area is dangerous enough already without
the additional traffic and motorcycles this zoning/building
would bring.

45. Ben Rice Hermitage, TN Fond Object is a large part of the Nashville Avant Garde
scene and I would hate to see something creative and
unique replaced with another parking lot or condo building.

46. Katie Blomarz Nashville, TN
47. Jayve

Montgomery
Nashville, TN Because development shouldn’t displace culture. Power to

the People.
48. Melina Sierra Nashville, TN
49. Robyn Robichaud Nashville, TN gentrification sux
50. Charlotte Binkley Nashville, TN I moved here to be away from much commercial businesses.

Would like for my neighborhood to remain a community to
raise children and neighborhood schools.

51. Eva Gaskin Nashville, TN
52. Nicholas Petersen Nashville, TN
53. Abbye Law Nashville, TN
54. Judi Sachs Nashville, TN I am against the motorcycle shop and the apartment

buildings. I would appreciate it if Fond Object would hold
down the music to a more reasonable level.

55. Dipti Vaidya Nashville, TN Im a homeowner several blocks from Riverside Village & I
strongly support keeping this area low density to support
liveability & community.

56. Deli Neblett Gallatin, TN
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57. Marcus Sisk Nashville, TN I love fond object and the Riverside village area.
58. Joel Russell Nashville, TN This is right down the road from me. I frequent this area. As

a community we ought not replace that which makes the
area desirable. This area could benefit from additional small
businesses, but big business developers will soon find
themselves lacking the community they’re hoping to draw if
they strip out the heart.

59. Roy Baldwin Nashvklle, TN I am against overdevelopement in any neighborhood
60. Haley Holden Nashville, TN
61. ben worsham MADISON, TN Lived here since 1996. There has been some good changes

and some bad. This bs will fail and will kill a vibrant culture
that is already here because some asshole wants more
money. Please go away.

62. Alec O'Connell Nashville, TN Fond object is an important space for musicians to preform
at

63. Gérard Retailleau Cholet, France
64. Elijah Tidwell Nashville, TN It’s one of the best record stores and my favorite of all right

now
65. Austin Sisk Nashville, TN I think we should preserve the reason we were drawn to this

area. The culture and art is a result of what it Riverside
Village represents.

66. Tyler Glaser Nashville, TN Record stores are the heart of a lot of neighborhoods
67. Mattie Bush Nashville, TN
68. Vicki Holden Alabaster, AL
69. Michael Bibbs Nashville, TN
70. Ben Parks Nashville, TN
71. Debbie Robichaud Pleasant view, TN This is a quiet, walkable neighborhood. Too many mature

trees being cut down and not replaced. This is the wrong
location for this construction project.

72. Mark Wright Nashville, TN
73. Mike Harris Nashville, TN
74. Jennifer Mayer Nashville, TN
75. Curtis Brown Nashville, TN
76. Debra Mayer JACKSON, TN
77. Jamie Mayer Nashville, TN
78. Ariel Happe Nashville, TN
79. Blake Patterson Nashville, TN Fond object is a crucial DIY aspect of Nashville music

scene!
80. Brian Cooksey Nashville, TN I like the performances at Fond Object and I definitely don't

want the noise that a motorcycle place will bring. Also, our
neighborhood has shown that it can't support multiple coffee
shops and we already have a good pizza place.
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81. Brett Dudash Madison, TN It’s a unique incredible shop and event space. Created by

artist for artist of all kinds.
82. Isaac Talbott Nashville, TN Fond object and places like it are a big part of what makes

Nashville a great place to live. Record shops like these
foster a sense of community and inclusion.

83. Evy Boyer Nashville, TN
84. Kate Haldrup Nashville, TN
85. Sam West Nashville, TN This development does not support the community
86. Michael

Yarbrough
Nashville, TN Whose freakin idea was this???!!!!! Obviously keep the

motorcycle parade on Gallatin!
87. Adrian Bahan Nashville, TN It’s this max scale mentality of developers that make me like

our city less and less. They already stripped Austin of the
character and vibe that made it an amazing place to live.
Austin’s gone, Nashville’s next.

88. Ryan Breegle Nashville, TN
89. Sam Hoffman Nashville, TN
90. Jesse

Gillenwalters
Nashville, TN

91. Luke Rainey Nashville, TN
92. Sarah Saturday Nashville, TN It can be a win-win if the conversation is open to everyone

and the decisions made are collaborative and intentional.
93. Julie Canada Nashville, TN
94. Naomi Bartlett Nashville, TN
95. Jacob Lindsay Nashville, TN Can’t let the condo man win
96. Kristie Putman Nashville, TN
97. Jason Marino Pleasant Hill, CA
98. Paige Stratton Nashville, TN
99. Collin Pastore Nashville, TN I love the current charm of riverside village. I think that a

massive apartment building would be a total detriment to the
surrounding area.

100. Rebecca Johnson Nashville, TN
101. Mike Baggetta Knoxville, TN Please stop disappearing important fringe creative culture in

major American cities. People need this more than whatever
high priced development comes next.

102. Cody Estrem Nashville, TN
103. Benjamin Reed Madison, TN
104. Audrey

Hazelwood
Nashville, TN

105. Emery Wilkins Nashville, TN
106. Alex Mojaverian Nashville, TN
107. Mikey Owen Nashville, TN I can’t watch the culture be sucked out of my home town
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108. Mike Wargo Nashville, TN
109. bridgett hardville Nashville, TN
110. Blair White Nashville, TN We do NOT need more apartment buildings. 

We do NOT need ANOTHER pizza spot.
We do NOT need ANOTHER motorcycle repair shop.
These are all things our neighborhood already has. If this
goes through, it will crush the charm and original attraction
of Riverside Village.
Fond Object is a staple in our community. Knocking it down
to rezone and overcrowd an area that already is lacking in
parking is such a stupid idea. 
This rezoning proposition is based on GREED. There are
TONS of places that have room to be developed in our town,
this is NOT one of them! Follow the money. See where it
comes from, they do not care about the neighborhood.

111. Gil Costello Nashville, TN
112. Ryan Johnson Nashville, TN Gentrification is a crime.
113. John DiGirolamo Nashville, TN
114. Jesse Baker Nashville, TN The developer and collaborator is ownership of Barista

Parlor. Continuous snot-nosed gentrification that is
unnecessary and stands to ruin a thriving community

115. Dakota Jernigan Nashville, TN The small record shop Fond Object, Mitchell's Deli,
Castrillos, Riverside RX, Dose, Rubies Seafood, all of these
places are what make riverside village fun and lively, a
neighborhood, and a community. Save the condos for
downtown where they belong, keep Inglewood charming.

116. Kari Ames Madison, TN
117. Jason Denton Nashville, TN I used to live in this area and I care about keeping it historic

East Nashville.
118. Carrie Fanning Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood
119. Zachary Peickert Nashville, TN I’ve watched all of my local haunts and old dive bars get

overtaken by new development. I want Nashville to retain its
unique identity, instead of turning into a over-branded
cartoon of itself.

120. Barend du Plessis Nashville, TN Not only will traffic be a major issue in an already busy
intersection, the Kroger, which is already jam packed and
struggling to keep up with demand will get even more crazy.
But just as important, we will lose what we love about
Riverside Village, supporting local artists and business

121. Maddie Taff Bell Buckle, TN
122. Amber Davis Nashville, TN I attend a lot of shows at Fond Object and eat at the various

places nearby. This place means more to our community
than more apartments that will never be filled and will be way
over priced. This place should maintain because it’s really
important to our culture of East Nashville.
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123. Ben Cureton Nashville, TN Fond Object has fantastic shows in the backyard! My

favorite place to play and see bands. 
The community aspect of FO alone gives me hope for DIY
culture in Nashville. It’s just a genuinely great place.

124. Natalie Cox nashville, TN
125. Carter Routh Nashville, TN Fond Object is a great venue and cherished part of the

community
126. William Griffin Nashville, TN
127. Timothy George Nashville, TN We’ve had enough of this. Respect the neighborhood.

Respect the culture.
128. Kirin Haller Nashville, TN Help us save the east Nashville we know and love!
129. Dylan Lancaster Nashville, TN
130. sally lindsey Nashville, TN I like Inglewood the way it is and am tired of the

development making things more crowded and tearing down
old trees.

131. Taylor Cole Nashville, TN
132. Kent Worley Nashville, TN It is very important to keep these music gathering place

alive. Fond Object and some sort of outdoor gathering place
can and should be incorporated in any development plans.

133. Abby Griffin Nashville, TN I don’t think would make our neighborhood better.
134. Jared Manzo Nashville, TN
135. Jackson Parsons Nashville, TN
136. Karla Wehling Doylestown, OH I love visiting the old neighborhoods when I am in town

visiting.
137. Lauren Turner Nashville, TN
138. Eric Degenhardt Nashville, TN
139. Michelle Berry Nashville, TN
140. Damon W Madison, TN My first home was in this area. Ive watched it turn into its

current little neighborhood nook. Leave it alone
141. Jessey Clark Nashville, TN I have lived in this neighborhood for two years now. I love it

with my heart. It’s a part of this ever-growing city that has
maintained its original culture and is full of vibrant trees and
plants. It’s one of the few areas in the city where you actually
have a back yard. I would hate to see the area become
swallowed up with trendy condos and more pizza (as if we
needed more).

142. Shannon Clark Nashville, TN Nashville is my home. I’ve worked and lived in riverside and
it’s a special community that needs to be preserved.

143. Gyasi Heus Nashville, TN
144. Chandelle Gleed Madison, TN
145. Jeff Gingrich Nashville, TN
146. Linda Parrott Nashville, TN
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147. Cole Harrison Nashville, TN
148. Audra Vogler Brentwood, TN Our rich culture is infinitely more important than yet another

blatant display of rapacity. Please, help to maintain the
integrity of our beloved HOME.

149. David Fowlkes Nashville, TN Don’t like what it will do to our friends in that neighborhood.
Too close to her home.

150. Jonathan Mathis Nashville, TN
151. Andrew Adkins Nashville, TN
152. Zack Hutchinson Nashville, TN When I first moved to east Nashville I lived near riverside

village. An uncertain time in my life. I read books in the
courtyard where sip cafe used to be. Idled my hours away. I
walked up and down Riverside with the love of my life. I
picked berries off of trees on the way to get coffee and talk
and soak in the quietude. I rode my bike thru the village each
day on my way to work. I watched her drift away from me.
She works at dose now. Still in the village. A distant memory
now. The neighborhood already isn’t as quiet and homey as
it used to be. It will always be changing. But you always want
to hang on to the memories. And try to keep it from changing
too fast.

153. Abbey Lillie Nashville, TN
154. Robbie Crowell Nashville, TN Fond Object is such a crucial part of the community here,

and what has been proposed is a quick way to ruin
Riverside Village.

155. Josh Shearon Nashville, TN Grew up in south Inglewood and would love to preserve a
commerced based building to existing alongside new
developements in the area, rather than tearing it down
entirely. Culturally the store also contributes a great deal of
positive output for the community. Both the old community
and the type of community that will attract new citizens to it.

156. Seth Dana Nashville, TN
157. Pat Cates Nashville, TN My neighborhood has been desecrated enough in the name

of "progress" - leave us alone!
158. Peter Campbell Nashville, TN
159. Breck Cooper Nashville, TN
160. Collin Fidler Nashville, TN
161. Sam Mattingly Mt Juliet, TN
162. Jami Frazier Nashville, TN 1. Barista Parlor NOT a good fit for this neighborhood 

2. WAY too much added traffic, noise, and concrete 
3. Too many trees are being removed for this project

163. Thashana
McQuiston

Hendersonville, TN I have many fond memories of this area and think these
busineesss are vital to the area and beyond.

164. Cameron Carrus Nashville, TN
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165. Jameson

Cunningham
Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of my favorite spots in East

Nashville. From the mouth-watering sandwiches of Mitchell's
Deli, to Mule Mondays at the Village Pub, to the unbeatable
ceviche at Rudie's this is a tranquil and charming corner is
cherished in my heart and the the hearts of many.
The centerpiece is Fond Object. Whether you're digging in
the crates for an obscure record, trying on some hip vintage
swag, or rocking out to their many killer backyard shows,
Fond Object East is sacred. It would be an abomination to
remove it from that corner.

166. Mary Hull Nashville, TN
167. Ryan Quarles Nashville, TN
168. James Miles Nashville, TN Living in this neighborhood has been such a joy up to this

point. Please do not change it any further. To be honest,
over development of this area is such bullshit and destroys
all the integrity of the area.

169. Mike Colman Nashville, TN
170. Bryan Ford Nashville, TN
171. brigid ochshorn Nashville, TN save local shops and restaurants! keep that neighborhood

quiet and peaceful like it is right now!
172. Gina Cash Nashville, TN I bought a house in Inglewood several years ago because of

the historic charm and quaint yet hip vibe. I feel like what is
proposed will overwhelm the area and be a detriment to the
neighborhood, not an improvement. It’s time to listen to
those who live in the areas where proposed changes are
being considered and give them as much or more weight as
the developers who are changing the face of the community
with what seems to be little concern for those they will
negatively impact. The destruction of the tree canopy alone
should give everyone pause. Metro.gov needs to listen to its
citizens. The area’s current zoning is there for a reason.
Let’s leave it as is.

173. Mirthe Bolhuis Nashville, TN This is right in my neighborhood! I love Riverside Village,
and it would be such a shame to change it into apartment
buildings and parking lots.

174. Jenna Dail Springfield, MO
175. Brandi Prewitt Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the best things about Nashville and

the neighborhood will not be the same without it. In addition,
we have already lost far too many mature trees to
development that are not being replaced and cannot be
replaced in the same manner. This is not smart
development. It’s just development and it’s disgusting. Keep
this kind of development confined to places like Gallatin
Road where mature trees and neighborhood character will
not be lost.

177. Lauren Farrah Nashville, TN I want to maintain the integrity of the neighborhood.
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178. Katie Robertson Nashville, TN
179. Kevin Douds Nashville, TN
180. Andrew Strader Nashville, TN Fond Object functions as a central point of community

engagement. It’s so important to health of the riverside
community. Putting in new expensive development is going
to drive up real estate prices and push out low income artists
that keep the neighborhood vibrant.

181. Ellen Russell Nashville, TN I am tired of seeing everything I loved growing up in
Nashville being torn down and replaced with something new
and unoriginal.

182. Daniel Morgan Nashville, TN That area is fine the way it is! It’s crowded enough.
183. Courtney Cheek Nashville, TN I live in East Nashville and frequent these establishments.

They are an integral part of the landscape and it would be
tragic to have it molested.

184. Cindy Baines Nashville, TN
185. Kaitlyn Andrews Chicago, IL
186. Christian Malone Nashville, TN
187. Jessica Graham Whites Creek, TN
188. Cole Morse Nashville, TN
189. Jonathan Conant Nashville, TN
190. Lucy Haston Nashville, TN
191. Twiggy Mitchell Antioch, TN I frequent riverside village and have lived there many times

and it is one of the last remaining wholesome parts of
nashville that maintains its eccentric art, music and friendly
vibes.

192. emma vickers nashville, TN
193. Sam Sharp Hendersonville, TN
194. Sheyenne Rivers Ashland City, TN Building these types of establishments arevtaking the heart

out of Nashville!
195. Gregory Delzer Nashville, TN
196. Ben de la Cour Nashville, TN Because this is my neighborhood. Nobody who lives in the

area wants these things, developers only care about money.
WE are the ones who have to live with their short sighted
decisions

197. Abby Johnson Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the most unique venues this city has.
198. Liz de la Cour London, United

Kingdom
199. Tanya Gray Nashville, TN I have lived for over 30 years in the Inglewood's Riverside

Village area where this proposed development is to occur. I
love my neighborhood and have gain from some of the
newer changes but I have tolerated other changes that I did
not approve of. I look at it every day from across the street. I
(continues on next page)
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199. Tanya Gray Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

do not want the character and the landscape destroyed by
this type of expansion, growth. I do not approve of the
rezoning at this time. The streets are not equip to handle the
traffic now and to propose building complexes in the area
will only threaten what brings many to the area. the ability to
walk, visit, shop and have a conversation with my neighbors
and visitors. As you know we are the top AB&B area in
Nashville. I am not proud of it, just one of those things I
tolerate. I don't think you push so much in on space people
will enjoy it. If any thing make it a more walk-able and bike
safe community. I have watch many struggle to go to the
village from my porch. There are no sidewalks and the cars
are not has giving. Let's change that. It's a re-occurrence all
around the village community. And you want to add more
traffic to this small community and destroy the integrity of it.

200. Chris Schneider Nashville, TN that particular corner of Inglewood is unique and should be
protected.

201. Bel Stuart Nashvill, TN This neighborhood already has character and hosts a ton of
great music for all ages at local venue Fond Object. Other
local businesses will suffer from this as well- businesses we
already love and support regularly. It’s primarily a residential
neighborhood and will not be able to handle the traffic of the
proposed development. We DO NOT want this!!!!

202. Anna Schowe Nashville, TN
203. William Mikkelson Nashville, TN I used to live on Golf street and Riverside Village is such a

wonderful little community that brought me so much life. The
kind of development being proposed is exactly what is
destroying the heart and culture of Nashville Neighborhoods.
It will not add value to this community and will tear down
years of beautiful heritage.

204. Anson Hohne Nashville, TN Change is not necessarily bad, but I don't see how replacing
a neighborhood cultural hub like Fond Object with a bunch
of repeat apartments does anything except fatten the
already swollen pockets of well-powdered developers while
pushing long time residents out of the neighborhood. Life
without change becomes stagnant and dies. However, I
think we should strive for change that positively effects
people's lives, instead of making them louder, more
congested, and less culturally unique.

205. Fletcher Gray Nashville,Tn, TN I love my community. I don't plan to move and I worry about
the safety of my family with so much traffic. It is a quiet
neighborhood for the most part in spite of the Village crowd. I
would like it to stay that way.

206. Corissa Bragg Nashville, TN
207. Michael Pfohl Nashville, TN
208. Jason Verstegen Nashville, TN
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209. Jay Golden NASHVILLE, TN
210. Amanda Brooker Nashville, TN
211. Jenny Blake Nashville, TN
212. Jonn Nicholson Nashville, TN
213. Megan Palmer Nashville, TN I am a regular at all of these businesses and it is important

for the community they remain.
214. Marguerite Braun Madison, TN While I don't live in this part of Nashville anymore, I am still

there a lot. I moved because I could no longer afford to live
there. It would be a shame to lose what makes this
community so unique.

215. Ian Sundstrom Nashville, TN
216. Javier Jones Nashville, TN Because this is my neighborhood
217. James Clark Nashville, TN Creating this chaos in our small, yet already bustling

Riverside Village would drive out the families that make up
our neighborhood.

218. Collins de la Cour Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and I don't want there to be more
traffic.

219. Nick Nace Nashville, TN To keep the character and charm of riverside village in tact.
220. Ethan Sims Old Hickory, TN
221. Maggi Decampo Nashville, TN Riverside village is one of my favorite areas in East Nashville

to visit. It’s comprised of local businesses owned by local
people- not developers with no sense of the East Nashville
community. This is absurd.

222. Michael Latham Atlanta, GA I am not a Nashville resident but my son is. My wife and I are
frequent visitors and Fond Object us one of our favorite
stops. Living in Atlanta I have witnessed first hand what over
development does to neighborhoods like this. Learn from our
miustakes. Do not approve and act on this proposal. Surely
there are other areas already zoned for this type of
development that would benefit from this type of
development.

223. Teal McMurtry Nashville, TN
224. James Timm Nashville, TN
225. Gary Meadows Nashville, TN My nrighborhood is very important to me. It is the reason I

bought a house in this location to begin with.
226. Eleanor Rogers Nashville, TN
227. Laura Kelley Nashville, TN The local venues in Nashville have always helped me "keep

my lights on" in between tours / work and it is vital to not only
the live music personnel but also to the community. We are
called Music City for a reason.

228. Marie Holzer Nashville, TN
229. Olivia Scibelli Nashville, TN CAPITALISM b/w greedy men RUINS EVERYTHING
230. Brandy Goldsboro Nashville, TN
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231. Stephanie Tennis Nashville, TN
232. Veronica Selby Nashville, TN
233. Andrew Billheimer Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and am already fed up with the

endless, thoughtless gentrification happening in Nashville.
234. Meade Forsythe Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a short bike ride across the Cumberland

river to my home in Donelson. I would like for the entire area
to remain full of mature trees and beautiful historic homes.

235. Jem Cohen Nashville, TN Hey, this is Jem Cohen from Fond Object Records. If this
development happens we’re working with our landlord to
move to the old Bailey and Cato building. We don’t have all
the details worked out just yet, but we’re doing everything
we can to stay in the village. Thank you all for your support
of Fond Object. Fond Object loves you too.

236. Liza Kawaller Nashville, TN This is the type of neighborhood who's authenticity draws
ppl to Nashville from all over the world. It would be real
realllll dumb to get rid of it

237. Thomas Sweat Nashville, TN
238. Sean Sullivan Nashville, TN Riverside Village isn’t a suitable location for a large

apartment complex and a themed restaurant. It’s a collection
of small, independently owned businesses that are
respectable to their residential neighbors. There are plenty
of available commercial locations just down a few blocks on
Gallatin Road which is suitable for apartments, the heavy
car traffic of a restaurant, and the noise of a mechanic

239. Melanie M Nashville, TN I am in this area of town quite a lot and am sooo sick of
seeing all the new condos and apartment buildings replacing
the reasons people move to Nashville in the first place. We
don’t need more. The ones here aren’t even getting filled,
which is a shame given the history they’ve destroyed to get
built.

240. Brandon Smith Madison, TN The charm of this area, and it’s appeal to current and future
residents, would be lost if this development was completed.
Fond Object consistently provides great shows and
community events that draw young and old, single
professionals and growing families alike.

241. Rachel Glidden Nashville, TN
242. Steven Cosand Nashville, TN #OldNashville
243. Lucas Fedorko Nashville, TN
244. Amber Rose Nashville, TN As an Inglewood Resident, Riverside Village is something

near and dear to my heart. I’ve lived here in multiple houses,
but one thing has always been constant: Fond Object. Jeff
was a friend, and I love attending the events they hold in
their backyard. Riverside is so admired because it is quaint,
local, and loved. We do not need a motorcycle shop and
apartment buildings. I do not support this.
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245. Angie Kuzma Nashville, TN
246. Adrienne Ervin Nashville, TN
247. Jessica Barnett Nashville, TN I've lived on Golf St, a half mile from Riverside Village since I

moved to Nashville 6 years. Like everyone has already
stated this would be a disaster for infrastructure and safety
of pedestrians on top of the loss of character and what
makes this neighborhood so special. I've already been
feeling down knowing we probably won't be able to afford to
live in the area much longer due to rising housing costs, but
if this goes through I'll just want to move anyway.

248. Zach Wilson Nashville, TN Some places should be left alone!
249. Alexandra

Hampton
nashville, TN

250. Ferrin Lawrence Nashville, TN
251. Linda Jernigan White House, TN Lived and raised all my children in this area. All the beautiful

trees and single family homes are what make this area
special. Leave it alone.

252. Courtney Bottoms
Gustafson

Nashville, TN I live on McGavock Pike, less than a mile from Riverside
Village. I do not want these establishments in my
neighborhood.

253. Stephanie Reith Nashville, TN
254. Katie Dawkins Nashville, TN The existing infrastructure will not support this much

increase in density.
255. David Duncan Nashville, TN I grew up in Inglewood and have great memories of the

Riverside Village area from over 50 years ago. There's no
need to remove what's left that makes it great!

256. Rex Norris Rocky Mount, VA I have friends there. It is a great community that has unique
character to it. It should be left alone.

257. Micah Mathewson Nashville, TN It’s easy to see the drastic shifts that every neighborhood in
town is undertaking and Riverside village has a distinctly
East Nashville feeling. I fear a reassigning of it’s
characteristics and making it a busy/crowded space would
rob this city of an area keeping it from feeling steril.

258. Zach Setchfield Madison, TN If we keep getting rid of the things that originally brought
people to the city/this particular neighborhood what will we
be left with? Just a bunch of boring apartments filled with
bored people.

259. Shelby Gloom Nashville, TN There is no good that will come to these unnecessary
changes to Riverside Village. Leave these businesses alone.

260. Steve Poulton Nashville, TN What’s being proposed by the developers for this area does
not serve its best purpose or the interest of the people. The
plan shows little to no regard for the safety and quality of life
of its current residents. A motorcycle shop at an already
dangerous intersection with no sidewalks? The plan would
(continues on next page)
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260. Steve Poulton Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

also negate the value that the current retailers provide for
the community. Fond Object is not just a record shop. The
live musical offerings in the rear are enjoyed by people of
every age, race, and identification. It’s like no other in the
city and is greatly needed. This bears discussion. These
proposed developments could happen in any number of
areas to less detriment to the community. The plan is one of
pure greed. It lacks appreciation of and shows no
acknowledgement of the good that is already happening
there.

261. Kristine Krieger Nashville, TN
262. Taylo Jones Nashville, TN
263. TL McDonald nashville, TN This area is a NEIGHBORHOOD. I left 37206 when the

character was changed. I do not want to live in the Gulch or
Germantown. If I did, I would. The infrastructure cannot
successfully support this plan and stay a cohesive, walking,
family friendly neighborhood.
In addition, Fond Object is a collaborative asset to our since
of neighborly connectedness. Congested streets with cars
parked along them and loud people passing through on
weekends are not considerate stakeholders to those of us
living here. 
Don't cookie cut another thriving area into the same template
plan spreading across Nashville - including nearby Trinity
and Gallatin roads. 
I LIVE here. I am not a developer. I live here because THIS
is the neighborhood I chose. NO, No, No to this change from
an actual resident who will be affected in every aspect -
going to work, leaving and returning home, landscape
aesthetics/noise barriers/environmentally, sleeping/peace of
mind evenings and week ends, grocery shopping, walking
dogs, parking etc...

264. Bob
Campbell-Smith

Nashville, TN I like the Riverside Village as it historically is. It needs an
Historic Overlay to be put into place.

265. Jeremy Howell White Bluff, TN
266. Jenifer Robl Nashville, TN
267. Daniel Parsons Keilor Lodge,

Australia
Because it’s important to my Nashville frie

268. David Singleton Nashville, TN
269. Sarah Henning NAShville, TN 1. Riverside Village as it is now is a great example of

integrating businesses into a neighborhood to enrich the
lives of the residents. This developer’s plan doesn’t take
current residents into account at all. 2. If East Nashville
developers keep destroying tree cover, we will lose one of
the major reasons why this established neighborhood is so
(continues on next page)
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269. Sarah Henning NAShville, TN (continued from previous page)

attractive to homebuyers 3. There are plenty of
empty/struggling commercial spaces already in our
neighborhood esp in Inglewood along gallatin road - those
commercial corridors are where we should be helping
developers and businesses build. This project does not
deserve an exemption because it does not demonstrate any
added value to the people already living here or the East
Nashville community as a whole. If it were low income
housing, or businesses and services we don’t already have,
then the plan would be helping our neighborhood solve
issues might be worthy of an exemption. But a pizza place
and more expensive, ugly apartments? Not worthy of an
exemption at all.

270. Robert Schulteis Nashville, TN It’s completely unnecessary and no one that lives over here
wants the neighborhood to change. Y’all need to stop.

271. Melinda Morgan Nashville, TN
272. Amanda

Sciarpelletti
Nashville, TN It's in my backyard and I don't want a loud motorcycle shop,

increased traffic, another pizza show and more housing.
273. Abby George Nashville, TN We want to preserve our neighborhood and the businesses

that live there!
274. Paula Boyd Nashville, TN Traffic
275. Jeremiah Blake Nashville, TN The amount of congestion in our area does not need an

increase. Our home is our home because of the character of
the neighborhood. That includes the trees and the quiet.

276. Nicole Torres Nashville, TN Too dense for the area. Perhaps try again and consider
affordable housing into the apartments.

277. Seth Endelman Nashville, TN
278. Andrew Muller Nashville, TN I am a musician, record producer, and also a record

collector - AND I live a mile down the road. This is a staple of
the area and part of the lifeblood of what “Nashville” is all
about - community, music, and art.

279. Meghan Nacke Nashville, TN The city does not need any more high-income apartment or
condominium housing. Affordable housing should be made a
priority.
In addition, the things that have bolstered the property
values in this area are the exact things that will be lost in this
deal. Decisions impacting communities should be made with
the best interest of that community in mind. This deal is
profitable for a hand few of people and they are the only
ones who stand to benefit from these changes. Save the
trees, save the music, save the neighborhood.

280. Will Harrison Nashville, TN To save the neighborhood
281. Patrick Sansone Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and I want to help preservre the

character and personality that drew me to this area in the
first place.
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282. Dawn Kenney NASHVILLE, TN I bought a home in the neighborhood 4/2017 because of the

quiet residential nature of the area and proximity to quaint
Riverside Village with small coffeehouse and places to eat.
This area is just great the way it is, do not REzone it and
allow big multiunit buildings bringing more traffic, congestion
and pollution to our neighborhood!

283. Ulyana
Hordeychuk

Nashville, TN Because fond object is a neighborhood staple

284. Casey Neal Nashville, TN
285. Jennifer Favata Nashville, TN I purchased a home in this area because I like the area the

way it is!
286. Jennifer Payne Nashville, TN
287. Dana Delworth Nashville, TN
288. Rachel Cox Lenoir City, TN
289. Pat Driscoll Nashville, TN
290. Rachel Rogers Nashville, TN
291. Kelli Kvarnes Waupaca, WI
292. Ann Powers Nashville, TN In addition to being a core part of the neighborhood, Fond

Object is one of the few venues in Nashville to book certain
kinds of music, including experimental rock and avant-garde
Jazz. As a longtime Music critic I recognize that Nashville’s
artistic growth will be hinderes if alternative spaces like this
one are lost. Also, I live very close to Riverside Village and
dread what will happen to my daily routine of walking my
small dog in the neighborhood of a motorcycle shop moves
in.

293. Zeb Minton Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA

294. Bailee Flanagan Hermitage, TN Because I love this place.
295. Laura Klesen Overland, MO Because upon revisiting Nashville 2 weeks ago I was

saddened to see how much it has changed and feel like it's
really losing it's character, becoming overpopulated and
running out the people who have lived there for many, many
years who ARE Nashville.

296. Katie Banyay Madison, TN
297. Sam Fuller-Smith Raleigh, NC This is exactly the type of thing that’s ruining communities

across the country. It is nothing but blind greed.
298. Halea Martin Nashville, TN I spend a lot of time in the area-buying coffee at Dose.

Shopping at Found Objects. And Eatting at Mitchell’s Deli. If
you take this area away it’s only going to loose is beautiful
charm.

299. Kristen Chapman Nashville, TN I love this community and frel this would be too disruptive to
the quality of life.

300. Ben Cashatt Nashville, TN Don’t build this monster in our neighborhood.
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301. Sam Silva Nashville, TN
302. Mallorie McRea Nashville, TN Because I live in this neighborhood and NO one wants to

see fond object close.
303. Shane Perry Nashville, TN
304. Mary Ann Henry Nashville, TN
305. guthrie brown nashville, TN it's great as is.
306. Sean Zywick Nashville, TN The only people that want this change are the people that

will make money from it.
307. Stacie Huckeba Nashville, TN It's ENOUGH!!!!! Stop it. Go to Donelson, I hear that is the

new hot neighborhood. East Nashville has already been
completely destroyed by over-development to the point that
it is almost unrecognizable as it is. - JUST STOP IT!!!!

308. Cynthia Mcconnell Nashville, TN Because Fond Object. Should be a landmark IMO.
309. Rebecca Ballinger Nashville, TN I live near this neighborhood and it needs to stay more of a

neighborhood than a shopping center. It’s in the middle of
houses. It’s not on a Main Street with big grocery stores and
drug stores. It needs to stay small like it is because the
proposed is just too much for the neighborhood to handle
and it way too far off a main busy road to have that much
going on right where people live. Thank you.

310. Katie P Nashville, TN Neighborhoods change, and that is something that is a
positive thing, but replacing this neighborhood's cultural hub
with a bunch of luxury apartments, and a bike shop seems
strange and out of touch with what our community wants.
We want change that will benefit our neighborhood - not
change that will make it louder, more congested and less
green. We want more walkability! We want to keep low
income artists here - they keep our neighborhood vibrant
and unique!

311. Annie Clark Nashville, TN
312. Mark Gonzales Nashville, TN To maintain the character that is east nashville.
313. Joe McMahan Nashville, TN The existing buildings are aesthetically pleasing to me and

I’m fairly certain that the new ones will not be. I’ve been a
homeowner living on this street for 12 years.

314. Shannon
Pickering

NASHVILLE, TN I don’t want this large development in my community

315. Jared Hicks Nashville, TN
316. Jesus Carrillo Nashville, TN I like trees and a nice neighborhood.
317. Isaiah Kallman Nashville, TN
318. Craig Moan Nashville, TN
319. Nick Swan Nashville, TN I live in the area.
320. Hannah Smuda Nashville, TN The existing business and buildings add so much beauty to

my neighborhood, it’s important to me they stay. I don’t want
to see more traffic or development.
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321. Laurene Whited Nashville, TN
322. Michael Nicastro Nashville, TN
323. Meagan Whitney

Lawson
Nashville, TN

324. Shannon Douglas Nashville, TN
325. lemuel hayes nashville, TN because i love fond object and the people there. they are

integral to that area specifically and the community as a
whole.

326. Hope Headden Franklin, TN
327. Eleanor stefano Nashville, TN
328. Caleb Hawkins Indianapolis, IN I visit music city for work as often as I can. I have always

loved the way the city embraces the artistic nature of its
people and it would pain me to see the city secumb to
generic modernization without proper protection of the artists
and caregivers of the community and the investment of time
and resources they have put into an area. Keep Nashville
Weird and most of all stop trying to turn it into LA or New
York or something.

329. Kiersten Card Nashville, TN Nashville has always been home, please leave it alone.
330. Annie Walker Nashville, TN
331. Leah Miller Nashville, TN This area is so important to our local community! We do not

need more condos!
332. Ian White Nashville, TN I like the vibe as it is. Having some other business in the

building would be nice, but no need to over do it and tear
down what’s there.

333. James Rubin Nashville, TN Things NEED to SLOW down.
334. Abby Cureton Akron, OH Such a great place for local shows!
335. Garrett Baber Nashville, TN
336. Sarah Glynn Nashville, TN
337. Eric England Nashville, TN Enough already!
338. Steven Mather Madison, TN
339. Dave Donohue pottstown, PA
340. Annabelle Arnold Nashville, TN Save Nashville!
341. Lindsay Levine Nashville, TN Find object is near and dear to my heart, as is Riverside

Village. The new plans they are proposing are horrific and
would change everything for the worse. Keep riverside
village AS IS.

342. Charlene Calhoun Clarksville, TN
343. Michael Ramsey Nashville, TN I’m not in the crowd that hangs here. I hate the music they

love. But this is Nashville. I’ve been here for 13 years. I’ve
seen everything that made nashville what it is crumble to
(continues on next page)
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343. Michael Ramsey Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

new condos that a tenured Doctor could not afford. To hear,
see, and know what’s going on at that corner gives me a
little hope for the town.

345. Justin Hamilton Nashville, TN
346. Nicole Galloway Nashville, TN Preserve Nashville and it’s history as well as protect Mother

Earth and keep the trees alive.
347. Mae Moreno Nashville, TN For the sanity of my neighborhood - to preserve the peace.

And because Anthony Davis doesn’t need any more money
lining his pockets before he ducks behind the curtain.

348. Anna Lister Nashville, TN
349. Shannon Vick Nashville, TN
350. Jamie Finch Nashville, TN
351. Brittany Stevens Goodlettsville, TN
352. Shauna Wells Nashville, TN Riverside village is great the way it is. The new development

will wreck the character we love.
353. Jamie Myers Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood... there is not enough room for all

this.. plus the added traffic is going to make riverside
horrible... and none of the houseing will be affordable.. stop
letting big $ come in and build what they want and charge
what they want...

354. Laura Robinson Nashville, TN This will ruin our neighborhood.
355. Deborah Geer Nashville, TN I love Fond Objects and the location is part of a community.

You can't just install a bunch of apts. and call that a
community. Community is people.

356. Amy Cox Nashville, TN
357. Catherine French Nolensville, TN We need trees. We need biodiversity for survival. Nature

emits negative ions which balances the harmful frequencies
of modern day electronics.

358. Gabby Watson Nashville, TN
359. Matthew woodard Nashville, TN
360. Samantha

Peterson
Nashville, TN I own a home 800ft from this intersection and if those

apartment/ motorcycle place comes in not only is that going
to be so annoying and congested but it will kill the wonderful
vibe this neighborhood has. All the buildings are short and
cute and making these huge modern buildings ruin the
movement of the neighborhood and the appeal of owning a
home in Nashville. Having the small town neighborhood in a
big city is a huge reason to by. This would be a mad move
for the developers and I honestly would NOT patron the new
builds and would encourage others to also do the same.

361. Sara Grady Nashville, TN
362. Elizabeth Keen Nashville, TN This is my home.
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363. Jen Gunderman Nashville, TN Oh my goodness, a motorcycle repair shop and showroom?!

And multiple apartment buildings, and cutting down trees...
right there at Riverside Village? It would ruin a quiet, sweet
little funky corner that is already far too congested for the
neighborhood traffic that comes through there. It's an awful
idea. I've lived in this neighborhood for 15 years and can't
imagine any of my neighbors being happy about this. We like
our quiet in Inglewood!

364. Evan Sieling Nashville, TN Traffic on McGavok and Riverside Drive will be a nightmare.
365. Shannon

Stapleton
Nashville, TN This is important to me because I live in the area and I feel it

is already developed enough. I also feel it will bring more
traffic. I also have concerns for the wildlife in the area. The
community does not want this and there for it shouldn’t
happen.

366. Simone Malave Nashville, TN
367. Catherine Jenkins Nashville, TN This our neighborhood our neighbors and thier livelyhoods....
368. Garry Wood Nashville, TN
369. Candyce Manier Hendersonville, TN This little intersection holds a special place in my heart. I

usdd to stop at the gas station across the street multiple
times a week. It makes the neighbor cozy and homey
without so much of the new construction that is around east
Nashville. The street in this area is also not designed to hold
so many more hundreds of cars. It truely does good with the
development now. New apartment buildings would be a total
eye sore to this area.

370. Michael Deurlein Nashville, TN
371. Kevin Calloway Nashville, TN This area is already very congested. I frequent several

businesses here, and it’s already hard enough to park. I
have lived nearby since 2005. We need the trees. Riverside
Drive has tuned into a nightmare in the last few years, both
in the condition of the asphalt and increased traffic. I rarely
go to the Walden/Rosepepper anymore due to what it has
become—a magnet for people who do not live in the
neighborhood. It’s a nice idea, but when places get overrun,
the charm of individual neighborhoods is lost.

372. Robert Logue Hendersonville, TN I grew up in and lived in this neighborhood for much, if not
most, of my life. I owned a business there and still frequent
it. I am not against change, but it is disgraceful to ruin the
character and organic culture of a historic neighborhood for
no good reason other than to enrich developers.

373. Alyce Dobyns Nashville, TN It’s my neighborhood and I don’t want it to turn into the same
mess that Eastland & Porter has turned into - traffic, too
many people, not the quiet corner of businesses that the
neighbor visits. We want it to STAY the little pocket of
delight.

374. Daniel Springer Nashville, TN
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375. Tali Schussler TN, TN
376. Julie Moe Nashville, TN
377. Stephen Capps Nashville, TN NO MORE LUXURY APARTMENTS PLEASE
378. Thomas Killion Nashville, TN To retain the charm of my neighborhood.
379. Leslie LeMieux Nashville, TN Sounds like it will ruin our quiet neighborhood. I'm strongly

opposed.
380. Michell Hinson Nashville, TN I don’t want our Riverside Billagebti end up like the crazy

Five Points or the mess on Eastland. This is a TINY little
intersection. Go build someplace else!

381. Beth Bredeson Nashville, TN
382. Michael Stoecker Nashville, TN
383. Leah Cameron Nashville, TN I live & work in this neighborhood.
384. Cassi Costoulas Nashville, TN Please don't develop, this corner already represents the feel

of the community.
385. Susan Ezzell Nashville, TN I've lived in Inglewood over 30 years and don't want to see

this large of a development. We already have a pizza place
and a coffee shop, and don't want any more cheaply made
houses.

386. Tara Sumrall Nashville, TN
387. Lauren Anderson Nashville, TN
388. Charity Rust Nashville, TN
389. Lynn Hanley Nashville, TN
390. Lloyd Meador Nashville, TN It will ruin the neighborhood!! Theres a coffee shop across

the street, theres a pizza place across the street. Wtf does
an areas zoning designation need to be changed so some
asshole can make $$$ on apartments while at the same time
pissing on the rest of the area?!

391. Wynn Smith Nashville, TN East Nashville character needs to be protected
392. Justin Collins Nashville, TN Neighbor and soul preservation
393. Morgan Storicks Nashville, TN
394. Allison Osborne Nashville, TN I chose to sign this because I was born and raised in

Nashville and am sick and tired of seeing the best buildings
and local businesses destroyed. It’s getting ridiculous.

395. Joshua Hawkes Nashville, TN Love find object, and the beautiful houses they would take
down.

396. Heather Keith Nashville, TN
397. Mackenzie Ganter Nashville, TN
398. Nicole Pechonis Nashville, TN
399. Anna Prestwich Nashville, TN I don’t want more street congestion in a neighborhood that is

already suffering from lack of parking for businesses. There
are already well established and successful business
including coffee and pizza, this this seems redundant.
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400. Chad Pelton Nashville, TN
401. Kendra Stein Nashville, TN
402. Adrienne Pacheco Nashville, TN Large development will kill the neighborhood charm and

trees.
403. Linda Todd Nashville, TN I live one block from this area. I moved to Inglewood

specifically for the mature landscape and character of the
residential neighborhood.

404. Winnie Forrester Nashville, TN
405. Andrea Chaires Nashville, TN
406. Sally Stryker Nashville, TN We need some places in this town that are not over

developed. Keep this neighborhood Ir is.
407. Linda Reinert Nashville, TN This neighborhood and it's buildings are a treasure to those

of us who grew up in the neighborhood.
408. Jan Hatleberg Nashville, TN Traffic
409. Lucie Hayward Nashville, TN
410. Kari Spieler Nashville, TN
411. JoAnna Lopez Nashville, TN I literally live around the corner from here! It’s quaint and

should stay quaint! Parking is already tough and I love the
small neighborhood feel!

412. Ashley England Nashville, TN Save the character of our neighborhood!
413. Howard MOLL Nashville, TN I don't believe the area can handle the additional traffic
414. Natalie Pauley Nashville, TN We live right around the corner, and frequent Fond Object

and the surrounding businesses. Building apartments will
only add to the already heavy traffic, and limited parking.
Also, a motorcycle showroom is more suited for the gulch.
We like our neighborhood vibe, and don’t want to see it
ruined by expensive showrooms and overpriced apartments.

415. Brad Stein Nashville, TN I oppose the development and additions of an
apartmentbuklind to the neighborhood. Find object ands a
level of culture and character that is synonymous with this
neighborhood

416. Ami Messina Nashville, TN This is already an amazing community, leave it alone!
417. Tricia Olson Nashville, TN
418. Bridgette Birk Nashville, TN
419. Emma Irvin Nashville, TN
420. Benita Davis Nashville, TN I have owned property near this location since 1990. This

community is desirable because of the eclectic charm of the
residences and businesses. The developments planned will
destroy what makes this a unique community.

421. Rachel Oldham Nashville, TN Keep Nashville unique.
422. Elizabeth Howell Goodlettsville, TN
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423. Kristin Burden Nashville, TN This area has been my home for 16 years. It is a quiet

neighborhood and bringing in this type of development
would distroy this homey place.

424. James Hauskins Nashville, TN Leave it alone. Its a beautiful community. It doesnt need your
gentrification.

425. Eagle Johnson NASHVILLE, TN
426. Heather Smith Nashville, TN
427. joe wilson Nashville, TN NASHVILLE ENOUGH UGLY TOWNHOUSES!!

You are stripping away our cultural and community identity
and its ruining this city! GTFO!

428. Susanne Dorris Nashville, TN
429. Melissa McKee Nashville, TN
430. Jay Brown Nashville, TN There is already too much new traffic in the area making it

unsafe for kids playing. Too many old growth trees would
have to be removed. Parking is already becoming a problem
with overflow from the current visitors to local
establishments.

431. sally clark Nashville, TN
432. Tarsha Simmons Nashville, TN Nashville is nothing without its original charm and letting

money ruin the charm that many of us know and love. STOP
IT

433. Genia Hines Nashville, TN
434. Cynthia Crum Nashville, TN There is no way that intersection can stand that much traffic.

Stop tearing down the old nashville. That corner is great like
it is. Could use more little shops in the strip. Thanks.

435. Bobbi Jo Burden Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and I don’t believe this will be a
good move for East Nashville.

436. Shamri Sewell Nashville, TN This neighborhood has been virtually the same since I
started visiting Nashville 10 years ago. Sip Cafe was where
rudies is now! It was glorious being in this little part of town.
It felt like a secret. I moved into the neighborhood 5 years
ago and I don’t want to leave for another part of town. It’s
quiet, and the community of people we have in this
neighborhood is amazing. Other parts of Nashville are
changing drastically. Can’t we just keep some of the beloved
neighborhoods as they are. Dont “Fix” what isn’t broken. I
love it here and I want riverside village to keep the small
town feel. I can just drive down the street to Porter and
eastland for the same atmosphere as this supposed
proposal.

437. Alison Robinett Bethpage, TN Too much history has been lost in East Nashville. Beautiful
homes have been demolished to put up cheap housing that's
already falling apart. Riverside Village has taken existing
buildings that have history and meaning to the neighbors
(continues on next page)
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437. Alison Robinett Bethpage, TN (continued from previous page)

and community. It needs to be left alone, perserved as is.
Don't take away another part of this community's history.

438. Linwood
Regensburg

Nashville, TN

439. Lesley
Worsley-Hynd

Nashville, TN Please don’t destroy my neighborhood with more traffic and
apartments. The parking and congestion in the area is
already pretty bad with all the people coming to Mitchell’s. I
like that this is a relatively quiet area. Please keep it that
way.

440. Kevan O’Connor Nashville, TN
441. MJ (Mary Jo)

Rapetti
Nashville, TN

442. Reid Hollister Nashville, TN I'm a friend and employee of the business owners on this
intersection. None of us want to see this.

443. Jon Little Nashville, TN One of the last areas in East Nashville where it still feels like
a neighborhood.

444. Cooper Pemelton Nashville, TN
445. Patricia Hawkins Nashville, TN I’m sick of See ng the same buildings going up and the old

ones being torn down. We need some of old Nashville to
give it the reason people wanted to come here. It’s charm!

446. Diane Busden Nashville, TN I do not want the neighborhood to lose the friendly relaxed
atmosphere.

447. Chelsea
MacWilliam

Nashville, TN

448. Jessica Blow Nashville, TN
449. Steven Dunn Burns, TN These business are what has built this community. The

reason people want to live here are because of them. Take
them away and what’s the reason for apartments ?

450. Jeremy Wist Nashville, TN
451. Jake S Nashville, TN Open space in Nashville is an increasingly rare asset. We

have been fortunate to have this asset in our neighborhood,
but now, in the name of making money, we are about to lose
that asset. We are also about to lose some very special
trees, which the developer wants to cut down and turn into
wood chips. These trees provide oxygen and fresh air, cast
precious shade, and support a wide variety of birds
(including at least one owl) as well as countless other
animals species. Please don't Las Vegas Nashville!!

452. William Hynd Nashville, TN I don’t want the feeling of the neighbourhood sterilised. We
also don’t need to double up on what is on offer
commercially already.

453. Ronda Ramsey Nashville, TN It will put a small business owner out of business and cause
a great amount of congestion in the area.
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454. Amanda Bell Nashville, TN Riverside is the second heart of East Nashville. It's an

untouched part of town which is why it thrives. Please keep it
how it is!

455. Matthew Meeks Nashville, TN
456. Leslie Waller Nashville, TN In the middle of a neighborhood is not the place for a vehicle

showroom or a 33 unit apartment complex. If the
homeowners in Inglewood wanted this crowded, noisy, and
commercialized atmosphere we would’ve bought property in
The Gulch or Downtown. Too much of East Nashville has
already lost its authenticity and is littered with garbage like
the proposed development. Don’t allow our part of this great
community to fall victim to reckless investors who give zero
****s about our home. I also echo concerns about traffic and
environmental destruction. Just stop-too much development
has happened already and it has been done in a very selfish
and rash manner.

457. Montana Walker Nashville, TN
458. Lautel Parton Madison, TN
459. Terry Rickards Nashville, TN Riverside Village is an important cultural hub as is.
460. Angie Fenton Nashville, TN We love Fond object and want to keep it.
461. Drew Patterson Nashville, TN I don't want to share Dose Riverside with gentrifiers.
462. Mira Sklenarova Nashville, TN
463. Drew R Nashville, TN This is the hub and central meeting spot for an entire

neighborhood. Cramming in development that doesn't
match, or upgrade the area is wrong and a blatant cash
grab. This area is not an apartment complex.

464. Karen Tomlin Nashville, TN I would like our neighboorhood to remain the way it is. We
don't need more traffic nor do we need all these new
businesses.

465. Michelle Fechter Nashville, TN
466. Amanda Schuster Nashville, TN
467. Lisa Claybrook Nashville, TN
468. Pippin Chapman Madison, TN
469. Kristin Wall Nashville, TN
470. Matthew Bond Nashville, TN Riverside Village is not the place for automobile repair.

The plan does not include a sidewalk extending down to the
2400 block of Riverside Drive.
With six buildings & several parking lots on the parcels
2304, 2306, & 2310 Riverside Drive, the area will be too
crowded, and the plan does not include sufficient
landscaping to protect the Residential neighbors on two
sides from the influx of apartments and mixed use buildings.
Riverside Village is the heart of Inglewood/South Inglewood,
and no meeting has been announced that would include the
(continues on next page)
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470. Matthew Bond Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

serious number of people affected by this change. This
change is NOT simply a small zoning change in a quiet
neighborhood. This is a major change at the busiest
locally-owned commercial district in Inglewood.
On parcels zoned for single-family houses (RS 7.5), at a
corner where it is impossible to widen either street
(Riverside Drive or McGavock Pike), we are being asked to
accept six apartment buildings, one two-story mixed use
building zoned for automobile repair, and a third commercial
building.
This is not a plan in harmony with the neighborhood.

471. Rodney Jenkins Nashville, TN Community in the area is most important as small
businesses have always made the riverside village work.
With big developments come bigger issues like increaesd
traffic, crime, and the loss of the small community feel that
originally attracted home owners to the area. There is
nothing in the neighborhood like the proposed plan for good
reasons and if is not going to respect the exhisting
neighborhood community than it should not be built. After
talking with others it is the overall size and heights everyone
has an issue with as it does not blend into the community but
rather dominates the landscape of it thus disrupting it.

472. Kayla Ganz Nashville, TN I go to many of the establishments in riverside village all the
time and used to live a few blocks from there. Fond Object is
a hugely important part of our community and I would be
heartbroken to see it go.

473. Maria Silver Nashville, TN
474. Liz Brasher Memphis, TN
475. Thomas Stokes Nashville tn, TN
476. Donna Phillips Nashville, TN Wrong place, wrong plan. I’m completely fed up with the

approach that the planning commission is taken toward
development in East Nashville. I don’t want to see that area
ruined with that much volume.

477. Ryan Brewer Nashville, TN
478. Leslie Legare Nashville, TN
479. Whit Hubner Franklin, TN Lived there. Gentrified out. Still love to visit fond object.

Great vibe and shows.
480. Carol Hetyey Nashville, TN Too congested and noisy. Not enough parking and putting

way too many residential units in an already congested area
481. Amanda

Adebambo
Nashville, TN I just officially moved to Inglewood and East Nashville, but I

love the sense of community here. It feels like a true
neighborhood in this big city. I don’t want to lose that feeling.
I love change and development, but maybe there’s a
different space that can be utilized.
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482. Dana Wade Nashville, TN That area cannot support 40 apartments, motorcycle shop.

It’s a neighborhood with small local business. Can we please
keep our neighborhood without cramming in more apts near
homes. There simply is not enough space

483. Lauren Strange Nashville, TN
484. Broderick Moore Nashville, TN
485. Diana Chowning Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, and I don’t want to see its history

destroyed. People move to Nashville for Nashville, not for a
cookie cutter high rise. Removing Riverside village to build
on it is like draining a lake to build lake houses.

486. Ed Street Nash, TN The greed going on in east Nashville is out of control. I drove
an investor to the airport and he was bragging to me that he
came here frm Cali got several lots built tall houses then
purchased one frm his company for an outrages price
resetting the price of all his other homes around it and he
was going home to LA richer....he could care less about the
community here. This greed needs to be stopped!!!

488. Shilah Morrow Nashville, TN Riverside Village and Fond Object are the epicenter of this
single family home community. Excess traffic threatens
those of us who walk our dogs to/from and around Riverside
Village. Further more I’m deeply concerned this is the
beginning of the end for our neighborhood.

489. Chris Ranker Kingsport, TN
490. Sarah Raulerson Nashville, TN Please don’t mess with my neighborhood. We don’t need

anymore high rises
491. Nicholas Daniel Nashville, TN
492. Nick Bullock Nashville, TN
493. Darreth Walker Nashville, TN I grew up here. Went to church with Mary Wilson and all her

sons. The area now called Riverside Village is getting too
big and busy. Please don’t destroy the neighborhood. This
development doesn’t have to be here so let’s keep the trees
and grass.

494. Peter Rebeiro Nashville, TN I'm a long-time resident of east Nashville, and the character
of these neighborhoods should not be ruined just to
accommodate the plans of developers.

495. BRIAN MILLER SUNNYVALE, CA Fond Object record store and the neighborhood are an
important part of East Nashville and the music community.
Don't mess with it.

496. Paul Kintzing Nashville, TN
497. Stephanie

Kincheloe
Nashville., TN This is my neighborhood. We live less than a block away.

We adore this escape, untouched part of Nashville.
Developers only started developing because Nashville has a
low-key, creative vibe, yet they are developing over all of the
areas that make Nashville what it is (or used to be). We love
Fond Object and what they do for our community.
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498. Rune Letrud Fyllingsdalen, Norway This is my favourite place in Nashville and with this gone, my

visits would be less frequent.
499. Nan Philpot Nashville, TN Is nothing sacred?? Every square foot of urban greenery

does NOT need to be bulldozed for commercial
development. Please leave Fond Objects and the
surrounding area alone!

500. Carol Norton Nashville, TN
501. Sawnie Aldredge Nashville, TN
502. Amanda

Broadway
Nashville, TN

503. Jennifer
Mcnamara

Nashville, TN

504. Harry Grafton Thetford, United
Kingdom

505. Jay Phillips Nashville, TN
506. Marlene

Grobbelaar
Alberton, South Africa

507. Corinne Callen Nashville, TN
508. Tim Peterson Nashville, TN
509. Stacie Perry Nashville, TN I live nearby and its already overcrowded and loud as it

is...we don't need more apartments in this location. The
streets cannot handle it either.

510. Rebekah Powell Nashville, TN The local character of our neighborhoods is what makes
Nashville such a vibrant and attractive city to visit and reside
in. If we keep tearing down small businesses to put up more
identical condos and mixed use spaces, we'll lose the very
heart of what makes people want to live here in the first
place. As a born and raised Nashvillian, I implore you to stop
this development in riverside village.

511. Dibrell Morford Nashville, TN
512. Callan Dwan Nashville, TN
513. Arnulf Østerdal Nesttun, Norway Nicest recordshop an outside venue i’ve ever been to!
514. Kevin Gordon Nashville, TN
515. Katrina Seaman Nashville, TN Our music and collaborative art culture is what makes

nashville desireable, special. to rob the citizens that pour
their heart into creating that culture of everything they’ve
built is just terrible.

516. Taylor Jensen Nashville, TN
517. Olivia Korkola Nashville, TN
518. Gail Grobbelaar Alberton, South Africa
519. Beverly Griffith Nashville, TN
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520. Sarah

Schowengerdt
Schowengerdt

webb city, MO This is part of my uncle, Jeff Petit's, legacy, and the place i
will always think of when i think of him.

521. Ryan Locke Nashville, TN
522. Bruce Dick Nashville, TN Cupiditas radix malorum est ... ��
523. Spike Toppa Nashville, TN
524. Kelly Barton Nashville, TN
525. Sara Moore Nashville, TN Community first
526. Keith Thompson Nashville, TN I live here
527. Patrick Horton Denver, CO
528. Chloe Katerndahl Nashville, TN Music and the preservation of music culture is what makes

Nashville such a beautiful place to exist
529. Nathan Rodriguez Nashville, TN
530. Mark West Nashville, TN I have lived in the neighborhood since 1993 and while I

appreciate some growth and expansion, I think the
overdevelopment is out of control and is starting to smother
the Community feel of the neighborhood. Enough already.

531. Tonya Bradftod Nashville, TN
532. Cathy Proctor Joelton, TN My daughter lives there and loves it. It would be to conjested

with all that growth. Stop all the new building.
533. Shannon Huse Nashville, TN Nashville is way over developed. Developers are stupid,

overpaid, and greedy people that dony care who they hurt
due to building crap shacks to fast and cheaply. They need
to stopped all together here in East Nashville.

534. Olivia Lucas Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a beautiful, unique quieter community
and should remain as such.

535. Laurie Babin Nashville, TN
536. Joshua Muncy Nashville, TN
537. Matt Alese Nashville, TN
538. Levi Brandenburg Nashville, TN
539. Scott Collins Nashville, TN
540. William

Steinbrecher
Nashville, TN This area is my home, and want to preserve the last bit of

pre-developed Nashville.
541. Derek Richardson Wallsend, United

Kingdom
542. Jeremy Ivey Nashville, TN It's my neighborhood, and don't want to see it lose its soul

over money
543. Sarah Worsham Nashville, TN
544. David Deverell Nashville, TN Fond Objects is a treasured piece of our musical history and

should be preserved. We also don't need the added
congestion on a corner that has already seen a dramatic
increase of traffic in a short time.
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545. Ellen Weber Nashville, TN
546. Jessi Gunter Nashville, TN
547. Susan Buck Nashville, TN My neighborhood and community has lost ALL of the

characteristics that it once had due to the influx of new
builds/people and most are not locals. It’s become a
destination. Please vote no!

548. Sophia Gulley Antioch, TN
549. Josh Kassel Nashville, TN
550. Matt Russo Nashville, TN
551. Marlisle Campbell Nashville, TN I believe in the preservation of what made Nashville.
552. Todd Burkett Nashville, TN
553. Marti Dodson Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and is one of few places left in

Nashville with small businesses and quirky character. I want
to preserve the integrity of the neighborhood and do not
want the construction vehicles or the extra traffic and
congestion this would bring to a small intersection.

554. Chris Hayes Nashville, TN Development should blend in not change the character of
our neighborhood.

555. Alli Durfee Nashville, TN I lived in Inglewood for 5 years and LOVE the community
and character. Please protect it!

556. Andrew Steva Nashville, TN
557. Todd Hoote Nashville, TN
558. Joshua Martindale Madison, TN I grew up in Inglewood and lived there for 25 years and i still

have family living there this development would destroy the
neighborhood character. Its too much and it needs to stop.

559. Bronwyn
Davies-Mason

NASHVILLE, TN

560. Timothy Craven Nashville, TN The charm of our neighborhood is what currently occupies
Riverside Village. High rise condo and a “pizza shop” is the
antithesis of what makes Riverside village and East
Nashville great. The irony of this development is that the
developer is willing to destroy the very thing that makes this
realestate valuable. Nobody wants this, that’s why we
picked the Eastside.

561. Jessica Easley Nashville, TN I live 2.5 miles from Riverside Village and frequent the area.
562. Deborah Ball Old Hickory, TN I am from Nashville
563. Angela Hammitt Nashville, TN
564. Stephanie Oakley Nashville, TN Too much development in the area means killing too much

of what little natural elements are left in East Nashville. The
beauty of of East Nashville is that is is, or was not
over-developed and large old trees lived among the density
of quaint homes. That is being threatened. If we keep
developing, what makes East Nashvile special, will be
(continues on next page)
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564. Stephanie Oakley Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

destroyed and people won’t flock here anymore, reguardless
of what stores or restaurants are available. We need to have
some moderation with development!

565. Sherry Kohn BOCA RATON, FL
566. Rachel Growden Nashville, TN I used to live in this neighborhood
567. Ashley Cole Nashville, TN
568. Ivan Sellers Nashville, TN I want to keep Nashville charm. A lot of old Nashville had

died. And riverside village is a place that should stay around.
569. Courtney Scobey Nashville, TN This development lends nothings to the current residents of

the city. This is a another plan to push people out of their
current communities to make way for residents who have yet
to move here.

570. marsha moss Hermitage, TN
571. Leslie Allen Nashville, TN There’s literally already a pizza place and a coffee shop in

Riverside Village....
Not sure about how much motorcycle traffic the repair shop
might generate, but seems like probably a fair amount if
that’s the intended customer base. I don’t know what that
translates to...one and hour? 4 an hour? More? No offense
to motorcycle riders, but motorcycles are notoriously loud,
and having a business in a residential area that is drawing
motorcycles specifically to a business adjacent to homes
seems like a bad idea. I know when there are motorcycle
events across from my business in 5 Points, we can’t hear
customers ordering while they are coming and going from
the parking lot. But that’s an infrequent occurrence. I would
imagine having a motorcycle-specific business would make
that an almost daily reality. Seems like a better fit for a main
thoroughfare like Gallatin Road, not a commercial corner in
a residential neighborhood. 
I also have concerns about the continued burdening of
residential streets and already tenuous parking options with
packing in additional residential density. Our older
neighborhood infrastructure was not designed for this.
Finally, as a resident of East Nashville for over 15 years, I
have watched the very things that contribute to the quirky
vibe that made the community a unique and desirable place
to live. I’d like to see more efforts at preservation rather that
mass “condoization.”

572. Nicole
Christianson

Nashville, TN Because I live here! Enough with the money hungry
developers only thinking about their pockets. They don’t give
two sh—- about any of us. This development better
shouldn’t even be a discussion.

573. Kierston Carnes Madison, TN
574. Bailey Shelton Nashville, TN
575. Jason Slate Nashville, TN I live 1/2 mile away
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576. Meredith Callis Nashville, TN
577. Bethany Fancher Astoria, NY
578. Jeff Watson Nashville, TN
579. Carl Roberts Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, keep the charm that already

exists.
580. Dixie Johnson Nashville, TN
581. Erica Landreth Nashville, TN
582. Jenifer Campbell Nashville, TN
583. Barbara

Levy-Zander
Nashvillle, TN Horrible idea. Space isn’t conducive to big development.

584. Chad Burden Nashville, TN This community has had a sense of calmness and security
for the 18 years I’ve lived here. With the calm neighborhoods
comes so much beautiful wildlife we all consider ourselves
lucky to be here. With the development practices seen in
and around the community over the past 4 years it’s been
verified that the developers do not have the best interest of
the community in their mind when proposing such plans.
Can we not let there be at least one community in our
area(Riverwood village/Inglewood) that keeps that charm?
Most houses are built pre 60s era and current development
practices would be unable to gracefully match the niche of
our neighborhood

585. Amy Irwin Nashville, TN I don’t want my neighborhood to loose it’s laid back vibe.
Developing this intersection will cause east Nashville to lose
the very thing that makes us easy Nashville!

586. Jeremy Harris Nashville, TN
587. hunter bates Spring Hill, TN
588. Constancio

Yvonne
Nashville, TN

589. Heather Lose Nashville, TN This intersection is the wrong place to add so much new
density. I pass through at least twice every day going to and
from work from my house, which is less than a mile away.
The intersection is already so clogged with traffic (vehicular,
bike, foot and now scooters) that another 33 units may make
this a very unsafe area. Also, having lived through the East
Nashville tornados, I feel it is unconscionable to purposefully
reduce our mature tree canopy. We need to start valuing our
trees in Nashville, and protecting them! Here's why:
https://www.greenblue.com/na/9-reasons-our-cities-need-mature-urban-trees/

590. Chevi Olbes Nashville, TN
591. S H Nashville, TN Preservation
592. Amanda Bennett Nashville, TN
593. Mark Girardin Nashville, TN
594. Melody Kitchens Nashville, TN
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595. Ethan Hunter Nashville, TN The housing bubble is going to burst soon. I hope find object

will be there after it happens.
596. Chris Coffey Nashville, TN We need to stop destroying the character of our

neighborhood im the name of profit
597. Emily Owings Nashville, TN I do not want to see what’s happened to 12th south happen

to my beloved riverside area!
598. Taylor Sullivan Nashville, TN This would destroy Riverside Village
599. Kristen Jones Nashville, TN
600. Ges Lorraine Nashville, TN Nashville is my community. Every building here has stories

to tell. Ones that matter and should be heard. Stop
destroying what makes this city historical and everything that
it is and is cherished for being.

601. Katherine Sjoblom Nashville, TN Our neighborhood doesn’t have the infrastructure for this
large of a construction project in a mostly residential area.
We are a neighborhood with all that entails. Large
constructions do not belong - a developer will not have to
live with the effects of such a structure but we will.

602. Kevin Yunker Nashville, TN This will destroy the character and charm of the
neighborhood which is why we chose to live here. To much
additionl traffic in a already congested area.

603. Charles Beard Nashville, TN Because I care about community over cash.
604. Jason Whitehouse Nashville, TN
605. Brooke Bradford Nashville, TN
606. Lori Eslick Nashville, TN
607. Kala Wiggins Nashville, TN
608. Morgan Williams Nashville, TN
609. Alexa Little Nashville, TN Stop destroying our neighbors to line your pockets
610. Karen Musil Nashville, TN This is a huge part of what East Nashville is all about.
611. David Guy Nashville, TN This neighborhood would be lost if any tall building was built.

There is absolutely no reason to ruin a quaint and perfect
area, taking advantage of its character, and capitalising on it
by building something that doesn’t fit.

612. Kirsten Kwon Nashville, TN
613. Zachary Parks Spartanburg, SC
614. Amy Heaslet Nashville, TN
615. Rachel Pauls Nashville, TN I live in East Nashville and work across the street at the

neighborhood restaurant, Fort Louise. These local
restaurants and stores like Fond Objects make the
neighborhood what it is and these new plans would ruin it.

616. LaCosta Wix Nashville, TN
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617. Rachel Haag Nashville, TN I agree with everything stated in the petition. If I lived the that

area I would not want six 2-3 story buildings coming to my
neighborhood. There are plenty of other places that the
motorcycle shop/ pizza parlor could be located. Nashville is
becoming overrun with large multi family developments and
its taking away the character and charm of Nashville.

618. Thomas Clouse Nashville, TN
619. Mallory Granrath Nashville, TN To keep Riverside Village the quaint neighborhood that it is.
620. Rowen Merrill Nashville, TN
621. Brad Gandy Nashville, TN Gentrification brings in homeowners and people that

contribute very little to their community besides increasing
property value and rent value which directly affects lower
income and lower class citizens like myself. This should be a
no-brainer. Developers and landlords have been showing
their true colors since hyper gentrification has overtaken so
many cities.

622. Lisa Thacker Nashville, TN This area is amazing, we love found object and we don’t
need to add congestion to this amazing part of town.

623. Kirsty Hughan Nashville, TN We live just a mile away and find the charm of Riverside to
be one of the best things about living situation. Replacing the
historic character and truly local businesses would be
devastating and change the lovely, local feel of Inglewood.

624. Ryan Pfeiffer Nashville, TN Riverside Village is too unique to make it into what this plan
will do. This is simply not a fit for this neighborhood.

625. Sara Kiesling Nashville, TN
626. Paula Doyle Nashville, TN
627. Thomas Turner Nashville, TN It drives out the artists and wage earners.
628. Patrick King II Nashville, TN
629. Jared Thompson Nashville, TN
630. Susan Clanton Nashville, TN This is a small, historic area that has been lovingly cultivated

by residents over the last several years. It should be
protected!

631. Kyrie Klopke Nashville, TN This is an area I enjoy being with my family. Overdeveloping
it will take away from its character and all the reasons we
love living in East Nashville

632. Traci Thomas Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and has been for 20 years. We
moved here because of the the character and the characters
that make up our hood. We don't want big developments.

633. Matt Holt Hendersonville, TN
634. Helen Simpkins Nashville, TN The shops along McGavock at the corner of Riverside

Village are part of the identity of our city. The ever-shrinking
tree canopy in our metro area is also essential to the health
and safety of it’s citizens. Keep the old and help it work for
today while retaining it’s character.
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635. Sonya Thomas NAshville, TN I am way more interested in preserving the character of

RIversdie VIllage and the neighboring community than
allowing investers to line thier pockets. The possiblity that
this could actaully happen is a travesty.

636. Melanie Brown Nashville, TN This is a well loved and strong community that does not
have the desire or the infrastructure for this type of
development.

637. Jay Steele Nashville, TN
638. Melody Saxon Nashville, TN Traffic is already bad in this area. Bringing in multi family

units would make it worse. This also takes away from the
charm of the area. A motorcycle shop doesn’t belong in
riverside village.

639. Caroline Buchholz Nashville, TN
640. Timothy Kiernan Nashville, TN I go up to Riverside village once or twice a week with my

son. Fond object is a treasure trove and so are all the other
shops in the area... we need to protect Riverside Village

641. Sarah Propst Nashville, TN I want to keep our little gem of a neighborhood the way it is!
642. Lynn Miralia Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood
643. Erika Folkl Nashville, TN
644. Carol Carvell Nashville, TN This area is already congested enough. No more traffic!!!
645. Blake Baize nashville, TN Maintaining neighborhood integrity.
646. Linda Richardson Nashville, TN I am tired of our community being destroyed for the sake of a

dollar!
647. Anita

Garrison-Crews
Nashville, TN This is a staple in this area

648. Deann Armstrong Nashville, TN Getting rid of Fond Object would destroy the character of the
neghborhood, and I don't want to see more trees destroyed
in favor of unsustainable development.

649. Melanie Dewey Nashville, TN Protecting sacred musical and artistic spaces in our city.
650. Eryn Brunsvold Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village! I eat at Mitchell’s constantly, drink

coffee at Dose all the time, and especially love visiting Fond
Object. The concerts they have in the backyard keep me
going back all the time and are a huge staple of the East
Nashville community!

651. Weston Sparks Nashville, TN I'm all for progress, but I am sick and tired of seeing my city
changing in ways that hold complete disregard for the
people who have called Nashville home for decades, if not
generations.

652. George Hulsey Nashville, TN Traffic
653. Jessica Binkley Nashville, TN
654. Catherine Bowles Nashville, TN
655. James Haggerty Nashville, TN
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656. Jessica Cardinale Nashville, TN We live minutes away from this neighborhood. My dear

friend of over 20 years founded Fond Object, and passed
away last year. This corner is a hub of community,
gatherings and activities. This 4 way stop is near many of
my friend's houses, and many of my friends work in the
shops that surround it. There are few other places that
condense such community into one small area and if this is
turned into giant new housing, a noisy impersonal
motorcycle shop and really anything else it will be ruined. A
stain on what was a gathering place. A vapid soulless money
making hole with no character, no soul and lots of noise.
Don't do it. Don't ruin what is a great thing in the name of
greed and development. Those developers won't live there.
They don't go spend time gathering there watching local
bands and movies together. They don't care about what they
might be destroying. Nashville has already destroyed
enough of what made it so special to begin with. Careful and
no one will want to live here anymore when it's all gone.

657. Matt Petty Nashville, TN New shops in that area don't concern me. There are some
vacant buildings ready to be revamped. But it seems like a
terrible spot for a motorcycle repair shop, and it's certainly a
horrible spot for new apartments. I would very much hate to
see Fond Object get run out... that's the heartbeat of
Riverside Village.

658. Jesse Rhew Nashville, TN Fond Object is a cultural touchstone for this neighborhood.
They want to remove it so we can make way for a
"motorcycle themed restaurant"? 
People come to Nashville to visit because it's cool and has
these little pockets of realness. If we put in tourist traps,
everyone will smell the BS and avoid the area.

659. Kate Mason Nashville, TN
660. Buffy Butler Madison, TN I am a Nashville native and I am broken hearted at the

destruction of my hometown. My mother lives in this area so
I venture here weekly. We have to preserve Nashville, it's
trees, it's small community hometown appeal, and
everything that it ised to be that developers are quickly
destroying. #NewNashvilleSucks #SaveOurHometown

661. Sara Martin Nashville, TN
662. Erica Duke Nashville, TN The character and history remaining in Inglewood is

important and needs to be protected- homes, businesses
and trees alike.

663. Michael Page Nashville, TN
664. John Bailey Nashville, TN
665. Lisa McCauley Nashville, TN
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666. Jeff Deason Nashville, TN Fond Object provides so much more for the community than

hipster moto street-cred paraphernalia ever will. Also,
where's the fairness in bringing in a new pizza "concept"
right across the intersection from one that's been here for
years?

667. LeighAnn Rodd Nashville, TN The neighboring residents and current business owners do
not wish to see this area up-zoned. Let it be a village, not
every inch of Nashville needs to be overdeveloped!

668. Ethan Duke Nashville, TN What are we without our history?
669. Gene Jung Nashville, TN
670. william hughes Nashville, TN this rezoning will be bad for our neighborhood
671. Will Musil Nashville, TN Fond object is the heartbeat of Inglewood, taking that away

for an apartment complex and a crappy pizza joint will ruin
what we have going for us.

672. Alyssa Borg Nashville, TN
673. Samantha Roe NASHVILLE, TN
674. Lee Morton Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the few (and best) slices of

nostalgia and individuality that still exists in East Nashville.
At its center is Fond Object. This place has contributed so
much to the music community in East Nashville that I don’t
even know where to begin. There’s no need for a pizza shop
here, as Castrillos is right across the street. A family owned
business that has been there for years, not to mention that
their pizza is awesome. To do away with Fond Object and
build any kind of multilevel housing here would supremely
detract from the value of this area, in my eyes, as this is
meant to be a quiet, family friendly district with its own brand
of quirkiness. I am in favor of more local shops and services
joining the community, but a plan to build more housing here
is a plan that is not in the best interest of its residents.
Please reconsider.

675. Chase Wilson Nashville, TN
676. Julia Calvery Nashville, TN
677. Jason Ringrose Nashville, TN Build like you live here, not to maximize profit by butting up

monstrosities next to single family homes.
678. skylar Wilson nashville, TN community. i’m well aware that change is inevitable. So I feel

fortunate to at least have a voice in how it plays out. And a
change like this is not one that I want to see in my
neighborhood. There’s plenty of room for this nonsense
elsewhere.

679. Patrick Luther nashville, TN nashville still has character and we intend to keep it that way
...

680. Ashlee Springer nashville, TN
681. Susan Hagewood Nashville, TN
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682. Paula Ramirez Nashville, TN I have lived and worked in Nashville for the past 10 years.

This project will continue the trend of eroding the city's
character and cultural havens (Fond Object). A
neighborhood without history is no neighborhood at all.

683. Brechell English Nashville, TN
684. Ali Warren Franklin, TN please don’t tear down historical and artistic parts of

Nashville!
685. Victoria Carey Nashville, TN
686. Elise Morrissey Nashville, TN
687. Eric Edwards Nashville, TN
688. Janis Barnes Nashville, TN Best neighborhoods in East Nashville have been stripped of

all character. We need to retain Riverside Villages character.
I visit Riverside Village several times a week. You're going to
destroy the neighborhood and what attracts many people
there. Leave it alone!

689. Lesley Bowington Nashville, TN The rampant overdevelopment of our neighborhood without
apparent thought to supportive infrastructure, parking, traffic
regulation, etc. must end.

690. Adrian Grammer Nashville, TN
691. Aubrey Adams Nashville, TN I live minutes away from Riverside Village and it's charm is

necessary to not only keep the integrity of the neighborhood
in tact, but to keep those successful local businesses remain
that way.

692. Paul Nelson Nashville, TN I love fond object. And I’m sick of those depressing sky rise
apartments.

693. Keely Caplinger Nashville, TN Nashville needs to retain some of what makes it great.
Enough with tearing down history only to gentrify and build
homogenized buildings and developments.

694. Preston Evans Nashville, TN
695. Madeline Harrell Nashville, TN I want to preserve the integrity of this quiet neighborhood. I

don't want a motorcycle shop in my neighborhood, and I
cherish the businesses currently standing in this area.

696. Drew Mauldin Nashville, TN The area where I live in Nashville has already built three
huge apartment complexes. I realize it’s necessary, but we
should keep some parts of our city void of these high rises.
Keep East Nashville weird and unique!

697. Angella O'Hanlon Nashville, TN
698. Haley Lambing Nashville, TN
699. Ann

Holdam-Muncy
Nashville, TN We already have a sense of community created by the likes

of Fond Object and the other small businesses. This plan is
exactly the opposite of that and doesn’t involve including us
a neighbors in any way but rather making $ for developers
who do not live here and simply want to profit without
consideration of how it will change things for the worse.
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700. Melissa Mills NASHVILLE, TN I live within 5min of Riverside Village. I love it because of its

small neighborhood atmosphere and lack of tourist
destinations and apartment buildings/condos. It's a safe,
comfortable getaway for local residents and people willing a
short drive into Inglewood. A lot of my friends play and I
attend shows at Fond Object. I would hate Riverside's
character to be lost. Small neighborhood destinations are
miserably under appreciated by developers/development
occupants and have proven nothing other than
disappointment.

701. Lynne Ezell Beery OLD HICKORY, TN I want to preserve the integrity and charm of this amazing
neighborhood. I cherish this area and don't want to see it
torn down.

702. Danita Johns Nashville, TN
703. Amy Elizabeth Old Hickory, TN This corner of East Nashville has been an area of fantastic

music, food, and community. Though some of the
businesses have changed over the years, the one thing that
has remained a constant is that they have all been locally
owned and run businesses. To remove that to place in more
dense housing would not only remove something
desperately needed within our town, local businesses, it
would take away further what makes Nashville, and
particularly East Nashville, so interesting...unique shops and
eateries that you cannot find anywhere else in this region.
Nashville has become cookie-cutter, plain, sterile, and
boring. We need to say NO to rezoning and development of
this area. We need to say NO to this unmitigated growth and
displacement of Nashvillians and their small businesses.
Stop pushing out the reason people move here for...the
uniqueness, character, and beautiful native Nashvillians.

704. Kelsey Batkiewicz Nashville, TN
705. adam kurtz nashville, TN cities grow and change and we can stop it. and in general

it’s a good thing for all. but when you start changing the
zoning, which is there to protect the community in the first
place from over development, then you’re bowing to the rich
developers and ignoring not only the voices of the people
who live there, but also the very feel and fabric of the
community from an objective stand point. stop it!

706. Toby Caldwell Nashville, TN To maintain the atmosphere and mood of the Neighborhood.
707. Mollt Lahym Nashville, TN
708. Cecilia Tosh Nashville, TN I grew up in East Nashville, graduated from Stratford in 1981

& to see everything our city was built upon being torn down
for the sake of "progress" is ridiculous. We don't need
anymore densification in East Nashville & this corner
DEFINITELY doesn't need something like what is being
proposed. The greed that has come to this town is
unbelievable. Leave this area alone!!!
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709. Kate McGrath Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and it is perfect as it is. We do not

want more apartment buildings here.
710. Lori Moore Nashville, TN Because this is MY neighborhood. I was born and raised

here. I don't want this. Any of this. Stop the building.
711. Rachel Warrick Nashville, TN
712. Christy Butler Nashville, TN
713. Jeff Irwin Nashville, TN “Mongo only pawn in game of life.”
714. Margo Price Nashville, TN I love riverside village and Fond Object is one of the gems in

our neighborhood. Please don’t tear down what we love
about our city and put up another condo. Once it’s gone, it’s
gone.

715. Jenny Clough Nashville, TN I think this will cause too much traffic and congestion, and
too much noise from too many motorcycles.

716. Tristan Hogan Seattle, WA
717. Meg Wade Apt. B, TN
718. Guerry Simmons Nashville, TN
719. Kendra Keaton Knoxville, TN
720. John Little Nashville, TN
721. Denise Enck Bellingham, WA This sort of development will irreparably change the

character and nature of this neighborhood for the worse.
722. Nancy Livingston Nashville, TN
723. Tam Davis Gaithersburg, MD I'm not a Nashville resident, but I am a frequent visitor who

enjoys spending tourism dollars at shops like Fond Object.
Don't destroy it.

724. Emmeline Walker Nashville, TN Because the charm and character of my neighborhood that I
love so dearly would be threatened by this development

725. Luke Nelson Indianapolis, IN
726. Gena Rawdon Madison, AL Nashville is erasing everything that makes it unique and

enjoyable from a tourist’s perspective.
727. Shana Moran Springfield, TN I grew up in this neighborhood and still visit often to go to

many small businesses in and around the area.
728. Elaine Sigman Rockville, MD This record store and venue is one of our favorite places to

visit when we are in Nashville.The neighborhood is perfect
the way it is.

729. Mark Wallace Wallsend, United
Kingdom

730. Emma Jean
Rushton

Nashville, TN

731. Andrew Rathbone Worcester, United
Kingdom

I have a lot of affection for Nashville and especially it’s music
history. Independent shops are fundamental to preserving
the character of this neighbourhood. It should be enjoyed by
future generations!
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732. Buddy Hughen Nashville, TN The proposed development doesn’t take the neighborhood

into account. This little intersection is already suffereing
traffic congestion and limited parking! Why not design and
build something that will better serve the community in
addition to the pocket book of the developer?

734. Rachel Fautz Louisville, KY Louisville is just up the road from Nashville, and I visit
multiple times a year. Overwhelming in the last 3-5 years,
the city is losing its character. These small local landmarks
are being torn down for what? More condos? How many
condos do you need? Seems like they're being used as
airbnbs rather than actual homes, so why not leave a little
history in place, since it's the reason a lot of us still visit
Music City.

735. Christa Du Toit Gauteng, South Africa Memories fade sometimes, but having it around to remind us
of all the good things is much better.

736. Katrina Green Nashville, TN
737. Jasmine Rochelle Raleigh, NC As a part time Nashville resident and full time journalist, it’s

critical to preserve these historical places.
738. Tonya Wilburn Nashville, TN Traffic and parking is already a nightmare at this trendy yet

congested area. Due to the lack of a turning lane at
McGavock into Riverside it already creates confusion.
Adding an apartment complex will only increase congestion
and allow more people to be rude.

739. Mary Jo Cramb Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and drive through Riverside village
every day. We do not need this development. We definitely
do nit want the extra traffic. Keep it as it is.

740. Meghan Ellzey Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the components that makes Riverside
Villge so special. These plans would disrupt the community,
make the surrounding area hard to access, and take a way
something that adds such genuine, friendly, fun, business to
the neighborhood. It’s a staple that should stay.

741. Hannah Hughes West Olive, MI My boyfriend and I visit Nashville all the time and I adore this
record store. It has to stay!! It’s one of my favorite places.

742. Aaron Lee Tasjan Nashville, TN
743. Patricia Owen Nashville, TN Too much traffic, ugly buildings, destroying the

neighborhood.
744. Angie Jackson Nashville, TN Traffic in that area has become so congested and

dangerous. Adding so many more tightly packed living
situations in such a tight area would just make this so much
worse. And a motorcycle repair shop?!?!? No. So loud!

745. Rochelle
Corrington

Hermitage, TN

746. Gavin O'Neill Nashville, TN Because I think developers have been allowed to make
careless changes that won’t effect them, but deeply effect
the community.
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747. Tom Needham Mount Juliet, TN It’s the finest record store in that part of town and without its

quirky charm, Riverside Village would be just another
forgettable cookie cutter neighborhood.

748. Willie Breeding Nashville, TN
749. Lindsay Heiman Nashville, TN Riverside Village does not need apartment complexes or a

motorcycle repair shop. These things would cause
neighborhood staples to close and this hurts the
neighborhood’s character. These developments are
unnecessary and unwanted by the community.

750. Tomi Bari Jewett City, CT Help my most favorite country artist, Margo Price, out!
751. Tommy Vance Hermitage, TN
752. Andrew Sward Nashville, TN
753. Charles Harris Nashville, TN The proposed project will ruin the character of the

neighborhood. Our council members need to learn to say no
to developers for a change. Not every neighborhood in
Nashville can support massive development projects. As a
resident of East Nashville, it will be a sad day if Fond Object
is demolished and Riverside Village becomes
unrecognizable.

754. Judi Small Lafayett, TN
755. Lisa Centonze Nashville, TN
756. Jordan Tice Nashville, TN
757. Miche D Glasgow, United

Kingdom
As a frequent visitor to Nashville it is so sad to see the
character and venues that draw me to Nashville year after
year slowly disappearing, with condos that seem to have
barely any residents pop up in their place. Fond Object and
the surrounding area is a must visit every time I’m in the city.
Please don’t make it one more place to mourn in a city that
has lost so much of its interesting culture in the past 5 years.

758. Andy Washington London, United
Kingdom

I & 100’s of music fans worldwide always look forward to
attending events at Fond Object

759. Adia Paul Nashville, TN
760. Joseph Scala Nashville, TN
761. Telisha Cobb Nashville, TN Our small, independent businesses and historic

neighborhoods make Nashville, Nashville. Sadly they are
becoming extinct by mindless development for short term
gains.

762. Brittney
McClafferty

Nashville, TN

763. Andrew Heideman Cane Ridge, TN This corner...this neighborhood...is truly a gem, not only of
the East Nashville community, but of Nashville as a whole.
Let these developers find their opportunities elsewhere
around town. Nashville has plenty of abandoned buildings
and crack houses elsewhere that could be torn down or
(continues on next page)
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763. Andrew Heideman Cane Ridge, TN (continued from previous page)

re-purposed. Why not utilize the under-utilized, versus
tearing down something that so many people love AND visit,
thus alienating an entire community?

764. Brendan Cooke MORECAMBE,
United Kingdom

I visit the area as a music tourist from the UK and want to
preserve the Fond Object and environs...a place and an
area of great character.

765. Liam Jordan Penzance, United
Kingdom

766. India Ramey Nashville, TN Developers are ruining East Nashville and erasing the
eclectic, beautiful things about it that made people want to
live there in the first place. Find Object is an asset to our
community. Leave it alone!

767. Jacob Huff Marion, IL A must stop when I'm in town about once a month!
768. John Condit Nashville, TN
769. Debbie Burrow Nashville, TN We don’t need more congestion in this area. It’s right in the

middle of my commute to and from work and almost every
where I go

770. Amanda Campbell Nashville, TN Fixture of the community.
771. Jeremy Richerson Murfreesboro, TN It’s a great record store
772. Elissa Faustina Albany, OR
773. Spladam Sandlot Louisville, KY Fond Object is an important center for the DIY community in

Nashville and would hurt the city and the it’s young
community to see it go!

774. Jenny Harvey Knoxville, TN I've been to this store several times and it is a vital part of
the community.

775. kelly ahrens nashville, TN
776. Michelle Tompkins Montreal, Canada We took a trip to Nashville and decided to stay in East

Nashville because of an event Fond Object’s was putting on.
We’ve even suggested to friends visiting Nashville from
Canada to be sure to stop in here. Don’t ruin a good thing!

777. Patrick Nehoda Franklin, TN
778. Kim Caudell Old Hickory, TN Stop demolishing Nashville's neighborhoods!
779. Randy Tatel NASHVILLE, TN Developers are killing our city and government is complicit.
780. Ashley Spurgeon Nashville, TN
781. Candace Svoma Brooklyn, NY
782. Amy Dee

Richardson
Nashville, TN Our neighborhood has been severely altered enough and we

don’t need to further the disfigurement of this once unique
area. Find another part of town to line your pockets with. I
don’t see any of these developers offering ways to improve
the community outside their profiting from us.

783. Bjorn Axelsson Uddevalla, Sweden I visit Fond Object on a regular basis and have seen a lot of
great music in their backyard over the years
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784. Lori Spencer Gillespie, IL
785. Jennifer Buggs Nashville, TN This neighborhood is a quaint gem 5 miles from the city, that

I admired, long before we moved to Inglewood 2 years ago.
We love what it offers all of the young families moving to the
area. Fond Objects is such an awesome fixture in the
neighborhood! Keep it quaint. Keep it simple. The residents
of Inglewood love it just fine the way that it is. This
neighborhood IS NOT ideal for an apartment complex, nor
motorcycle cycle repair/showroom. There’s a neighborhood
another 5 miles north...and Madison would love to have you.

786. Tara Balma Nashville, TN living in East Nashville my whole life, and I have never seen
so much traffic in this area my entire life. Why add to it?!
This area is hip, and cool enough. Find Object has been
quite successful and it’s local.

787. cassity degges brentwood, TN
788. Jennifer franzen Nashville, TN
789. Kayla Sullivan Nashville, TN The area is not designed to support this type of

infrastructure. Let Riverside Village be! There are plenty of
other areas that would be better suited for this type of
development.

790. Eric Wright Nashville, TN
791. Laurie Green Goodlettsville, TN
792. Maria Sommer New York City, NY
793. Leah Stephens Whites creek, TN I’ve been here for 6 years and will not be leaving anytime

soon. I have watched neighborhood after neighborhood lose
character and become too expensive for normal ppl to enjoy.
Not everyone wants 30$ a plate meals and fancy things all
the time.

794. Shelby Kortz Murfreesboro, TN We need to keep vinyl alive and we need these record
stores to do that!!!

795. Caitlin Doyle Nashville, TN
796. Katylyn Adams Nashville, TN
797. Lauren Kasper Nashville, TN Fond Object is an important community landmark and

cultural incubator for east nashville. There are so few truly
independent art spaces in local communities. This place is
an important part of the the balanced composition of music
City. It is completely inappropriate to tear this beloved
community space down to build a loud and noisy motorcycle
shop and more apartments. No one in this community can
even afford to buy what I expect will be custom motor cycles.
We love it as it is. Work with us to keep this location a
vibrant part of our culture.

798. Stuart
Rademacher

Chicago, IL
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799. Cybelle Elena Nashville, TN Fond Object supports local, independent artists and

musicians. Dose is already a neighborhood favorite for
coffee. We don’t need a competing coffee shop or pizza
place to displace already existing local businesses, increase
traffic and take a major hit at the art community.

800. Britany Laye Nashville, TN I love this area. I’ve been here for 11 years. The growth
happening has already caused a lot if issues and our little
road and neighborhood cant take any more stress. The
proposed complex is ludacris. Would be stain on our appeal,
would cause an increase in traffic issues etc... the
neighborhood loves fond object.

801. Brittany Blaylock Nashville, TN This is such a cute part of East Nashville! It would be so sad
to see it go :(

802. Yvonne Hodge Nashville, TN I dont want my neighborhood ruined.
803. Dorothy Daniel Nashville, TN I do not want a motorcycle shop in riverside village. I do not

want the extra traffic from apartment buildings. I want to
preserve the culture and asthetic that Fond Object brings to
the neighborhood.

804. Luke Schneider Nashville, TN Fond Object and the backyard events they host are a core
amenity to this neighborhood. This business should not be
replaced by a pizza shop (there is already one across the
street) or a motorcycle shop that will cause disturbances all
day, every day. 
Perhaps the block could use minimal, tasteful development
to improve parking and replace empty storefronts. But Fond
Object and its backyard should be spared. While affordable
density is needed in the neighborhood, this block is the
wrong place for apartments. I think that some folks may be
exagerrating the current state of traffic on the block--lets get
real, its not really a "nightmare"--but it is an issue that will
worsen significantly if this development is done hastily and
unwisely.
The developers should listen to the neighbors and be willing
to compromise to their needs. Fond Object should not
bulldozed. Period. The Neighborhood does not need another
pizza concept, motorcycle repair shop, or apartments on that
block. The developers should present a thoughtful,
comprehensive plan with those proposals off the table.

805. Leslie Knott Bath, United Kingdom Its a great community area and ahojld be protected.
806. Brian Wyatt Nashville, TN Because I like buying records.
807. Leigh Watson Nashville, TN
808. Rene Waltmire Madison, TN
809. Brennan Walsh Nashville, TN I live here and play in a band who places at Fond Object, so,

I don't want that to go away. I
810. Brett Marker Nashville, TN
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811. Schuyler Dean Nashville, TN I don't want apartments and parking lots in Riverside Village.

I love it the way it is!
812. Sandy Ward Nashville, TN
813. Drew Smith Nashville, TN I’m an advocate for organic neighborhood growth from

within.
814. Stephen Marriott Bicester, United

Kingdom
Small independent traders must be supported in helping to
maintain the unique character of the neighbourhood

815. Keith Wallace Woodbury, TN
816. John T Nashville, TN I have lived in East Nashville for over 7 years and the reason

I love the area is because of the distinct neighborhood feel.
This proposed development flies in the face of what makes
Riverside Village unique and is completely unwelcome. As
Nashville grows as a whole, preservation of the areas which
made the city attractive in the first place should be of prime
importance.

817. Pauline Andres Nashville, TN
818. Jay LAWRENCE Old Hickory, TN We must preserve what makes Nashville unique and

affordable.
819. Jon Keller Nashville, TN I live across town, but come to Fond Object a few times

every month. It's a wonderful record store. Don't tear it down.
Nashville's population growth is on the way down, there's no
need to destroy unique historic buildings and put up nasty
ass condos. No one actually wants that.

820. Whitney Edison Nashville, TN I would like for this area to stay a small community in order
to protect its charm

821. Vida Wakeman Nashville, TN I live around the corner and this would change the entire
dynamic of the neighborhood. Increased traffic and noise
being the main issue. Please do not allow this to happen.

822. Chandra Watson Nashville, TN Large redevelopment apartment complexes with retail are an
epidemic... this is not the right place for this type of complex.
Some minimal refurbishment adding to the existing
character would be nice, but please don't turn this in to 12
South!!!

823. Heather Price Nashville, TN No more over development!!!
824. Pamela goodwin Nashville, TN
825. Amy Lashley Nashville, TN Homeowners matter, trees matter.
826. Damon Atkinson Nashville, TN
827. Julie Christensen Nashville, TN I frequent fond object's record and vintage store and gallery,

and go to the backyard events, and have played there. This
is our neighborhood glue!

828. MacKenzie
Halliday

Nashville, TN

829. Lysa Moore Iowa City, IA
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830. gowa peshewa nasjville, TN STOP DESTROYING OUR CITY AND LETTING

DEVELOPERS WHITE WASH OUR CULTURE
831. Kory Wheeler Nashville, TN
832. Gabby McCauley Providence, RI One of my favorites spots to visit when i come to Nashville!!
833. Lindsay White Nashville, TN
834. Annie Neeley Nashville, TN Enough with the dang bougie condos!
835. Kelvin Sawkill Leicester, United

Kingdom
As a visitor to Nashville I love the unique character of the
separate districts. Some development can be helpful and
revitalise communities. Too much destroys the individual
character and too often results in the cost of living rising and
forcing the original residents out. Riverside is lovely and
should not be destroyed by the self intetest of developers
only inrested in making a fast buck. Retain the vibrant
community character and I, and many others who appreciate
that will keep coming back. More importantly be true to the
community that makes Riverside what it is, don't trample
them in the name of progress or profit.

836. Theodore Lehnen Walker, MI Was in nashville for the 1st time a couple weeks ago. I found
east nashville to be my favorite place. Dont ruin it with high
rise condos

837. Marie Tucker Nashville, TN Because it is my neighborhood. I was born in Nashville and
over delvepment takes away the charm that Nashville has.
These buildings are going up with no integrity of design or
respect for the nature around.

838. Jess B------ Edmonton, Canada
839. Alejandro Navarro Nashville, TN
840. Alicia Zegelien Winchester, KY
841. Emily Reed Nashville, TN
842. Robyn Quintard Madison, TN
843. Roy Greer Coburg, Australia I love visiting this shop each year during Americana Fest
844. Jackie Ridgway Nashville, TN We need to preserve our neighborhood, enough

development
845. Thomas Young Nashville, TN
846. Chris Watts Nashville, TN New developments will bring more traffic, noise, pollution,

and most importantly whitewash the culture of the
neighborhood. Please don’t do this.

847. Jeremy Ferguson Nashville, TN That area is already a complete mess to drive thru. This will
insure that part of the road is unusable to people who have
lived here forever.

848. Brandon Craig Nashville, TN
849. Eric Marcum Nashville, TN
850. Mia Young Nashville, TN
851. David Demith Holiday, FL Nashville has had enough!
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852. Robbie English Nashville, TN This proposed development would cause an already

congested and busy area to become a constant gridlock of
cars. Not to mention completely destroy all the charm that
Riverside Village currently has. There are many other places
throughout East Nashville where this could go and has the
infrastructure to support it.

853. Caitlin Brady Nashville, TN
854. Mike Lee Nashville, TN This is an extremely poorly thought-out plan that will create a

traffic nightmare at Riverside and McGavock, as well as
having a major negative impact on local residences and
businesses.

855. Katy Swartout Nashville, TN The buildings in Riverside Village are what give it its
personality and charm. The buildings could potentially use
some renovation but condos and apartments will ruin the
appeal of the area.

856. Leah Thomas Fort Worth, TX because my girl says it’s important!
857. Mollie Decktor Boston, MA Nashville has enough empty condo buildings.
858. Cori McGuirk Nashville, TN
859. Jacob Thomas Jr Madison, TN
860. Allison Maus Nashville, TN My husband and I moved to Inglewood for it’s close knit

community and charm. It felt like one of the last true “old
neighborhoods” that hadn’t been infiltrated with tourist
attractions and condos. We love that it is quiet, beautiful,
and small. The proximity to Riverside Village was a great
perk: convenient to a coffee shop, gas station, neighborhood
pub, and a few restaurants. 
As it is now, it still feels quaint, though increasing traffic and
pedestrians already make it difficult to get home in the
afternoon.
I can’t imagine the chaos that new development and
apartments/condos would bring. It would destroy the charm
that this neighborhood loves, enjoys, and wants to protect.
By overtaking this area, developers are destroying the very
thing that attracts people to the village.
If anything should be done to Riverside Village, restore the
existing buildings. Place businesses there that fit well with
the current thriving businesses. 
Have respect for a charming old neighborhood that has
worked to keep its community as it is, instead of squeezing
as much as one can on a tiny lot for the sake of making more
money.

861. Bedonna
Wakeman

New Orleans, LA I visit Nashville many times a year and this area/building is
the most welcoming area in the city! It is part of the
community that I love most about Nashville! PLEASE Leave
a good thing a lone and allow the landmark to stay as it is

862. Kevan Peden Nashville, TN
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863. Sara Weedman Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village and hate to see the quaint charm of

the area ruined buy yet another condo development that
doesn't fit the neighborhood and traffics in out of town
air-bnb guests who have no respect or appreciation for the
people who LIVE HERE!

864. Kendra Ford Nashville, TN
865. Jonathan Robbins Nashville, TN
866. Jack Hummel Ballwin, MO It’s part of the history and culture in East Nashville.
868. Mary Beth

Blankenship
Nashville, TN

869. Cole Kiracofe Nashville, TN One of the only reasons this neighborhood is unique is this
store

870. Tim Easton Nashville, TN I live here.
871. Emma Rose

Snovel
Nashville, TN

872. W D DONNELL nashville, TN too much development on such a small corner
873. Jillian LaFave Nashville, TN The vibe of this neighborhood is one of the main reasons I

enjoy living in Inglewood. Please don't close Fond Object
and turn this into another yuppie district like 12 south.

874. norma king nashville, TN This is my hood so want it to stay the same
875. Katie Smith Nashville, TN
876. Alan Fitter Wallington, United

Kingdom
877. MICHAEL

SCHREINER
CRESTWOOD, IL

878. Jay Pursley Hendersonville, TN
879. Tim Hawkins Nashville, TN Community Preservation.
880. marissa moss Nashville, TN
881. Sam Smith Nashville, TN
882. Kari Schmidt Minneapolis, MN
883. Dixie Wells Nashville, TN
884. Jennifer Womack PELL LAKE, WI
885. Shawn Sims Leitchfield, KY I’m a music lover, & independent record stores need all the

support they can get.
886. Chad Pinkston Nashville, TN
887. Jonnie Lafave Nashville, TN
888. Jason Paradise Nashville, TN I’m local
890. Taylor Rust Nashville, TN
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891. Lauren Beazley Nashville, TN I love this area the way it is - walkable, friendly, local

neighborhood, etc. Apartments bring in cars, crazy, traffic
and all that. A motorcycle repair shop brings in even more
crazy. And we have a pizza restaurant in this neighborhood
and plenty more in east nash. We don't need another ;) Keep
Riverside Village local, safe, friendly, full of trees, without all
the crazy traffic the way it is!

892. Amanda Love Nashville, TN
893. Michaela Neller Nashville, TN Because this is a base for our neighborhood community and

culture
894. John McTigue Nashville, TN
895. Zac Clark Nashville, TN I live right up the street and see no positives coming from

demolishing a legendary record store and more, wiping
away this small community’s history simply to build upward
for the sake of more money for an entity that otherwise likely
lives nowhere nearby (if this entity is even considered ‘living’
in the first place.) Not a fan of this plan and hope I can make
it home in time to make the meeting. Cheers.

896. Corey Bonnette Nashville, TN Nashville can't fill all the expensive apartments it already
has.

897. Julie Henry Nashville, TN Because it’s time to stop destroying east nashville. Enough
is enough

898. Mitra Khayyam Los Angeles, CA Fond Object was the labor of love and the culmination of
years of hard work Jeff Petit put in working at various record
shops and as a collector.

899. Gabrielle Brown Nashville, TN
900. Adam Carmona Nashville, TN At the rate it’s going, Nashville’s development will white

wash the entire city into a bland, homogenized, and
tasteless landscape. Small businesses and areas for
creative growth are what give a city its character, not the
same coffee shop and condo on every block.

901. Patrick Sweany Nashville, TN This area is what drew me to live in this neighborhood.
There is plenty of existing and available commercial and
high rise residential property to continue without causing
more traffic problems and conflicts with adjacent neighbors.

902. Marisa Livesay Encinitas, CA
903. Alexander Burch Nashville, TN
904. Meredith Peaden White House, TN
905. Jim Herrington Nashville, TN
906. Steve Busch Stoughton, WI One of the things i enjoy about visiting Nashville is the great

variety of record stores!
907. Shaunna Eaton Nashville, TN
908. Kevin Barbour Dallas, TX Support local business.
909. Lindsey Basler Nashville, TN
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910. Laura Ross NASHVILLE, TN I pass through this area numerous times each week.

Navigating Riverside Drive is bad enough, we don't need
this added headache or the congestion that accompanies
the addition of so many more units.

911. Christy Huber Nashville, TN
912. brett hunter nashville, TN
913. Pandy Elferdink Nashville, TN
915. Betty Cortner Nashville, TN To save East Nashville
916. Darren McClain Nashville, TN
917. Morgan Ely Nashville, TN This proposed development threatens to knock out existing

and thriving businesses. Master plans have also not been
drafted for an approval on an unknown development. Who is
this developer? Are they known for tear downs? If so, then
screw them

918. Tommy Furar Nashville, TN
919. Ryan LaFave Nashville, TN Riverside Village is our neighborhood and a large reason we

moved to the area. Bulldozing these buildings to add
apartments is taking away the appeal of the neighborhood in
order to simply add more people and traffic. You are
fundamentally removing the reason people WANT to live
here. East Nashville is a beloved part of town that relies on
its unique variety of character and we must work to preserve
it. PLEASE don't bulldoze our neighborhood!

920. Adrienne Reece Nashville, TN
921. Kimberly

VanDusen
Nashville, TN

922. Tracy Wermager Nashville, TN
923. Katie Johnson Nashville, TN
924. Leah Creamer Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and we do not have the

infrastructure to support this kind of rapid growth. We are a
community of many single family homes with children. It’s
already hard to just walk your dogs without cars speeding
by. This project would bring tons of traffic, congestion, and
noise to our nice neighborhood.

925. Laurel Hailey Nashville, TN I live about 2 miles from this and find myself at the existing
businesses there quite a bit. I love that even though there
are numerous restaurants/shops around, it’s generally quiet
and doesn’t disturb the neighborhood feel. While there may
be a little bit of room for more development (vacant or
unused properties), ripping out existing much-loved and
supported businesses with character, to replace them with
what they’re proposing is NOT what our neighborhood
needs.

926. Janis King RENO, NV
927. Cameron Potts Nashville, TN
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928. Daniel Rehbein Nashville, TN
929. Kenneth Herring Nashville, TN This neighborhood does not need to be disrupted
930. Joseph Lekkas Nashville, TN Keep riverside village a unique area
931. Lauren Davis Nashville, TN
932. Lee

Moneta-Koehler
Nashville, TN

933. mandy west Nashville, TN I'm sick of seeing the overcrowding and loss of character in
my neighborhood. This development is unwelcome. NO
MORE please.

934. Megan Clemens Nashville, TN To protect the integrity of the neighborhood and the
community that lives there, and around it.

935. Karen Center Nashville, TN
936. Nona Muir Nashville, TN
937. Abigail Dempsey Nashville, TN
938. Charlotte Herring Nashville, TN We like the walkability of our street and do not want the extra

traffic or NOISE
939. Becca Bridges Nashville, TN I live right in riverside village and want it to keep its charm
940. John Owen Nashville, TN We're losing way too many of our charming neighborhood

business districts to runaway development of unneeded
apartments with all the attached parking, dumpsters and the
traffic that goes with that.

941. Jeanette Alvarez Nashville, TN This place is important to the community condos ARE NOT !
942. Clara Sue Bailey Nashville, TN I was born in Nashville and I’ve watched the culture and

integrity be squeezed out of it. I work on this street and
would hate to see this change.

943. Katy Parson Nashville, TN We need this place in East Nashville
944. George

Demitroulis
Avenel, NJ Local businesses and neighborhoods are disappearing for

chai stores and condos.
945. ashlee Mcdonald Nashville, TN
946. Bailey Muncie South Rockwood, MI Lots of memories made in this community, with lots of

friends that I'll treasure forever. Historical, small towns like
this deserve so much better.

947. Alicia Riggans Nashville, TN
948. Ashley Ayers Nashville, TN
949. Sophie White Blackpool, lancashire,

United Kingdom
950. Gavin Oatley Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a unique neighborhood center and a

gem in our community.
951. Guy Zahller Aptos, CA
952. Andrew Lipow Nashville, TN I don't want to see Nashville look like just any other city. It's

a shame there is so much money on changing the look here,
and not enough in East Nashville community development.
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953. Kristen Freeman Nashville, TN East Nashville already struggles with a lack of affordable

housing options and overdevelopment. Cutting down mature
trees and tearing down local businesses will only compound
the problem!

954. Cindy Mcdowell Antioch, TN Grew up in that area ��
955. Heather

Parsons-McCormack
Nashville, TN Not every neighborhood corner needs a giant building.

Leave our neightborhood alone.
956. Nicholas Benik Nashville, TN
957. Andrea Bridwell Nashville, TN I’ve lived and worked in this neighborhood off and on for

years and so do many of my dear friends. It’s charm is
undeniable and should be preserved for the current and
future residents.

958. Grant England Nashville, TN
959. Billy Reed Nashville, TN It's important to keep the vibe of the neighborhood.
960. scott hueston NASHVILLE, TN I moved to the area because of the personality of RIverside

Square. Redevelopment destroys the appeal
961. Chris Hamlett MEMPHIS, TN
962. Rachel Lynn Nashville, TN
963. Daniel Hudgins Nashville, TN
964. Cath Sparks Nashville, TN We bought our home while in our 20s from my husband's

granny, in 2000, and have watched changes both good and
bad. We stay, because we love the character of the
neighborhood that's been home to our family for 58 years.
This is another step to remove the character that makes
quirky RV what it is, replacing it w/ cookie-cutter
development, and a redundant pizza shop. Keep Inglewood
Funky! The Levittown 2.0 just sucks.

965. Jennifer
Laughlin-Reed

Nashville, TN

966. Ronald Small Nashville, TN I am interested in maintaining the character of Nashville
neighborhoods and protecting all of our communities from
overdevelopment.

967. Jennifer Wileman Nashville, TN Its a lovely neighborhood.
968. Brandon Griffith Nashville, TN Keep riverside how it is
969. Kyle Cooke Nashville, TN
970. Mark Lopez Nashville, TN I want this neighborhood to retain its character with single

family homes supported by the small shops in Riverside
Village. I also think the proposal will cause traffic problens at
McGavic and Riverside. All of my neighbors seem to agree
too. We voted this down past year. Enough is enough. Alas I
am unable to attend the meetingnthis year.

971. Jeremy Smith Orion, IL
972. Amy Wendell Nashville, TN
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973. Jodi Lindsey Nashville, TN
974. Tierney Heisinger Lebanon, TN
975. Ingrid Miller Nashville, TN
976. Samantha Bell Nashville, TN
977. Lindsey Gardner Nashville, TN
978. Kristi Elder Old Hickory, TN
979. Jeffrey Miller NASHVILLE, TN This has major problems with parking and traffic in an

already tight corridor. Despite what the councilman says
about authority to already do a high capacity development
on McGavock, the developers wouldn't be taking this route if
they could make that happen. This should be denied.

980. John Fabke Nashville, TN Enough is enough. Keep the character of the neighborhood
intact.

981. Sharon Blanton Nashville, TN East Nashville is WAY TO OVERCROWDED! The
developers are to greedy. They are trying to put multiple
units on every property that they can get their hands on. And
throwing houses up to quickly. PLEASE! East Nashville
stand together! Before we lose what makes East Nashville
great!

982. Joey Vick Madison, TN I’m a local worker. I pass it’s besuty everyday
983. Margaret von

Biesen
Santa Monica, CA

984. Lisa Moore Ashland City, TN Because not only does my friend live in this neighborhood, I
am from Nashville, and development is ruining this town.
People from all over are coming here to tear down our locally
revered places (Music Row buildings, etc.), destroy trees,
which we need for a number of reasons, and basically cause
places to live to become so expensive that they can no
longer afford to live in the town in which they were born,
which is also why I had to move out of Davidson County. I
wish they would go back to where they came, and if they
screwed up the place before they decided to come here and
do it, just go back there. Thank you.

985. Rebecca Small Nashville, TN
986. Marcela Hidalgo Nashville, TN I live here and we need the trees. I’m tired of our

neighborhood being stripped to make new space. Enough!
987. Lynsey McDonald Nashville, TN I’ve lived in the neighborhood for 16 years. Fond Object is a

community asset. Over-development of that space is a
greedy move.

988. Cindy Fisher Nashville, TN This will create too much traffic in an already congested area
plus the fact, these 'vintage' buildings make this area unique
along with the mature trees, there are enough sterile new
developments just down the street. We need to preserve the
character that is this neighborhood.
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989. Colleen Wysser -

Martin
Laupen, Switzerland

990. David Fisher Nashville, TN The character of these buildings is what makes our
neighborhood unique, desirable and why people want to
purchase homes here. New developments will bring too
much traffic and congestion to this neighborhood plus
making us look like every other new development.

991. Dawn Candelore Nashville, TN
992. Rosalie Kellman Nashville, TN
993. Harrison Cofer Nashville, TN
994. Jared Brennan Nashville, TN Seeing this Nashville cultural landmark make way for

another cookie cutter apartment complex a la the
Williamsburg, Brooklyn NY development aesthetic makes
me sad for my neighborhood.

995. William Thimmes Sugar Grove, OH Keep ma and pop stores going
996. Erin Harrington Nashville, TN Keep Riverside as it is. This is not the right development for

this area.
997. Diane Copeland Nashville, TN Because I don't want East Nashville and Inglewood to lose

their character and just become rows and rows of unispired
housing. These are neighborhoods with character! Please
keep them that way.

998. Jeromy Reaux Nashville, TN
999. Leigh Ann

Adkisson
Nashville, TN Because it’s across the street from my house and as a local

we love seeing outside shows at fond object
1,000. LORI QUINTANA NASHVILLE, TN I live in the neighborhood and there is already way too many

apartment complexes and developments for our small
streets. This will only benefit the developers, not the
neighborhood.

1,001. Chloe Stillwell Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood, and I can’t imagine a more
disturbing offense to our beloved community than this gross
proposal.

1,002. Tyler Mulkeen Nashville, TN
1,003. Jessica

Whitehouse
Nashville, TN

1,004. Dana Birnbaum Nashville, TN Too much traffic for that small area.
1,005. Tara Waters Radcliff, KY
1,006. patrick mcnicholas Nashville, TN
1,007. Jacob Schilz Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, and these are my neighbors. The

character and charm of the Riverside Village area is
important to those who have lived here. These residents
deserve their lawmakers’ support, as well as their right to a
safe, comfortable and peaceful neighborhood that they have
proudly called “Home”. Overdevelopment is already an
(continues on next page)
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1,007. Jacob Schilz Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

issue all around Nashville; simply a byproduct of greed and
inconsiderate business opportunities. 
The Riverside Village neighborhood doesn’t have to
succumb to the trend, and must be allowed to remain the
cozy, friendly neighborhood that it has become.

1,008. Ryan Sweeney Nashville, TN I used to live right around the corner from this area and loved
the character it still had among all the new developments
around town. I also host several events a year at Fond
Object and have been going there since the day it opened!!
FO and the surrounding businesses helped breathe life into
that neighborhood, would be a shame for them to fall victim
to the popularity they helped create.

1,009. Leslie Olivier Nashville, TN
1,010. Allison Borrell Murfreesboro, TN We need to keep local record stores alive! They bring so

much to the community in terms of sharing music and acting
as a DIY venue. Nashville has plenty of condos — let’s not
get rid of a local staple for that!

1,011. Hannah Fairlight Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and these places are special to me
and many other friends and families! It is important to
preserve the soul of Nashville and there are far too many
large residence buildings going up in place of the cool spots
that are the reasons people moved here in the first place.
Stop killing Nashville’s soul!

1,012. Jen Starsinic Nashville, TN This will destroy the local community. It will make money for
the developer while not only not helping the local community,
but actively harm it. Development should enhance, not
destroy, the existing community and way of life in that
community.

1,013. Charles Oglesby Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood, and I enjoy the quaintness.
1,014. Chris Sunday Nashville, TN It's my neighborhood
1,015. Kyle Womack Pell lake, WI Loved this place when we visited. Such a great atmosphere!
1,016. judith holladay nashville, TN I am a resident of this very community and definitely oppose

this proposed development.
1,017. Daniel Knobler Nashville, TN
1,018. BRANDON

GOLDSTEIN
NASHVILLE, TN

1,019. Jason Christensen Nashville, TN I live near riverside village. The character and culture that
has made it appealing and popular is important to me.
Replacing that character with cookie cutter condos and
chain retailers and brands will destroy what makes riverside
village interesting and attractive. Don’t kill the heart of
Nashville for a quick buck.

1,020. Jeffery Burke Nashville, TN I live there
1,021. Makenzie Green Old hickory, TN No more condos!!
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1,022. Jamie Jane Nashville, TN My neighborhood ❤️
1,023. Kathy Patterson Goodlettsville, TN
1,024. Kelly Dennen Nashville, TN
1,025. Brianna O’Hagan Burnsville, NC
1,026. Mike Hulsey Nashville, TN We live two blocks from this. No. Just no.
1,027. meredith hale nashville, TN
1,028. Ashley Nolan Nashville, TN i live right next to riverside village. construction will be a

nightmare, and this lil neighborhood will lose what i love
about it and why i’m drawn to live here in the first place.

1,029. Joe Capps Goodlettsville, TN This is my old neighborhood. On the corner of Riverside and
McGavock was the original Riverside Pharmacy with Elrod's
Barber Shop, and Creech's 5&10. Those businesses were in
the building in the posted picture. These buildings are being
torn down, as are the old churches, and homes. The tall
skinny and apartments are replacing history. Enough
already, please!!

1,030. Peter Stockus Nashville, TN
1,031. Taylor Hancock Nashville, TN
1,032. Jamie Bradley Nashville, TN Nobody has worked harder to bring rock n roll & community

to this area of town than Jem, Coco, Poni & Jeff. Throwing
up condos is a ABSURD and worthless use of this space
and a slap in the face to Nashville.

1,033. Susan Caro Nashville, TN
1,034. Jessica Rodgers Madison, TN
1,035. Kyle Davis Nashville, TN
1,036. George Fontaine Athens, GA
1,037. Laura Pierson Nashville, TN
1,038. Doug Keffer Nashville, TN
1,039. Lauren Ellis Nashville, TN
1,040. Lisa Proctor Whites Creek, TN I love Riverside Village and its quaint community should that

should be left alone. Please do not destroy its character,
charm, and beautiful trees. Build those apartments
somewhere else.

1,041. Tara Underwood Nashville, TN
1,042. Derek Potter NASHVILLE, TN
1,043. Margaret Wolf Hillsborough, NC
1,044. Brian Waters Nashville, TN
1,045. Melissa Black Cottontown, TN
1,046. Erin Breeding Nashville, TN
1,047. jesse hall Hermitage, TN it’s a great record shop & they host really fantastic shows in

their backyard frequently
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1,048. Clint Nelson NASHVILLE, TN I've been frequenting this neighborhood for years and the

folks who live around there like the scene as it is. That
should be enough.

1,049. Tyler Haley Nashville, TN
1,050. Irene Popa Nashville, TN
1,051. Freddy Rascon Nashville, TN They're ruining the look of our neighborhoods and

overpopulating which leads to more traffic!
1,052. Matt Bastin Nashville, TN
1,053. Leah Pritchett Nashville, TN This is where I live and I love how it is now.
1,054. Aijia Allen Nashville, TN
1,055. Craig Jackson Whites creek, TN
1,056. Mary Donaghy Nashville, TN Its crushing to see developers ruin beautiful neighborhoods

for profit. Over population and pricing is ruining artisitc and
historical parts of Nashville. If this is what the people
wanted, we'd all move to NYC or LA. STOP THIS!!!

1,057. Aidan McGloine Nashville, TN
1,058. Lauren Bardelline Nashville, TN
1,059. Elizabeth Goans Antioch, TN
1,060. Jessica McNatt Nashville, TN Stop ruining this city. All of this building is robbing Nashville

and surrounding areas of it's character. We do not want any
more watered down high rises that do nothing but further the
gentrification already happening here, and pushes out the
Nashville natives who can now no longer afford to live in the
areas in which we grew up.

1,061. Kyle Numann Nashville, TN Keeping the small local shops and green space in this area
provides a welcome respite from the over-development that
has decreased quality of life in many other areas of the city.

1,062. sophia swanson Nashville, TN
1,063. Deborah Simms Nashville, TN Do not need dense housing, motorcycle shop and increased

traffic in this neighborhood. All this will destroy
neighborhood.

1,064. Nik Johnson Waite Park, MN Such a historic building!!!
1,065. Natasha Buttrey Nashville, TN
1,066. Jake Epley Nashville, TN
1,067. Lori Livingston Prescott, AZ Please keep development out of this neighborhood
1,068. Kittie McCrary Nashville, TN
1,069. Cara Murphy Nashville, TN
1,070. Rachel Fox Nashville, TN
1,071. Jessica Gregory Nashville, TN Because our neighborhood is already too busy as it is. And

too expensive for the original locals to shop and eat. Take it
somewhere else. The crime rate doesnt need to go up
(continues on next page)
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1,071. Jessica Gregory Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

anymore. Showing off money and such is only making things
worse around here. East Nashville will never be what the
high heads dream of it being. The more thats torn down,
changed, upgraded, or upscaled is just bringing out the
worst of our area. So please stop and do it somewhere else.
God bless.

1,072. Jeremy Ellman Nashville, TN I think this development would completely ruin the feel and
look of our neighborhood.

1,073. Ariel Bui Nashville, TN Fond Object is an important part of Nashville's independent
music community and it needs to stay put in the
neighborhood that loves it.

1,074. Brenda Chavez Nashville, TN
1,075. Justin Henderson Nashville, TN
1,076. Linsey Adams Manchester, TN Nashville has been overdeveloped enough. East Nash

deserves to retain its character for the people who love it
and appreciate it.

1,077. Katie Shaw Nashville, TN
1,078. Benjamin Carrier Nashville, TN
1,079. Nini Okeefe Nashville, TN This area of Inglewood is what a neighborhood is about, if

you want to build condos, go downtown.
1,080. Michael Bowlds Nashville, TN They are my friends and family in art.
1,081. jarrad haning Nashville, TN
1,082. Diane Lynch Medford, MA
1,083. Nina Stiener Chicago, IL Indie music 4ever!
1,084. Josh Clark Nashville, TN I love this neighborhood! Keep it fun and weird. No more

massive developments, please.
1,085. James Robbins Nashville, TN This area doesn’t need any more traffic. Riverside Village is

perfect as is.
1,086. Cory Younts Nashville, TN
1,087. Christi Schroader Nashville, TN Because I'm from Nashville. I live down the street from Fond

Object and the Riverside Village complex and it's so sad to
think about it being replaced by things with less character.
Nashville can't afford to lose any more of it's essence. I work
in the tourism industry. I hear already from people who are
so disappointed when they come to visit and see
development after development of "more of the same".

1,088. Michael Okeefe Nashville, TN
1,089. Jim Hanke Nashville, TN
1,090. Wendy Harlin Nashville, TN
1,091. Sean Farragher Denver, CO Local businesses like this are important. Especially ones

who provide art.
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1,092. Chase Arocha Nashville, TN Because if you get rid of this you are getting rid of the soul

and artistic spirit that Nashville spent so many years
creating.

1,093. Christy Dennis Nashville, TN
1,094. Whitney Riddell Nashville, TN
1,095. Chris Kies Nashville, TN Because I love this neighborhood and we don't need any

more condos and apartment buildings that will price out
everyone currently in the area. Save the arts!

1,096. Erica Blinn Nashville, TN
1,097. Jay Newman Nashville, TN Because it will fundamentally alter the character of the

neighborhood near my house, and not in a way that I want.
Its like if you had Foo Fighters tickets but they canceled and
the promoter said you could have Nickelback tickets instead.

1,098. Rebecca Cobb Nashville, TN
1,099. Jason Gilmore Franklin, TN Because I love the culture of my city, and big business is

destroying that to make money. These people will be over
Nashville in 20 years anyway.

1,100. Sam Baize
Creamer

Nashville, TN Because I love Riverside Village and its charm.

1,101. Joshua Adcock Hendersonville, TN Nashville has quite a few sweet little record stores. I do not
want any of them to disappear!

1,102. Jorge Palomino Chicago, IL Music, art, a great store.
1,103. Christopher Duddy Nashville, TN Why would you want to bring a loud motor cycle gang shop

into a pleasant neighborhood. Motorcycles are for losers
who don’t wanna ride bikes and annoy everyone with their
cool dude motorcycle crap. ��

1,104. Ron Gallo Nashville, TN
1,105. Dylan Roy Nashville, TN
1,106. Charles Mead Nashville, TN
1,107. Rebecca

Augustine
Nashville, TN

1,108. Anne McCue nashville, TN Culture and safety.
1,109. Sharrae Allen Nashville, TN
1,110. Amanda Gentry Norman, OK This unique neighborhood should be kept as it is.
1,111. Ferd Kibler Hermitage, TN
1,112. Sarah Fenlaw Nashville, TN
1,113. john mccollam nashville, TN This was my introduction to so many friends when I first

came to Nashville and was trying to build a productive social
life.

1,114. Liz Warwick Madison, TN
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1,115. Carrie Dacre Los Angeles, CA I worked in Nashville for 2 years and love this neighborhood

for what it is. Definitely too much development happening
that is taking away the charm that is Nashville. I hope to
return sometime soon to live again.

1,116. Lee Wilds NASHVILLE, TN
1,117. Jolyn Newton Nashville, TN I live on Riverside. The traffic is already intense and wrecks

all too common. This will only make the situation worse.
Public safety should be our top concern & priority.

1,118. Griffin Churchwell Nashville, TN That neighborhood is such a treasure and so unique.
1,119. Nancy

Denning-Martin
Nashville, TN Our family lives in Inglewood. We opened the East Nashville

School of Music in Riverside Village and brought other
business owners together to host community events to draw
customers and neighbors. Our sixty-plus students were the
first regulars at the coffee shop and bookstore. We were part
of the new beginning for an area that has become a jewel
tucked in a vibrant, residential neighborhood. Riverside
Village should never disrupt residents and families. It
shouldn't become a commercial monstrosity in the
backyards of our neighbors. Please protect what has defined
us and drawn people to us--our small town feel in the heart
of the city.

1,120. Eric Roberts Nashville, TN
1,121. Deborah Betty Nashville, TN The area is necessary and convenient. We love the

drugstore, sandwich shop, and pizza shop. This will not
improve our neighborhood.

1,122. Danny Martin Nashville, TN
1,123. Richard Farmer Nashville, TN I live 5 houses down from there and don’t want the

motorcycle traffic and the coffee house and pizza place will
directly compete with existing businesses in Riverside
Village.

1,124. Lauren Widelitz
Cutler

Seattle, WA I spent 5 years owning a house on riverside drive a few
blocks from the proposed development. This proposed
apartment and commercial venture does not fit the
neighborhood. Also, building something so large next to
established single family homes is cruel to the people who
live there and have invested for years in the community.
Also, none of the roads can support this type of
development.

1,125. Shelby Button Nashville, TN
1,126. Marissa Hennigan Nichols Hills, OK
1,127. Pamela Marks Nashville, TN I’m a native East Nashvillian, and I am not against change,

but I am against all the recent proposals. Please if you find
out community offensive don’t change it, just build your
monstrosity in a welcoming community, not Riverside
Village.
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1,128. Tempie Farmer Nashville, TN Because I am 5 houses down from the corner. The 3-4

motorcycles that come up Riverside and McGavock. Having
more motorcycle traffic would be awful. I also know the
beauty of Riverside Drive, and the possibility of the tree lined
media having to be removed in order to make room for more
traffic, would be a tragedy. 
I also hate the idea of ANOTHER pizza place and
ANOTHER coffee shop moving in... there is t enough traffic
to support two of each. 
I am not against development or change, but please be
considerate of those who chose this little quiet gem in the
middle of Nashville to call home.

1,129. Julia King Richmond, VA
1,130. Ginia Wood Fairview, TN
1,131. Emily Neikam Brooklyn, NY I grew up in Nashville and in the last 4 years this has been a

very important part of the neighborhood.
1,132. Karen Chetty George's Mills, NH
1,133. Tracy McAndrew Nashville, TN Record stores matter!
1,134. Hannah

Messinger
Nashville, TN

1,135. Chad Cochran Bay Village, OH This incredible neighborhood doesn’t need to follow suit to
high rise condos and overdevelopment. You have such a
great area there already. Try and keep at least one piece of
Nashville as it should be.

1,136. Jacob Girardin Hendersonville, TN As a small business owner in Riverside Village, the impact
on both the neighbors, traffic, and businesses would be very
large. Increased traffic density, diminishing charm, and
ultimately looking for a profit off the "nashville boom" at the
expense of current residents, are not positive outcomes for
the Riverside Village community, and Inglewood
neighborhood as a whole.

1,137. Ashley LeBlanc Brantford, Canada
1,138. Kate Formway Nashville, TN We need this store and we need locally owned businesses

that support families to stay. We don’t need condos built by
greedy developers looking to make a buck while putting our
neighborhood stores out of business.

1,139. Heather Miller Nashville, TN
1,140. Quetzaly

Andersen
Hermitage, TN

1,141. Hailey Whitters Nashville, TN Sick of seeing the neighborhood/city of Nashville lose its
charm and character to homogenizing developers. Music
city, not condo city.

1,142. Zach Schmidt Nashville, TN This is an amazing spot that brings together the community.
1,143. Joseph Carver Miami, FL This is a unique neighborhood and it is a major reason that

we visit Nashville.
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1,144. KIMBERLY NAIL Nashville, TN
1,145. Cassandra

Dawson
Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and moved here because of the

character of places like fond object that speak to who we are
as East Nashvillians. While I am happy to see the
neighborhood grow - there are better places (like along
gallatin) for condos and major development.

1,146. Phillip Kinzer Nashville, TN I have several good friends who live in that area. Many of
them own homes and have for quite a while. I spend a great
deal of money in the businesses around Riverside Village. I
can generally assume that if this development goes up as
planned, I wouldn’t have any reason to spend money there.

1,147. Lindsey Gudal Nashville, TN
1,148. Emily Kidd Nashville, TN We love Fond Object! Please don’t destroy it.
1,149. Benjamin Riley Nashville, TN This would create undue congestion and degrade the

character of this corner of the neighborhood that I frequent
very often. This change would alter how I frequent these
establishments, which I am very fond of and help sway my
decision to purchase a home here.

1,150. Margaret Dunn Cookeville, TN Not everyone like the large crowds in arenas, etc. Love to
hear original music from different artists that's not always
heard on radio. Plus, want to keep the area ubique

1,151. Jeff Glueck Whites Creek, TN Having lived in East Nashville for the last 10 years, this
business and building are knit into the fabric of what makes
EN the best part of the city to be apart of. We lost the Family
Wash, Watanabe, and let’s not lose another.

1,152. Jackie Berkley Nashville, TN
1,153. Ryan Brush Nashville, TN
1,154. Brian Shearon Nashville, TN
1,155. Emily Hansen Las Vegas, NV
1,156. Katharine Smiley Nashville, TN East Nashville holds a very dear place in my heart and I

would hate to see it lose it’s history and culture by further
development.

1,157. alex downing Nashville, TN
1,158. Edward Street Nashville, TN Traffic parking and pet poop
1,159. Matt Deeb Nashville, TN It adds such a unique flair to our neighborhood. We love

walking up the street to see great local bands play in the
backyard. We always have a blast and the talent is
ridiculous. Fond Object is one of the reasons we love
Nashville. There is no charm in a condo. The neighborhood
would be worse if we lost Fond Object.

1,160. Beth Deeb Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and Fond Object, including the
backyard concert area, is a crucial part of the community.
Also, Riverside Village does NOT need a condo! It will ruin
the whole area.
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1,161. Robert Brock Nashville, TN
1,162. Melanie Lassiter Nashville, TN
1,163. Shawn Gonsalez Nashville, TN
1,164. Tiffany Minton Nashville, TN I worked at Mitchell Deli from 2008-2010, seeing the

neighborhood develop in its earliest stages, which were
intended to engage the existing community without
displacing it. I believe these additional, major developments
are meant to do the latter at the expense of not just the
people who inhabit the neighborhood currently, but the
future of it as well. This is an intentional development plan
that will cause more harm than good and we cannot let it
happen.

1,165. David Newbould Madison, TN Everyone loves Fond Objects, and no one who lives near it
wants it to go.

1,166. Hope Browning Nashville, TN
1,167. Kristina Juodenas Nashville, TN This would be an irreplaceable loss to the neighborhood I’ve

lived in and loved.
1,168. Ryan Wood Nashville, TN Because they’ve (outside commercial developers) already

sucked most of the soul out of East Nashville, can’t we keep
anything for posterity?

1,169. Lynsie Bennett Nashville, TN
1,170. Jayme Brunson Murfreesboro, TN We need more record stores, not more pizza joints. We need

mom'n'pops, not chains.
1,171. Aaron Irons Madison, TN Leave something for the locals to enjoy. Otherwise this city

dies and becomes complete garbage.
1,172. Cynthia Brown Cookeville, TN My son and ex husband live in this neighborhood, 1274

Kenmore Pl. I'm concerned for the safety of my child with the
added congestion that would come from this development.

1,173. Kelsey Gibbs Nashville, TN
1,174. Grant Gustafson nashville, TN
1,175. JoEllen Brown Nashville, TN Nashville is growing too fast, this kind of growth will

eventually cause an economic depression. We need less
apartments/condos built, what we really need is Road
expansion and repair. AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING!

1,176. Stephani
DeRouen

Nashville, TN We need to keep stores like Fond Object; these are the
things that made Nashville NASHVILLE! Stop tearing down
our history for overpriced condos!!!!!!!

1,177. Carol Anderson Hermitage, TN
1,178. Jordan Lehning Nashville, TN
1,179. Cameron Tucker Lexington, NC
1,180. Heather Land Nashville, TN I love our quirky neighborhood and the uniqueness at this

intersection. I'm sick of buildings with character that have
lived here for many years being replaced with cheaply built
cookie cutter establishments.
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1,181. DeAnna Leigh Asheville, NC Some bitch i dont even like posted it but i care about

communities stop dummies
1,182. Peter Swan Nashville, TN I don’t oppose development if congestion and pedestrian

safety are taken into account and I’ve got nothing against a
motorcycle business, but losing Fond Object for another
pizza shop and another coffee shop would be a travesty.
That place is a huge part of what makes his neighborhood
an amazing place to live.

1,183. melissa whitley Nashville, TN
1,184. Morrigan Corbitt Nashville, TN I no longer recognize the neighborhood I grew up in. We do

not need more apartment buildings, we need preservation of
the culture that has made people fall in love with Nashville.

1,185. Miranda McLeod New York, NY I support independent and artistic businesses, and oppose
development motivated purely by profit!

1,186. Joshua Wolak Nashville, TN I love this place. I learned to love east Nashville because of
this place. Everything like this place is being destroyed.

1,187. Mark Patterson Madison, TN
1,188. Kaitlin Elder Nashville, TN
1,189. Whitney Long Nashville, TN
1,190. mathew smith Nashville, TN This wold destroy the character of a thriving community.

There are much more suitable areas for this development.
Not to mention there is already a pizza place across the
street and plenty of housing options. This simply isn't
needed at this area.

1,191. Lydia Smith Goodlettsville, TN Originality is what makes us Nashville. Another condo is just
another condo and could be in any generic city. Riverside
Village adds depth and character to give Nashville
personality.

1,192. callie smith nashville, TN walking and community are critical to this neighborhood, and
there are already good local pizza places near by. there are
way better locations for apartments and motercycle repair
shops- like the vacant lots on galitin pike - which are alredy
high traffic areas- which need new development. please dont
ruin our neighborhood walking district and culture

1,193. Janelle Wommer Nashville, TN
1,194. Michelle Wise Nashville, TN
1,195. Rivanna

Youngpool
Richmond, VA Preserve creative communities

1,196. Anna McGill Atlanta, GA
1,197. Tammy Helm Nashville, TN
1,198. Courtney Stinson Nashville, TN
1,199. Laura Bryant Murfreesboro, TN SAVE FOND OBJECT
1,200. John Lafave Nashville, TN Preserve cultural spot ..
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1,201. Jennifer Ross Lavina, MT I love this venue and come to Nashville every summer. Its a

beautiful addition to the neighborhood.
1,202. Ezekiel Collins Nashville, TN
1,204. Crystal Griffy Gresham, OR
1,205. Beth Waller Nashville, TN Sick and Tired of all the apartment/condos being shoved

into every spare place in Nashville. Sick of developers
ruining our once wonderful town! Out of county planners
deciding what THEY think inner city Nashvillians want. I had
a planner that TOLD me that we (Nashvillians) WANT a
denser population and development. I strongly disagreed!!!!

1,206. Gerard Hardiman Nashville, TN
1,207. Mary Long Nashville, TN
1,208. Loree Harris Nashville, TN
1,209. Dan Lochrie Nashville, TN Because my neighborhood is not a tourist attraction.
1,210. Matt Johnstone Nashville, TN
1,211. Natalie Jasper Chicago, IL
1,212. Chris Bailey Nashville, TN I live a few doors down from this place. Its a staple of the

neighborhood and would be a huge disservice to entire
appeal of this area if gone.

1,213. Russell Johnston Nashville, TN
1,214. Michael Roberts Franklin, TN It’s unique to Nashville. This has been a landmark for many

years. It’s as important as saying Nashville is music city.
Nashville has been becoming Condo City. Please don’t tear
down this landmark of music history.

1,215. James Garry Nashville, TN
1,216. Suriel Hilario Bilbao, Spain
1,217. Lucas Wharton Mount Juliet, TN I grew up here. Pleases keep one of the areas that still feels

like home like a place I can enjoy nostalgically.
1,218. Jessica Childs Madison, WI As a former resident of this area, I am already appalled and

heartbroken by the development that has already taken
place. This absolutely must be quelled.

1,219. Andrew Krissberg Nashville, TN
1,220. kylie bearden nashville, TN Tearing down trees and adding overpriced apartments

DESTROYS communities... please don't! We have already
destroyed so many natural areas here... just stop!

1,221. Meredith Galyon Nashville, TN
1,222. Evan Hartman Cincinnati, OH
1,223. Anna Kosters Nashville, TN
1,224. Nikki Kreuzer Los Angeles, CA Found Objects is a beloved and important part of the

community. When I am in Nashville I always stop by the
shop.

1,225. Darren Combs Mallie, KY It’s an iconic record store
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1,226. Martin Reay Barcelona, Spain You'd think this was obvious.
1,227. Ryan Wariner Nashville, TN
1,228. Austin Edwards Nashville, TN
1,229. Jessy Karns Joelton, TN
1,230. hunter tidwell nashville, TN
1,231. Kris Hughes Oakley, United

Kingdom
I am a former resident who frequently visits and performs
there - small unique business like this keep me coming
back!!

1,232. Marylee Montano Anaheim, CA
1,233. Caressa Starshine Homer, AK
1,234. Matt Morgeson Nashville, TN
1,235. Magdalena

Szydlowska
Torun, Poland

1,236. Michelle Godby Nashville, TN Our community continues to be torn down and an incredible
density put in its place. This proposal is just too much. We
continue to lose our green space, our relaxed nastolgic
charm and what makes East Nashville so unique. Please do
not let them build all of this here. Let’s keep the charm of this
area and not create more traffic flow and density.

1,237. Shawn Norton Madison, TN
1,238. Lola Johnson Brooklyn, NY I believe that what benefits the local community, is worth

saving. Substance over style.
1,239. Kent Garner Nashville, TN Can't lose the charm of RV
1,240. James Barbee Nashville, TN This town is being destroyed. Pure greed.
1,241. David Ward Manchester, United

Kingdom
1,242. Taylor Dawson Nashville, TN Because my late friend jeff Pettit used to run movie nights in

the backyard and those were some of my fondest memories
with him and this area of town.

1,243. Jennifer Halenar Nashville, TN Nashville should preserve and keep the good ol’ stuff. Not
everything needs to be shiny and new and developed all
over. “Make new friends, but keep the old. One is silver and
the other gold”

1,244. James Bryant Nashville, TN Artist Culture
1,245. EG Cameron Madison, TN
1,246. Nathan Diller Nashville, TN
1,247. Angelika

Schui-Lindthaler
Höxter, Germany

1,248. Mary Divittorio Nashville, TN
1,249. Scott McKinney Nashville, TN
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1,250. Hardy Kikuchi Nashville, TN Pick a different spot, assholes. Those cheap apartment

buildings do nothing but deminish property value. Not to
mention Fond Object is a great store.

1,251. Tim Hill Thompsons station,
TN

1,252. Dakota Moniot Nashville, TN
1,253. Kelly Perry Nashville, TN
1,254. Chad riden Nashville, TN Every square inch of this town doesn't have to be bulldozed

and rebuilt optimized to monetize.
1,255. Nolan Knight Nashville, TN This is a special and iconic spot in east nashville. The area

reminds us of what was and keeps us remembering the
heart of nashville. If we seriously needed another apartment
complex, people wouldn’t be moving out of the city DAILY
due to the increase of how much it costs to live in a city filled
with creative people.

1,256. Stephanie Lekkas Nashville, TN
1,257. Kerry Conley Nashville, TN
1,258. Ashley Robinson Brentwood, TN Preserving character and history in a community that thrives

in it should be important to anyone who calls this place
home!

1,259. Jesse Perry Nashville, TN
1,260. Andrew S Nashville, TN
1,261. Jeremy Bain Knoxville, TN
1,262. Ben Roberts Nashville, TN
1,263. Emily Khan Nashville, TN
1,264. Michelle Weaver New Orleans, LA For all the reasons stated in this petition. Nashville has a bad

habit of ripping down iconic and historical structures and
balking to developers. The congestion a alone is huge cause
for concern.

1,265. Kalob Griffin Nashville, TN
1,266. Jason Indorato Nashville, TN This neighborhood is the reason we moved to the area.

Found object is important to the community and the arts
here in east Nashville. Too many places like this have been
bulldozed, when is this going to stop? The whole point of
east Nashville is community and the arts, don’t take away
the very reason people are moving here.

1,267. Leah Cunningham Smyrna, TN This is an iconic Nashville venue. If you listen to local music,
you go here at least twice a month. It’s needed in a
neighborhood full of development. KEEP NASHVILLE
GENUINE.

1,268. Raelyn Nelson Nashville, TN
1,269. Bexx Chin Nashville, TN Fond Object embodies the soul and flavor of EastNash!!! To

remove it is to make our neighborhood more bland.
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1,271. Jeffrey Sweeney Bowling Green, KY Stop whitewashing local culture
1,272. Marcia Masulla Nashville, TN
1,273. Kim Tharel Nashville, TN
1,274. Lee Sparrow Nashville, TN
1,275. nancy hawk charlestown, IN
1,276. Smitty Bowers Madison, TN
1,277. Cody Baker Nashville, TN It’s Where I grew up
1,278. Larry Cutler Minneapolis, MN Stop gentrification of East Nashville.
1,279. Sherry King Nashville, TN
1,280. Jessica Artt Nashville, TN this is a large part of the charm to the neighborhood! By

replacing it with modern development you’re replacing an
independent venue of local and traveling live music, new
and rarities found within the shop, and a place to gather with
friends. Develop somewhere else.

1,281. Kimberley
Longstreth

nashville, TN Why can’t we add to the character of the existing
neighborhood instead of demolishing and then changing the
entire vibe?! Asking for conscious and thoughtful change.

1,282. Lacy Green Nashville, TN
1,283. Ryan Lynch Harpers Ferry, WV
1,284. Crystal Rhoten Nashville, TN
1,285. Mark Nash Nashville, TN
1,286. Rachel Gilleland Nashville, TN
1,287. U R Nashville, TN I propose you do this project in Williamson county, not

Davidson.
1,288. Elizabeth

McElwee
Goodlettsville, TN

1,289. Ashley O'Brien Nashville, TN Fond Object is a social landmark in our community. It brings
culture and color to our neighborhood. It must be saved

1,290. Pam Wilson Nashville, TN Preserving a unique and historic neighborhood
1,291. Michael baker Nashville, TN
1,292. Kymberley McKee St catharines, Canada
1,293. Eric Messina NASHVILLE, TN
1,294. Oliver Ohanlon Nashville, TN I’ve lived here my whole life wtf is wrong w everyone wanting

to make this place insufferable bet that motorcycle shop
doesn’t make it a year and it becomes another coffee shop

1,295. Kacey Morgan Gallatin, TN
1,296. Melissa Kilkuskie Nashville, TN It’s my neighborhood. the space projected to be built on

contributes to the community via Arts and music which I see
as enriching.

1,297. Melinda Lio Nashville, TN
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1,298. Jessica Chambers Nashville, TN
1,299. Ed Reynolds Bargersville, IN
1,300. Hai Anh Dinh Nashville, TN
1,301. Bruce Ervin Nashville, TN This area would not be improved by the proposed changes.

Fond Object is a special community space, a rare venue for
all ages to enjoy, and one of the only outdoor performance
venues in town.

1,302. Keith Moores Caldicot, United
Kingdom

1,303. Dustin Latham Kennesaw, GA
1,304. Jacqueline Berlin Nashville, TN Because I’ve lived here my whole life and I believe it’s

important to preserve the character & uniqueness of
Nashville that made people want to move here in the first
place.

1,305. Lauren Morrow Nashville, TN
1,306. chet weise NASHVILLE, TN I've been shopping at Fond Object for 7 years. It's a cultural

epicenter and community meeting place. Selling records and
hosting live music is what music city Nashville is all about.

1,307. Valerie Tuttle Old Hickory, TN
1,308. Heidi Ervin Nashville, TN C'mon - one of our only outdoor venues, and all ages to

boot! Whenever you have the choice to use your voice, don't
let big business take over what's special in this city!

1,309. Cheryl Deserée LaVergne, TN
1,310. Carmella Ramsey Nashville, TN
1,311. Amy Myers Chicago, IL Fond Object is one of my favorite places to visit in Nashville.

It'd be a shame to see it torn down by thoughtless
developers who are only motivated by profit.

1,312. Mark Mladineo Nashville, TN
1,313. David Martin Nashville, TN Because I am directly affected by the traffic, noise, and

congestion of this development due to close proximity.
1,314. Angela Prichard Nashville, TN I travel through this intersection regularly and this sort of

development seems too big for an area that can’t grow any
bigger. Feel it will bring too much traffic.

1,315. Jared Allsage Appleton, WI
1,316. Carter Glascock Nashville, TN Fond Object is a pillar of the community and one of the first

places I met people when I moved here five years ago.
1,317. Paige Pennington Nashville, TN
1,318. Gina Bacon Nashville, TN Nashville is being overrun by developers, and

neighborhoods like this are losing their character and soul.
1,319. Lauren Moore Nashville, TN
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1,320. Jonathan

McPherson
Nashville, TN This intersection is an oasis. I know of people from England

who vacation here, who make a special trip into East
Nashville to shop at Fond Object and have their photo taken
with the Joe Meek mural. This is a very special, valued part
of our neighborhood.

1,321. Hadley Black Nashville, TN i love walking to see local musicians perform there. Also, it’s
a really sweet record store.

1,322. Dallas Swindell Nashville, TN
1,323. Becky Warren East Nashville, TN This intersection is one of the unique areas that make

Nashville Nashville. Places like Fond Object are the reason
people opt to move to and visit Nashville because they give
the city its unique character and support a vibrant music
community which is, of course, a primary component of the
city's heart and soul. Replacing this with another
development would be tragic. Places that are key to
Nashville's character and charm have already been replaced
by developments all over town. Enough is enough. The more
we lose these places, the less we resemble the city that
residents and visitors fell in love with. Let's not be so
painfully shortsighted. No one who cares about this city
should be willing to lose the tourist dollars and tax revenue
we'll lose if we become just another generic city full of
apartment complexes and trendy pizza shops.

1,324. Heather Lane Nashville, TN
1,325. Dylan Mackin Nashville, TN
1,326. Phil Profitt Allen Park, MI This is a great place to visit with a great sense of style. A

store that finds its neighborhood important.
1,327. Laura Mae Socks Nashville, TN
1,328. Allan Wells Toronto, Canada Really love Fond Object and believe that it is a vital part of

the Nashville community.
1,329. Van DeLisle Chicago, IL I don't live in Nashville but I wish I did. But every year since

2010 I come down from Chicago for AmericanaFest and
Fond Object.is one of my favorite music places/venues. East
Nashville has already changed a lot in the last 8yrs, and not
all of it for the better. A motorcycle themed restaurant/repair
shop sounds like something that might be ok for the Gulch,
but NOT Inglewood. SAVE EAST NASHVILLE!

1,330. Kale Brown Nashville, TN
1,331. hana craine murfreesburo, TN
1,332. Zach Purvis Fairview, TN Nashville contains a lot of things to do for the community and

those should be preserved
1,333. Meredith Williams Nashville, TN
1,334. Allison Stejskal Nashville, TN It’s a beautiful neighborhood area that does not need to be

run over by condos.
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1,335. Mark Nevers Nashville, TN Back Before east Nashville became what it is today - there

was a vibrant authentic music and club scene on 8th ave
south - with the sutler etc . It all got turned into a playground
for rich hipsters that loved the Nashville TV show and moved
to Nashville and plowed over what made it unique and a
great place to live - my hood was destroyed by this same
plague and I ended up having to move away -

1,336. izabella
staten-bishop

panama city, FL

1,337. Melinda
Barkstrom

Mount Juliet, TN Nashville is losing too many of our special places that make
us who we are, not Fond Object!

1,338. Amanda Watson Fairview, TN
1,339. Kailey Ragland Nashville, TN I love Fond Object and truly miss the music scene that

encompassed this area years ago. Nashville is a larger city,
there are other places to build.

1,340. Jordan Diaz Brentwood, TN
1,341. Omid Y Nashville, TN While I'm glad that this particular case is getting some

attention- I would hope that we can acknowledge that this is
a much bigger issue than this intersection. As a city we're
losing much of what made Nashville great in the first place.

1,342. Jesse
Montgomery

Nashville, TN

1,343. Jesse Swartwood Saint Charles, IL My son is attending Belmont and we love this area. Keep it
as is.

1,344. Grant Miller Mc Donald, TN
1,345. Linda Heenan Nashville, TN I love fond object and riverside village. This is what makes

east nashville unique. Get rid of it and you are losing what
makes east nashville special.

1,346. Lynne Pool Nashville, TN Nashville is losing its history, it’s character. I’ve lived here all
my life and it’s sickening to see this destruction.

1,347. charles crawford Nashville, TN
1,348. Hannah W Brentwood, TN BECAUSE IM SO TIRED OF UGLY APARTMENT

COMPLEXES. TREES ARE IMPORTANT. FOND OBJECT
IS IMPORTANT. stop being so money thirsty, Nashville.
jesus.

1,349. Alex Collins Nashville, TN
1,350. wallace lester Nashville, TN It will directly impact the traffic and quality of life in my

neighborhood.
1,351. Jonathan

Roberson
Nashville, TN Because we are tired of new development owned by

someone that lives in Belle Meade who could care less
about character. We don’t need to cater to the tourist
anymore than we have can we not keep one damn street to
ourselves????!

1,352. Indi Pattinson Nashville, TN
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1,353. Eryn Whalen Brentwood, TN leave the history alone
1,354. Hannah Hoggard Madison, TN Quit letting developers dictate and steal the culture of our

city.
1,355. Meredith

Krygowski
Nashville, TN

1,356. Corey Perry NASHVILLE, TN
1,357. Sally Jaye

Smithwick
Nashville, TN No one will want to live in those apartments if there's nothing

cool left in the neighborhood!
1,358. Ricky Dover Jr Nashville, TN
1,359. SANDRA

GONZALEZ
NASHVILLE, TN Because it's important to the people I love and the city of

Nashville.
1,360. David Conrad Nashville, TN Unbridled real estate development destroys great cities.

Fond Object is a good example of the cultural density and
intensity that make Nashville a growing destination.
Gentrification and fast-buck real estate development can kill
those qualities and make a generic sprawl out of a vibrant
city.

1,361. Pamela Hoock Waterloo, IL
1,362. Lalita Monclus Nashville, TN
1,363. aaron vince southgate, KY
1,364. Atticus Swartwood Nashville, TN
1,365. Alexa Sullivant Nashville, TN
1,366. Whit Wright Nashville, TN
1,367. Ruth Wright Nashville, TN
1,368. Lionel Currier Nashville, TN
1,369. Dan Ferguson Peace Dale, RI
1,370. Nate Moody Poulsbo, WA
1,371. Alex Ricchiuto Nashville, TN
1,372. Kristen Englert Nashville, TN
1,373. Helge Nygard Loddefjod, Norway It’s a fabulous place for live music! We need to keep places

like this going
1,374. Mark Hosford Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the most iconic and historic

symbols of our neighborhood. I consider it the heart of our
beautiful neighborhood. We need to celebrate and preserve
the historic character and charm while also supporting the
businesses that have been positive force in our community.

1,375. Gideon Omalley Nashville, TN Keeping the integrity of the few historic neighborhoods we
have left.

1,376. Emma Swift Nashville, TN
1,377. Daniel White Nashville, TN
1,378. Mackenzie Moore Nashville, TN
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1,379. Chris R Nashville, TN
1,380. Elena Sola Nashville, TN because we need to protect our neighbors and businesses

who’ve stuck it out and helped make the neighborhood what
it is.

1,381. Mike Poole Nashville, TN
1,382. T W Nashville, TN I don't mind growth. I do mind putting in the same crap we

already have. Can we get a decent carryout Chinese
restaurant please. I also am concerned about parking. I
guess RSV will need to get prepared for PAID parking!

1,383. Angelica Dones Madison, TN
1,384. Alexandra

Arakelian
Nashville, TN I am adamantly against this. As a native Nashvillian I am

disgusted by how little the city seems to care about it’s
residents. You know, the people who made Nashville the
desirable destination that it is. These developers are tearing
down every bit of what makes Nashville unique to cowtow to
tourists and transplants. This project is irresponsible and
clearly has taken no regard for the neighborhood it will be
impacting. Stop tearing down our city and neighborhoods.
We’re the ones that make Nashville great, so it’s time to start
taking our citizens into consideration.

1,385. Barbara
Hammerman

Gig Harbor, WA Iconic community gathering places which bring people
together in a time where divisive elements and rending
communities are a critical part of healthy communities.
Please consider this in your decisions.

1,386. Rowan Bryant Nashville, TN
1,387. Sharon Jackson Nashville, TN Because traffic is horrible now
1,388. Jason Tutwiler Nashville, TN
1,389. Vanessa Bussey Nashville, TN Loyal local.
1,390. Brittany

Pasquarella
Nashville, TN All of the coolest parts of Nashville are being flattened and

replaced with bars owned by country top 40 artists. East
Nashville is a refuge for those who still care about culture,
art, history, and the like, and it needs to protected and
preserved. Maybe let’s pour some money into the cities
infrastructure or transit and stop copy and pasting tall n
skinnies, idk.

1,391. robert thomas Nashville, TN
1,392. Kristin Benson Nashville, TN I live in this area. We need affordable housing to be built

everywhere in this city, not more businesses, and the trees
need to be kept in place as much as possible for
environmental issues such as storm water runoff. I was not
able to attend the meeting, but this plan doesn't seem to
keep in mind things like traffic, fire station and safety needs
with increased infrastructure, road damage from trucks,
storm water runoff and construction waste issues, and many
more things, all which need addressing in a detailed and
(continues on next page)
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1,392. Kristin Benson Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

meaningful manner before zoning changes and construction
take place.

1,393. Dara Pendleton Nashville, TN
1,394. mark miller Nashville, TN
1,395. Madelyn Spray Hanceville, AL Art inspires and attracts
1,396. Johnny Miller Nashville, TN
1,397. Abdur Hasan Nashville, TN
1,398. Lauren Leonard Nashville, TN
1,399. Jenna Holley Murfreesboro, TN
1,400. Sean Hager Nashville, TN I do not feel that the neighborhood can handle this amount of

development. The businesses that remain will have a hard
time with the additional traffic. While the idea behind the plan
may benefit in other parts of East Nashville, Riverside
Village is far from ideal.

1,401. Katie Sura Nashville, TN
1,402. Andrew Brown Nashville, TN We moved into a community of homes. Now we have people

that do not live here trying to turn this into a profit zone for
them to develop and walk away without consideration of how
this impacts the people here. We need many things in
Inglewood; more people is not one of them. Multi unit living
may be great for the Gulch, but it is not what the people of
Inglewood want.

1,403. Tommy
Stangroom

Nashville, TN The relatively quiet, but thriving, current hub that is Riverside
Village is not in need of a transformation like much of Main
St. and 8th Avenue. This is a walk-able neighborhood center
that has, at it's heart I feel, Fond Object. Not only is it a fine
record store that many people have put their heart, soul, and
life into for many years, but it is an important outdoor space
for more marginalized live music that has fewer and fewer
places to be seen and heard. To transform this area and
re-zone seems like it would lead to a domino effect of
developers capitalizing on an opportunity to get their piece of
the redeveloped landscape, and drastically alter the lives of
current residents around Riverside Village.

1,404. Genevieve
Faulkner

Nashville, TN I live a mile away and have been patronizing Fond Object for
5 years. It’s part of the landscape of the east nashville that I
know and love and is a distinct part of the local culture. My
daughter has grown up watching shows in the backyard. It’s
more valuable than any residential building.

1,405. Betty Collins Rehoboth Beach, DE I love Fond Object. I bring an empty suitcase with me so I
can take home records and other things I find. After losing
many of my favorite places around town, I would love to
preserve some of what made the area appealing, fun and
funky.
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1,406. Jamye Freeman Nashville, TN
1,407. Nick Barber Stoke-on-Trent,

United Kingdom
1,408. Tricia Proctor Nashville, TN
1,409. Madeleine Besson Nashville, TN
1,410. Joe Nolan Nashville, TN Rezoning and changing the community plan will benefit a

few developers while disrupting and entire neighborhood
and erasing third spaces like Fond Object which define this
community.

1,411. D. Gunn Norman, OK A dear friend's young daughter lives in this neighborhood.
1,412. Amber Arthur Nashville, TN Because the businesses already in place are a community

treasure. We love small, locally-owned, rough around the
edges shops. Not everything needs to be pristine and new.
We value the grit and guts and it's why we chose Inglewood
over all the flashy other neighborhoods that lack character. 
Putting more cars and pedestrians onto the newly
redesigned left-bike lane along Riverside is also setting this
intersection up to be one of the most dangerous ones in East
Nashville. 
There are plenty of places in Hendersonville that would love
more chain pizza places. 
We don't need that here!

1,413. Lin Crowson Madison, TN
1,414. Kit Canlas Nashville, TN The intersection is already congested at this point and

putting a large development would be dangerous for
pedestrians and traffic.

1,415. Charlie Davis Nashville, TN
1,416. Laurel Vaughn Nashville, TN Because it’s my community and I LOVE Fond Object, their

backyard shows and keeping east Nashville who it is! All for
fixing up, but let’s not take its unique charm with it!! Leave
Fond Object alone!

1,417. Leigh Bezezekoff Seattle, Rwanda This neighborhood has a great vibe and energy. Fond
Object is a GREAT location for music and cultural activities

1,418. Donnie Bryan Nashville, TN
1,419. Daniela

Pepperack
Nashville, TN

1,420. Beaux Latham Nashville, TN
1,421. Shannon Adsero Seattle, WA
1,422. Andrew

VanLandingham
Nashville, TN Plans to turn Riverside village into a corner community with

a motorcycle restaurant and cafe make zero sense. Allow
the development behind riverside village first, see how
demand responds and then move forward. Our how about
just letting them redevelop Bailey and Cato first since it’s
unused. Lots of options to start with small chunks and test
(continues on next page)
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1,422. Andrew

VanLandingham
Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

how it does before tearing down a bedrock of the
community.

1,423. Sebastian Bui Blue Bell, PA
1,424. Katy Kirby Nashville, TN
1,425. Martha Stephens Memphis, TN All record stores are important!
1,426. Jim O’Shea Nashville, TN
1,427. David Rosica Nashville, TN
1,428. Nicholas Bockrath Nashville, TN
1,429. Kaylie Norris Nashville, TN
1,430. Jenise Hahn Elizabethtown, PA
1,431. Nils Petersen Seattle, WA
1,432. Rae Sovereign Nashville, TN The immediate surrounding neighbors do not want this

change.
1,433. Kevin Wood Nashville, TN
1,434. DIANA LOVEDAY Nashville, TN Over development is ruining look of city.
1,435. Torbjørn Klausen Bergen, Norway Good recordstore and a fantastic backyard for good live

music
1,436. Clayton Marsh Nashville, TN
1,437. Emily W nashville, TN
1,438. Donna Wright Nashville, TN I'm sick of developers and transplants destroying our city

and my beloved East Nashville.
1,439. Caleb Iosso Nashville, TN Because the city of Nashville keeps destroying real culture

and replacing it with badly designed and build
developments. Downtown is not Nashville!

1,440. Matt Hudson Nashville, TN
1,441. Conner McKiever Nashville, TN The sense of community in East Nashville is important to

me. We should protect small businesses and over
development because of The Nashville governments
inability to save the city’s integrity.

1,442. Marc Greenspon Nashville, TN
1,443. Nora Nalepka Nashville, TN Keep Nashville unique! This over development is ruining the

culture!!!!
1,444. Shawn Tweedt Brookeville, MD
1,445. Jesse Isley Nashville, TN
1,446. George Seay Nashville, TN I now live in the neighborhood. I moved here with hopes that

gentrification wouldn’t reach this neighborhood.
1,447. Laura Maine Nashville, TN So many commercial areas are popping up everywhere

around the city. Please help Nashville keep a portion of its
individuality and distinct character!
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1,448. Gretchen Bates Nashville, TN Over development is the fastest way to ruin what makes our

city so great.
1,449. Zack Ledbetter Nashville, TN
1,450. Micki Windham Athens, GA
1,451. Stuart Hibberd Nashville, TN Community is more important than money. This

development will ruin a beautiful part of our community just
for greed that the community doesn't benefit from.

1,452. Jack Johnson Nashville, TN I am fond of Fond Object and I object to this developer's
plan.

1,453. Erin Gould Nashville, TN I just moved to the East Side to get away from the
developments and change that is happening all over
Nashville. Keep East Nashville genuine!

1,454. Dakota Kyle Nashville, TN Love fond object and the community it creates. Also, the
addition to Riverside in general keeps it interesting.

1,455. Jennifer Gutman Nashville, TN Fond Object is a treasure
1,456. Heath Keane Nashville, TN Fond Object is a true treasure
1,457. Lynne King Nashville, TN Stop cutting down our urban canopy. Are urban canopy is so

unique and such a treasure that I cannot believe that people
don’t even consider a tree preservation plan when planet
construction. Go to other cities and see those that do not
have an urban canopy and you will see more crime, less
quality of life, and poor air condition.

1,458. Kimber
Beeler-Working

Nashville, TN We live here!

1,459. Harrison Ballard Nashville, TN
1,460. James Roy McHenry, IL Saving the history is more important than lining pockets.!!

($) ��
1,461. Erin O'Dowd Nashville, TN
1,462. Violet Teegardin Nashville, TN
1,463. Katherine

Stephenson
Nashville, TN With so much development in our city, it’s imperative to

protect the character of our neighborhoods.
1,464. e w chicago, IL
1,465. Megan Pharr Nashville, TN Fond object is part of the bedrock of the community
1,466. Bonnie Wagner Nashville, TN So many of our neighborhoods have already been lost to

developers. They have no sense of community or safety or
longevity in mind. Stop allowing them to rip Nashville apart.

1,467. Valeria Jordan Booneville, MS
1,468. Chris Clark Nashville, TN We don’t want to see founding east side business’

disappear.
1,469. Maria McLaughlin Nashville, TN
1,470. Lindsay Hayes Nashville, TN The FO backyard is a beloved neighborhood hang — keep

riverside village local!
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1,471. Eliot Pride Nashville, TN
1,472. Megan Loveless Nashville, TN
1,473. Emily Sharp Nashville, TN
1,474. Greg Abate North Andover, MA
1,475. Caitlin Wyatt Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a bastion for locals who enjoy supporting

their neighbors and small business. Fill in the uglier, less
charming areas of East Nashville.

1,476. Hannah Salaverry Nashville, TN
1,477. Steve Cross Nashville, TN
1,478. Adam Ollendorff Nashville, TN
1,479. Paul Niehaus Nashville, TN
1,480. Ryan Schimmel Nashville, TN Riverside village is a staple in east Nashville I have enjoyed

since 2007. Further development will destroy the charm of
this area.

1,481. Emily Quirk Nashville, TN BECAUSE I CARE ABOUT NASHVILLE AS A CITY AND
THE FAMILIES THAT LIVE HERE AND ARE FROM HERE!
PLEASE LEAVE US ANY OUNCE OF CHARACTER IN
THIS CITY! COMMUNITY IS IMPORTANT AND IS WHAT
DRAWS PEOPLE TO CITIES - STOP KILLING
ESTABLISHMENTS THAT ALLOW THAT COMMUNITY
TO HAPPEN

1,482. adam wall newton, NJ
1,483. Lorie Bridges Nashville, TN
1,484. Melanie Moore Nashville, TN
1,485. Becky Kroeger YUMA, AZ
1,486. annemie copers Mt Juliet, TN Galatin Pike is not pleasant but the streets near it are and

should remain so
1,487. Flannery Threlkeld Nashville, TN
1,488. Justin Damron Nashville, TN Nashville native.
1,489. Abel Munoz Nashville, TN
1,490. Joseph Allred Brighton, MA
1,491. Jim Gregory Nashville, TN
1,492. Sandra Vaughn Fort mill, SC
1,493. Jessica Hayes Evansville, IN It’s part of this unique neighborhood. Keep the east side the

way it is!
1,494. Jeff Collett Nashville, TN
1,495. E Nelson Nashville, TN
1,496. Timothy Cochran Nashville, TN The neighborhood doesn't need a multi-family OR a

motorcycle repair shop in this location. There are plenty of
other locations for those types of businesses.

1,497. Jessi Olson Nashville, TN
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1,498. Shirley Russell Nashville, TN Because I love the area and the music and people at fond

object
1,499. Chase Stejskal Nashville, TN
1,500. Christopher

Joseph
Nashville, TN It’s the cultural center of Nashville music and arts for locals.

1,501. Cj Smith Nashvill, TN
1,502. Regina Joskow Jersey City, NJ My company is based in Nashville and I spend a great deal

of time there. So much of what defines that city -- one of
America's best -- is being systematically erased in the name
of greed. It's so sad. Leave Riverside Village alone!

1,503. Missy Raines Nashville, TN
1,504. Zack Smith Nashville, TN
1,505. Melissa (Luella)

Mathes
Nashville, TN This is a part of my neighborhood I have loved. These

developers ruin good things.
1,506. Kim Fowler Signal Mountain, TN I lived in that neighborhood for 26 years. In Nashville.
1,507. Shelley Donnell Davenport, IA
1,508. Sandra Heilberger Nürnberg, Germany
1,509. Chris Probasco Nashville, TN This is the first neighborhood I lived in when I moved to

Nashville. It's still one of my favorite places to spend time.
Please don't ruin that.

1,510. Elizabeth Rojas Nashville, TN
1,511. Angie Phillips Nashville, TN Inglewood is a neighborhood, not a "destination" & would

love for it to remain so!
1,512. James Hubble Nashville, TN Beloved neighborhoods like this one need to be preserved.
1,513. Jesse T Nashville, TN Keep Riverside Village chill.
1,514. Samantha

Hamlow
Nashville, TN

1,515. Sue Havlish Madison, TN Nashville treasures like this need to be preserved.
1,516. Ryan Dicks Nashville, TN
1,518. Travis Stock Nashville, TN
1,519. Carly Marcum Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the best places to see a show in

Nashville. My husband and I have discovered several bands
from shows at this location. There's nothing like it around the
city and it's a haven for music lovers.

1,520. Jessy Yancey Nashville, TN Fond Object is the only music venue I can walk to!
1,521. Megan Staggs Nashville, TN
1,522. Kristin Gritt Nashville, TN It's been a staple to my Nashville experience since I first

moved here over four years ago. From backyard shows to
weekly viewings of Game of Thrones it's a special place that
Nashville needs!

1,523. Amy Westney Chelmsford, United
Kingdom

It’s important not just to me but to Nashville that these quirky
character filled areas don’t lose that by over development!
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1,524. Tammy Nelson Nashville, TN
1,525. Christina Herzog Nashville, TN
1,526. Natasha Nancel Nashville, TN YES FOND OBJECT !!! NO CONDO !!!!
1,527. Debbie Rawls Pleasant View, TN I grew up in Inglewood and visited that area many times. I

loved Riverside Pharmcy where I bought many birthday gifts
for my friends. I have since been back to try the many
restaurants in the area. How many apartments/condo’s does
East Nashville need? Leave this cool area alone!

1,528. King Courtney Nashville, TN This is one of the last neighborhood villiages that has not
been spoiled by cheap money grabs and condos. FO is a
blessing and will be missed dearly. This motorcycle shop is
way too optimistic for the area. They have had a business
before and it failed fast. They are not in tune with the general
population of Inglewood

1,529. Leslie Angel Franklin, TN
1,530. Sebastian Easterly nashville, TN
1,531. Yvonne Sims Nashville, TN Love the charm of our neighborhood.
1,532. Robin Norris Nashville, TN East Nashville is over developed. It’s taking away the

character and history of the neighborhood. Move on to a
different area in Nashville. Donelson or Madison would be a
better location.

1,533. Jennifer DiMilia South River, NJ
1,534. Deighton Heath Madison, TN
1,535. Debbie Kincheloe Nashville, TN East Nashville resident for 30 yrs and active voter.
1,536. Dana Hovan NASHVILLE, TN I have lived her for a few decades and love the area and the

ease with which I can move about and know my neighbors. It
is already at great risk and I am already considering, with
great heartache, leaving Nashville completely due to
developers such as this. The area will no longer be the
personable thing that attracts folks if this development
happens. How intelligent is this person anyway?

1,537. Dana Manning Nashville, TN
1,538. Jonathan Robbins Nashville, TN
1,539. Jimmy Grogan Nashville, TN You really can't have too many record stores/ clothing

boutiques/ music stores/ all-ages venues, can ya?
1,540. Reed Cavanah Madison, TN Residential development is out of control, and this is extra

stupid, because it's not even good for the developers: they're
bulldozing the very things which make people want to be in
the neighborhood in the first place. Beyond that, local
businesses provide a place for the wealthier class moving
into Nashville to spend their money in a way that
ACTUALLY SUPPORTS THE CITY'S WORKERS AND
BUSINESS OWNERS. When residential development is
allowed to trample our local businesses, Nashvillians get
zero benefit from that growth.
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1,541. Jaysette Harris Madison, TN
1,542. Maxwell Zikakis Nashville, TN Because I live in the neighborhood and love fond object
1,543. Chris Jackson NASHVILLE, TN It’s important to leave some history and character, as well as

some green space. Some growth is fine, but don’t ruin a
good thing. More is not always better!!!

1,544. jason meyer nashville, TN i believe keeping the integrity of our neighborhood is very
important. i don’t think high density housing being placed in
a neighborhood of single family homes aligns with the area.

1,545. Cara Beasley Nashville, TN Born and raised in Nashville from the southeast side, east
and now north. I understand growing pains but once a tree
and sense of community is gone, it likely won’t return.

1,546. Andres Martinez Nashville, TN
1,547. Lindsay Lopez Nashville, TN
1,548. Jordan Bennett Nashville, TN
1,549. Misty Mayle Madison, TN Because Nashville is all but dead and gone. Riverside

village remains the last standing sliver.
1,550. Kimberly Ingram Nashville, TN As a resident of this neighborhood, I am strongly opposed to

this plan, which will change the neighborhood's character,
invite noise and traffic, and cost the neighborhood beautiful,
mature trees. Fond Object is a wonderful gathering place
that should be preserved, and this area cannot support large
volumes of traffic like this plan will create.

1,551. M. Ford Nashville, TN Poorly thought out plan, there is zero room for added traffic.
Growth is fine if done in a mindful way. There are plenty of
places on Gallatin Road that could use a lift. Why mess with
a quaint, lovely and symbolic area?

1,552. Kirsten Cameron Pegram, TN
1,553. William hall Nashville, TN Do not want over development.
1,554. Rhonda Keaton Nashville, TN
1,555. Caine O'Rear Nashville, TN
1,556. Jennifer Freemon Madison, TN Move this to an area that needs to be developed, like

Madison
1,557. Charles Robinson nashville, TN
1,558. Megan Robinson Nashville, TN We do not need every Nashville neighborhood to be full of

condos.
1,559. Zach D’Amico Nashville, TN
1,560. Manda Rust NASHVILLE, TN
1,561. Garrett Jones Nashville, TN
1,562. Laura Taylor Nashville, TN
1,563. Allen Thompson Nashville, TN Fond Object is a cornerstone of Inglewood's community.

Just as Music is the cornerstone of Nashville. This is not the
kind of progress our neighborhood needs.
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1,564. Ira Wilkens Nashville, TN
1,565. Tim Hewell Nashville, TN Nashville has been victim to greedy developers long

enough!
1,566. Kathleen Ingram Nashville, TN Riverside has a very unique vibe valuable to maintain in this

city right now
1,567. Matthew Yunket Nashville, TN Because of overdevelop
1,568. Chris Morgan Nashville, TN
1,569. Katie Anderson Hendersonville, TN Love to go there for the dining experience, and quaint

atmosphere you can’t find elsewhere.
1,570. Laura Bender Nashville, TN We moved to East Nashville from the East Village in NYC

because of the eclectic shops, cafes and people. This
constant condo building is creating a temporary
communities.

1,571. Rich Elder Madison, TN I will not allow corporate corruption to interfere with a
neighborhood that has flourished without its influence. We
are proud of what our neighborhood has produced and will
continue to follow/contribute to our community without
corporate interference.

1,572. Hilary Bell Nashville, TN
1,573. Joseph Kenkel Nashville, TN
1,574. Trevor Nikrant Nashville, TN We are in favor of a true community, made up of neighbors

who serve each other, as opposed to a distant developer's
quaint imagination of what our community might be like.

1,575. Ezra Carey Nashville, TN
1,576. Cheyenne

Bilderback
Nashville, TN

1,577. Rebecca Zirkle Kansas city, KS The community doesn't want it. I've seen too many
developers change the landscape and lose the unique
community that made it charming.

1,578. Emily Hauman Nashville, Tuvalu Fond object is a great establishment as a local record store
and music venue. This place contributes so much to the
Nashville community. To lose Fond Object would be losing
much neighborhood charm, culture and would negatively
impact the local music scene. There are plenty of places to
develop that don't involve tearing apart already developed
and loved areas.

1,579. Lane Sasser Brooklyn, NY I lived in Nashville for 6 six years and every time I go back
it’s unrecognizable. Places like Fond Object are so
important in keeping some semblence of character to the
neighborhood

1,580. Clayton Parlin Nashville, TN
1,581. Alex P Nashville, TN I love biking to here. And how quaint it is. Please don’t build

an eyesore (and earsore) to this neighbourhood.
1,582. Richard de Treville Nashville, TN
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1,583. Heather Hayden Nashville, TN
1,584. Jackie Zeisloft LaGrange, IL Nashville is only Nashville with its most Nashville-esque

locations intact. I wish this city was somewhere in Western
Europe so it would be easier to designate buildings as
historical landmarks and to preserve some sense of
Nashville’s classic culture.

1,585. Tucker Reynolds Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the first places I went to when I came
to Nashville. My friends work here, I’ve played shows here,
and I spend all of my time here. One would argue that it’s an
important part of Nashville’s non country music scene.
Robbing young adults of the same experience I had when I
moved here is putting a halt on progression towards an
educated society. We do not need more motorcycle repair
shops and garbage that no person with a strict income can
afford. This will raise the already high cost of living in that
area and ruin historical significant parts of this beloved city.

1,586. Tyrus Arthur Nashville, TN
1,587. Caitlin Bryer Nashville, TN
1,588. Ebone Haymer Nashville, TN
1,589. Daniel Green Nashville, TN
1,590. Bryan Davidson Nashville, TN
1,591. Jenna Puckett Whites Creek, TN We spend almost every weekend in this neighborhood with

friends and many evenings after work — it would be a
shame to lose the history and charm.

1,592. Olivia Burd NASHVILLE, TN I love the old school storefronts of Riverside Village. It is a
truly special place. Keep Nashville Unique!

1,593. Danielle Deak Nashville, TN I am not anti development. But, I hate motorcycle noise and
think that trying to attract them to that intersection is going to
be dangerous and cause accidents. If it were another type of
business going in, I may not have an issue.

1,594. Patrick Williams Madison, TN
1,595. Jeremy Wyatt Nashville, TN Mixed zoning in a neighborhood shouldn't be a backdoor to

major development in the middle of an established
neighborhood. Save the apartments for the major corridors
that can support the traffic.

1,596. Steph Hamood Nashville, TN
1,597. Shannon Kennedy Madison, TN Stop taking down historic buildings and areas away from

EN. I was forced to move to Madison because of things like
this. KEEP EAST NASHVILLE, EAST NASHVILLE!

1,598. TeEra Ramey Nashville, TN I’m an East Nashville native and it has been great to see
things change over the last 10-15 years.

1,599. Julia McLeod Nashville, TN Fond Object is a place for the Nashville community to gather
and listen to great music and be with friends
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1,600. Landon Milbourn Nashville, TN this is a huge concern to me. East nashville is one big family

and wu
1,601. Beth Barnett Nashville, TN One of the reasons we bought our house is the ability to

enjoy local artists and food within walking distance of our
house. I love hearing the music from my porch!

1,602. Shelley Arnold Nashville, TN
1,603. Kelly Savoca Nashville, TN The concern lies in building multiple residential apartments.

To have that many units located in such a quaint area where
there is already an issue with parking is pretty disturbing. If it
was to look at how to develop local businesses and giving
them access to affordable leasing that would be something I
can get behind. Not just tearing down old to replace with out
of state businesses and new apartments.

1,604. Susan Hammond nashville, TN We go to Riverside Village often and it has a great vibe. All
of Nashville should not be apartment complexes and shiny
new buildings.

1,605. Katy Fishell Brentwood, TN
1,606. Cathryne Hall Nashville, TN This will destroy one of the reasons we moved here. We are

covered up in apts. and trafficenough is enough.
1,607. Emily Doty Nashville, TN
1,608. Sizwe Herring Nashville, TN Hell No!
1,609. Savanna Owens Murfreesboro, TN
1,610. Forrest Brown Nashville, TN
1,611. Jacob Curry Nashville, TN
1,612. Lucia Folk Nashville, TN
1,613. Stuart Moore Nashville, TN
1,614. Jessica Burrell

Wilkens
Nashville, TN Riverside village has been a staple to our neighborhood for

years. Please stop changing everything we love about our
city!!

1,615. Matt White Nashville, TN I believe we should protect the character and integrity of our
neighborhood.

1,616. Yvette Windham Nashville, TN
1,617. Hallie Wiedner Nashville, TN
1,618. Robert Dubell Madison, TN
1,619. Erin Greene Nashville, TN I have been a resident of East Nashville for almost 7 years. I

have tried to live in other parts of Nashville, but kept coming
back East because of its sense of community and character.
The more we let developers take over our precious little
spot, the less precious it becomes. Please keep East
Nashville weird! It’s my home and I don’t want it to change!

1,620. Jon Loyd Nashville, TN
1,621. Chris Cargill Nashville, TN
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1,622. Natalie S Nashville, TN I live nearby and want Fond Object and the backyard /

community to stay.
1,623. Sarah Cate Nashville, TN
1,624. Janie Baldwin Nashville, TN I think preserving parts of history is important especially if

the neighborhood is striving to do just that. East Nashville
has always had a strong community commitment. DO NOT
SELL GIVE AWAY OR USE MY INFO FOR ANY REASON.

1,625. Heather Whiteside Nashville, TN Because nashville doesn’t need anymore gentrification
1,626. Lizzie Rice Nashville, TN
1,627. Ziona Riley Nashville, TN
1,628. Jordana Dixon Murfreesboro, TN Found Objects supports unknown artists in our world

famous music city. It’s a great place for unknown musicians
to practice their trade. It’s also a good place for young adults
to go on a budget.

1,629. Katie Davis Nashville, TN
1,630. ellen pelerossi brentwood, TN
1,631. Shawanna Snider Nashville, TN
1,632. William Speight Charlotte, TN Too much emphasis on more money. Too many landmarks

that help identify communities and neighborhoods and give
them their charm are mowed down for some cookie cutter
money maker. Where does it end??

1,633. Zoe Jordan Nashville, TN Riverside village is historic and such a special part of being
a writer in Nashville. It's small town feel is integral to being
able to quietly have lunch or see a show at Fond Object. It
will become a loud, trafficy intersection if it gets built up.

1,634. Greg Mabry Nashville, TN This is an important area for the neighborhood, and the
proposed development does not fit the aesthetics at all. We
do t need more generic development in East Nashville. The
current vibe of Riverside village is what made us want to
purchase a home down the street on Moran.

1,635. Audra Guidry Mount Juliet, TN
1,636. Jamie Riedford Nashville, TN
1,637. Sharon Walker White House, TN This is a single family home environment and there will be no

place for parking. I grew up there and no the home feel of the
place cannot survive in the environment they are trying to
promote. Keep it safe for our families and children!!!

1,638. Jamie Bayer Nashville, TN
1,639. Melanie Pherson Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and I want to hold on to its current

charm, walkability, and local shops. Please do not re-zone.
1,640. Vanita

Joines-Gomez
Nashville, TN

1,641. natalie schlabs Nashville, TN
1,642. Karen Cisler Nashville, TN
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1,643. John Hawkins Nashville, TN Keep the character of the neighborhood intact.
1,644. Coury Palermo Nashville, TN To preserve the neighborhood feel of riverside village.
1,645. lydia gamble nashville, TN i’m from nashville and i hate these changes! not all change is

bad, but this is.
1,646. James McCarthy Nashville, TN Noise of motorcycle traffic and protecting the character of

the neighborhood
1,647. Kree Cuthbert Nashville, TN
1,648. Laurel Sorenson Nashville, TN I love this neighborhood and am opposed to this change! We

love our trees and we NEED Fond Object. It is a crucial part
of the fabric of this community. The all ages shows give us a
place in our neighborhood to bring families and pets while
enjoying the amazing talent of our friends and neighbors.

1,649. Ian Kendall Nashville, TN
1,650. Emery Wilkins Nashville, TN Find object is a Nashville staple. Getting rid of it would be

getting rid of a pillar of our culture!
1,651. Andrea Wallace Nashville, TN
1,652. Michael Rasile Nashville, TN
1,653. Phillip Lackey Gallatin, TN Because fond object is an important part of Nashville

culture, especially East Nashville. If you destroy all of the
things that make East Nashville great in order to build
apartment complexes, nobody's going to want to live here
anymore.

1,654. Michael Crecca Nashville, TN
1,655. Sally Combs Nashville, TN Because enough is enough
1,656. Emanuel Wall Nashville, TN I live DIRECTLY beside the old Bailey and Cato building. I

largely work from home for a pharmaceutical company. This
intersection is already woefully behind for managing the
current traffic flow. Motorcycles are constantly speeding
through the area as is. This is before providing a place for
them to gather. If you come here on a weekend people park
everywhere. On open lots with no parking signs. There are
always people driving onto this property to turn around. I
mean onto the property. Through the front yard. 
I moved here from Richmond Virginia and one of the most
noticeable differences here is the complete obliteration of
the past with little thought for history or how best to carry
your history forward. This intersection carries history. And to
level for a worthless concept (a motorcycle- themed
restaurant) is disconcerting. Let me say that again - a
motorcycle themed restaurant. Surely there are better ways
to utilize this portion of a neighborhood with history. 
I will be directly impacted sure. I live next door to all of this
and am already planning on having to rent an office space
because I cannot work from home. The noise as some
equipment was moved in was too much to host conference
(continues on next page)
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1,656. Emanuel Wall Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

calls. I expect to be evicted or forced out to make way for
this property to be changed into some other soulless
structure. I think Nashville should focus more on trying to
grow while being mindful of the rich history. They can
co-exist.

1,657. Leigh Ann
Braswell

Nashville, TN Greed is ruining the vibe and draw to the area.

1,658. Laura Epling Nashville, TN What I cherish about this neighborhood is that it is just
that—a neighborhood. Charming, green, close-knit. The plan
to develop behind Fond Object is simply unacceptable. It
would change the entire landscape of the area we love most.

1,659. Summer Young Nashville, TN I moved here because the city had decided to keep the look
and feel of this area by creating a Neighborhood
Maintenance community plan which is now being threatened
by developers. No residential rezoning. No rezoning to an
automobile repair shop. Motorcycles are loud, pollute (since
they are exempt from emissions testing), and when being
tested after maintenance will probably be driven all
throughout the neighborhood.

1,660. Elisa Morales Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the few historic neighborhoods in
East that hasn't been completely taken over by developers.
The community enjoys this neighborhood because it is just
that, a neighborhood. Having multiple residential apartments
in an intersection in the middle of an established
neighborhood that already experiences congestion and
challenges with parking is ridiculous. Not to mention, those
who live off of McGavock already have issues with noise. If
Riverside Village is rezoned for a motorcycle
showroom/repair shop, I can only imagine the increase in
pollution and noise. These types of development projects
should be limited to areas that can support the traffic.

1,661. Laura Cox Nashville, TN Giant complexes are ruining East Nashville already. Also the
opposite reason why people move to East Nashville. Don't
f*** with Fond Object either. It's a staple in our neighborhood
and community.

1,662. Eric Montgomery Nashville, TN
1,663. Randall Briley Nashville, TN FO is an essential part of East Nashville.
1,664. Amelia White Nashville, TN Keep the character of east Nashville intact! Don’t turn into

Dallas.
1,665. Patrick Kirkwood Nashville, TN
1,666. N Ellen Schweitzer Summertown, TN I like to come to that cute little neighborhood and have

coffee, a drink or pizza. I like the feel of the small local
neighborhood. It has character. A big development like that
would ruin the atmosphere and add a lot more traffic. Let’s
keep it small and all the big trees that add to the
atmosphere.
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1,667. Tara Mullenix Hermitage, TN
1,668. Emma Raines Nashville, TN EAST NASHVILLE IS OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. WE DO

NOT WANT CONGESTION FROM MULTIPLE APT
BUILDINGS.

1,669. Elizabeth
Cunningham

Nashville, TN I love Fond Object. Places like this make East Nashville a
community, and great place to live. A new apartment
complex will change the personality of East Nashville to be
just another bland space that will become outdated in a few
years.

1,670. Janice Gordon Nashville, TN Parking and traffic will be a huge problem. Surrounding
single family homes will lose its friendly neighborhood
appeal, Increase is bright light and parking problems

1,671. Kate Hall Nashville, TN We must retain the areas character and charm and protect
existing businesses!

1,672. Shinetta Berry Nashville, TN My name is Shenita the oldest niece of Anita Brandon and
name sake I have lived with my aunt Anita off and on over a
period of 35 years at the house on Oxford Street my aunt is
in her last years the of her moving from her home which she
helped build is devastating not to mention the pollution no
eyes and traffic that comes along with new development !!!
Lots of trees that she love us to view every morning she is a
professional gardener all my life I have watch her grow
things just by touching It and to see That there is a
possibility that it will be taken from her breaks my heart This
is our family home a legacy all day at my aunt owns So if
there is a beating heart that cares about the legacy of the
individual please hear this message stop the development in
this neighborhood directly behind my aunties house !!!

1,673. Christopher
Eldridge

Nashville, TN Riverside Village serves as an oasis and central meeting
point within the neighborhood. I fear that the proposed
development would negatively effect the relaxed character of
the community that I and every single neighbor with whom I
have spoken cherish.

1,674. Mary Tudor NASHVILLE, TN Safety: The "right-in, right-out" plan for access from
Riverside will force motorists to make U-turns at Riverside
and McGavock if they are headed toward Gallatin Rd. The
intersection of two-lane McGavock and multi-laned
Riverside is already a challenge for any careful driver.
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From: Caroline Buchholz [mailto:c.e.buchholz@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2018 11:47 AM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); planningstaff@nashville.go 
Subject: Case #2017CP-005-003 

Hi all, 

My name is Caroline Buchholz & I reside at 2664 Barclay Drive. Riverside Village is one of my favorite places to go. Whether 
I'm grabbing a sandwich for lunch at Mitchell's, a quick coffee at Dose or browsing records at Fond Object, Riverside Village 
has always been an amazing area with even better vibes. It's the neighborhood that everyone wants to be a part of and enjoy. 
Please do not let developers come in and remove the quaint surroundings that make Riverside Village so special. The high-
flying trees, older homes with timeless architecture are a treasure and once someone comes in to build multi-units, it will be 
lost and gone forever.  

Please protect Riverside Village. 

Thank you, 
Caroline Buchholz 
 

From: melanie joye pherson [mailto:melpher@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2018 12:02 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Cc: saveriversidevillage@gmail.com 
Subject: NO on rezoning Riverside Village reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Dear Mr Davis, Ms Grider, Mr Shepard, & planning commissioners & staff people, 

Thank you for your time. I have lived in East Nashville for over 14 years and have loved the scrappy attitude and kindnesses 
of my neighbors. Some of the development I have enjoyed - lovely local coffee shops, bike lanes, restaurants. Some of it is 
despised - 6 story apartment buildings, the insane traffic, the tourists that overrun my local coffeeshop to the point I can’t go 
on weekends bc it’s too crowded. While I am glad for some growth and improvement, the rezoning plan for Riverside Village 
is very concerning to me. The character of this neighborhood is about size. Traffic and tourists have overrun quiet 
neighborhoods. The amount of homes on my street is almost doubled. DOUBLED. 

Placing six multi story apartment homes in Riverside Village will destroy many local businesses. The very cornerstones of what 
makes East Nashville what it is. The loss of Fond Object and those businesses will destroy community gatherings and the 
artistic expressions that have created the heart of East Nashville. Those that live in these tree lined communities will lose their 
peaceful neighborhood. 

A motorcycle shop? Put that on Gallatin - NOT in Riverside Village. NOT near a pub where people gather to talk. NOT 
directly across from a coffee shop where families and friends gather to talk. NOT where people sit outside Mitchell’s and 
Village Pub to talk. 

PLEASE DO NOT REZONE MY NEIGHBORHOOD TO DESTROY WHAT WE CREATED WITH WHAT IS NOT 
WELCOMED. 

Melanie Joye Pherson 

melpher@gmail.com 
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From: melanie joye pherson [mailto:melpher@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2018 4:35 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Cc: saveriversidevillage@gmail.com 
Subject: Re: NO on rezoning Riverside Village reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Dear ladies and gentlemen… 

I wrote this email in frustration, and a friend pointed on this rezoning effort is to maintain Riverside Village and stop it from 
becoming another 12 South tourist bonanza. My intention is to support maintaining the feel and the heart of East Nashville. I 
understand the petition was spread knowingly with incorrect and misleading information, which is a huge shame on the part of 
the author. I’m unable to unsign the petition, but I’m reposting proper information where I’ve seen it. 

Please help us maintain Riverside Village and the community around it, and thank you for your hard work. 

Melanie Joye Pherson 
melpher@gmail.com 
 

On Oct 8, 2018, at 12:02 PM, melanie joye pherson <melpher@gmail.com> wrote: 

reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 
Dear Mr Davis, Ms Grider, Mr Shepard, & planning commissioners & staff people, 

Thank you for your time. I have lived in East Nashville for over 14 years and have loved the scrappy attitude and kindnesses 
of my neighbors. Some of the development I have enjoyed - lovely local coffee shops, bike lanes, restaurants. Some of it is 
despised - 6 story apartment buildings, the insane traffic, the tourists that overrun my local coffeeshop to the point I can’t go 
on weekends bc it’s too crowded. While I am glad for some growth and improvement, the rezoning plan for Riverside Village 
is very concerning to me. The character of this neighborhood is about size. Traffic and tourists have overrun quiet 
neighborhoods. The amount of homes on my street is almost doubled. DOUBLED. 

Placing six multi story apartment homes in Riverside Village will destroy many local businesses. The very cornerstones of what 
makes East Nashville what it is. The loss of Fond Object and those businesses will destroy community gatherings and the 
artistic expressions that have created the heart of East Nashville. Those that live in these tree lined communities will lose their 
peaceful neighborhood. 

A motorcycle shop? Put that on Gallatin - NOT in Riverside Village. NOT near a pub where people gather to talk. NOT 
directly across from a coffee shop where families and friends gather to talk. NOT where people sit outside Mitchell’s and 
Village Pub to talk. 

PLEASE DO NOT REZONE MY NEIGHBORHOOD TO DESTROY WHAT WE CREATED WITH WHAT IS NOT 
WELCOMED. 

Melanie Joye Pherson 
melpher@gmail.com 
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From: DJ [mailto:donaldjamessullivan@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 6:09 AM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 
 
To all concerned, 
 
I support the plan and the zoning changes.  
I live and own my property 0.6mi away. 
 
I think the trade-offs the developer are offering are fair & reasonable. I believe the plan is appropriate in the spirit of 
incremental changes to a neighborhood with a growing population. The small increase in car traffic will not endanger anyone 
or cause a disruption to the neighborhood character. And the additional sidewalks and pedestrian features will actually enhance 
safety. Lastly I welcome the new restaurant and vintage motorcycle business to my neighborhood.  
 
Thank You, 
 
DJ Sullivan  
2220 Scott Ave 37216 
 
 
 
From: tonya brown [mailto:tmarieb4@me.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 7:19 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Opposed riverside village plan 

Planning commissioners,  
I am writing to you in opposition to the new zoning in Riverside village. My husband and I, along with others & neighbors feel 
like the new development proposal with do harm to the neighborhood of Inglewood. We live with in blocks from Riverside 
village. We love the quiet, quaintness and neighborhood feel of Riverside village. We do believe Riverside can be updated but 
not to the money & greed based developments that is now taking over Nashville. Please rethink the proposal and think of the 
neighbors and the people who live here. Old timers and people who have lived in this neighborhood for many many years are 
not getting pushed out because they can not afford living here anymore. Nashville is becoming a sterile environment with no 
diversity. Inglewood is one of the last neighborhoods that still have the old Nashville feel. Please don’t take that away.  

Thank you, 

Tonya Bradford & Michael Bradford  
1224 kenmore place  
Nashville, TN 37216 
reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001) 
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From: meaghan winston [mailto:meaghanwinston@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 3:44 PM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Opposition to reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing you today as a citizen of Nashville. I wish to express my dissatisfaction for the proposed complex on Riverside 
and McGavock (reference case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001).  

I sincerely believe this development would alter this area for the worse, whitewashing all the local charm and character I am so 
fond of in this area. It is important to have pockets of East Nashville that remain authentic to the spirit of the neighborhood 
and the proposed development would drastically alter said spirit.  

Considering the vast amount of massive apartment complexes that are available (many of which are empty), I do not see how 
this development is a necessity in the area. While Nashville is craving affordable housing there are better options available to 
citizens that would not negatively affect local businesses like this development certainly would.  

I write you in the hopes that this email will deter a positive vote. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Meaghan Winston 

East Nashville Resident 

 
 
From: sghazle@gmail.com [mailto:sghazle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 4:58 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning Commissioners 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 
 
All, 
 
I support the rezoning of the parcels on Riverside Drive to allow for the proposed development of a 33 unit apartment 
complex at the corner of Riverside and McGavock. 
 
YIMBY y’all, 
 
Shelly Hazle 
2323 Riverside Drive 
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From: JANICE [mailto:djscsmith@comcast.net]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 9:06 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Development at Riverside Village 
 
As  residents in the Inglewood neighborhood for over 25 years we are opposed to the proposed development at the corner of 
Riverside Drive and McGavock Pike. 
 
There is already enough congestion in that area which we drive through multiple times a day. We would like to keep our 
neighborhood the way it is and this development would not be a good thing for this area. Please do not approve this 
development. 
 
Thank you 
Dewayne and Janice Smith 
 
 
From: Jennifer Favata [mailto:jfavata67@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 10:06 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Regarding case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Anthony, Anna, Shawn et al, 

I'm writing to ask you to NOT approve the zoning change request or community plan amendment given to you regarding the 
East Nashville area around Riverside Drive and McGavock. 

Given it's gentrification, there are many issues facing East Nashvillians today. (i.e. old streets, sidewalks, crime)  We are 
working, as a community, with our residents who have been here for many years, and those of us who have moved here more 
recently, to work on the current issues and preserve this area.  We absolutely, do not need a developer to come in and add to 
the current "fire".    

Thank you. 

Jennifer M. Favata 
585-739-7267 
1606A Essex Ave 
Nashville, TN 37216 
 
 
 
From: Madeline Merryman [mailto:madeline.merryman@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 11:43 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Riverside Village Commercial Development 
 
Hi, I am an Inglewood resident, living off of Janie Ave, about .5 Miles from riverside village. I would love to see these 
apartments built! As Nashville continues to grow, East Nashville and Inglewood need to follow suit. There are a lot of long 
time residents upset about the possibility of this building going up, but as a 20-something real estate agent, Nashville native, 
and Inglewood homeowner, I see the importance of growing areas up into urban communities. Change is scary for Inglewood 
natives, but I am hoping the rezoning is approved as I believe it will improve our community long term. 
 
Best, 
Madeline Merryman  
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From: sghazle@gmail.com [mailto:sghazle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 4:58 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning Commissioners 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 
 
All, 
 
I support the rezoning of the parcels on Riverside Drive to allow for the proposed development of a 33 unit apartment 
complex at the corner of Riverside and McGavock. 
 
YIMBY y’all, 
 
Shelly Hazle 
2323 Riverside Drive 

 

 
From: Jeff Bredeson [mailto:jbredeson2003@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 7:15 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Riverside Village 
 
We need to keep this gem just as it is... 
 
Especially Fond Object! 
 
Jeff Bredeson 
811 Powers Ave 
 
 
 
 
From: Brigitte Wright [mailto:brigitte@BRIGITTEWRIGHTMGMT.COM]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 8:29 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: 1807 McGavock Pike 

I support the new Riverside Development.  I live down the street.   Thank you.  

Please note contact information: 

Brigitte Wright 
Cell 323 679 5915 
Brigitte@brigittewrightmgmt.com 
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From: DEBORAH LUNN [mailto:deborahlunn@comcast.net]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 11:41 AM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Good morning.  I would like to express my opposition to the proposed development of a 33 unit apartment complex at the 
corner of Riverside and McGavock.  Our neighborhood is special because of its character, unique history, and local charm.  In 
my opinion, the addition of a 33 unit apartment complex is not consistent with our neighborhood's goal of preserving the past 
without compromising our future. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Deborah Lunn 
1127 Riverwood Drive 
 
 
 
From: Kristin Barlowe [mailto:kristinbarloweinc@mac.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:20 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: OPPOSE RIVERSIDE APARTMENTS 
 
 
I could write a book on why this is a bad idea.  
- This should stay single family home residential. Preserve this! It’s important.  
 
- The City has approved way to many apartments that are unfilled and have become virtual frat houses with pools being closed 
due to pets allowed to swim in them feces etc. just ask anyone who lives at the Gossett or some of these other high-rise 
developments.  
 
- Gallatin and Dickerson Road should have apartments - this makes sense both on a transportation issue and on growing the 
mixed use areas there.  The residential areas should stay - single family home and homeowner centered!!  
 
 
1401 porter road  
 
 
 
From: Kristin Barlowe [mailto:dwellinstyle@icloud.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:24 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Im OPPOSED to RIVERSIDE APTS ! 
 
Owner on Janie Ave  
 
Please VOTE NO! Please keep this area homeowner centered and not filed with apartments. PLEASE- loads of apartments 
are unfilled and so many have been approved.  
 
Gallatin and Dickerson are better areas for mass multi units NOT a single family home neighborhood. 
 
Vote NO!  
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From: Luca Schweitzer [mailto:luca.schweitzer.510@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:34 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Opposition to zoning change #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 
 
Dear planning commission and metro council, 
 
I live at 3106 Oxford Street, right behind the proposed development and I very much oppose this zoning change. These plans 
will severely disrupt the way of life here in the beloved neighborhood of riverside village. I have not spoken with anybody who 
would like to have these major changes made to the neighborhood that we have all come to love and appreciate about 
Nashville. We enjoy having a quiet peaceful neighborhood with trees and various other things that make this neighborhood so 
unique. The noise and traffic which is already bad enough for the neighborhood does not need major development projects 
like this, which would increase the traffic concerns of the neighborhood 10 fold. I really do hope that you take all of our 
concerns and worries into serious consideration. This is our home, and these apartment complexes would completely destroy 
all of the reasons the majority of the people of the neighborhood have chosen to live in this specific area. 
 
Thank you very much.  
 
Luca Schweitzer  
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From: Patrick Sansone [mailto:patsansone@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:57 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Re: case numbers #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 Zoning Change in Riverside Village. 

In reference to case numbers #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Zoning Change in Riverside Village. 

Hello, 

I am writing to express my concerns about the request for zoning change in the Riverside Village neighborhood in East 
Nashville.  I am a resident just around the corner from this proposed development and will be directly affected by it in a 
negative way.  I feel strongly that it is too much density for that corner, and this zoning change will open up the floodgates for 
further over-develpoment in this neighborhood.  I know there are other properties nearby owned by developers who will 
certainly try to cram as much density as they can into this area, and I do NOT want to see this happen. 

I am AGAINST this proposed zoning change. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Sansone 
1275 Kenmore PL     
 
 
 
 
From: Summer Young [mailto:summer.e.young@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 3:38 PM 
To: Summer Young 
Subject: 2017CP-005-003 

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing specifically to ask that this land not be rezoned and the community plan be maintained.  In keeping with the 
surrounding parcels, the land should remain residential single family home lots at RS7.5 density.  Certain homes in the 
neighborhood have sold north of 400,000 to 600,000 so there is no real argument that the owner of these lots will not make 
money, but for rezoning. 

This issue of the community has already been decided when the neighborhood was designated as T4 neighborhood 
maintenance.  It is one of the reasons I moved into this neighborhood and not others designated as evolving.  The community 
has certain expectations and all I am asking is that the status quo be preserved for all parties involved.  This type of density is 
well suited for Gallatin which is less than 1 mile from this location.   

It is fictitious that 900/month for 400 square foot apartment is affordable and will likely have the deleterious consequence of 
raising the market rent in inglewood and kicking low income families out of their current home rentals.  

I think the developers can do better respecting the neighborhood. 

Thank you for your time, 

Summer Young 
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From: Summer Young [mailto:summer.e.young@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 3:51 PM 
To: Summer Young 
Subject: 2017SP-013-001 

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing specifically to ask that this land not be rezoned.  I am very much against zoning that would allow an automobile 
repair and sales shop as it appears in the present plans.  This land is very close to single family homes.  The developers have 
said in community meetings it will be a motorcycle repair shop.   Motorcycles are exempt from emissions testing and heavily 
pollute, they are also known noise polluters.  When the motorcycles (or future cars) are repaired, they will be tested by driving 
them throughout the neighborhood. I live very close the the village and I cannot ever support a zoning change that would 
allow this.  Gallatin would be a suitable road to host such an establishment, not the interior of a residential neighborhood. 

I think the developers can do better respecting the neighborhood, perhaps a bicycle bar and repair shop. 

Thank you for your time, 

Summer Young 

 
 

 

From: Rebecah Boynton [mailto:rebecahgob@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 4:40 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Cases #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 regarding Riverside Village 

My name is Rebecah Boynton and I own a home at 2101 Riverside Dr, Nashville, TN 37216, and I am writing to urge you to 
vote against the proposed zoning change of Riverside Village from residential to commercial. 

A zoning change would radically transform our village community to a bustling, unrecognizable area of commerce that would 
rob us of the control we have over the direction our neighborhood moves. Many of us have friends and family who live in 
12th South and hear their consistent complaints of the crowds and beleaguered quality of living among the tourists and traffic. 
We Inglewood neighbors want to preserve the current community and the existing businesses that greatly improve our quality 
of life. We demand our voices are heard over the shouts of developers who do not have the greater good of our community at 
heart. 

Please vote against this proposed zoning change.  

Thank you, 

Rebecah   

Rebecah Boynton 
Director of Marketing  
Landscape Sales Consultant 
B.S., Horticulture, Auburn University 
Cell: 615.415.5242 
Office: 615.244.8949 ext.7008 
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From: Kate Mason [mailto:kategannonmason@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 7:00 PM 
To: Kate Mason 
Subject: Riverside village development 
 
Hello, I’m a Nashville native and relatively new homeowner on Stratford Ave in Inglewood. I was excited to buy my house in 
my neighborhood for a number of reasons, including the fact that my home was in a historic overlay, which 1) allowed me to 
be able to afford the house without getting outbid by developers and 2) preserves the charm and character of the 
neighborhood. I was also excited to live within walking distance of riverside village. I don’t think it’s right to expect current 
neighbors of these proposed changes to accept a 33-unit apartment complex (no matter how tastefully designed) with the 
promise that the character of their neighborhood will remain in tact by not allowing a four-or-taller story building to replace 
what is currently fond object. I don’t believe their concerns about unsafe, congested roadways are being heard and a new plan 
needs to be considered that better accounts for those issues.  
 
Thanks! 
-Kate  
  

 

From: Elizabeth Lanphier [mailto:elizabeth.a.barone@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 9:59 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Cc: Planning Commissioners; Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Rezoning Request #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

Dear Council Members and Planning Commissioners, 

I am writing as a home owner at 1306 Shelton Avenue in the Inglewood neighborhood. I live approximately 1/4 mile from 
Riverside Village. 

I have both concern and support for aspects of the re-zoning and development proposals for Riverside Village.  

My support is in favor of a reasonable increase to population density in the immediate commercial area around Riverside 
Village, especially with the intent to increase availability of AFFORDABLE housing for those with lower income brackets. 
This is crucial to maintaining a diverse, accessible, and vibrant community that can accommodate students, artists, those 
looking to grow a new project or venture, and particularly those who have been living in this community and seen their rents 
steadily rise. As a property owner I am thrilled to see property values rise. But I am also fearful that this rapid growth in home 
prices is pushing out many people who have been living here longer than I have, and who do not already own their home. This 
makes it nearly impossible for people such as myself, who came to Nashville to get a PhD and ended up getting married and 
starting a family, to be able to take on these kinds of life projects given the unaffordability of the housing market. Buying a 
home, going back to school, and having kids are costly endeavors. However this is a wonderful place to do all of those things 
and we need to keep them accessible to more people. 

My concerns, however, are twofold. The primary one is that with increased population density and the apparent objective to 
make Riverside Village into a more urban feeling environment, it is essential to build in pedestrian infrastructure. We must able 
to walk SAFELY to the establishments in the area to patronize them. It is not rational to expect everyone to drive and park at 
the restaurants and shops. This misses the value of having a Village center in an otherwise suburban neighborhood, and would 
be a nightmare once population density increases in this area and parking and traffic become heavier. As it stands it is not 
possible to safely walk along Riverside Drive to access Riverside Village. Sidewalks must be added at a minimum to Riverside 
Drive from Greenfield to McGavock. This would connect residents to the shops and restaurants and allow greater enjoyment 
and patronage.  
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The more minor concern is the logic of the newly proposed businesses. Another pizza joint is far from what the neighborhood 
needs (we have a pizza place already at Riverside Village!). I realize that the developers have deals with particular businesses 
that want to try their hand in the area, but this particular choice seems out of touch. That said, if it does move in then I guess 
we will see whether the business thrives or not. More community oriented businesses would be my preference, and especially 
sidewalks so my family can walk safely to them. 

Thanks for your time. 

Elizabeth Barone  
1306 Shelton Ave 
Nashville TN 37216 
 

 

From: Samantha Creamer [mailto:samanthabaizecreamer@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 10:33 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Cc: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning Commissioners 
Subject: #2017CP-005-003 &#2017SP-013-001 RIVERSIDE VILLAGE 

Hello, 

I am a proud member of Inglewood. I moved here from Texas with my husband and young son three years ago and since, 
have had two more babies. Finding a place to raise three children under five isn't easy, yet we find comfort in Inglewood. We 
love our neighborhood walks to Riverside Village and we love that the employees at our favorite places know our names. 
Riverside Village was a selling point for us when we bought our house. The small town vibe is very comforting. 

The new developments being considered will drastically change the feel of our neighborhood. It will become congested and 
Riverside Village will become overwhelming. We will no longer be able to take walks through our neighborhood because of 
the congestion. Our friendly neighborhood restaurants will be negatively affected. It sounds like this will set us on a path to 
become the next 12th South or  The Gulch, which are great in their own right, but not somewhere we want to raise our family. 

As an Inglewood resident, I ask that you allow Riverside Village to maintain its charm. We don't want big development here 
and we certainly don't need an apartment complex to cheapen the vibe of our neighborhood. We support small business.The 
bigger businesses being considered sound nice, but not for Riverside Village. Can't this development happen on Gallatin? The 
customer-base would be the same and our neighborhood would still remain.  

Please consider those affected by this and deny the requested zoning changes.  

Kindly, 

Samantha Baize Creamer 
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From: Philip Creamer [mailto:creamerhq@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 10:12 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: Zoning Change at Riverside Village 

Greetings,   

I own 2 homes in the riverside village area & strongly disagree with the proposed zoning change. Thank you for honoring the 
wishes of the community by denying the change. 

This addition to Inglewood simply satisfies the greed of the property owner and construction company pitching the job. The 
best possible scenario doesn't involve only maximum financial profitability. 33 units is the maximum allowable on the site, but 
it doesn't have to be utilized as such. In fact, the value of quality of life doesn't have much to do with profit at all. This is the 
mantra of east Nashville, and the charm of our neighborhood. We love walking in our neighborhood. Making records in our 
home studios. Riding bikes with our kids. This land could be used to build several lovely single family dwellings, and make a 
great profit for the contractor and property owner, moreover satisfying the residents of Inglewood by maintaining a low-key, 
residential neighborhood. Move this project to Gallatin road! 

Sincerely, 

Philip Creamer 

www.whoiscreamer.com 

 

From: jessica reguli [mailto:reguli77@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 8:22 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Davis, Anthony (Council Member); planning.comissioners@nashville.gov; Planning Staff; 
Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Opposed to development plan at Riverside & McGavock 

Hello, 

I’m am writing to oppose the proposed new development at the intersection of Riverside Drive & McGavock in Inglewood.  

Case #2017CP-005-003 

Case #2017SP-013-001 

I have been a resident of the Inglewood neighborhood for 13 years (on Ardee ave) and have enjoyed the small business 
community that has grown up in the area. That being said, I believe the proposed plan for dozens of residences at this 
intersection will be detrimental to the community in that it will bring major congestion and frustration to an already busy 
district.  

I am a small business owner myself, and while I have enjoyed the benefits of our thriving city, I think it’s important to protect 
the fabric of the individual neighborhoods that make living in Nashville feel special.  

Please deny the zoning change that would make this new construction possible. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Jessica Reguli  

615-750-3354 
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From: Rebecah Boynton [mailto:rebecahgob@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 4:40 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Cases #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 regarding Riverside Village 

My name is Rebecah Boynton and I own a home at 2101 Riverside Dr, Nashville, TN 37216, and I am writing to urge you to 
vote against the proposed zoning change of Riverside Village from residential to commercial. 

A zoning change would radically transform our village community to a bustling, unrecognizable area of commerce that would 
rob us of the control we have over the direction our neighborhood moves. Many of us have friends and family who live in 
12th South and hear their consistent complaints of the crowds and beleaguered quality of living among the tourists and traffic. 
We Inglewood neighbors want to preserve the current community and the existing businesses that greatly improve our quality 
of life. We demand our voices are heard over the shouts of developers who do not have the greater good of our community at 
heart. 

Please vote against this proposed zoning change.  

Thank you, 

Rebecah  

Rebecah Boynton 

Director of Marketing  
Landscape Sales Consultant 
B.S., Horticulture, Auburn University 
Cell: 615.415.5242 
Office: 615.244.8949 ext.7008 
 
 

From: Jeffrey Miller [mailto:jeff@jjmillerlaw.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 3:08 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning Commissioners 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: 2017CP-005-003 & 2017SP-013-001 

Please see the attached correspondence regarding the above-referenced project(s).  

Jeffrey J. Miller 
4216 Brush Hill Road 
Nashville, Tennessee 37216 
615-533-3957 
jeff@jjmillerlaw.com 

 

Please see attachment on following page. 
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From: Kristin Barlowe [mailto:dwellinstyle@icloud.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:26 PM 
To: Planning Staff 
Subject: Im OPPOSED to RIVERSIDE APTS ! 

 
Begin forwarded message: 

<dwellinstyle@icloud.com> 
Date: October 15, 2018 at 2:23:35 PM CDT 
To: planning.commissioners@nashville.gov 
Subject: Im OPPOSED to RIVERSIDE APTS !  

Owner on Janie Ave  
 
Please VOTE NO! Please keep this area homeowner centered and not filed with apartments. PLEASE- loads of apartments 
are unfilled and so many have been approved.  
 
Gallatin and Dickerson are better areas for mass multi units NOT a single family home neighborhood. 
 
Vote NO!  
 
 
 

From: Mark Wright [mailto:mwright@bahelpinghand.org]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 1:35 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); shawn.shephard@nashville.gov 
Cc: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Planning Staff 
Subject: Case #2017SP-013-001 (Riverside Village) (2017CP-005-003) 

All concern, attached is a letter in regards to the Riverside Village SP Development: Case #2017SP-013-001 (Riverside Village) 
(2017CP-005-003); see attachment. 

Respectfully, 

Mark A. Wright  
Executive Director 
Be a Helping Hand Foundation 
827 W. McKennie Ave. 
Nashville, TN 37206 
Off. 615.227.6000 
Fax. 615.290.5298 
mwright@bahelpinghand.org 
www.bahelpinghand.org 
 

Please see attachment on following page. 

 



RE: Case #2017SP‐013‐001 (Riverside Village) (2017CP‐005‐003) 

Planning Staff, 

I own the property at 3102 Oxford St, but I reside at 1306 10th Ave N. Talking to my immediate neighbors 

and other neighbors I come to understand the value of preserving the landscape and character of the 

neighborhood. One of the things that makes this neighborhood is the tree canopy and walkability. The 

current design proposed does not fall in line with the current design of the neighborhoods and seeks to 

remove a large area of trees that would definitely change the area. 

As a resident of the Germantown area and going back and forth to each property I can understand how 

neighbors would like to keep the feel of the neighborhood. It’s a quieter, more serene feel. Personally, I 

enjoy the crisp air, cooler temperatures due to the tree canopy and the low density of traffic. 

Concerning the actual development, it doesn’t fall in line with the neighborhood/community plan that’s 

why they are seeking the amendment. When the neighbors created their neighborhood, subarea plan 

the purpose of the plan was to set guidelines of what would be conducive to the neighborhood and 

apartments were not part of the plan. Increased density of this type without addressing infrastructure 

such as sidewalks would be a disservice to the community. 

As a developer myself I understand the plight of Nashville with the increase population and the lack of 

affordable housing. I am a proponent of density where it fits. In this case the amount of density and 

designed development doesn’t fit the character of the neighbor. That type of design and density fits well 

in my Germantown Neighborhood, but not here. This area is made up of single‐family homes and 

density based on the creation of more single‐family housing would coincide with the neighborhood plan 

and current zoning. 

I’m sure the neighbors feel as I do in that we are willing to work with the developer to have input on a 

design that meets the developer’s needs as well as the community. 

Thanks for your continued work to help maintain and create better neighborhoods in Nashville. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mark A. Wright 
Mark A. Wright 
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From: Local Jungle [mailto:localjungle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 12:18 AM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Opposition Community Plan Amendment & Zoning Change Riverside Village Case#2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-
013-001 

October 15, 2018 

Anna Grider 

Shawn Shepard 

Anthony Davis 

Metro Planning Commission 

Metro Planning Staff 

  

Re:    2017CP-005-003 

         2017SP-013-001 

Dear Ms. Grider, Ms. Shepard, Mr. Davis,Nashville Planning Staff, and Planning Commissioners, 

I live at 3106 Oxford Street, right behind the residential lots where developers are proposing to build six 3 and 2 story 
apartment complexes. I am completely against this proposed rezoning and community plan amendment for Riverside Village 
and the lots on Riverside Dr. I bought into this neighborhood because it was a residential neighborhood with single-family 
homes. I liked the unique vibe of Riverside Village around the corner surrounded by trees. I liked that it was small and tucked 
away with independent businesses. I especially liked that this was a neighborhood with an amazing mature tree canopy and full 
of gardens. It felt almost rural, but still had a few conveniences around the corner. I fell in love with all the trees and nature all 
around my property. Even though my property is the closest to Riverside Village, I barely notice it because of all the trees and 
the barrier they provide. It was quiet, private, and dark at night, with sweet smelling air. When I’m outside in my garden I can 
hear the owls, birds, tree frogs and crickets. This was exactly what I was looking for after years of living in a big city 
surrounded by apartment buildings, parking lots, noise, asphalt, bright lights, sirens, church bells, traffic, pollution, dumpsters, 
and loads of stress!  

I made the decision to buy this house because it had what I thought I needed to overcome my stress and severe insomnia. I 
could sleep here. I could relax here and live a healthy, balanced life. I worked very hard as a single parent for 18 years to save 
up enough money to buy a house and for 3 years, I searched for a neighborhood that had the perfect balance of nature and 
community and where I could sleep soundly and relax. I found it here, so I spent all of my savings and put everything I had 
into this house. It needed work, so I’ve spent the past 3 years investing more money and time into fixing up my house. This 
house is my security, my sanctuary, and my well being and health. This house is all I have.  

If this zoning change is approved and developers are suddenly allowed to build 3 story apartment complexes and motorcycle 
repair shops right next to my home I will have to leave and I have nowhere to go. I would be devastated. Everything I love 
about my home and my neighborhood would be destroyed. My home would not sell for what I’ve put into it with all those 
trees gone and the whole surrounding area covered in asphalt, buildings, parking lots, roads, and a big dumpster at the back of 
my yard. The noise, the light and car pollution, the loss of nature and the heat island wouldn’t exactly be big selling points 
either. I wouldn’t be able to find another home in a neighborhood like this because prices have gone up. So my investment 
and this neighborhood would both be in the dumps and I don’t even have health insurance. I don’t know what I’d do.  Just 
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the thought of this happening has brought on so much stress and insomnia, I’ve barely been able to breath and my head has 
been pounding everyday.  

It would not be fair to the residents of this neighborhood to change the zoning and our community plan. We have invested in 
this neighborhood trusting that the set community plan and zoning would prevent this sort of development from happening. 
We shouldn’t suddenly be forced to accept that everything we love about our neighborhood and homes will suddenly be gone 
and we shouldn’t have to make compromises either. Developers also bought into this neighborhood with full knowledge of 
the zoning laws. They shouldn’t expect that the laws should change for them just so they can make more money. They will be 
destroying the lives and the financial security of the people that are already invested in this neighborhood. Developers should 
build like they live here. They should build only what zoning permits and no more. If they don’t like it, they shouldn’t have 
bought property here. I wouldn’t have bought property here if it were the way they are trying to make it and I think 95 percent 
of the neighbors would feel the same way. I knocked on all the surrounding doors in the neighborhood and no one wants the 
neighborhood to go in this direction. Everyone wants it to be maintained the way it is, without added density and commercial 
buildings. Many neighbors didn’t even realize that they have a right to say something about this or how the process works and 
many residents didn’t even know this was happening until I told them. Other neighbors who did know what was going on 
were very angry about it because they want to maintain our community plan and zoning.  

To quote a neighbor, “The underling community development plan is Neighborhood Maintenance, the city and council have 
already considered that the density in this area should be maintained, as is. Just because someone purchased a bunch of land 
should not exempt them from the development plan. The developers purchased the land with full knowledge of the 
underlying zoning. We have a process that shouldn’t be ignored. The Community Plans as a whole allows "more" to happen in 
areas that are more appropriate than this one as defined by strategy. One of the reasons these Community Plans were put in 
place was not to restrict the scale of specific properties, but to protect the entire surrounding area. When you build out a 
denser area with more mixed-use commercial space, the adjoining properties become the next target. You could pretty quickly 
see that this hasty decision to defy the plan has guaranteed that the side of the street in question becomes part of the adjoining 
high-density zone. And when that block is developed from corner to corner the same casual logic will weaken the intent of the 
plan -- for the next block. I don't see this proposal as an incremental or logical next step. I see it as random disregard for 
planning. We're championing random, disruptive pockets of growth that are localized while justifying them based on citywide 
need. Community Plans were part of a structure that enabled us to address citywide need. There are still countless developable 
areas where we can implement greater density and consolidatedcommercial space. Peppering them all over the neighborhoods 
every time a developer finds a couple of adjacent properties create blowback in every neighborhood. In addition, we have an 
infrastructure crisis in terms of transportation and parking. As we create more and more of these concentrated mini-
destinations we make our imagined transportation solution impossibly complex, and we end up needing a parking bureau to 
cover every neighborhood instead of something that should be contained to the major business districts. 
I see this project as haphazard planning. We should first decide if we want to develop this area and then decide how through a 
community process, as is Metro's purportedintention. Instead we're giving lip service to that process. The council rep should 
be facilitating a process with the entire community to establish a strategy for that neighborhood and that existing mini-district. 
He shouldn't be facilitating a developer's request to circumvent that process through the back door. Any armchair speculation 
about whether the request is suitable or needed is beside the point.” 

Our representatives should please not approve this zoning change request or community plan amendment so we can trust that 
whatever the Blooms do with the heart of our community will be cohesive, appropriate, and respectful to the neighborhood, 
the other businesses, and the lives of the people living right next door. We should be able to trust that buying a home in 
Nashville neighborhoods will be a good investment. We shouldn’t have to worry that our homes or the neighborhoods that 
we’ve invested in will suddenly be changed so drastically that they become something that we would have never invested in in 
the first place, or even worse, that we would be completely robbed of our investment because the change would be as bad as 
the one proposed here. If this zoning change passes, I will be displaced along with my elderly neighbor Anita who lives next 
door.   

I am attaching a map of addresses that people have given me to show that they are opposed to the zoning change of Riverside 
Village and the Riverside Dr. properties. Homes and businesses that are opposed are noted as a red house or red storefront. 
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Most of these people I visited and spoke to directly, others emailed me and asked to be put on the map. I have their signatures 
or email addresses and I will continue to add to the map as I meet people.  

Thank you, 

Sara Jean Schweitzer 
3106 Oxford Street  
Nashville, TN 37216    
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From: Local Jungle [mailto:localjungle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 3:35 PM 
To: Grider, Anna (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners; Hall, Lawrence (Mayor's Office) 
Subject: Opposition to zoning change Case #2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001 

 

October 16, 2018 

 

Re:    2017CP-005-003 

         2017SP-013-001 

 

Dear Ms. Grider, Ms. Shepard, Mr. Davis, Planning Staff, Planning Commissioners, 

I have transcribed the following letter for my elderly neighbor who lives next door to me and right behind the proposed 
apartment complexes. Her name is Ms. M. Anita Brandon and she’s lived in her house for about 45 years. She doesn’t have a 
computer, so I’m emailing this letter for her. Anita lives alone and is in the final years of her life. She is an avid gardener and 
loves nature. She can’t afford air conditioning, so she relies on the trees on those lots to keep her cool in the summer. The 
trees, her garden, the surrounding nature, and walks through the neighborhood are what keep her alive. The loss of trees and 
the added noise, pollution, and cars as a result of this development would be devastating for her in these final years of life. 
Developers have been like parasites at her door trying to buy her property. Apparently, according the outlined map of the 
three lots on Riverside that they are trying to change the zoning for, they would be cutting into Anita’s property claiming her 
land from her shed to her fence line.  

Here is what she had to say to me about this proposed development in her exact words: 

 “They want to put high rises behind my house. I said, I don’t want that behind my house, we don’t need it. It will screw our whole lives up! I feel 
that it is not right and it’s too close up on my house for them to be putting apartments back there. They need to go further some place else, and put 
them down there! We don’t need that kind of crap here. Something has got to be done about this. People in the neighborhood have got to come together 
and do something. The state needs to do something about the way these people are doing these things. They can’t just come in here tearing my fence 
down and building their roads and apartments back there.  

I love these trees. These trees are the love of mine. I enjoy the trees when I come out and work in my garden. They keep the sun off of you while you 
while you’re working in your garden. And that’s going to be like that forever because if enough people get together and tell them what they want done 
with their property, because this is my property. This is your property. I don’t want the trees cut down. 

I told them they can’t build apartments, roads, and parking lots behind my house. They know they can’t do that, but you have to stick on their ass 
all the time. I’ll tell you, if everybody get together and everybody have put in something that they want to get involved in, that would stop that s**t. 
This is a hardship. I don’t think they have the right to cut into my property.  

The white people want to come in here and tell us what to do and take our houses and be through with it, but I’m not gonna let em do it! White folks 
are trying to run the black folks outa here and they don’t really give a damn. I think that people need to get together, those that live on this property 
like I do; I think we all should get together and we can do something about this.  

They don’t want us to have anything. They want to set it up so they can cut all the trees down and put up apartments and then you got to pay tax on 
that. I’m not! They’re horrible people I’ll tell you that. Them developers are horrible people. All this s**t they’ve been talking about doing, and this 
has been since way back. I told them then, I said, “ why do you think you’ve got to have all this property around here? Go get you some property from 
somewhere else.” They’ve tried to do this two years ago and couldn’t get it done.   
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I know I can be hellish and act crazy sometime, but you’ve got to be or these people will take advantage of you!” 

Miss Anita Brandon  

3108 Oxford Street 

Nashville, TN 37216 
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From: Dianne Clayton [mailto:Dianne@DianneClayton.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 3:46 PM 
To: Davis, Anthony (Council Member); Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Grider, Anna (Planning); Planning Staff; Planning 
Commissioners 
Subject: Vote No to Proposed Zoning Change for Riverside Village! 
Importance: High 

Please Vote No to the proposed Zoning change for Riverside Village.   

I live in the neighborhood & pass through this intersection every time I go anywhere...   I cannot imagine adding 33 apartment 
units to that corner & it not have an affect on the traffic congestion...  adding new businesses to that corner ~ where are all 
these people going to park?  I doubt seriously they will all be taking the bus ~ walking or using the little scooter things... 

We are a quaint, quiet little pocket neighborhood that is slowly transiting with renovated properties ~ fortunately we have 
missed most of the tall skinnies ~ except for the ugly ones across the street from me! 

I hope you will seriously consider Voting NO to the Apartments ~ that will most likely get converted to AirBNB's... 

Thank you for your time & consideration of my position of this matter... 

I look forward to your response... 

Dianne Clayton                                                                   

Dianne Clayton Team    
Exit  Realty of the South 
701 President Place    Suite 150   
Smyrna, TN  37167 
Office:  (615) 220-0700 
Cell:  (615) 207-0037 
Lic # 00271453 
Website: http://www.ExitWithDianne.com 
Email: Dianne@DianneClayton.com       
 

 

From: Local Jungle [mailto:localjungle@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 4:31 PM 
To: Hall, Lawrence (Mayor's Office); Planning Commissioners; Waller, Elease (Mayor's Office); Grider, Anna (Planning); 
Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Planning Staff; Kempf, Lucy (Planning); Byrd, Judith (Mayor's Office); Ladd, Audra (Mayor's 
Office); Davis, Anthony (Council Member) 
Subject: Re: Copy of Petition & Opposition to zoning change - case#'s 2017CP-005-003 & 2017SP-013-001 

Here is today's updated petition against the zoning change for cases 2017CP-005-003 and  

         2017SP-013-001 

  

On Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 8:42 PM Local Jungle <localjungle@gmail.com> wrote: 

October 15, 2018 
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Anna Grider 

Shawn Shepard 

Anthony Davis 

Metro Planning Commission 

Metro Planning Staff 

Mayor Briley’s Office 

Re:    2017CP-005-003 

         2017SP-013-001 

Dear Ms. Grider, Ms. Shepard, Mr. Davis, Nashville Planning Staff, Planning Commissioners, and Mayor Briley's office staff, 

Thank you all for everything you do for our city to make it special, unique, and safe.  

I am writing to submit my neighborhood’s updated petition attached below with 1,674 signatures against the proposed 
rezoning and community plan amendment for Riverside Village. I would like you all to please consider how the people of our 
community feel and ask that you, as our representatives, please make decisions that support what we are asking of you. We are 
asking that you not approve this requested zoning change or amend our community plan.  

To quote a neighbor, “The underling community development plan is Neighborhood Maintenance, the city and council have 
already considered that the density in this area should be maintained, as is. Just because someone purchased a bunch of land 
should not exempt them from the development plan. The developers purchased the land with full knowledge of the 
underlying residential zoning. We have a process that shouldn’t be ignored. The Community Plans as a whole allows "more" to 
happen in areas that are more appropriate than this one as defined by strategy. One of the reasons these Community Plans 
were put in place was not to restrict the scale of specific properties, but to protect the entire surrounding area. When you build 
out a denser area with more mixed-use commercial space, the adjoining properties become the next target. You could pretty 
quickly see that this hasty decision to defy the plan has guaranteed that the side of the street in question becomes part of the 
adjoining high-density zone. And when that block is developed from corner to corner the same casual logic will weaken the 
intent of the plan -- for the next block. I don't see this proposal as an incremental or logical next step. I see it as random 
disregard for planning. We're championing random, disruptive pockets of growth that are localized while justifying them based 
on citywide need. Community Plans were part of a structure that enabled us to address citywide need. There are still countless 
developable areas where we can implement greater density and consolidatedcommercial space. Peppering them all over the 
neighborhoods every time a developer finds a couple of adjacent properties create blowback in every neighborhood. In 
addition, we have an infrastructure crisis in terms of transportation and parking. As we create more and more of these 
concentrated mini-destinations we make our imagined transportation solution impossibly complex, and we end up needing a 
parking bureau to cover every neighborhood instead of something that should be contained to the major business districts. I 
see this project as haphazard planning. We should first decide if we want to develop this area and then decide how through a 
community process, as is Metro's purportedintention. Instead we're giving lip service to that process. The council rep should 
be facilitating a process with the entire community to establish a strategy for that neighborhood and that existing mini-district. 
He shouldn't be facilitating a developer's request to circumvent that process through the back door. Any armchair speculation 
about whether the request is suitable or needed is beside the point.” 

So far, our petition has gotten the support of 1,674 people in just a couple of weeks and was written about in the Tennessean, 
The Scene, as well as other papers. There are many discussions going on throughout social media about this proposed 
development and the vast majority of residents here do not want our zoning to change or the proposed 6 large 3 and 2 story 
apartment complexes on the corner of the busy and dangerous intersection of Riverside Dr. and McGavock Pike. These 
apartment complexes would be built right up against a historic overlay and a little neighborhood community zoned only for 
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single-family homes, adding an influx of cars and density to an already busy intersection in a neighborhood lacking the 
infrastructure to support this type of development. There are not enough sidewalks, crosswalks, streetlights, parking spots, 
safety signage, etc. in this area to keep people safe from the added traffic and density this development would bring. There are 
also many blind bends without sidewalks all around Riverside Village, including on Riverside Dr. where the apartments would 
be built and Maxey Lane, to name a couple.  There is also a train crossing on McGavock leading to Riverside Village, which 
blocks the flow of traffic. If there have been any traffic studies in the past several months, they would not be accurate and 
should not be considered for this plan. There has been ongoing construction and detours on Riverside Dr. and McGavock will 
be closed near the train crossing for construction. 

The developers are falsely claiming that these apartment units are affordable. $900 for a 400 square foot unit is not affordable 
and will increase the rental market prices in the neighborhood, rather than decrease them. The residential lots on Riverside Dr. 
need to stay residential, period. No apartments, no changes in the underlying community plan. No increased density. No 
automobile repair shop. 

We are very concerned about losing our valuable old growth tree canopy on those lots, which provide a buffer for the 
neighborhood from the busy intersection and commercial district at Riverside Drive and McGavock. Mayor Briley just 
launched the Root Nashville campaign to increase the city’s tree canopy and create a more equitable distribution of the health 
and sustainability benefits of urban trees across all neighborhoods. Briley recently said, “This campaign will help clean the air 
we breathe and the water we drink, improving our health, mitigating flooding and extreme heat, and delivering economic 
benefits for the city,” “Trees make your life better and healthier, as science has demonstrated again and again,” said Sen. Frist, 
founder and chairman of NashvilleHealth and chairman of the Root Nashville Advisory Board. “We know that the immediate 
environment has a huge impact on Nashvillians’ health outcomes, and this collaborative campaign puts a clear strategy in place 
to make a difference. The early focus on Impact Neighborhoods will bring the promise of improved quality of life and 
wellbeing to local residents.”  

There are roughly 45-50, mostly large trees ranging from 50-80 feet tall on the Riverside Dr. lots. Let’s save the old growth 
trees that we have and not let developers cut them down. In addition to the benefits our Mayor points out, these trees also 
buffer the noise from the busy streets, they provide emotional well being, lower incidences of violence, and they provide 
habitat for many species of birds and other wildlife. The developers of this proposed project are falsely claiming that 85% of 
the trees are dying. There are maybe three trees that are dying, but still have plenty of life in them. This development would 
also destroy a natural spring that runs through this area and all the runoff from the asphalt and cars will pollute the neighbor’s 
gardens next door, which provide food for our tables.  

The other part of this plan that residents are not happy about is the  motorcycle repair shop/ showroom that would replace 
the cultural heart of the community, Fond Object. This is Music City and this neighborhood embodies what our city is all 
about. Many of our residents are well know musicians or up and coming musicians and artists. We also have many native 
Nashvillian residents who have lived here for their entire life or have raised families here. There are also new residents, many 
of whom were displaced from other cities or from other gentrified areas of Nashville due to developments like the one 
proposed here. These are all of the people that have made this neighborhood unique and special and Fond Object is at the 
heart of this culture that we are trying to protect. We would not welcome motorcycle repair and all the loud motorcycle noise 
it would bring. Automobile repair zoning = noise and air pollution, period. Not appropriate being so close to homes. 
Motorcycles are exempt from emissions testing and are permitted to put out more pollution than cars. Also, where do you 
think they will test the bikes? Around the neighborhood! 

I believe after speaking to most of the surrounding neighbors personally, and after reading their comments on social media, on 
this petition, and listening to them speak at the community meeting; the vast majority of our community love our little village 
and neighborhood feel and we want to keep it small. We don't want more density or the commercialization of Riverside 
Village. We want to preserve our music and artistic culture. We want to protect our tree canopy. We don’t want an auto repair 
business or large apartment complexes so close to our homes and do not think it is at all appropriate for the character or the 
future of this neighborhood. 
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Our representatives should please not approve this zoning change request or community plan amendment so we can trust that 
whatever happens to the heart of our community will be cohesive, appropriate, and respectful to the neighborhood, the other 
businesses, and the lives of the people living right next door. 

Thank you, 

Sara Jean Schweitzer 
3106 Oxford Street  
Nashville, TN 37216    
 

P.S. Please let me know if you are unable to open the pdf document. If not, I will copy and paste each page and resend. The 
second page of the petition that explains what it is about was cut off for some reason in the pdf, so I’ve attached the url for 
the petition.  

 https://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/191/985/074/ 

https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2018/10/01/fond-object-records-east-nashville-margo-price-aaron-lee-
tasjan/1491544002/ 

https://justmynashville.com/riverside-village-the-community-speaks/ 

https://www.nashvillepost.com/business/development/article/21025563/future-of-riverside-village-site-spurs-citizen-debate 

https://www.nashvillescene.com/music/nashville-cream/article/21025795/community-meeting-sheds-light-on-the-future-of-
riverside-village-updated 

 

Please see attachment on following page. 

 

  



Urgent! Protect Riverside Village's Neighborhood
Character & Sense of Community From Over
Development
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/191/985/074/urgent-protect-riverside-villages-neighborhood-
character-from-over-development/

Author: Sara Jean Schweitzer
Recipient: Anthony Davis, Shawn Shepard, Anna Grider, Nashville Planning Commission, Mayor
Briley, Jim Shulman

Petition:

Developers are at it again, hoping we won't notice or speak out this time. Please attend the
public hearing 10/25 and the community meeting 10/22 they don't want you to know
about & email concerns to city representatives below by 10/15! They are again proposing
to rezone and change our community plan so they can cut down a bunch of mature trees, build a
massive apartment complex with six 2 & 3 story buildings packed with cars and parking lots, and
replace our beloved Fond Object with a loud motorcycle repair shop/showroom, pizza restaurant,
and more parking lots right in the heart of Riverside Village.  

Historic Inglewood's Riverside Village is a distinct community of single-family homes with a rich
canopy of mature trees, gardens, and the historic memorial Riverside Drive. This community is
also home to a culture of music and art. The special character and feel of our neighborhood
should be protected from this kind of large scale, intrusive development. Such a project would
bring too much traffic, congestion, and noise to the neighborhood. This added congestion would
add to the already dangerous busy streets that have many cyclists and pedestrians with strollers
sharing the roads that have no sidewalks.

As residents of East Nashville and Riverside Village, we need to prevent this sort of development
from ruining our sense of community, our safety, and our livelihood.

The developer's plan includes:

SIX 2 AND 3 STORY APARTMENT BUILDINGS WITH 33 UNITS, an amenities building,
several parking lots, dumpsters, walkways, driveways, and bright lights right up against the
surrounding neighbor's property lines and yards, who all live in single-family homes.  All these
cars would be entering, exiting, and making U-turns through Riverside Drive, an already very
busy and dangerous intersection with 2 one-way lanes divided by a grassy median and cherry
trees. The sketched plan shows that the majority of the lots would be covered with buildings,
cars, and asphalt with very little or no buffer for neighbors. This means that almost all of the 40+
mature trees (ranging from 50-80'tall) that currently provide a buffer for the neighborhood from
the commercial district and the busy streets would be cut down.

REPLACE FOND OBJECT WITH A LOUD MOTORCYBLE REPAIR SHOP/SHOWROOM
AND PIZZA RESTAURANT The closing of Fond Object, which has been the cultural heart of
the community, replaced by a repeated pizza concept would be a huge loss for the Village. The
backyard house where Fond Object offers live music, bonfires, movies, and yoga would be
demolished and turned into another parking lot. The motorcycle themed restaurant/repair shop
will undoubtedly attract a loud biker scene to our neighborhood disturbing the peace and well
being of residents all around the neighborhood. Motorcycle noise, pollution, and traffic will also
decease walkability.

Motorcycle repair shops and apartment buildings ARE NOT permitted under the
current zoning at Riverside Village and the surrounding lots. These zoning changes are
not appropriate for the character, safety, and livelihood of our community given the incredibly
close proximity of single-family residences in a historic neighborhood and the insufficient
infrastructure to support these changes.

What can we do? 

Sign this petition. If you live in the neighborhood, mention this in your comment.

Go to the community meeting and public hearing on the 25

th  speak out.
Email your address to: saveriversidevillage@gmail.com to be added to a map of
residents opposed to this zoning change and shared with Council, Planning, and the
Mayor's office. 

Voice or email concerns to all of the following people (reference case
#2017CP-005-003 & #2017SP-013-001):

anthony.davis@nashville.gov(615) 775-8746, councilmember who will approve or deny these
requested zoning changes. 

anna.grider@nashville.gov(615) 862-7199, hears plan amendment concerns or questions to
relay to planning commissioners.

shawn.shepard@nashville.gov(615) 862-7199, zoning            

planningstaff@nashville.gov (615) 862-7190, they provide info to the planning
commissioners.

planning.commissioners@nashville.gov (they decide if the if the community plan will be
amended, which is required for this zoning change) 

Meeting Dates/Deadlines:

Mon, October 15 – Deadline for Community Plan Amendment & zoning change
comments to anna.grider@nashville.gov and all the other 4 addresses above.
Tues, October 22 - 2nd Community Meeting, 7pm Inglewood Elementary, 1700
Riverside Drive.
Thurs, October 25 - Public Hearing, 4pm, Sonny West Conference Center (1

stfl.), 700
2

ndAve S. (final decision is made after hearing) Please show up and speak out. 

Here is a copy of the last community meeting on October 1st. 

https://www.icloud.com/photos/#04NJO6yEWri0NbeWSH5mVCX-Q
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1. Sara Jean
Schweitzer

Nashville, TN This is important to me because this neighborhood is my
home and my sanctuary. My home is the only security I have
and this development will put this security at risk. I bought
my home in a neighborhood zoned for single-family homes,
not huge apartments and motorcycle shops. If this
development passes, it will destroy everything I love about
this neighborhood.

2. Lucas Schweitzer Nashville, TN I live very close
3. Ida Santana Nashville, TN Riverside Village has a nice neighborhood vibe. It’s

walkable. It’s unique. It has character. Greedy developers
want to turn it into a bland generic condo village that’s
unrecognizable and only for rich boring square people.
Gentrification is violence against the Black community who’s
lived there for generations. As East Nashville’s bluegrass
singer Gillian Welsh sings in Back In Time- Let’s drink a
round to Nashville before they tear it down!

4. Jenny Albin Nashville, TN
5. Kristi Dunning Nashville, TN
6. Roger Sherman Nashville, TN
7. Autumn Moore Nashville, TN We love Nashville and love the growth it is experiencing, but

we also value the diversity of neighborhoods. I frequent
several of the cafes in riverside and enjoy walking around,
the resining and development is not an asset to this location.

8. Herschel Pollard Nashville, TN Infrastructure can't support; traffic issues caused by
increase in cars along an already dangerous stretch of road
including a proposed driveway along a blind curve; proposal
slams 30 apartments into an area of single family homes; too
many trees will be lost; loss of neighborhood aesthetic,
decrease in property value for all neighbors.

9. Apostle Kontos Athens, Greece
10. Tommy Wilson Nashville, TN I live right next door to this proposed apartment complex.

The traffic and the noise will be very stressful for my mom's
heart condition and will trigger my asthma. We have lived
here for 46 years. We moved here because it was safe,
quiet, and there were no apartment buildings. This area is
not zoned for anything except single dwelling homes.

12. Ronald Rice Nashville, TN
13. Jeff Smith Nashville, TN Riverside Village is great just as it is and it will not be the

same with big retail.
14. Melanie Terrell Nashville, TN

Name From Comments
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15. Rachel Davis Nashville, TN As a native Nashvillian, I have seen many aspects of

Nashville’s character change to the detriment of its citizens.
Communities have lost their personality and neighborhoods
have undergone extreme changes to their racial and class
makeup. I know I’m not the only person who feels that
despite the financial benefits that developers have been
reaping, most of us do not feel that a majority of these
changes have been positive. I sign this petition as an effort
to express disapproval of overdevelopment and to protect
the character of Riverside Village.

16. Kiley Wells Nashville, TN
17. Jessica Arnold Nashville, TN
18. Emma Berkey Nashville, TN This is my work neighborhood and artist/music hood. I don’t

want to see it run out the creatives and small businesses I
work for and know and love.

19. Susan Bauer Lee Knoxville, TN Fond Object is an important part of the community. It's a
great store and a great place to play. We walked around the
neighborhood before our show and it has an amazing vibe.
Please don't ruin it.

20. William Raney Nashville, TN Character>development.
21. Christopher Moll Nashville, TN Because this is the beauty and charm of the neighborhood.
23. Luke Garmon Lilburn, GA
24. Carson Dover Savannah, GA
25. Stephen Bain Nashville, TN
26. Josue B Madison, TN
27. Kelli Cyr Nashville, TN
28. Chris Davis Nashville, TN
29. James Bergin Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village exactly for what it is. It is why I just

bought a house here. Don’t tear away one of the few
sanctuaries left in Nashville.

30. Connor Weaver Nashville, TN
31. Nathaniel

Schowengerdt
McPherson, KS

32. Imad Ottallah nashville, TN
33. Danielle Cormier Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of my favorite neighborhoods in

Nashville. It’s a little hidden gem that holds a charm you
don’t see much of anymore in this city. Building something
like this would completely change that.

34. Cheri Dodson Evensville, TN I was visiting from out of town and happened upon Fond
Object and this neighborhood. I fell in love immediately with
the area. Please don't destroy this wonderful Nashville gem
and its people.

35. Michael Teaney Nashville, TN This would create too much traffic on an already congested
street.
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36. Onika Lowrey Nashville, TN Let’s keep our neighborhoods filled with local shops & no

corporate developments!
37. Emily Openshaw Nashville, TN Because we need to protect Fond Object.
38. Ana Bergin Nashville, TN To avoid heavy traffic. To avoid the trees being cut.
39. Bonney Beleznay Glendale, AZ I used to live in this neighborhood and you dont need to

overpopulate it with overurbanizing an area and losing its
culture

40. Ryon Westover Nashville, TN
41. Danny Strimer Nashville, TN The Fond Object and associated backyard is a very

important cultural asset. It MAKES the area unique and is an
important reason why folks come that area. Save it now!
Important cultural icon!

42. Anna Schweitzer Summertown, TN
43. Davey

Bartholdson
Nashville, TN

44. Andre Lascoutx Nashville, TN I live in Riverside Village and would really be upset to see a
parking lot, multiple condo units, and to lose one of the best
gathering places in East Nashville- Fond opbject. Not to
mention the additional traffic and a bike shop!? Driving &
commuting in this area is dangerous enough already without
the additional traffic and motorcycles this zoning/building
would bring.

45. Ben Rice Hermitage, TN Fond Object is a large part of the Nashville Avant Garde
scene and I would hate to see something creative and
unique replaced with another parking lot or condo building.

46. Katie Blomarz Nashville, TN
47. Jayve

Montgomery
Nashville, TN Because development shouldn’t displace culture. Power to

the People.
48. Melina Sierra Nashville, TN
49. Robyn Robichaud Nashville, TN gentrification sux
50. Charlotte Binkley Nashville, TN I moved here to be away from much commercial businesses.

Would like for my neighborhood to remain a community to
raise children and neighborhood schools.

51. Eva Gaskin Nashville, TN
52. Nicholas Petersen Nashville, TN
53. Abbye Law Nashville, TN
54. Judi Sachs Nashville, TN I am against the motorcycle shop and the apartment

buildings. I would appreciate it if Fond Object would hold
down the music to a more reasonable level.

55. Dipti Vaidya Nashville, TN Im a homeowner several blocks from Riverside Village & I
strongly support keeping this area low density to support
liveability & community.

56. Deli Neblett Gallatin, TN
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57. Marcus Sisk Nashville, TN I love fond object and the Riverside village area.
58. Joel Russell Nashville, TN This is right down the road from me. I frequent this area. As

a community we ought not replace that which makes the
area desirable. This area could benefit from additional small
businesses, but big business developers will soon find
themselves lacking the community they’re hoping to draw if
they strip out the heart.

59. Roy Baldwin Nashvklle, TN I am against overdevelopement in any neighborhood
60. Haley Holden Nashville, TN
61. ben worsham MADISON, TN Lived here since 1996. There has been some good changes

and some bad. This bs will fail and will kill a vibrant culture
that is already here because some asshole wants more
money. Please go away.

62. Alec O'Connell Nashville, TN Fond object is an important space for musicians to preform
at

63. Gérard Retailleau Cholet, France
64. Elijah Tidwell Nashville, TN It’s one of the best record stores and my favorite of all right

now
65. Austin Sisk Nashville, TN I think we should preserve the reason we were drawn to this

area. The culture and art is a result of what it Riverside
Village represents.

66. Tyler Glaser Nashville, TN Record stores are the heart of a lot of neighborhoods
67. Mattie Bush Nashville, TN
68. Vicki Holden Alabaster, AL
69. Michael Bibbs Nashville, TN
70. Ben Parks Nashville, TN
71. Debbie Robichaud Pleasant view, TN This is a quiet, walkable neighborhood. Too many mature

trees being cut down and not replaced. This is the wrong
location for this construction project.

72. Mark Wright Nashville, TN
73. Mike Harris Nashville, TN
74. Jennifer Mayer Nashville, TN
75. Curtis Brown Nashville, TN
76. Debra Mayer JACKSON, TN
77. Jamie Mayer Nashville, TN
78. Ariel Happe Nashville, TN
79. Blake Patterson Nashville, TN Fond object is a crucial DIY aspect of Nashville music

scene!
80. Brian Cooksey Nashville, TN I like the performances at Fond Object and I definitely don't

want the noise that a motorcycle place will bring. Also, our
neighborhood has shown that it can't support multiple coffee
shops and we already have a good pizza place.
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81. Brett Dudash Madison, TN It’s a unique incredible shop and event space. Created by

artist for artist of all kinds.
82. Isaac Talbott Nashville, TN Fond object and places like it are a big part of what makes

Nashville a great place to live. Record shops like these
foster a sense of community and inclusion.

83. Evy Boyer Nashville, TN
84. Kate Haldrup Nashville, TN
85. Sam West Nashville, TN This development does not support the community
86. Michael

Yarbrough
Nashville, TN Whose freakin idea was this???!!!!! Obviously keep the

motorcycle parade on Gallatin!
87. Adrian Bahan Nashville, TN It’s this max scale mentality of developers that make me like

our city less and less. They already stripped Austin of the
character and vibe that made it an amazing place to live.
Austin’s gone, Nashville’s next.

88. Ryan Breegle Nashville, TN
89. Sam Hoffman Nashville, TN
90. Jesse

Gillenwalters
Nashville, TN

91. Luke Rainey Nashville, TN
92. Sarah Saturday Nashville, TN It can be a win-win if the conversation is open to everyone

and the decisions made are collaborative and intentional.
93. Julie Canada Nashville, TN
94. Naomi Bartlett Nashville, TN
95. Jacob Lindsay Nashville, TN Can’t let the condo man win
96. Kristie Putman Nashville, TN
97. Jason Marino Pleasant Hill, CA
98. Paige Stratton Nashville, TN
99. Collin Pastore Nashville, TN I love the current charm of riverside village. I think that a

massive apartment building would be a total detriment to the
surrounding area.

100. Rebecca Johnson Nashville, TN
101. Mike Baggetta Knoxville, TN Please stop disappearing important fringe creative culture in

major American cities. People need this more than whatever
high priced development comes next.

102. Cody Estrem Nashville, TN
103. Benjamin Reed Madison, TN
104. Audrey

Hazelwood
Nashville, TN

105. Emery Wilkins Nashville, TN
106. Alex Mojaverian Nashville, TN
107. Mikey Owen Nashville, TN I can’t watch the culture be sucked out of my home town
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108. Mike Wargo Nashville, TN
109. bridgett hardville Nashville, TN
110. Blair White Nashville, TN We do NOT need more apartment buildings. 

We do NOT need ANOTHER pizza spot.
We do NOT need ANOTHER motorcycle repair shop.
These are all things our neighborhood already has. If this
goes through, it will crush the charm and original attraction
of Riverside Village.
Fond Object is a staple in our community. Knocking it down
to rezone and overcrowd an area that already is lacking in
parking is such a stupid idea. 
This rezoning proposition is based on GREED. There are
TONS of places that have room to be developed in our town,
this is NOT one of them! Follow the money. See where it
comes from, they do not care about the neighborhood.

111. Gil Costello Nashville, TN
112. Ryan Johnson Nashville, TN Gentrification is a crime.
113. John DiGirolamo Nashville, TN
114. Jesse Baker Nashville, TN The developer and collaborator is ownership of Barista

Parlor. Continuous snot-nosed gentrification that is
unnecessary and stands to ruin a thriving community

115. Dakota Jernigan Nashville, TN The small record shop Fond Object, Mitchell's Deli,
Castrillos, Riverside RX, Dose, Rubies Seafood, all of these
places are what make riverside village fun and lively, a
neighborhood, and a community. Save the condos for
downtown where they belong, keep Inglewood charming.

116. Kari Ames Madison, TN
117. Jason Denton Nashville, TN I used to live in this area and I care about keeping it historic

East Nashville.
118. Carrie Fanning Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood
119. Zachary Peickert Nashville, TN I’ve watched all of my local haunts and old dive bars get

overtaken by new development. I want Nashville to retain its
unique identity, instead of turning into a over-branded
cartoon of itself.

120. Barend du Plessis Nashville, TN Not only will traffic be a major issue in an already busy
intersection, the Kroger, which is already jam packed and
struggling to keep up with demand will get even more crazy.
But just as important, we will lose what we love about
Riverside Village, supporting local artists and business

121. Maddie Taff Bell Buckle, TN
122. Amber Davis Nashville, TN I attend a lot of shows at Fond Object and eat at the various

places nearby. This place means more to our community
than more apartments that will never be filled and will be way
over priced. This place should maintain because it’s really
important to our culture of East Nashville.
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123. Ben Cureton Nashville, TN Fond Object has fantastic shows in the backyard! My

favorite place to play and see bands. 
The community aspect of FO alone gives me hope for DIY
culture in Nashville. It’s just a genuinely great place.

124. Natalie Cox nashville, TN
125. Carter Routh Nashville, TN Fond Object is a great venue and cherished part of the

community
126. William Griffin Nashville, TN
127. Timothy George Nashville, TN We’ve had enough of this. Respect the neighborhood.

Respect the culture.
128. Kirin Haller Nashville, TN Help us save the east Nashville we know and love!
129. Dylan Lancaster Nashville, TN
130. sally lindsey Nashville, TN I like Inglewood the way it is and am tired of the

development making things more crowded and tearing down
old trees.

131. Taylor Cole Nashville, TN
132. Kent Worley Nashville, TN It is very important to keep these music gathering place

alive. Fond Object and some sort of outdoor gathering place
can and should be incorporated in any development plans.

133. Abby Griffin Nashville, TN I don’t think would make our neighborhood better.
134. Jared Manzo Nashville, TN
135. Jackson Parsons Nashville, TN
136. Karla Wehling Doylestown, OH I love visiting the old neighborhoods when I am in town

visiting.
137. Lauren Turner Nashville, TN
138. Eric Degenhardt Nashville, TN
139. Michelle Berry Nashville, TN
140. Damon W Madison, TN My first home was in this area. Ive watched it turn into its

current little neighborhood nook. Leave it alone
141. Jessey Clark Nashville, TN I have lived in this neighborhood for two years now. I love it

with my heart. It’s a part of this ever-growing city that has
maintained its original culture and is full of vibrant trees and
plants. It’s one of the few areas in the city where you actually
have a back yard. I would hate to see the area become
swallowed up with trendy condos and more pizza (as if we
needed more).

142. Shannon Clark Nashville, TN Nashville is my home. I’ve worked and lived in riverside and
it’s a special community that needs to be preserved.

143. Gyasi Heus Nashville, TN
144. Chandelle Gleed Madison, TN
145. Jeff Gingrich Nashville, TN
146. Linda Parrott Nashville, TN
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147. Cole Harrison Nashville, TN
148. Audra Vogler Brentwood, TN Our rich culture is infinitely more important than yet another

blatant display of rapacity. Please, help to maintain the
integrity of our beloved HOME.

149. David Fowlkes Nashville, TN Don’t like what it will do to our friends in that neighborhood.
Too close to her home.

150. Jonathan Mathis Nashville, TN
151. Andrew Adkins Nashville, TN
152. Zack Hutchinson Nashville, TN When I first moved to east Nashville I lived near riverside

village. An uncertain time in my life. I read books in the
courtyard where sip cafe used to be. Idled my hours away. I
walked up and down Riverside with the love of my life. I
picked berries off of trees on the way to get coffee and talk
and soak in the quietude. I rode my bike thru the village each
day on my way to work. I watched her drift away from me.
She works at dose now. Still in the village. A distant memory
now. The neighborhood already isn’t as quiet and homey as
it used to be. It will always be changing. But you always want
to hang on to the memories. And try to keep it from changing
too fast.

153. Abbey Lillie Nashville, TN
154. Robbie Crowell Nashville, TN Fond Object is such a crucial part of the community here,

and what has been proposed is a quick way to ruin
Riverside Village.

155. Josh Shearon Nashville, TN Grew up in south Inglewood and would love to preserve a
commerced based building to existing alongside new
developements in the area, rather than tearing it down
entirely. Culturally the store also contributes a great deal of
positive output for the community. Both the old community
and the type of community that will attract new citizens to it.

156. Seth Dana Nashville, TN
157. Pat Cates Nashville, TN My neighborhood has been desecrated enough in the name

of "progress" - leave us alone!
158. Peter Campbell Nashville, TN
159. Breck Cooper Nashville, TN
160. Collin Fidler Nashville, TN
161. Sam Mattingly Mt Juliet, TN
162. Jami Frazier Nashville, TN 1. Barista Parlor NOT a good fit for this neighborhood 

2. WAY too much added traffic, noise, and concrete 
3. Too many trees are being removed for this project

163. Thashana
McQuiston

Hendersonville, TN I have many fond memories of this area and think these
busineesss are vital to the area and beyond.

164. Cameron Carrus Nashville, TN
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165. Jameson

Cunningham
Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of my favorite spots in East

Nashville. From the mouth-watering sandwiches of Mitchell's
Deli, to Mule Mondays at the Village Pub, to the unbeatable
ceviche at Rudie's this is a tranquil and charming corner is
cherished in my heart and the the hearts of many.
The centerpiece is Fond Object. Whether you're digging in
the crates for an obscure record, trying on some hip vintage
swag, or rocking out to their many killer backyard shows,
Fond Object East is sacred. It would be an abomination to
remove it from that corner.

166. Mary Hull Nashville, TN
167. Ryan Quarles Nashville, TN
168. James Miles Nashville, TN Living in this neighborhood has been such a joy up to this

point. Please do not change it any further. To be honest,
over development of this area is such bullshit and destroys
all the integrity of the area.

169. Mike Colman Nashville, TN
170. Bryan Ford Nashville, TN
171. brigid ochshorn Nashville, TN save local shops and restaurants! keep that neighborhood

quiet and peaceful like it is right now!
172. Gina Cash Nashville, TN I bought a house in Inglewood several years ago because of

the historic charm and quaint yet hip vibe. I feel like what is
proposed will overwhelm the area and be a detriment to the
neighborhood, not an improvement. It’s time to listen to
those who live in the areas where proposed changes are
being considered and give them as much or more weight as
the developers who are changing the face of the community
with what seems to be little concern for those they will
negatively impact. The destruction of the tree canopy alone
should give everyone pause. Metro.gov needs to listen to its
citizens. The area’s current zoning is there for a reason.
Let’s leave it as is.

173. Mirthe Bolhuis Nashville, TN This is right in my neighborhood! I love Riverside Village,
and it would be such a shame to change it into apartment
buildings and parking lots.

174. Jenna Dail Springfield, MO
175. Brandi Prewitt Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the best things about Nashville and

the neighborhood will not be the same without it. In addition,
we have already lost far too many mature trees to
development that are not being replaced and cannot be
replaced in the same manner. This is not smart
development. It’s just development and it’s disgusting. Keep
this kind of development confined to places like Gallatin
Road where mature trees and neighborhood character will
not be lost.

177. Lauren Farrah Nashville, TN I want to maintain the integrity of the neighborhood.
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178. Katie Robertson Nashville, TN
179. Kevin Douds Nashville, TN
180. Andrew Strader Nashville, TN Fond Object functions as a central point of community

engagement. It’s so important to health of the riverside
community. Putting in new expensive development is going
to drive up real estate prices and push out low income artists
that keep the neighborhood vibrant.

181. Ellen Russell Nashville, TN I am tired of seeing everything I loved growing up in
Nashville being torn down and replaced with something new
and unoriginal.

182. Daniel Morgan Nashville, TN That area is fine the way it is! It’s crowded enough.
183. Courtney Cheek Nashville, TN I live in East Nashville and frequent these establishments.

They are an integral part of the landscape and it would be
tragic to have it molested.

184. Cindy Baines Nashville, TN
185. Kaitlyn Andrews Chicago, IL
186. Christian Malone Nashville, TN
187. Jessica Graham Whites Creek, TN
188. Cole Morse Nashville, TN
189. Jonathan Conant Nashville, TN
190. Lucy Haston Nashville, TN
191. Twiggy Mitchell Antioch, TN I frequent riverside village and have lived there many times

and it is one of the last remaining wholesome parts of
nashville that maintains its eccentric art, music and friendly
vibes.

192. emma vickers nashville, TN
193. Sam Sharp Hendersonville, TN
194. Sheyenne Rivers Ashland City, TN Building these types of establishments arevtaking the heart

out of Nashville!
195. Gregory Delzer Nashville, TN
196. Ben de la Cour Nashville, TN Because this is my neighborhood. Nobody who lives in the

area wants these things, developers only care about money.
WE are the ones who have to live with their short sighted
decisions

197. Abby Johnson Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the most unique venues this city has.
198. Liz de la Cour London, United

Kingdom
199. Tanya Gray Nashville, TN I have lived for over 30 years in the Inglewood's Riverside

Village area where this proposed development is to occur. I
love my neighborhood and have gain from some of the
newer changes but I have tolerated other changes that I did
not approve of. I look at it every day from across the street. I
(continues on next page)
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199. Tanya Gray Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

do not want the character and the landscape destroyed by
this type of expansion, growth. I do not approve of the
rezoning at this time. The streets are not equip to handle the
traffic now and to propose building complexes in the area
will only threaten what brings many to the area. the ability to
walk, visit, shop and have a conversation with my neighbors
and visitors. As you know we are the top AB&B area in
Nashville. I am not proud of it, just one of those things I
tolerate. I don't think you push so much in on space people
will enjoy it. If any thing make it a more walk-able and bike
safe community. I have watch many struggle to go to the
village from my porch. There are no sidewalks and the cars
are not has giving. Let's change that. It's a re-occurrence all
around the village community. And you want to add more
traffic to this small community and destroy the integrity of it.

200. Chris Schneider Nashville, TN that particular corner of Inglewood is unique and should be
protected.

201. Bel Stuart Nashvill, TN This neighborhood already has character and hosts a ton of
great music for all ages at local venue Fond Object. Other
local businesses will suffer from this as well- businesses we
already love and support regularly. It’s primarily a residential
neighborhood and will not be able to handle the traffic of the
proposed development. We DO NOT want this!!!!

202. Anna Schowe Nashville, TN
203. William Mikkelson Nashville, TN I used to live on Golf street and Riverside Village is such a

wonderful little community that brought me so much life. The
kind of development being proposed is exactly what is
destroying the heart and culture of Nashville Neighborhoods.
It will not add value to this community and will tear down
years of beautiful heritage.

204. Anson Hohne Nashville, TN Change is not necessarily bad, but I don't see how replacing
a neighborhood cultural hub like Fond Object with a bunch
of repeat apartments does anything except fatten the
already swollen pockets of well-powdered developers while
pushing long time residents out of the neighborhood. Life
without change becomes stagnant and dies. However, I
think we should strive for change that positively effects
people's lives, instead of making them louder, more
congested, and less culturally unique.

205. Fletcher Gray Nashville,Tn, TN I love my community. I don't plan to move and I worry about
the safety of my family with so much traffic. It is a quiet
neighborhood for the most part in spite of the Village crowd. I
would like it to stay that way.

206. Corissa Bragg Nashville, TN
207. Michael Pfohl Nashville, TN
208. Jason Verstegen Nashville, TN
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209. Jay Golden NASHVILLE, TN
210. Amanda Brooker Nashville, TN
211. Jenny Blake Nashville, TN
212. Jonn Nicholson Nashville, TN
213. Megan Palmer Nashville, TN I am a regular at all of these businesses and it is important

for the community they remain.
214. Marguerite Braun Madison, TN While I don't live in this part of Nashville anymore, I am still

there a lot. I moved because I could no longer afford to live
there. It would be a shame to lose what makes this
community so unique.

215. Ian Sundstrom Nashville, TN
216. Javier Jones Nashville, TN Because this is my neighborhood
217. James Clark Nashville, TN Creating this chaos in our small, yet already bustling

Riverside Village would drive out the families that make up
our neighborhood.

218. Collins de la Cour Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and I don't want there to be more
traffic.

219. Nick Nace Nashville, TN To keep the character and charm of riverside village in tact.
220. Ethan Sims Old Hickory, TN
221. Maggi Decampo Nashville, TN Riverside village is one of my favorite areas in East Nashville

to visit. It’s comprised of local businesses owned by local
people- not developers with no sense of the East Nashville
community. This is absurd.

222. Michael Latham Atlanta, GA I am not a Nashville resident but my son is. My wife and I are
frequent visitors and Fond Object us one of our favorite
stops. Living in Atlanta I have witnessed first hand what over
development does to neighborhoods like this. Learn from our
miustakes. Do not approve and act on this proposal. Surely
there are other areas already zoned for this type of
development that would benefit from this type of
development.

223. Teal McMurtry Nashville, TN
224. James Timm Nashville, TN
225. Gary Meadows Nashville, TN My nrighborhood is very important to me. It is the reason I

bought a house in this location to begin with.
226. Eleanor Rogers Nashville, TN
227. Laura Kelley Nashville, TN The local venues in Nashville have always helped me "keep

my lights on" in between tours / work and it is vital to not only
the live music personnel but also to the community. We are
called Music City for a reason.

228. Marie Holzer Nashville, TN
229. Olivia Scibelli Nashville, TN CAPITALISM b/w greedy men RUINS EVERYTHING
230. Brandy Goldsboro Nashville, TN
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231. Stephanie Tennis Nashville, TN
232. Veronica Selby Nashville, TN
233. Andrew Billheimer Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and am already fed up with the

endless, thoughtless gentrification happening in Nashville.
234. Meade Forsythe Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a short bike ride across the Cumberland

river to my home in Donelson. I would like for the entire area
to remain full of mature trees and beautiful historic homes.

235. Jem Cohen Nashville, TN Hey, this is Jem Cohen from Fond Object Records. If this
development happens we’re working with our landlord to
move to the old Bailey and Cato building. We don’t have all
the details worked out just yet, but we’re doing everything
we can to stay in the village. Thank you all for your support
of Fond Object. Fond Object loves you too.

236. Liza Kawaller Nashville, TN This is the type of neighborhood who's authenticity draws
ppl to Nashville from all over the world. It would be real
realllll dumb to get rid of it

237. Thomas Sweat Nashville, TN
238. Sean Sullivan Nashville, TN Riverside Village isn’t a suitable location for a large

apartment complex and a themed restaurant. It’s a collection
of small, independently owned businesses that are
respectable to their residential neighbors. There are plenty
of available commercial locations just down a few blocks on
Gallatin Road which is suitable for apartments, the heavy
car traffic of a restaurant, and the noise of a mechanic

239. Melanie M Nashville, TN I am in this area of town quite a lot and am sooo sick of
seeing all the new condos and apartment buildings replacing
the reasons people move to Nashville in the first place. We
don’t need more. The ones here aren’t even getting filled,
which is a shame given the history they’ve destroyed to get
built.

240. Brandon Smith Madison, TN The charm of this area, and it’s appeal to current and future
residents, would be lost if this development was completed.
Fond Object consistently provides great shows and
community events that draw young and old, single
professionals and growing families alike.

241. Rachel Glidden Nashville, TN
242. Steven Cosand Nashville, TN #OldNashville
243. Lucas Fedorko Nashville, TN
244. Amber Rose Nashville, TN As an Inglewood Resident, Riverside Village is something

near and dear to my heart. I’ve lived here in multiple houses,
but one thing has always been constant: Fond Object. Jeff
was a friend, and I love attending the events they hold in
their backyard. Riverside is so admired because it is quaint,
local, and loved. We do not need a motorcycle shop and
apartment buildings. I do not support this.
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245. Angie Kuzma Nashville, TN
246. Adrienne Ervin Nashville, TN
247. Jessica Barnett Nashville, TN I've lived on Golf St, a half mile from Riverside Village since I

moved to Nashville 6 years. Like everyone has already
stated this would be a disaster for infrastructure and safety
of pedestrians on top of the loss of character and what
makes this neighborhood so special. I've already been
feeling down knowing we probably won't be able to afford to
live in the area much longer due to rising housing costs, but
if this goes through I'll just want to move anyway.

248. Zach Wilson Nashville, TN Some places should be left alone!
249. Alexandra

Hampton
nashville, TN

250. Ferrin Lawrence Nashville, TN
251. Linda Jernigan White House, TN Lived and raised all my children in this area. All the beautiful

trees and single family homes are what make this area
special. Leave it alone.

252. Courtney Bottoms
Gustafson

Nashville, TN I live on McGavock Pike, less than a mile from Riverside
Village. I do not want these establishments in my
neighborhood.

253. Stephanie Reith Nashville, TN
254. Katie Dawkins Nashville, TN The existing infrastructure will not support this much

increase in density.
255. David Duncan Nashville, TN I grew up in Inglewood and have great memories of the

Riverside Village area from over 50 years ago. There's no
need to remove what's left that makes it great!

256. Rex Norris Rocky Mount, VA I have friends there. It is a great community that has unique
character to it. It should be left alone.

257. Micah Mathewson Nashville, TN It’s easy to see the drastic shifts that every neighborhood in
town is undertaking and Riverside village has a distinctly
East Nashville feeling. I fear a reassigning of it’s
characteristics and making it a busy/crowded space would
rob this city of an area keeping it from feeling steril.

258. Zach Setchfield Madison, TN If we keep getting rid of the things that originally brought
people to the city/this particular neighborhood what will we
be left with? Just a bunch of boring apartments filled with
bored people.

259. Shelby Gloom Nashville, TN There is no good that will come to these unnecessary
changes to Riverside Village. Leave these businesses alone.

260. Steve Poulton Nashville, TN What’s being proposed by the developers for this area does
not serve its best purpose or the interest of the people. The
plan shows little to no regard for the safety and quality of life
of its current residents. A motorcycle shop at an already
dangerous intersection with no sidewalks? The plan would
(continues on next page)
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260. Steve Poulton Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

also negate the value that the current retailers provide for
the community. Fond Object is not just a record shop. The
live musical offerings in the rear are enjoyed by people of
every age, race, and identification. It’s like no other in the
city and is greatly needed. This bears discussion. These
proposed developments could happen in any number of
areas to less detriment to the community. The plan is one of
pure greed. It lacks appreciation of and shows no
acknowledgement of the good that is already happening
there.

261. Kristine Krieger Nashville, TN
262. Taylo Jones Nashville, TN
263. TL McDonald nashville, TN This area is a NEIGHBORHOOD. I left 37206 when the

character was changed. I do not want to live in the Gulch or
Germantown. If I did, I would. The infrastructure cannot
successfully support this plan and stay a cohesive, walking,
family friendly neighborhood.
In addition, Fond Object is a collaborative asset to our since
of neighborly connectedness. Congested streets with cars
parked along them and loud people passing through on
weekends are not considerate stakeholders to those of us
living here. 
Don't cookie cut another thriving area into the same template
plan spreading across Nashville - including nearby Trinity
and Gallatin roads. 
I LIVE here. I am not a developer. I live here because THIS
is the neighborhood I chose. NO, No, No to this change from
an actual resident who will be affected in every aspect -
going to work, leaving and returning home, landscape
aesthetics/noise barriers/environmentally, sleeping/peace of
mind evenings and week ends, grocery shopping, walking
dogs, parking etc...

264. Bob
Campbell-Smith

Nashville, TN I like the Riverside Village as it historically is. It needs an
Historic Overlay to be put into place.

265. Jeremy Howell White Bluff, TN
266. Jenifer Robl Nashville, TN
267. Daniel Parsons Keilor Lodge,

Australia
Because it’s important to my Nashville frie

268. David Singleton Nashville, TN
269. Sarah Henning NAShville, TN 1. Riverside Village as it is now is a great example of

integrating businesses into a neighborhood to enrich the
lives of the residents. This developer’s plan doesn’t take
current residents into account at all. 2. If East Nashville
developers keep destroying tree cover, we will lose one of
the major reasons why this established neighborhood is so
(continues on next page)
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269. Sarah Henning NAShville, TN (continued from previous page)

attractive to homebuyers 3. There are plenty of
empty/struggling commercial spaces already in our
neighborhood esp in Inglewood along gallatin road - those
commercial corridors are where we should be helping
developers and businesses build. This project does not
deserve an exemption because it does not demonstrate any
added value to the people already living here or the East
Nashville community as a whole. If it were low income
housing, or businesses and services we don’t already have,
then the plan would be helping our neighborhood solve
issues might be worthy of an exemption. But a pizza place
and more expensive, ugly apartments? Not worthy of an
exemption at all.

270. Robert Schulteis Nashville, TN It’s completely unnecessary and no one that lives over here
wants the neighborhood to change. Y’all need to stop.

271. Melinda Morgan Nashville, TN
272. Amanda

Sciarpelletti
Nashville, TN It's in my backyard and I don't want a loud motorcycle shop,

increased traffic, another pizza show and more housing.
273. Abby George Nashville, TN We want to preserve our neighborhood and the businesses

that live there!
274. Paula Boyd Nashville, TN Traffic
275. Jeremiah Blake Nashville, TN The amount of congestion in our area does not need an

increase. Our home is our home because of the character of
the neighborhood. That includes the trees and the quiet.

276. Nicole Torres Nashville, TN Too dense for the area. Perhaps try again and consider
affordable housing into the apartments.

277. Seth Endelman Nashville, TN
278. Andrew Muller Nashville, TN I am a musician, record producer, and also a record

collector - AND I live a mile down the road. This is a staple of
the area and part of the lifeblood of what “Nashville” is all
about - community, music, and art.

279. Meghan Nacke Nashville, TN The city does not need any more high-income apartment or
condominium housing. Affordable housing should be made a
priority.
In addition, the things that have bolstered the property
values in this area are the exact things that will be lost in this
deal. Decisions impacting communities should be made with
the best interest of that community in mind. This deal is
profitable for a hand few of people and they are the only
ones who stand to benefit from these changes. Save the
trees, save the music, save the neighborhood.

280. Will Harrison Nashville, TN To save the neighborhood
281. Patrick Sansone Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and I want to help preservre the

character and personality that drew me to this area in the
first place.
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282. Dawn Kenney NASHVILLE, TN I bought a home in the neighborhood 4/2017 because of the

quiet residential nature of the area and proximity to quaint
Riverside Village with small coffeehouse and places to eat.
This area is just great the way it is, do not REzone it and
allow big multiunit buildings bringing more traffic, congestion
and pollution to our neighborhood!

283. Ulyana
Hordeychuk

Nashville, TN Because fond object is a neighborhood staple

284. Casey Neal Nashville, TN
285. Jennifer Favata Nashville, TN I purchased a home in this area because I like the area the

way it is!
286. Jennifer Payne Nashville, TN
287. Dana Delworth Nashville, TN
288. Rachel Cox Lenoir City, TN
289. Pat Driscoll Nashville, TN
290. Rachel Rogers Nashville, TN
291. Kelli Kvarnes Waupaca, WI
292. Ann Powers Nashville, TN In addition to being a core part of the neighborhood, Fond

Object is one of the few venues in Nashville to book certain
kinds of music, including experimental rock and avant-garde
Jazz. As a longtime Music critic I recognize that Nashville’s
artistic growth will be hinderes if alternative spaces like this
one are lost. Also, I live very close to Riverside Village and
dread what will happen to my daily routine of walking my
small dog in the neighborhood of a motorcycle shop moves
in.

293. Zeb Minton Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA

294. Bailee Flanagan Hermitage, TN Because I love this place.
295. Laura Klesen Overland, MO Because upon revisiting Nashville 2 weeks ago I was

saddened to see how much it has changed and feel like it's
really losing it's character, becoming overpopulated and
running out the people who have lived there for many, many
years who ARE Nashville.

296. Katie Banyay Madison, TN
297. Sam Fuller-Smith Raleigh, NC This is exactly the type of thing that’s ruining communities

across the country. It is nothing but blind greed.
298. Halea Martin Nashville, TN I spend a lot of time in the area-buying coffee at Dose.

Shopping at Found Objects. And Eatting at Mitchell’s Deli. If
you take this area away it’s only going to loose is beautiful
charm.

299. Kristen Chapman Nashville, TN I love this community and frel this would be too disruptive to
the quality of life.

300. Ben Cashatt Nashville, TN Don’t build this monster in our neighborhood.
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301. Sam Silva Nashville, TN
302. Mallorie McRea Nashville, TN Because I live in this neighborhood and NO one wants to

see fond object close.
303. Shane Perry Nashville, TN
304. Mary Ann Henry Nashville, TN
305. guthrie brown nashville, TN it's great as is.
306. Sean Zywick Nashville, TN The only people that want this change are the people that

will make money from it.
307. Stacie Huckeba Nashville, TN It's ENOUGH!!!!! Stop it. Go to Donelson, I hear that is the

new hot neighborhood. East Nashville has already been
completely destroyed by over-development to the point that
it is almost unrecognizable as it is. - JUST STOP IT!!!!

308. Cynthia Mcconnell Nashville, TN Because Fond Object. Should be a landmark IMO.
309. Rebecca Ballinger Nashville, TN I live near this neighborhood and it needs to stay more of a

neighborhood than a shopping center. It’s in the middle of
houses. It’s not on a Main Street with big grocery stores and
drug stores. It needs to stay small like it is because the
proposed is just too much for the neighborhood to handle
and it way too far off a main busy road to have that much
going on right where people live. Thank you.

310. Katie P Nashville, TN Neighborhoods change, and that is something that is a
positive thing, but replacing this neighborhood's cultural hub
with a bunch of luxury apartments, and a bike shop seems
strange and out of touch with what our community wants.
We want change that will benefit our neighborhood - not
change that will make it louder, more congested and less
green. We want more walkability! We want to keep low
income artists here - they keep our neighborhood vibrant
and unique!

311. Annie Clark Nashville, TN
312. Mark Gonzales Nashville, TN To maintain the character that is east nashville.
313. Joe McMahan Nashville, TN The existing buildings are aesthetically pleasing to me and

I’m fairly certain that the new ones will not be. I’ve been a
homeowner living on this street for 12 years.

314. Shannon
Pickering

NASHVILLE, TN I don’t want this large development in my community

315. Jared Hicks Nashville, TN
316. Jesus Carrillo Nashville, TN I like trees and a nice neighborhood.
317. Isaiah Kallman Nashville, TN
318. Craig Moan Nashville, TN
319. Nick Swan Nashville, TN I live in the area.
320. Hannah Smuda Nashville, TN The existing business and buildings add so much beauty to

my neighborhood, it’s important to me they stay. I don’t want
to see more traffic or development.
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321. Laurene Whited Nashville, TN
322. Michael Nicastro Nashville, TN
323. Meagan Whitney

Lawson
Nashville, TN

324. Shannon Douglas Nashville, TN
325. lemuel hayes nashville, TN because i love fond object and the people there. they are

integral to that area specifically and the community as a
whole.

326. Hope Headden Franklin, TN
327. Eleanor stefano Nashville, TN
328. Caleb Hawkins Indianapolis, IN I visit music city for work as often as I can. I have always

loved the way the city embraces the artistic nature of its
people and it would pain me to see the city secumb to
generic modernization without proper protection of the artists
and caregivers of the community and the investment of time
and resources they have put into an area. Keep Nashville
Weird and most of all stop trying to turn it into LA or New
York or something.

329. Kiersten Card Nashville, TN Nashville has always been home, please leave it alone.
330. Annie Walker Nashville, TN
331. Leah Miller Nashville, TN This area is so important to our local community! We do not

need more condos!
332. Ian White Nashville, TN I like the vibe as it is. Having some other business in the

building would be nice, but no need to over do it and tear
down what’s there.

333. James Rubin Nashville, TN Things NEED to SLOW down.
334. Abby Cureton Akron, OH Such a great place for local shows!
335. Garrett Baber Nashville, TN
336. Sarah Glynn Nashville, TN
337. Eric England Nashville, TN Enough already!
338. Steven Mather Madison, TN
339. Dave Donohue pottstown, PA
340. Annabelle Arnold Nashville, TN Save Nashville!
341. Lindsay Levine Nashville, TN Find object is near and dear to my heart, as is Riverside

Village. The new plans they are proposing are horrific and
would change everything for the worse. Keep riverside
village AS IS.

342. Charlene Calhoun Clarksville, TN
343. Michael Ramsey Nashville, TN I’m not in the crowd that hangs here. I hate the music they

love. But this is Nashville. I’ve been here for 13 years. I’ve
seen everything that made nashville what it is crumble to
(continues on next page)
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343. Michael Ramsey Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

new condos that a tenured Doctor could not afford. To hear,
see, and know what’s going on at that corner gives me a
little hope for the town.

345. Justin Hamilton Nashville, TN
346. Nicole Galloway Nashville, TN Preserve Nashville and it’s history as well as protect Mother

Earth and keep the trees alive.
347. Mae Moreno Nashville, TN For the sanity of my neighborhood - to preserve the peace.

And because Anthony Davis doesn’t need any more money
lining his pockets before he ducks behind the curtain.

348. Anna Lister Nashville, TN
349. Shannon Vick Nashville, TN
350. Jamie Finch Nashville, TN
351. Brittany Stevens Goodlettsville, TN
352. Shauna Wells Nashville, TN Riverside village is great the way it is. The new development

will wreck the character we love.
353. Jamie Myers Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood... there is not enough room for all

this.. plus the added traffic is going to make riverside
horrible... and none of the houseing will be affordable.. stop
letting big $ come in and build what they want and charge
what they want...

354. Laura Robinson Nashville, TN This will ruin our neighborhood.
355. Deborah Geer Nashville, TN I love Fond Objects and the location is part of a community.

You can't just install a bunch of apts. and call that a
community. Community is people.

356. Amy Cox Nashville, TN
357. Catherine French Nolensville, TN We need trees. We need biodiversity for survival. Nature

emits negative ions which balances the harmful frequencies
of modern day electronics.

358. Gabby Watson Nashville, TN
359. Matthew woodard Nashville, TN
360. Samantha

Peterson
Nashville, TN I own a home 800ft from this intersection and if those

apartment/ motorcycle place comes in not only is that going
to be so annoying and congested but it will kill the wonderful
vibe this neighborhood has. All the buildings are short and
cute and making these huge modern buildings ruin the
movement of the neighborhood and the appeal of owning a
home in Nashville. Having the small town neighborhood in a
big city is a huge reason to by. This would be a mad move
for the developers and I honestly would NOT patron the new
builds and would encourage others to also do the same.

361. Sara Grady Nashville, TN
362. Elizabeth Keen Nashville, TN This is my home.
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363. Jen Gunderman Nashville, TN Oh my goodness, a motorcycle repair shop and showroom?!

And multiple apartment buildings, and cutting down trees...
right there at Riverside Village? It would ruin a quiet, sweet
little funky corner that is already far too congested for the
neighborhood traffic that comes through there. It's an awful
idea. I've lived in this neighborhood for 15 years and can't
imagine any of my neighbors being happy about this. We like
our quiet in Inglewood!

364. Evan Sieling Nashville, TN Traffic on McGavok and Riverside Drive will be a nightmare.
365. Shannon

Stapleton
Nashville, TN This is important to me because I live in the area and I feel it

is already developed enough. I also feel it will bring more
traffic. I also have concerns for the wildlife in the area. The
community does not want this and there for it shouldn’t
happen.

366. Simone Malave Nashville, TN
367. Catherine Jenkins Nashville, TN This our neighborhood our neighbors and thier livelyhoods....
368. Garry Wood Nashville, TN
369. Candyce Manier Hendersonville, TN This little intersection holds a special place in my heart. I

usdd to stop at the gas station across the street multiple
times a week. It makes the neighbor cozy and homey
without so much of the new construction that is around east
Nashville. The street in this area is also not designed to hold
so many more hundreds of cars. It truely does good with the
development now. New apartment buildings would be a total
eye sore to this area.

370. Michael Deurlein Nashville, TN
371. Kevin Calloway Nashville, TN This area is already very congested. I frequent several

businesses here, and it’s already hard enough to park. I
have lived nearby since 2005. We need the trees. Riverside
Drive has tuned into a nightmare in the last few years, both
in the condition of the asphalt and increased traffic. I rarely
go to the Walden/Rosepepper anymore due to what it has
become—a magnet for people who do not live in the
neighborhood. It’s a nice idea, but when places get overrun,
the charm of individual neighborhoods is lost.

372. Robert Logue Hendersonville, TN I grew up in and lived in this neighborhood for much, if not
most, of my life. I owned a business there and still frequent
it. I am not against change, but it is disgraceful to ruin the
character and organic culture of a historic neighborhood for
no good reason other than to enrich developers.

373. Alyce Dobyns Nashville, TN It’s my neighborhood and I don’t want it to turn into the same
mess that Eastland & Porter has turned into - traffic, too
many people, not the quiet corner of businesses that the
neighbor visits. We want it to STAY the little pocket of
delight.

374. Daniel Springer Nashville, TN
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375. Tali Schussler TN, TN
376. Julie Moe Nashville, TN
377. Stephen Capps Nashville, TN NO MORE LUXURY APARTMENTS PLEASE
378. Thomas Killion Nashville, TN To retain the charm of my neighborhood.
379. Leslie LeMieux Nashville, TN Sounds like it will ruin our quiet neighborhood. I'm strongly

opposed.
380. Michell Hinson Nashville, TN I don’t want our Riverside Billagebti end up like the crazy

Five Points or the mess on Eastland. This is a TINY little
intersection. Go build someplace else!

381. Beth Bredeson Nashville, TN
382. Michael Stoecker Nashville, TN
383. Leah Cameron Nashville, TN I live & work in this neighborhood.
384. Cassi Costoulas Nashville, TN Please don't develop, this corner already represents the feel

of the community.
385. Susan Ezzell Nashville, TN I've lived in Inglewood over 30 years and don't want to see

this large of a development. We already have a pizza place
and a coffee shop, and don't want any more cheaply made
houses.

386. Tara Sumrall Nashville, TN
387. Lauren Anderson Nashville, TN
388. Charity Rust Nashville, TN
389. Lynn Hanley Nashville, TN
390. Lloyd Meador Nashville, TN It will ruin the neighborhood!! Theres a coffee shop across

the street, theres a pizza place across the street. Wtf does
an areas zoning designation need to be changed so some
asshole can make $$$ on apartments while at the same time
pissing on the rest of the area?!

391. Wynn Smith Nashville, TN East Nashville character needs to be protected
392. Justin Collins Nashville, TN Neighbor and soul preservation
393. Morgan Storicks Nashville, TN
394. Allison Osborne Nashville, TN I chose to sign this because I was born and raised in

Nashville and am sick and tired of seeing the best buildings
and local businesses destroyed. It’s getting ridiculous.

395. Joshua Hawkes Nashville, TN Love find object, and the beautiful houses they would take
down.

396. Heather Keith Nashville, TN
397. Mackenzie Ganter Nashville, TN
398. Nicole Pechonis Nashville, TN
399. Anna Prestwich Nashville, TN I don’t want more street congestion in a neighborhood that is

already suffering from lack of parking for businesses. There
are already well established and successful business
including coffee and pizza, this this seems redundant.
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400. Chad Pelton Nashville, TN
401. Kendra Stein Nashville, TN
402. Adrienne Pacheco Nashville, TN Large development will kill the neighborhood charm and

trees.
403. Linda Todd Nashville, TN I live one block from this area. I moved to Inglewood

specifically for the mature landscape and character of the
residential neighborhood.

404. Winnie Forrester Nashville, TN
405. Andrea Chaires Nashville, TN
406. Sally Stryker Nashville, TN We need some places in this town that are not over

developed. Keep this neighborhood Ir is.
407. Linda Reinert Nashville, TN This neighborhood and it's buildings are a treasure to those

of us who grew up in the neighborhood.
408. Jan Hatleberg Nashville, TN Traffic
409. Lucie Hayward Nashville, TN
410. Kari Spieler Nashville, TN
411. JoAnna Lopez Nashville, TN I literally live around the corner from here! It’s quaint and

should stay quaint! Parking is already tough and I love the
small neighborhood feel!

412. Ashley England Nashville, TN Save the character of our neighborhood!
413. Howard MOLL Nashville, TN I don't believe the area can handle the additional traffic
414. Natalie Pauley Nashville, TN We live right around the corner, and frequent Fond Object

and the surrounding businesses. Building apartments will
only add to the already heavy traffic, and limited parking.
Also, a motorcycle showroom is more suited for the gulch.
We like our neighborhood vibe, and don’t want to see it
ruined by expensive showrooms and overpriced apartments.

415. Brad Stein Nashville, TN I oppose the development and additions of an
apartmentbuklind to the neighborhood. Find object ands a
level of culture and character that is synonymous with this
neighborhood

416. Ami Messina Nashville, TN This is already an amazing community, leave it alone!
417. Tricia Olson Nashville, TN
418. Bridgette Birk Nashville, TN
419. Emma Irvin Nashville, TN
420. Benita Davis Nashville, TN I have owned property near this location since 1990. This

community is desirable because of the eclectic charm of the
residences and businesses. The developments planned will
destroy what makes this a unique community.

421. Rachel Oldham Nashville, TN Keep Nashville unique.
422. Elizabeth Howell Goodlettsville, TN
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423. Kristin Burden Nashville, TN This area has been my home for 16 years. It is a quiet

neighborhood and bringing in this type of development
would distroy this homey place.

424. James Hauskins Nashville, TN Leave it alone. Its a beautiful community. It doesnt need your
gentrification.

425. Eagle Johnson NASHVILLE, TN
426. Heather Smith Nashville, TN
427. joe wilson Nashville, TN NASHVILLE ENOUGH UGLY TOWNHOUSES!!

You are stripping away our cultural and community identity
and its ruining this city! GTFO!

428. Susanne Dorris Nashville, TN
429. Melissa McKee Nashville, TN
430. Jay Brown Nashville, TN There is already too much new traffic in the area making it

unsafe for kids playing. Too many old growth trees would
have to be removed. Parking is already becoming a problem
with overflow from the current visitors to local
establishments.

431. sally clark Nashville, TN
432. Tarsha Simmons Nashville, TN Nashville is nothing without its original charm and letting

money ruin the charm that many of us know and love. STOP
IT

433. Genia Hines Nashville, TN
434. Cynthia Crum Nashville, TN There is no way that intersection can stand that much traffic.

Stop tearing down the old nashville. That corner is great like
it is. Could use more little shops in the strip. Thanks.

435. Bobbi Jo Burden Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and I don’t believe this will be a
good move for East Nashville.

436. Shamri Sewell Nashville, TN This neighborhood has been virtually the same since I
started visiting Nashville 10 years ago. Sip Cafe was where
rudies is now! It was glorious being in this little part of town.
It felt like a secret. I moved into the neighborhood 5 years
ago and I don’t want to leave for another part of town. It’s
quiet, and the community of people we have in this
neighborhood is amazing. Other parts of Nashville are
changing drastically. Can’t we just keep some of the beloved
neighborhoods as they are. Dont “Fix” what isn’t broken. I
love it here and I want riverside village to keep the small
town feel. I can just drive down the street to Porter and
eastland for the same atmosphere as this supposed
proposal.

437. Alison Robinett Bethpage, TN Too much history has been lost in East Nashville. Beautiful
homes have been demolished to put up cheap housing that's
already falling apart. Riverside Village has taken existing
buildings that have history and meaning to the neighbors
(continues on next page)
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437. Alison Robinett Bethpage, TN (continued from previous page)

and community. It needs to be left alone, perserved as is.
Don't take away another part of this community's history.

438. Linwood
Regensburg

Nashville, TN

439. Lesley
Worsley-Hynd

Nashville, TN Please don’t destroy my neighborhood with more traffic and
apartments. The parking and congestion in the area is
already pretty bad with all the people coming to Mitchell’s. I
like that this is a relatively quiet area. Please keep it that
way.

440. Kevan O’Connor Nashville, TN
441. MJ (Mary Jo)

Rapetti
Nashville, TN

442. Reid Hollister Nashville, TN I'm a friend and employee of the business owners on this
intersection. None of us want to see this.

443. Jon Little Nashville, TN One of the last areas in East Nashville where it still feels like
a neighborhood.

444. Cooper Pemelton Nashville, TN
445. Patricia Hawkins Nashville, TN I’m sick of See ng the same buildings going up and the old

ones being torn down. We need some of old Nashville to
give it the reason people wanted to come here. It’s charm!

446. Diane Busden Nashville, TN I do not want the neighborhood to lose the friendly relaxed
atmosphere.

447. Chelsea
MacWilliam

Nashville, TN

448. Jessica Blow Nashville, TN
449. Steven Dunn Burns, TN These business are what has built this community. The

reason people want to live here are because of them. Take
them away and what’s the reason for apartments ?

450. Jeremy Wist Nashville, TN
451. Jake S Nashville, TN Open space in Nashville is an increasingly rare asset. We

have been fortunate to have this asset in our neighborhood,
but now, in the name of making money, we are about to lose
that asset. We are also about to lose some very special
trees, which the developer wants to cut down and turn into
wood chips. These trees provide oxygen and fresh air, cast
precious shade, and support a wide variety of birds
(including at least one owl) as well as countless other
animals species. Please don't Las Vegas Nashville!!

452. William Hynd Nashville, TN I don’t want the feeling of the neighbourhood sterilised. We
also don’t need to double up on what is on offer
commercially already.

453. Ronda Ramsey Nashville, TN It will put a small business owner out of business and cause
a great amount of congestion in the area.
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454. Amanda Bell Nashville, TN Riverside is the second heart of East Nashville. It's an

untouched part of town which is why it thrives. Please keep it
how it is!

455. Matthew Meeks Nashville, TN
456. Leslie Waller Nashville, TN In the middle of a neighborhood is not the place for a vehicle

showroom or a 33 unit apartment complex. If the
homeowners in Inglewood wanted this crowded, noisy, and
commercialized atmosphere we would’ve bought property in
The Gulch or Downtown. Too much of East Nashville has
already lost its authenticity and is littered with garbage like
the proposed development. Don’t allow our part of this great
community to fall victim to reckless investors who give zero
****s about our home. I also echo concerns about traffic and
environmental destruction. Just stop-too much development
has happened already and it has been done in a very selfish
and rash manner.

457. Montana Walker Nashville, TN
458. Lautel Parton Madison, TN
459. Terry Rickards Nashville, TN Riverside Village is an important cultural hub as is.
460. Angie Fenton Nashville, TN We love Fond object and want to keep it.
461. Drew Patterson Nashville, TN I don't want to share Dose Riverside with gentrifiers.
462. Mira Sklenarova Nashville, TN
463. Drew R Nashville, TN This is the hub and central meeting spot for an entire

neighborhood. Cramming in development that doesn't
match, or upgrade the area is wrong and a blatant cash
grab. This area is not an apartment complex.

464. Karen Tomlin Nashville, TN I would like our neighboorhood to remain the way it is. We
don't need more traffic nor do we need all these new
businesses.

465. Michelle Fechter Nashville, TN
466. Amanda Schuster Nashville, TN
467. Lisa Claybrook Nashville, TN
468. Pippin Chapman Madison, TN
469. Kristin Wall Nashville, TN
470. Matthew Bond Nashville, TN Riverside Village is not the place for automobile repair.

The plan does not include a sidewalk extending down to the
2400 block of Riverside Drive.
With six buildings & several parking lots on the parcels
2304, 2306, & 2310 Riverside Drive, the area will be too
crowded, and the plan does not include sufficient
landscaping to protect the Residential neighbors on two
sides from the influx of apartments and mixed use buildings.
Riverside Village is the heart of Inglewood/South Inglewood,
and no meeting has been announced that would include the
(continues on next page)
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470. Matthew Bond Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

serious number of people affected by this change. This
change is NOT simply a small zoning change in a quiet
neighborhood. This is a major change at the busiest
locally-owned commercial district in Inglewood.
On parcels zoned for single-family houses (RS 7.5), at a
corner where it is impossible to widen either street
(Riverside Drive or McGavock Pike), we are being asked to
accept six apartment buildings, one two-story mixed use
building zoned for automobile repair, and a third commercial
building.
This is not a plan in harmony with the neighborhood.

471. Rodney Jenkins Nashville, TN Community in the area is most important as small
businesses have always made the riverside village work.
With big developments come bigger issues like increaesd
traffic, crime, and the loss of the small community feel that
originally attracted home owners to the area. There is
nothing in the neighborhood like the proposed plan for good
reasons and if is not going to respect the exhisting
neighborhood community than it should not be built. After
talking with others it is the overall size and heights everyone
has an issue with as it does not blend into the community but
rather dominates the landscape of it thus disrupting it.

472. Kayla Ganz Nashville, TN I go to many of the establishments in riverside village all the
time and used to live a few blocks from there. Fond Object is
a hugely important part of our community and I would be
heartbroken to see it go.

473. Maria Silver Nashville, TN
474. Liz Brasher Memphis, TN
475. Thomas Stokes Nashville tn, TN
476. Donna Phillips Nashville, TN Wrong place, wrong plan. I’m completely fed up with the

approach that the planning commission is taken toward
development in East Nashville. I don’t want to see that area
ruined with that much volume.

477. Ryan Brewer Nashville, TN
478. Leslie Legare Nashville, TN
479. Whit Hubner Franklin, TN Lived there. Gentrified out. Still love to visit fond object.

Great vibe and shows.
480. Carol Hetyey Nashville, TN Too congested and noisy. Not enough parking and putting

way too many residential units in an already congested area
481. Amanda

Adebambo
Nashville, TN I just officially moved to Inglewood and East Nashville, but I

love the sense of community here. It feels like a true
neighborhood in this big city. I don’t want to lose that feeling.
I love change and development, but maybe there’s a
different space that can be utilized.
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482. Dana Wade Nashville, TN That area cannot support 40 apartments, motorcycle shop.

It’s a neighborhood with small local business. Can we please
keep our neighborhood without cramming in more apts near
homes. There simply is not enough space

483. Lauren Strange Nashville, TN
484. Broderick Moore Nashville, TN
485. Diana Chowning Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, and I don’t want to see its history

destroyed. People move to Nashville for Nashville, not for a
cookie cutter high rise. Removing Riverside village to build
on it is like draining a lake to build lake houses.

486. Ed Street Nash, TN The greed going on in east Nashville is out of control. I drove
an investor to the airport and he was bragging to me that he
came here frm Cali got several lots built tall houses then
purchased one frm his company for an outrages price
resetting the price of all his other homes around it and he
was going home to LA richer....he could care less about the
community here. This greed needs to be stopped!!!

488. Shilah Morrow Nashville, TN Riverside Village and Fond Object are the epicenter of this
single family home community. Excess traffic threatens
those of us who walk our dogs to/from and around Riverside
Village. Further more I’m deeply concerned this is the
beginning of the end for our neighborhood.

489. Chris Ranker Kingsport, TN
490. Sarah Raulerson Nashville, TN Please don’t mess with my neighborhood. We don’t need

anymore high rises
491. Nicholas Daniel Nashville, TN
492. Nick Bullock Nashville, TN
493. Darreth Walker Nashville, TN I grew up here. Went to church with Mary Wilson and all her

sons. The area now called Riverside Village is getting too
big and busy. Please don’t destroy the neighborhood. This
development doesn’t have to be here so let’s keep the trees
and grass.

494. Peter Rebeiro Nashville, TN I'm a long-time resident of east Nashville, and the character
of these neighborhoods should not be ruined just to
accommodate the plans of developers.

495. BRIAN MILLER SUNNYVALE, CA Fond Object record store and the neighborhood are an
important part of East Nashville and the music community.
Don't mess with it.

496. Paul Kintzing Nashville, TN
497. Stephanie

Kincheloe
Nashville., TN This is my neighborhood. We live less than a block away.

We adore this escape, untouched part of Nashville.
Developers only started developing because Nashville has a
low-key, creative vibe, yet they are developing over all of the
areas that make Nashville what it is (or used to be). We love
Fond Object and what they do for our community.
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498. Rune Letrud Fyllingsdalen, Norway This is my favourite place in Nashville and with this gone, my

visits would be less frequent.
499. Nan Philpot Nashville, TN Is nothing sacred?? Every square foot of urban greenery

does NOT need to be bulldozed for commercial
development. Please leave Fond Objects and the
surrounding area alone!

500. Carol Norton Nashville, TN
501. Sawnie Aldredge Nashville, TN
502. Amanda

Broadway
Nashville, TN

503. Jennifer
Mcnamara

Nashville, TN

504. Harry Grafton Thetford, United
Kingdom

505. Jay Phillips Nashville, TN
506. Marlene

Grobbelaar
Alberton, South Africa

507. Corinne Callen Nashville, TN
508. Tim Peterson Nashville, TN
509. Stacie Perry Nashville, TN I live nearby and its already overcrowded and loud as it

is...we don't need more apartments in this location. The
streets cannot handle it either.

510. Rebekah Powell Nashville, TN The local character of our neighborhoods is what makes
Nashville such a vibrant and attractive city to visit and reside
in. If we keep tearing down small businesses to put up more
identical condos and mixed use spaces, we'll lose the very
heart of what makes people want to live here in the first
place. As a born and raised Nashvillian, I implore you to stop
this development in riverside village.

511. Dibrell Morford Nashville, TN
512. Callan Dwan Nashville, TN
513. Arnulf Østerdal Nesttun, Norway Nicest recordshop an outside venue i’ve ever been to!
514. Kevin Gordon Nashville, TN
515. Katrina Seaman Nashville, TN Our music and collaborative art culture is what makes

nashville desireable, special. to rob the citizens that pour
their heart into creating that culture of everything they’ve
built is just terrible.

516. Taylor Jensen Nashville, TN
517. Olivia Korkola Nashville, TN
518. Gail Grobbelaar Alberton, South Africa
519. Beverly Griffith Nashville, TN
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520. Sarah

Schowengerdt
Schowengerdt

webb city, MO This is part of my uncle, Jeff Petit's, legacy, and the place i
will always think of when i think of him.

521. Ryan Locke Nashville, TN
522. Bruce Dick Nashville, TN Cupiditas radix malorum est ... ��
523. Spike Toppa Nashville, TN
524. Kelly Barton Nashville, TN
525. Sara Moore Nashville, TN Community first
526. Keith Thompson Nashville, TN I live here
527. Patrick Horton Denver, CO
528. Chloe Katerndahl Nashville, TN Music and the preservation of music culture is what makes

Nashville such a beautiful place to exist
529. Nathan Rodriguez Nashville, TN
530. Mark West Nashville, TN I have lived in the neighborhood since 1993 and while I

appreciate some growth and expansion, I think the
overdevelopment is out of control and is starting to smother
the Community feel of the neighborhood. Enough already.

531. Tonya Bradftod Nashville, TN
532. Cathy Proctor Joelton, TN My daughter lives there and loves it. It would be to conjested

with all that growth. Stop all the new building.
533. Shannon Huse Nashville, TN Nashville is way over developed. Developers are stupid,

overpaid, and greedy people that dony care who they hurt
due to building crap shacks to fast and cheaply. They need
to stopped all together here in East Nashville.

534. Olivia Lucas Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a beautiful, unique quieter community
and should remain as such.

535. Laurie Babin Nashville, TN
536. Joshua Muncy Nashville, TN
537. Matt Alese Nashville, TN
538. Levi Brandenburg Nashville, TN
539. Scott Collins Nashville, TN
540. William

Steinbrecher
Nashville, TN This area is my home, and want to preserve the last bit of

pre-developed Nashville.
541. Derek Richardson Wallsend, United

Kingdom
542. Jeremy Ivey Nashville, TN It's my neighborhood, and don't want to see it lose its soul

over money
543. Sarah Worsham Nashville, TN
544. David Deverell Nashville, TN Fond Objects is a treasured piece of our musical history and

should be preserved. We also don't need the added
congestion on a corner that has already seen a dramatic
increase of traffic in a short time.
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545. Ellen Weber Nashville, TN
546. Jessi Gunter Nashville, TN
547. Susan Buck Nashville, TN My neighborhood and community has lost ALL of the

characteristics that it once had due to the influx of new
builds/people and most are not locals. It’s become a
destination. Please vote no!

548. Sophia Gulley Antioch, TN
549. Josh Kassel Nashville, TN
550. Matt Russo Nashville, TN
551. Marlisle Campbell Nashville, TN I believe in the preservation of what made Nashville.
552. Todd Burkett Nashville, TN
553. Marti Dodson Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and is one of few places left in

Nashville with small businesses and quirky character. I want
to preserve the integrity of the neighborhood and do not
want the construction vehicles or the extra traffic and
congestion this would bring to a small intersection.

554. Chris Hayes Nashville, TN Development should blend in not change the character of
our neighborhood.

555. Alli Durfee Nashville, TN I lived in Inglewood for 5 years and LOVE the community
and character. Please protect it!

556. Andrew Steva Nashville, TN
557. Todd Hoote Nashville, TN
558. Joshua Martindale Madison, TN I grew up in Inglewood and lived there for 25 years and i still

have family living there this development would destroy the
neighborhood character. Its too much and it needs to stop.

559. Bronwyn
Davies-Mason

NASHVILLE, TN

560. Timothy Craven Nashville, TN The charm of our neighborhood is what currently occupies
Riverside Village. High rise condo and a “pizza shop” is the
antithesis of what makes Riverside village and East
Nashville great. The irony of this development is that the
developer is willing to destroy the very thing that makes this
realestate valuable. Nobody wants this, that’s why we
picked the Eastside.

561. Jessica Easley Nashville, TN I live 2.5 miles from Riverside Village and frequent the area.
562. Deborah Ball Old Hickory, TN I am from Nashville
563. Angela Hammitt Nashville, TN
564. Stephanie Oakley Nashville, TN Too much development in the area means killing too much

of what little natural elements are left in East Nashville. The
beauty of of East Nashville is that is is, or was not
over-developed and large old trees lived among the density
of quaint homes. That is being threatened. If we keep
developing, what makes East Nashvile special, will be
(continues on next page)
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564. Stephanie Oakley Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

destroyed and people won’t flock here anymore, reguardless
of what stores or restaurants are available. We need to have
some moderation with development!

565. Sherry Kohn BOCA RATON, FL
566. Rachel Growden Nashville, TN I used to live in this neighborhood
567. Ashley Cole Nashville, TN
568. Ivan Sellers Nashville, TN I want to keep Nashville charm. A lot of old Nashville had

died. And riverside village is a place that should stay around.
569. Courtney Scobey Nashville, TN This development lends nothings to the current residents of

the city. This is a another plan to push people out of their
current communities to make way for residents who have yet
to move here.

570. marsha moss Hermitage, TN
571. Leslie Allen Nashville, TN There’s literally already a pizza place and a coffee shop in

Riverside Village....
Not sure about how much motorcycle traffic the repair shop
might generate, but seems like probably a fair amount if
that’s the intended customer base. I don’t know what that
translates to...one and hour? 4 an hour? More? No offense
to motorcycle riders, but motorcycles are notoriously loud,
and having a business in a residential area that is drawing
motorcycles specifically to a business adjacent to homes
seems like a bad idea. I know when there are motorcycle
events across from my business in 5 Points, we can’t hear
customers ordering while they are coming and going from
the parking lot. But that’s an infrequent occurrence. I would
imagine having a motorcycle-specific business would make
that an almost daily reality. Seems like a better fit for a main
thoroughfare like Gallatin Road, not a commercial corner in
a residential neighborhood. 
I also have concerns about the continued burdening of
residential streets and already tenuous parking options with
packing in additional residential density. Our older
neighborhood infrastructure was not designed for this.
Finally, as a resident of East Nashville for over 15 years, I
have watched the very things that contribute to the quirky
vibe that made the community a unique and desirable place
to live. I’d like to see more efforts at preservation rather that
mass “condoization.”

572. Nicole
Christianson

Nashville, TN Because I live here! Enough with the money hungry
developers only thinking about their pockets. They don’t give
two sh—- about any of us. This development better
shouldn’t even be a discussion.

573. Kierston Carnes Madison, TN
574. Bailey Shelton Nashville, TN
575. Jason Slate Nashville, TN I live 1/2 mile away
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576. Meredith Callis Nashville, TN
577. Bethany Fancher Astoria, NY
578. Jeff Watson Nashville, TN
579. Carl Roberts Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, keep the charm that already

exists.
580. Dixie Johnson Nashville, TN
581. Erica Landreth Nashville, TN
582. Jenifer Campbell Nashville, TN
583. Barbara

Levy-Zander
Nashvillle, TN Horrible idea. Space isn’t conducive to big development.

584. Chad Burden Nashville, TN This community has had a sense of calmness and security
for the 18 years I’ve lived here. With the calm neighborhoods
comes so much beautiful wildlife we all consider ourselves
lucky to be here. With the development practices seen in
and around the community over the past 4 years it’s been
verified that the developers do not have the best interest of
the community in their mind when proposing such plans.
Can we not let there be at least one community in our
area(Riverwood village/Inglewood) that keeps that charm?
Most houses are built pre 60s era and current development
practices would be unable to gracefully match the niche of
our neighborhood

585. Amy Irwin Nashville, TN I don’t want my neighborhood to loose it’s laid back vibe.
Developing this intersection will cause east Nashville to lose
the very thing that makes us easy Nashville!

586. Jeremy Harris Nashville, TN
587. hunter bates Spring Hill, TN
588. Constancio

Yvonne
Nashville, TN

589. Heather Lose Nashville, TN This intersection is the wrong place to add so much new
density. I pass through at least twice every day going to and
from work from my house, which is less than a mile away.
The intersection is already so clogged with traffic (vehicular,
bike, foot and now scooters) that another 33 units may make
this a very unsafe area. Also, having lived through the East
Nashville tornados, I feel it is unconscionable to purposefully
reduce our mature tree canopy. We need to start valuing our
trees in Nashville, and protecting them! Here's why:
https://www.greenblue.com/na/9-reasons-our-cities-need-mature-urban-trees/

590. Chevi Olbes Nashville, TN
591. S H Nashville, TN Preservation
592. Amanda Bennett Nashville, TN
593. Mark Girardin Nashville, TN
594. Melody Kitchens Nashville, TN
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595. Ethan Hunter Nashville, TN The housing bubble is going to burst soon. I hope find object

will be there after it happens.
596. Chris Coffey Nashville, TN We need to stop destroying the character of our

neighborhood im the name of profit
597. Emily Owings Nashville, TN I do not want to see what’s happened to 12th south happen

to my beloved riverside area!
598. Taylor Sullivan Nashville, TN This would destroy Riverside Village
599. Kristen Jones Nashville, TN
600. Ges Lorraine Nashville, TN Nashville is my community. Every building here has stories

to tell. Ones that matter and should be heard. Stop
destroying what makes this city historical and everything that
it is and is cherished for being.

601. Katherine Sjoblom Nashville, TN Our neighborhood doesn’t have the infrastructure for this
large of a construction project in a mostly residential area.
We are a neighborhood with all that entails. Large
constructions do not belong - a developer will not have to
live with the effects of such a structure but we will.

602. Kevin Yunker Nashville, TN This will destroy the character and charm of the
neighborhood which is why we chose to live here. To much
additionl traffic in a already congested area.

603. Charles Beard Nashville, TN Because I care about community over cash.
604. Jason Whitehouse Nashville, TN
605. Brooke Bradford Nashville, TN
606. Lori Eslick Nashville, TN
607. Kala Wiggins Nashville, TN
608. Morgan Williams Nashville, TN
609. Alexa Little Nashville, TN Stop destroying our neighbors to line your pockets
610. Karen Musil Nashville, TN This is a huge part of what East Nashville is all about.
611. David Guy Nashville, TN This neighborhood would be lost if any tall building was built.

There is absolutely no reason to ruin a quaint and perfect
area, taking advantage of its character, and capitalising on it
by building something that doesn’t fit.

612. Kirsten Kwon Nashville, TN
613. Zachary Parks Spartanburg, SC
614. Amy Heaslet Nashville, TN
615. Rachel Pauls Nashville, TN I live in East Nashville and work across the street at the

neighborhood restaurant, Fort Louise. These local
restaurants and stores like Fond Objects make the
neighborhood what it is and these new plans would ruin it.

616. LaCosta Wix Nashville, TN
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617. Rachel Haag Nashville, TN I agree with everything stated in the petition. If I lived the that

area I would not want six 2-3 story buildings coming to my
neighborhood. There are plenty of other places that the
motorcycle shop/ pizza parlor could be located. Nashville is
becoming overrun with large multi family developments and
its taking away the character and charm of Nashville.

618. Thomas Clouse Nashville, TN
619. Mallory Granrath Nashville, TN To keep Riverside Village the quaint neighborhood that it is.
620. Rowen Merrill Nashville, TN
621. Brad Gandy Nashville, TN Gentrification brings in homeowners and people that

contribute very little to their community besides increasing
property value and rent value which directly affects lower
income and lower class citizens like myself. This should be a
no-brainer. Developers and landlords have been showing
their true colors since hyper gentrification has overtaken so
many cities.

622. Lisa Thacker Nashville, TN This area is amazing, we love found object and we don’t
need to add congestion to this amazing part of town.

623. Kirsty Hughan Nashville, TN We live just a mile away and find the charm of Riverside to
be one of the best things about living situation. Replacing the
historic character and truly local businesses would be
devastating and change the lovely, local feel of Inglewood.

624. Ryan Pfeiffer Nashville, TN Riverside Village is too unique to make it into what this plan
will do. This is simply not a fit for this neighborhood.

625. Sara Kiesling Nashville, TN
626. Paula Doyle Nashville, TN
627. Thomas Turner Nashville, TN It drives out the artists and wage earners.
628. Patrick King II Nashville, TN
629. Jared Thompson Nashville, TN
630. Susan Clanton Nashville, TN This is a small, historic area that has been lovingly cultivated

by residents over the last several years. It should be
protected!

631. Kyrie Klopke Nashville, TN This is an area I enjoy being with my family. Overdeveloping
it will take away from its character and all the reasons we
love living in East Nashville

632. Traci Thomas Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and has been for 20 years. We
moved here because of the the character and the characters
that make up our hood. We don't want big developments.

633. Matt Holt Hendersonville, TN
634. Helen Simpkins Nashville, TN The shops along McGavock at the corner of Riverside

Village are part of the identity of our city. The ever-shrinking
tree canopy in our metro area is also essential to the health
and safety of it’s citizens. Keep the old and help it work for
today while retaining it’s character.
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635. Sonya Thomas NAshville, TN I am way more interested in preserving the character of

RIversdie VIllage and the neighboring community than
allowing investers to line thier pockets. The possiblity that
this could actaully happen is a travesty.

636. Melanie Brown Nashville, TN This is a well loved and strong community that does not
have the desire or the infrastructure for this type of
development.

637. Jay Steele Nashville, TN
638. Melody Saxon Nashville, TN Traffic is already bad in this area. Bringing in multi family

units would make it worse. This also takes away from the
charm of the area. A motorcycle shop doesn’t belong in
riverside village.

639. Caroline Buchholz Nashville, TN
640. Timothy Kiernan Nashville, TN I go up to Riverside village once or twice a week with my

son. Fond object is a treasure trove and so are all the other
shops in the area... we need to protect Riverside Village

641. Sarah Propst Nashville, TN I want to keep our little gem of a neighborhood the way it is!
642. Lynn Miralia Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood
643. Erika Folkl Nashville, TN
644. Carol Carvell Nashville, TN This area is already congested enough. No more traffic!!!
645. Blake Baize nashville, TN Maintaining neighborhood integrity.
646. Linda Richardson Nashville, TN I am tired of our community being destroyed for the sake of a

dollar!
647. Anita

Garrison-Crews
Nashville, TN This is a staple in this area

648. Deann Armstrong Nashville, TN Getting rid of Fond Object would destroy the character of the
neghborhood, and I don't want to see more trees destroyed
in favor of unsustainable development.

649. Melanie Dewey Nashville, TN Protecting sacred musical and artistic spaces in our city.
650. Eryn Brunsvold Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village! I eat at Mitchell’s constantly, drink

coffee at Dose all the time, and especially love visiting Fond
Object. The concerts they have in the backyard keep me
going back all the time and are a huge staple of the East
Nashville community!

651. Weston Sparks Nashville, TN I'm all for progress, but I am sick and tired of seeing my city
changing in ways that hold complete disregard for the
people who have called Nashville home for decades, if not
generations.

652. George Hulsey Nashville, TN Traffic
653. Jessica Binkley Nashville, TN
654. Catherine Bowles Nashville, TN
655. James Haggerty Nashville, TN
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656. Jessica Cardinale Nashville, TN We live minutes away from this neighborhood. My dear

friend of over 20 years founded Fond Object, and passed
away last year. This corner is a hub of community,
gatherings and activities. This 4 way stop is near many of
my friend's houses, and many of my friends work in the
shops that surround it. There are few other places that
condense such community into one small area and if this is
turned into giant new housing, a noisy impersonal
motorcycle shop and really anything else it will be ruined. A
stain on what was a gathering place. A vapid soulless money
making hole with no character, no soul and lots of noise.
Don't do it. Don't ruin what is a great thing in the name of
greed and development. Those developers won't live there.
They don't go spend time gathering there watching local
bands and movies together. They don't care about what they
might be destroying. Nashville has already destroyed
enough of what made it so special to begin with. Careful and
no one will want to live here anymore when it's all gone.

657. Matt Petty Nashville, TN New shops in that area don't concern me. There are some
vacant buildings ready to be revamped. But it seems like a
terrible spot for a motorcycle repair shop, and it's certainly a
horrible spot for new apartments. I would very much hate to
see Fond Object get run out... that's the heartbeat of
Riverside Village.

658. Jesse Rhew Nashville, TN Fond Object is a cultural touchstone for this neighborhood.
They want to remove it so we can make way for a
"motorcycle themed restaurant"? 
People come to Nashville to visit because it's cool and has
these little pockets of realness. If we put in tourist traps,
everyone will smell the BS and avoid the area.

659. Kate Mason Nashville, TN
660. Buffy Butler Madison, TN I am a Nashville native and I am broken hearted at the

destruction of my hometown. My mother lives in this area so
I venture here weekly. We have to preserve Nashville, it's
trees, it's small community hometown appeal, and
everything that it ised to be that developers are quickly
destroying. #NewNashvilleSucks #SaveOurHometown

661. Sara Martin Nashville, TN
662. Erica Duke Nashville, TN The character and history remaining in Inglewood is

important and needs to be protected- homes, businesses
and trees alike.

663. Michael Page Nashville, TN
664. John Bailey Nashville, TN
665. Lisa McCauley Nashville, TN
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666. Jeff Deason Nashville, TN Fond Object provides so much more for the community than

hipster moto street-cred paraphernalia ever will. Also,
where's the fairness in bringing in a new pizza "concept"
right across the intersection from one that's been here for
years?

667. LeighAnn Rodd Nashville, TN The neighboring residents and current business owners do
not wish to see this area up-zoned. Let it be a village, not
every inch of Nashville needs to be overdeveloped!

668. Ethan Duke Nashville, TN What are we without our history?
669. Gene Jung Nashville, TN
670. william hughes Nashville, TN this rezoning will be bad for our neighborhood
671. Will Musil Nashville, TN Fond object is the heartbeat of Inglewood, taking that away

for an apartment complex and a crappy pizza joint will ruin
what we have going for us.

672. Alyssa Borg Nashville, TN
673. Samantha Roe NASHVILLE, TN
674. Lee Morton Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the few (and best) slices of

nostalgia and individuality that still exists in East Nashville.
At its center is Fond Object. This place has contributed so
much to the music community in East Nashville that I don’t
even know where to begin. There’s no need for a pizza shop
here, as Castrillos is right across the street. A family owned
business that has been there for years, not to mention that
their pizza is awesome. To do away with Fond Object and
build any kind of multilevel housing here would supremely
detract from the value of this area, in my eyes, as this is
meant to be a quiet, family friendly district with its own brand
of quirkiness. I am in favor of more local shops and services
joining the community, but a plan to build more housing here
is a plan that is not in the best interest of its residents.
Please reconsider.

675. Chase Wilson Nashville, TN
676. Julia Calvery Nashville, TN
677. Jason Ringrose Nashville, TN Build like you live here, not to maximize profit by butting up

monstrosities next to single family homes.
678. skylar Wilson nashville, TN community. i’m well aware that change is inevitable. So I feel

fortunate to at least have a voice in how it plays out. And a
change like this is not one that I want to see in my
neighborhood. There’s plenty of room for this nonsense
elsewhere.

679. Patrick Luther nashville, TN nashville still has character and we intend to keep it that way
...

680. Ashlee Springer nashville, TN
681. Susan Hagewood Nashville, TN
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682. Paula Ramirez Nashville, TN I have lived and worked in Nashville for the past 10 years.

This project will continue the trend of eroding the city's
character and cultural havens (Fond Object). A
neighborhood without history is no neighborhood at all.

683. Brechell English Nashville, TN
684. Ali Warren Franklin, TN please don’t tear down historical and artistic parts of

Nashville!
685. Victoria Carey Nashville, TN
686. Elise Morrissey Nashville, TN
687. Eric Edwards Nashville, TN
688. Janis Barnes Nashville, TN Best neighborhoods in East Nashville have been stripped of

all character. We need to retain Riverside Villages character.
I visit Riverside Village several times a week. You're going to
destroy the neighborhood and what attracts many people
there. Leave it alone!

689. Lesley Bowington Nashville, TN The rampant overdevelopment of our neighborhood without
apparent thought to supportive infrastructure, parking, traffic
regulation, etc. must end.

690. Adrian Grammer Nashville, TN
691. Aubrey Adams Nashville, TN I live minutes away from Riverside Village and it's charm is

necessary to not only keep the integrity of the neighborhood
in tact, but to keep those successful local businesses remain
that way.

692. Paul Nelson Nashville, TN I love fond object. And I’m sick of those depressing sky rise
apartments.

693. Keely Caplinger Nashville, TN Nashville needs to retain some of what makes it great.
Enough with tearing down history only to gentrify and build
homogenized buildings and developments.

694. Preston Evans Nashville, TN
695. Madeline Harrell Nashville, TN I want to preserve the integrity of this quiet neighborhood. I

don't want a motorcycle shop in my neighborhood, and I
cherish the businesses currently standing in this area.

696. Drew Mauldin Nashville, TN The area where I live in Nashville has already built three
huge apartment complexes. I realize it’s necessary, but we
should keep some parts of our city void of these high rises.
Keep East Nashville weird and unique!

697. Angella O'Hanlon Nashville, TN
698. Haley Lambing Nashville, TN
699. Ann

Holdam-Muncy
Nashville, TN We already have a sense of community created by the likes

of Fond Object and the other small businesses. This plan is
exactly the opposite of that and doesn’t involve including us
a neighbors in any way but rather making $ for developers
who do not live here and simply want to profit without
consideration of how it will change things for the worse.
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700. Melissa Mills NASHVILLE, TN I live within 5min of Riverside Village. I love it because of its

small neighborhood atmosphere and lack of tourist
destinations and apartment buildings/condos. It's a safe,
comfortable getaway for local residents and people willing a
short drive into Inglewood. A lot of my friends play and I
attend shows at Fond Object. I would hate Riverside's
character to be lost. Small neighborhood destinations are
miserably under appreciated by developers/development
occupants and have proven nothing other than
disappointment.

701. Lynne Ezell Beery OLD HICKORY, TN I want to preserve the integrity and charm of this amazing
neighborhood. I cherish this area and don't want to see it
torn down.

702. Danita Johns Nashville, TN
703. Amy Elizabeth Old Hickory, TN This corner of East Nashville has been an area of fantastic

music, food, and community. Though some of the
businesses have changed over the years, the one thing that
has remained a constant is that they have all been locally
owned and run businesses. To remove that to place in more
dense housing would not only remove something
desperately needed within our town, local businesses, it
would take away further what makes Nashville, and
particularly East Nashville, so interesting...unique shops and
eateries that you cannot find anywhere else in this region.
Nashville has become cookie-cutter, plain, sterile, and
boring. We need to say NO to rezoning and development of
this area. We need to say NO to this unmitigated growth and
displacement of Nashvillians and their small businesses.
Stop pushing out the reason people move here for...the
uniqueness, character, and beautiful native Nashvillians.

704. Kelsey Batkiewicz Nashville, TN
705. adam kurtz nashville, TN cities grow and change and we can stop it. and in general

it’s a good thing for all. but when you start changing the
zoning, which is there to protect the community in the first
place from over development, then you’re bowing to the rich
developers and ignoring not only the voices of the people
who live there, but also the very feel and fabric of the
community from an objective stand point. stop it!

706. Toby Caldwell Nashville, TN To maintain the atmosphere and mood of the Neighborhood.
707. Mollt Lahym Nashville, TN
708. Cecilia Tosh Nashville, TN I grew up in East Nashville, graduated from Stratford in 1981

& to see everything our city was built upon being torn down
for the sake of "progress" is ridiculous. We don't need
anymore densification in East Nashville & this corner
DEFINITELY doesn't need something like what is being
proposed. The greed that has come to this town is
unbelievable. Leave this area alone!!!
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709. Kate McGrath Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and it is perfect as it is. We do not

want more apartment buildings here.
710. Lori Moore Nashville, TN Because this is MY neighborhood. I was born and raised

here. I don't want this. Any of this. Stop the building.
711. Rachel Warrick Nashville, TN
712. Christy Butler Nashville, TN
713. Jeff Irwin Nashville, TN “Mongo only pawn in game of life.”
714. Margo Price Nashville, TN I love riverside village and Fond Object is one of the gems in

our neighborhood. Please don’t tear down what we love
about our city and put up another condo. Once it’s gone, it’s
gone.

715. Jenny Clough Nashville, TN I think this will cause too much traffic and congestion, and
too much noise from too many motorcycles.

716. Tristan Hogan Seattle, WA
717. Meg Wade Apt. B, TN
718. Guerry Simmons Nashville, TN
719. Kendra Keaton Knoxville, TN
720. John Little Nashville, TN
721. Denise Enck Bellingham, WA This sort of development will irreparably change the

character and nature of this neighborhood for the worse.
722. Nancy Livingston Nashville, TN
723. Tam Davis Gaithersburg, MD I'm not a Nashville resident, but I am a frequent visitor who

enjoys spending tourism dollars at shops like Fond Object.
Don't destroy it.

724. Emmeline Walker Nashville, TN Because the charm and character of my neighborhood that I
love so dearly would be threatened by this development

725. Luke Nelson Indianapolis, IN
726. Gena Rawdon Madison, AL Nashville is erasing everything that makes it unique and

enjoyable from a tourist’s perspective.
727. Shana Moran Springfield, TN I grew up in this neighborhood and still visit often to go to

many small businesses in and around the area.
728. Elaine Sigman Rockville, MD This record store and venue is one of our favorite places to

visit when we are in Nashville.The neighborhood is perfect
the way it is.

729. Mark Wallace Wallsend, United
Kingdom

730. Emma Jean
Rushton

Nashville, TN

731. Andrew Rathbone Worcester, United
Kingdom

I have a lot of affection for Nashville and especially it’s music
history. Independent shops are fundamental to preserving
the character of this neighbourhood. It should be enjoyed by
future generations!
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732. Buddy Hughen Nashville, TN The proposed development doesn’t take the neighborhood

into account. This little intersection is already suffereing
traffic congestion and limited parking! Why not design and
build something that will better serve the community in
addition to the pocket book of the developer?

734. Rachel Fautz Louisville, KY Louisville is just up the road from Nashville, and I visit
multiple times a year. Overwhelming in the last 3-5 years,
the city is losing its character. These small local landmarks
are being torn down for what? More condos? How many
condos do you need? Seems like they're being used as
airbnbs rather than actual homes, so why not leave a little
history in place, since it's the reason a lot of us still visit
Music City.

735. Christa Du Toit Gauteng, South Africa Memories fade sometimes, but having it around to remind us
of all the good things is much better.

736. Katrina Green Nashville, TN
737. Jasmine Rochelle Raleigh, NC As a part time Nashville resident and full time journalist, it’s

critical to preserve these historical places.
738. Tonya Wilburn Nashville, TN Traffic and parking is already a nightmare at this trendy yet

congested area. Due to the lack of a turning lane at
McGavock into Riverside it already creates confusion.
Adding an apartment complex will only increase congestion
and allow more people to be rude.

739. Mary Jo Cramb Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and drive through Riverside village
every day. We do not need this development. We definitely
do nit want the extra traffic. Keep it as it is.

740. Meghan Ellzey Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the components that makes Riverside
Villge so special. These plans would disrupt the community,
make the surrounding area hard to access, and take a way
something that adds such genuine, friendly, fun, business to
the neighborhood. It’s a staple that should stay.

741. Hannah Hughes West Olive, MI My boyfriend and I visit Nashville all the time and I adore this
record store. It has to stay!! It’s one of my favorite places.

742. Aaron Lee Tasjan Nashville, TN
743. Patricia Owen Nashville, TN Too much traffic, ugly buildings, destroying the

neighborhood.
744. Angie Jackson Nashville, TN Traffic in that area has become so congested and

dangerous. Adding so many more tightly packed living
situations in such a tight area would just make this so much
worse. And a motorcycle repair shop?!?!? No. So loud!

745. Rochelle
Corrington

Hermitage, TN

746. Gavin O'Neill Nashville, TN Because I think developers have been allowed to make
careless changes that won’t effect them, but deeply effect
the community.
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747. Tom Needham Mount Juliet, TN It’s the finest record store in that part of town and without its

quirky charm, Riverside Village would be just another
forgettable cookie cutter neighborhood.

748. Willie Breeding Nashville, TN
749. Lindsay Heiman Nashville, TN Riverside Village does not need apartment complexes or a

motorcycle repair shop. These things would cause
neighborhood staples to close and this hurts the
neighborhood’s character. These developments are
unnecessary and unwanted by the community.

750. Tomi Bari Jewett City, CT Help my most favorite country artist, Margo Price, out!
751. Tommy Vance Hermitage, TN
752. Andrew Sward Nashville, TN
753. Charles Harris Nashville, TN The proposed project will ruin the character of the

neighborhood. Our council members need to learn to say no
to developers for a change. Not every neighborhood in
Nashville can support massive development projects. As a
resident of East Nashville, it will be a sad day if Fond Object
is demolished and Riverside Village becomes
unrecognizable.

754. Judi Small Lafayett, TN
755. Lisa Centonze Nashville, TN
756. Jordan Tice Nashville, TN
757. Miche D Glasgow, United

Kingdom
As a frequent visitor to Nashville it is so sad to see the
character and venues that draw me to Nashville year after
year slowly disappearing, with condos that seem to have
barely any residents pop up in their place. Fond Object and
the surrounding area is a must visit every time I’m in the city.
Please don’t make it one more place to mourn in a city that
has lost so much of its interesting culture in the past 5 years.

758. Andy Washington London, United
Kingdom

I & 100’s of music fans worldwide always look forward to
attending events at Fond Object

759. Adia Paul Nashville, TN
760. Joseph Scala Nashville, TN
761. Telisha Cobb Nashville, TN Our small, independent businesses and historic

neighborhoods make Nashville, Nashville. Sadly they are
becoming extinct by mindless development for short term
gains.

762. Brittney
McClafferty

Nashville, TN

763. Andrew Heideman Cane Ridge, TN This corner...this neighborhood...is truly a gem, not only of
the East Nashville community, but of Nashville as a whole.
Let these developers find their opportunities elsewhere
around town. Nashville has plenty of abandoned buildings
and crack houses elsewhere that could be torn down or
(continues on next page)
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763. Andrew Heideman Cane Ridge, TN (continued from previous page)

re-purposed. Why not utilize the under-utilized, versus
tearing down something that so many people love AND visit,
thus alienating an entire community?

764. Brendan Cooke MORECAMBE,
United Kingdom

I visit the area as a music tourist from the UK and want to
preserve the Fond Object and environs...a place and an
area of great character.

765. Liam Jordan Penzance, United
Kingdom

766. India Ramey Nashville, TN Developers are ruining East Nashville and erasing the
eclectic, beautiful things about it that made people want to
live there in the first place. Find Object is an asset to our
community. Leave it alone!

767. Jacob Huff Marion, IL A must stop when I'm in town about once a month!
768. John Condit Nashville, TN
769. Debbie Burrow Nashville, TN We don’t need more congestion in this area. It’s right in the

middle of my commute to and from work and almost every
where I go

770. Amanda Campbell Nashville, TN Fixture of the community.
771. Jeremy Richerson Murfreesboro, TN It’s a great record store
772. Elissa Faustina Albany, OR
773. Spladam Sandlot Louisville, KY Fond Object is an important center for the DIY community in

Nashville and would hurt the city and the it’s young
community to see it go!

774. Jenny Harvey Knoxville, TN I've been to this store several times and it is a vital part of
the community.

775. kelly ahrens nashville, TN
776. Michelle Tompkins Montreal, Canada We took a trip to Nashville and decided to stay in East

Nashville because of an event Fond Object’s was putting on.
We’ve even suggested to friends visiting Nashville from
Canada to be sure to stop in here. Don’t ruin a good thing!

777. Patrick Nehoda Franklin, TN
778. Kim Caudell Old Hickory, TN Stop demolishing Nashville's neighborhoods!
779. Randy Tatel NASHVILLE, TN Developers are killing our city and government is complicit.
780. Ashley Spurgeon Nashville, TN
781. Candace Svoma Brooklyn, NY
782. Amy Dee

Richardson
Nashville, TN Our neighborhood has been severely altered enough and we

don’t need to further the disfigurement of this once unique
area. Find another part of town to line your pockets with. I
don’t see any of these developers offering ways to improve
the community outside their profiting from us.

783. Bjorn Axelsson Uddevalla, Sweden I visit Fond Object on a regular basis and have seen a lot of
great music in their backyard over the years
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784. Lori Spencer Gillespie, IL
785. Jennifer Buggs Nashville, TN This neighborhood is a quaint gem 5 miles from the city, that

I admired, long before we moved to Inglewood 2 years ago.
We love what it offers all of the young families moving to the
area. Fond Objects is such an awesome fixture in the
neighborhood! Keep it quaint. Keep it simple. The residents
of Inglewood love it just fine the way that it is. This
neighborhood IS NOT ideal for an apartment complex, nor
motorcycle cycle repair/showroom. There’s a neighborhood
another 5 miles north...and Madison would love to have you.

786. Tara Balma Nashville, TN living in East Nashville my whole life, and I have never seen
so much traffic in this area my entire life. Why add to it?!
This area is hip, and cool enough. Find Object has been
quite successful and it’s local.

787. cassity degges brentwood, TN
788. Jennifer franzen Nashville, TN
789. Kayla Sullivan Nashville, TN The area is not designed to support this type of

infrastructure. Let Riverside Village be! There are plenty of
other areas that would be better suited for this type of
development.

790. Eric Wright Nashville, TN
791. Laurie Green Goodlettsville, TN
792. Maria Sommer New York City, NY
793. Leah Stephens Whites creek, TN I’ve been here for 6 years and will not be leaving anytime

soon. I have watched neighborhood after neighborhood lose
character and become too expensive for normal ppl to enjoy.
Not everyone wants 30$ a plate meals and fancy things all
the time.

794. Shelby Kortz Murfreesboro, TN We need to keep vinyl alive and we need these record
stores to do that!!!

795. Caitlin Doyle Nashville, TN
796. Katylyn Adams Nashville, TN
797. Lauren Kasper Nashville, TN Fond Object is an important community landmark and

cultural incubator for east nashville. There are so few truly
independent art spaces in local communities. This place is
an important part of the the balanced composition of music
City. It is completely inappropriate to tear this beloved
community space down to build a loud and noisy motorcycle
shop and more apartments. No one in this community can
even afford to buy what I expect will be custom motor cycles.
We love it as it is. Work with us to keep this location a
vibrant part of our culture.

798. Stuart
Rademacher

Chicago, IL
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799. Cybelle Elena Nashville, TN Fond Object supports local, independent artists and

musicians. Dose is already a neighborhood favorite for
coffee. We don’t need a competing coffee shop or pizza
place to displace already existing local businesses, increase
traffic and take a major hit at the art community.

800. Britany Laye Nashville, TN I love this area. I’ve been here for 11 years. The growth
happening has already caused a lot if issues and our little
road and neighborhood cant take any more stress. The
proposed complex is ludacris. Would be stain on our appeal,
would cause an increase in traffic issues etc... the
neighborhood loves fond object.

801. Brittany Blaylock Nashville, TN This is such a cute part of East Nashville! It would be so sad
to see it go :(

802. Yvonne Hodge Nashville, TN I dont want my neighborhood ruined.
803. Dorothy Daniel Nashville, TN I do not want a motorcycle shop in riverside village. I do not

want the extra traffic from apartment buildings. I want to
preserve the culture and asthetic that Fond Object brings to
the neighborhood.

804. Luke Schneider Nashville, TN Fond Object and the backyard events they host are a core
amenity to this neighborhood. This business should not be
replaced by a pizza shop (there is already one across the
street) or a motorcycle shop that will cause disturbances all
day, every day. 
Perhaps the block could use minimal, tasteful development
to improve parking and replace empty storefronts. But Fond
Object and its backyard should be spared. While affordable
density is needed in the neighborhood, this block is the
wrong place for apartments. I think that some folks may be
exagerrating the current state of traffic on the block--lets get
real, its not really a "nightmare"--but it is an issue that will
worsen significantly if this development is done hastily and
unwisely.
The developers should listen to the neighbors and be willing
to compromise to their needs. Fond Object should not
bulldozed. Period. The Neighborhood does not need another
pizza concept, motorcycle repair shop, or apartments on that
block. The developers should present a thoughtful,
comprehensive plan with those proposals off the table.

805. Leslie Knott Bath, United Kingdom Its a great community area and ahojld be protected.
806. Brian Wyatt Nashville, TN Because I like buying records.
807. Leigh Watson Nashville, TN
808. Rene Waltmire Madison, TN
809. Brennan Walsh Nashville, TN I live here and play in a band who places at Fond Object, so,

I don't want that to go away. I
810. Brett Marker Nashville, TN
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811. Schuyler Dean Nashville, TN I don't want apartments and parking lots in Riverside Village.

I love it the way it is!
812. Sandy Ward Nashville, TN
813. Drew Smith Nashville, TN I’m an advocate for organic neighborhood growth from

within.
814. Stephen Marriott Bicester, United

Kingdom
Small independent traders must be supported in helping to
maintain the unique character of the neighbourhood

815. Keith Wallace Woodbury, TN
816. John T Nashville, TN I have lived in East Nashville for over 7 years and the reason

I love the area is because of the distinct neighborhood feel.
This proposed development flies in the face of what makes
Riverside Village unique and is completely unwelcome. As
Nashville grows as a whole, preservation of the areas which
made the city attractive in the first place should be of prime
importance.

817. Pauline Andres Nashville, TN
818. Jay LAWRENCE Old Hickory, TN We must preserve what makes Nashville unique and

affordable.
819. Jon Keller Nashville, TN I live across town, but come to Fond Object a few times

every month. It's a wonderful record store. Don't tear it down.
Nashville's population growth is on the way down, there's no
need to destroy unique historic buildings and put up nasty
ass condos. No one actually wants that.

820. Whitney Edison Nashville, TN I would like for this area to stay a small community in order
to protect its charm

821. Vida Wakeman Nashville, TN I live around the corner and this would change the entire
dynamic of the neighborhood. Increased traffic and noise
being the main issue. Please do not allow this to happen.

822. Chandra Watson Nashville, TN Large redevelopment apartment complexes with retail are an
epidemic... this is not the right place for this type of complex.
Some minimal refurbishment adding to the existing
character would be nice, but please don't turn this in to 12
South!!!

823. Heather Price Nashville, TN No more over development!!!
824. Pamela goodwin Nashville, TN
825. Amy Lashley Nashville, TN Homeowners matter, trees matter.
826. Damon Atkinson Nashville, TN
827. Julie Christensen Nashville, TN I frequent fond object's record and vintage store and gallery,

and go to the backyard events, and have played there. This
is our neighborhood glue!

828. MacKenzie
Halliday

Nashville, TN

829. Lysa Moore Iowa City, IA
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830. gowa peshewa nasjville, TN STOP DESTROYING OUR CITY AND LETTING

DEVELOPERS WHITE WASH OUR CULTURE
831. Kory Wheeler Nashville, TN
832. Gabby McCauley Providence, RI One of my favorites spots to visit when i come to Nashville!!
833. Lindsay White Nashville, TN
834. Annie Neeley Nashville, TN Enough with the dang bougie condos!
835. Kelvin Sawkill Leicester, United

Kingdom
As a visitor to Nashville I love the unique character of the
separate districts. Some development can be helpful and
revitalise communities. Too much destroys the individual
character and too often results in the cost of living rising and
forcing the original residents out. Riverside is lovely and
should not be destroyed by the self intetest of developers
only inrested in making a fast buck. Retain the vibrant
community character and I, and many others who appreciate
that will keep coming back. More importantly be true to the
community that makes Riverside what it is, don't trample
them in the name of progress or profit.

836. Theodore Lehnen Walker, MI Was in nashville for the 1st time a couple weeks ago. I found
east nashville to be my favorite place. Dont ruin it with high
rise condos

837. Marie Tucker Nashville, TN Because it is my neighborhood. I was born in Nashville and
over delvepment takes away the charm that Nashville has.
These buildings are going up with no integrity of design or
respect for the nature around.

838. Jess B------ Edmonton, Canada
839. Alejandro Navarro Nashville, TN
840. Alicia Zegelien Winchester, KY
841. Emily Reed Nashville, TN
842. Robyn Quintard Madison, TN
843. Roy Greer Coburg, Australia I love visiting this shop each year during Americana Fest
844. Jackie Ridgway Nashville, TN We need to preserve our neighborhood, enough

development
845. Thomas Young Nashville, TN
846. Chris Watts Nashville, TN New developments will bring more traffic, noise, pollution,

and most importantly whitewash the culture of the
neighborhood. Please don’t do this.

847. Jeremy Ferguson Nashville, TN That area is already a complete mess to drive thru. This will
insure that part of the road is unusable to people who have
lived here forever.

848. Brandon Craig Nashville, TN
849. Eric Marcum Nashville, TN
850. Mia Young Nashville, TN
851. David Demith Holiday, FL Nashville has had enough!
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852. Robbie English Nashville, TN This proposed development would cause an already

congested and busy area to become a constant gridlock of
cars. Not to mention completely destroy all the charm that
Riverside Village currently has. There are many other places
throughout East Nashville where this could go and has the
infrastructure to support it.

853. Caitlin Brady Nashville, TN
854. Mike Lee Nashville, TN This is an extremely poorly thought-out plan that will create a

traffic nightmare at Riverside and McGavock, as well as
having a major negative impact on local residences and
businesses.

855. Katy Swartout Nashville, TN The buildings in Riverside Village are what give it its
personality and charm. The buildings could potentially use
some renovation but condos and apartments will ruin the
appeal of the area.

856. Leah Thomas Fort Worth, TX because my girl says it’s important!
857. Mollie Decktor Boston, MA Nashville has enough empty condo buildings.
858. Cori McGuirk Nashville, TN
859. Jacob Thomas Jr Madison, TN
860. Allison Maus Nashville, TN My husband and I moved to Inglewood for it’s close knit

community and charm. It felt like one of the last true “old
neighborhoods” that hadn’t been infiltrated with tourist
attractions and condos. We love that it is quiet, beautiful,
and small. The proximity to Riverside Village was a great
perk: convenient to a coffee shop, gas station, neighborhood
pub, and a few restaurants. 
As it is now, it still feels quaint, though increasing traffic and
pedestrians already make it difficult to get home in the
afternoon.
I can’t imagine the chaos that new development and
apartments/condos would bring. It would destroy the charm
that this neighborhood loves, enjoys, and wants to protect.
By overtaking this area, developers are destroying the very
thing that attracts people to the village.
If anything should be done to Riverside Village, restore the
existing buildings. Place businesses there that fit well with
the current thriving businesses. 
Have respect for a charming old neighborhood that has
worked to keep its community as it is, instead of squeezing
as much as one can on a tiny lot for the sake of making more
money.

861. Bedonna
Wakeman

New Orleans, LA I visit Nashville many times a year and this area/building is
the most welcoming area in the city! It is part of the
community that I love most about Nashville! PLEASE Leave
a good thing a lone and allow the landmark to stay as it is

862. Kevan Peden Nashville, TN
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863. Sara Weedman Nashville, TN I love Riverside Village and hate to see the quaint charm of

the area ruined buy yet another condo development that
doesn't fit the neighborhood and traffics in out of town
air-bnb guests who have no respect or appreciation for the
people who LIVE HERE!

864. Kendra Ford Nashville, TN
865. Jonathan Robbins Nashville, TN
866. Jack Hummel Ballwin, MO It’s part of the history and culture in East Nashville.
868. Mary Beth

Blankenship
Nashville, TN

869. Cole Kiracofe Nashville, TN One of the only reasons this neighborhood is unique is this
store

870. Tim Easton Nashville, TN I live here.
871. Emma Rose

Snovel
Nashville, TN

872. W D DONNELL nashville, TN too much development on such a small corner
873. Jillian LaFave Nashville, TN The vibe of this neighborhood is one of the main reasons I

enjoy living in Inglewood. Please don't close Fond Object
and turn this into another yuppie district like 12 south.

874. norma king nashville, TN This is my hood so want it to stay the same
875. Katie Smith Nashville, TN
876. Alan Fitter Wallington, United

Kingdom
877. MICHAEL

SCHREINER
CRESTWOOD, IL

878. Jay Pursley Hendersonville, TN
879. Tim Hawkins Nashville, TN Community Preservation.
880. marissa moss Nashville, TN
881. Sam Smith Nashville, TN
882. Kari Schmidt Minneapolis, MN
883. Dixie Wells Nashville, TN
884. Jennifer Womack PELL LAKE, WI
885. Shawn Sims Leitchfield, KY I’m a music lover, & independent record stores need all the

support they can get.
886. Chad Pinkston Nashville, TN
887. Jonnie Lafave Nashville, TN
888. Jason Paradise Nashville, TN I’m local
890. Taylor Rust Nashville, TN
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891. Lauren Beazley Nashville, TN I love this area the way it is - walkable, friendly, local

neighborhood, etc. Apartments bring in cars, crazy, traffic
and all that. A motorcycle repair shop brings in even more
crazy. And we have a pizza restaurant in this neighborhood
and plenty more in east nash. We don't need another ;) Keep
Riverside Village local, safe, friendly, full of trees, without all
the crazy traffic the way it is!

892. Amanda Love Nashville, TN
893. Michaela Neller Nashville, TN Because this is a base for our neighborhood community and

culture
894. John McTigue Nashville, TN
895. Zac Clark Nashville, TN I live right up the street and see no positives coming from

demolishing a legendary record store and more, wiping
away this small community’s history simply to build upward
for the sake of more money for an entity that otherwise likely
lives nowhere nearby (if this entity is even considered ‘living’
in the first place.) Not a fan of this plan and hope I can make
it home in time to make the meeting. Cheers.

896. Corey Bonnette Nashville, TN Nashville can't fill all the expensive apartments it already
has.

897. Julie Henry Nashville, TN Because it’s time to stop destroying east nashville. Enough
is enough

898. Mitra Khayyam Los Angeles, CA Fond Object was the labor of love and the culmination of
years of hard work Jeff Petit put in working at various record
shops and as a collector.

899. Gabrielle Brown Nashville, TN
900. Adam Carmona Nashville, TN At the rate it’s going, Nashville’s development will white

wash the entire city into a bland, homogenized, and
tasteless landscape. Small businesses and areas for
creative growth are what give a city its character, not the
same coffee shop and condo on every block.

901. Patrick Sweany Nashville, TN This area is what drew me to live in this neighborhood.
There is plenty of existing and available commercial and
high rise residential property to continue without causing
more traffic problems and conflicts with adjacent neighbors.

902. Marisa Livesay Encinitas, CA
903. Alexander Burch Nashville, TN
904. Meredith Peaden White House, TN
905. Jim Herrington Nashville, TN
906. Steve Busch Stoughton, WI One of the things i enjoy about visiting Nashville is the great

variety of record stores!
907. Shaunna Eaton Nashville, TN
908. Kevin Barbour Dallas, TX Support local business.
909. Lindsey Basler Nashville, TN
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910. Laura Ross NASHVILLE, TN I pass through this area numerous times each week.

Navigating Riverside Drive is bad enough, we don't need
this added headache or the congestion that accompanies
the addition of so many more units.

911. Christy Huber Nashville, TN
912. brett hunter nashville, TN
913. Pandy Elferdink Nashville, TN
915. Betty Cortner Nashville, TN To save East Nashville
916. Darren McClain Nashville, TN
917. Morgan Ely Nashville, TN This proposed development threatens to knock out existing

and thriving businesses. Master plans have also not been
drafted for an approval on an unknown development. Who is
this developer? Are they known for tear downs? If so, then
screw them

918. Tommy Furar Nashville, TN
919. Ryan LaFave Nashville, TN Riverside Village is our neighborhood and a large reason we

moved to the area. Bulldozing these buildings to add
apartments is taking away the appeal of the neighborhood in
order to simply add more people and traffic. You are
fundamentally removing the reason people WANT to live
here. East Nashville is a beloved part of town that relies on
its unique variety of character and we must work to preserve
it. PLEASE don't bulldoze our neighborhood!

920. Adrienne Reece Nashville, TN
921. Kimberly

VanDusen
Nashville, TN

922. Tracy Wermager Nashville, TN
923. Katie Johnson Nashville, TN
924. Leah Creamer Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood and we do not have the

infrastructure to support this kind of rapid growth. We are a
community of many single family homes with children. It’s
already hard to just walk your dogs without cars speeding
by. This project would bring tons of traffic, congestion, and
noise to our nice neighborhood.

925. Laurel Hailey Nashville, TN I live about 2 miles from this and find myself at the existing
businesses there quite a bit. I love that even though there
are numerous restaurants/shops around, it’s generally quiet
and doesn’t disturb the neighborhood feel. While there may
be a little bit of room for more development (vacant or
unused properties), ripping out existing much-loved and
supported businesses with character, to replace them with
what they’re proposing is NOT what our neighborhood
needs.

926. Janis King RENO, NV
927. Cameron Potts Nashville, TN
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928. Daniel Rehbein Nashville, TN
929. Kenneth Herring Nashville, TN This neighborhood does not need to be disrupted
930. Joseph Lekkas Nashville, TN Keep riverside village a unique area
931. Lauren Davis Nashville, TN
932. Lee

Moneta-Koehler
Nashville, TN

933. mandy west Nashville, TN I'm sick of seeing the overcrowding and loss of character in
my neighborhood. This development is unwelcome. NO
MORE please.

934. Megan Clemens Nashville, TN To protect the integrity of the neighborhood and the
community that lives there, and around it.

935. Karen Center Nashville, TN
936. Nona Muir Nashville, TN
937. Abigail Dempsey Nashville, TN
938. Charlotte Herring Nashville, TN We like the walkability of our street and do not want the extra

traffic or NOISE
939. Becca Bridges Nashville, TN I live right in riverside village and want it to keep its charm
940. John Owen Nashville, TN We're losing way too many of our charming neighborhood

business districts to runaway development of unneeded
apartments with all the attached parking, dumpsters and the
traffic that goes with that.

941. Jeanette Alvarez Nashville, TN This place is important to the community condos ARE NOT !
942. Clara Sue Bailey Nashville, TN I was born in Nashville and I’ve watched the culture and

integrity be squeezed out of it. I work on this street and
would hate to see this change.

943. Katy Parson Nashville, TN We need this place in East Nashville
944. George

Demitroulis
Avenel, NJ Local businesses and neighborhoods are disappearing for

chai stores and condos.
945. ashlee Mcdonald Nashville, TN
946. Bailey Muncie South Rockwood, MI Lots of memories made in this community, with lots of

friends that I'll treasure forever. Historical, small towns like
this deserve so much better.

947. Alicia Riggans Nashville, TN
948. Ashley Ayers Nashville, TN
949. Sophie White Blackpool, lancashire,

United Kingdom
950. Gavin Oatley Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a unique neighborhood center and a

gem in our community.
951. Guy Zahller Aptos, CA
952. Andrew Lipow Nashville, TN I don't want to see Nashville look like just any other city. It's

a shame there is so much money on changing the look here,
and not enough in East Nashville community development.
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953. Kristen Freeman Nashville, TN East Nashville already struggles with a lack of affordable

housing options and overdevelopment. Cutting down mature
trees and tearing down local businesses will only compound
the problem!

954. Cindy Mcdowell Antioch, TN Grew up in that area ��
955. Heather

Parsons-McCormack
Nashville, TN Not every neighborhood corner needs a giant building.

Leave our neightborhood alone.
956. Nicholas Benik Nashville, TN
957. Andrea Bridwell Nashville, TN I’ve lived and worked in this neighborhood off and on for

years and so do many of my dear friends. It’s charm is
undeniable and should be preserved for the current and
future residents.

958. Grant England Nashville, TN
959. Billy Reed Nashville, TN It's important to keep the vibe of the neighborhood.
960. scott hueston NASHVILLE, TN I moved to the area because of the personality of RIverside

Square. Redevelopment destroys the appeal
961. Chris Hamlett MEMPHIS, TN
962. Rachel Lynn Nashville, TN
963. Daniel Hudgins Nashville, TN
964. Cath Sparks Nashville, TN We bought our home while in our 20s from my husband's

granny, in 2000, and have watched changes both good and
bad. We stay, because we love the character of the
neighborhood that's been home to our family for 58 years.
This is another step to remove the character that makes
quirky RV what it is, replacing it w/ cookie-cutter
development, and a redundant pizza shop. Keep Inglewood
Funky! The Levittown 2.0 just sucks.

965. Jennifer
Laughlin-Reed

Nashville, TN

966. Ronald Small Nashville, TN I am interested in maintaining the character of Nashville
neighborhoods and protecting all of our communities from
overdevelopment.

967. Jennifer Wileman Nashville, TN Its a lovely neighborhood.
968. Brandon Griffith Nashville, TN Keep riverside how it is
969. Kyle Cooke Nashville, TN
970. Mark Lopez Nashville, TN I want this neighborhood to retain its character with single

family homes supported by the small shops in Riverside
Village. I also think the proposal will cause traffic problens at
McGavic and Riverside. All of my neighbors seem to agree
too. We voted this down past year. Enough is enough. Alas I
am unable to attend the meetingnthis year.

971. Jeremy Smith Orion, IL
972. Amy Wendell Nashville, TN
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973. Jodi Lindsey Nashville, TN
974. Tierney Heisinger Lebanon, TN
975. Ingrid Miller Nashville, TN
976. Samantha Bell Nashville, TN
977. Lindsey Gardner Nashville, TN
978. Kristi Elder Old Hickory, TN
979. Jeffrey Miller NASHVILLE, TN This has major problems with parking and traffic in an

already tight corridor. Despite what the councilman says
about authority to already do a high capacity development
on McGavock, the developers wouldn't be taking this route if
they could make that happen. This should be denied.

980. John Fabke Nashville, TN Enough is enough. Keep the character of the neighborhood
intact.

981. Sharon Blanton Nashville, TN East Nashville is WAY TO OVERCROWDED! The
developers are to greedy. They are trying to put multiple
units on every property that they can get their hands on. And
throwing houses up to quickly. PLEASE! East Nashville
stand together! Before we lose what makes East Nashville
great!

982. Joey Vick Madison, TN I’m a local worker. I pass it’s besuty everyday
983. Margaret von

Biesen
Santa Monica, CA

984. Lisa Moore Ashland City, TN Because not only does my friend live in this neighborhood, I
am from Nashville, and development is ruining this town.
People from all over are coming here to tear down our locally
revered places (Music Row buildings, etc.), destroy trees,
which we need for a number of reasons, and basically cause
places to live to become so expensive that they can no
longer afford to live in the town in which they were born,
which is also why I had to move out of Davidson County. I
wish they would go back to where they came, and if they
screwed up the place before they decided to come here and
do it, just go back there. Thank you.

985. Rebecca Small Nashville, TN
986. Marcela Hidalgo Nashville, TN I live here and we need the trees. I’m tired of our

neighborhood being stripped to make new space. Enough!
987. Lynsey McDonald Nashville, TN I’ve lived in the neighborhood for 16 years. Fond Object is a

community asset. Over-development of that space is a
greedy move.

988. Cindy Fisher Nashville, TN This will create too much traffic in an already congested area
plus the fact, these 'vintage' buildings make this area unique
along with the mature trees, there are enough sterile new
developments just down the street. We need to preserve the
character that is this neighborhood.
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989. Colleen Wysser -

Martin
Laupen, Switzerland

990. David Fisher Nashville, TN The character of these buildings is what makes our
neighborhood unique, desirable and why people want to
purchase homes here. New developments will bring too
much traffic and congestion to this neighborhood plus
making us look like every other new development.

991. Dawn Candelore Nashville, TN
992. Rosalie Kellman Nashville, TN
993. Harrison Cofer Nashville, TN
994. Jared Brennan Nashville, TN Seeing this Nashville cultural landmark make way for

another cookie cutter apartment complex a la the
Williamsburg, Brooklyn NY development aesthetic makes
me sad for my neighborhood.

995. William Thimmes Sugar Grove, OH Keep ma and pop stores going
996. Erin Harrington Nashville, TN Keep Riverside as it is. This is not the right development for

this area.
997. Diane Copeland Nashville, TN Because I don't want East Nashville and Inglewood to lose

their character and just become rows and rows of unispired
housing. These are neighborhoods with character! Please
keep them that way.

998. Jeromy Reaux Nashville, TN
999. Leigh Ann

Adkisson
Nashville, TN Because it’s across the street from my house and as a local

we love seeing outside shows at fond object
1,000. LORI QUINTANA NASHVILLE, TN I live in the neighborhood and there is already way too many

apartment complexes and developments for our small
streets. This will only benefit the developers, not the
neighborhood.

1,001. Chloe Stillwell Nashville, TN I live in this neighborhood, and I can’t imagine a more
disturbing offense to our beloved community than this gross
proposal.

1,002. Tyler Mulkeen Nashville, TN
1,003. Jessica

Whitehouse
Nashville, TN

1,004. Dana Birnbaum Nashville, TN Too much traffic for that small area.
1,005. Tara Waters Radcliff, KY
1,006. patrick mcnicholas Nashville, TN
1,007. Jacob Schilz Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood, and these are my neighbors. The

character and charm of the Riverside Village area is
important to those who have lived here. These residents
deserve their lawmakers’ support, as well as their right to a
safe, comfortable and peaceful neighborhood that they have
proudly called “Home”. Overdevelopment is already an
(continues on next page)
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1,007. Jacob Schilz Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

issue all around Nashville; simply a byproduct of greed and
inconsiderate business opportunities. 
The Riverside Village neighborhood doesn’t have to
succumb to the trend, and must be allowed to remain the
cozy, friendly neighborhood that it has become.

1,008. Ryan Sweeney Nashville, TN I used to live right around the corner from this area and loved
the character it still had among all the new developments
around town. I also host several events a year at Fond
Object and have been going there since the day it opened!!
FO and the surrounding businesses helped breathe life into
that neighborhood, would be a shame for them to fall victim
to the popularity they helped create.

1,009. Leslie Olivier Nashville, TN
1,010. Allison Borrell Murfreesboro, TN We need to keep local record stores alive! They bring so

much to the community in terms of sharing music and acting
as a DIY venue. Nashville has plenty of condos — let’s not
get rid of a local staple for that!

1,011. Hannah Fairlight Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and these places are special to me
and many other friends and families! It is important to
preserve the soul of Nashville and there are far too many
large residence buildings going up in place of the cool spots
that are the reasons people moved here in the first place.
Stop killing Nashville’s soul!

1,012. Jen Starsinic Nashville, TN This will destroy the local community. It will make money for
the developer while not only not helping the local community,
but actively harm it. Development should enhance, not
destroy, the existing community and way of life in that
community.

1,013. Charles Oglesby Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood, and I enjoy the quaintness.
1,014. Chris Sunday Nashville, TN It's my neighborhood
1,015. Kyle Womack Pell lake, WI Loved this place when we visited. Such a great atmosphere!
1,016. judith holladay nashville, TN I am a resident of this very community and definitely oppose

this proposed development.
1,017. Daniel Knobler Nashville, TN
1,018. BRANDON

GOLDSTEIN
NASHVILLE, TN

1,019. Jason Christensen Nashville, TN I live near riverside village. The character and culture that
has made it appealing and popular is important to me.
Replacing that character with cookie cutter condos and
chain retailers and brands will destroy what makes riverside
village interesting and attractive. Don’t kill the heart of
Nashville for a quick buck.

1,020. Jeffery Burke Nashville, TN I live there
1,021. Makenzie Green Old hickory, TN No more condos!!
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1,022. Jamie Jane Nashville, TN My neighborhood ❤️
1,023. Kathy Patterson Goodlettsville, TN
1,024. Kelly Dennen Nashville, TN
1,025. Brianna O’Hagan Burnsville, NC
1,026. Mike Hulsey Nashville, TN We live two blocks from this. No. Just no.
1,027. meredith hale nashville, TN
1,028. Ashley Nolan Nashville, TN i live right next to riverside village. construction will be a

nightmare, and this lil neighborhood will lose what i love
about it and why i’m drawn to live here in the first place.

1,029. Joe Capps Goodlettsville, TN This is my old neighborhood. On the corner of Riverside and
McGavock was the original Riverside Pharmacy with Elrod's
Barber Shop, and Creech's 5&10. Those businesses were in
the building in the posted picture. These buildings are being
torn down, as are the old churches, and homes. The tall
skinny and apartments are replacing history. Enough
already, please!!

1,030. Peter Stockus Nashville, TN
1,031. Taylor Hancock Nashville, TN
1,032. Jamie Bradley Nashville, TN Nobody has worked harder to bring rock n roll & community

to this area of town than Jem, Coco, Poni & Jeff. Throwing
up condos is a ABSURD and worthless use of this space
and a slap in the face to Nashville.

1,033. Susan Caro Nashville, TN
1,034. Jessica Rodgers Madison, TN
1,035. Kyle Davis Nashville, TN
1,036. George Fontaine Athens, GA
1,037. Laura Pierson Nashville, TN
1,038. Doug Keffer Nashville, TN
1,039. Lauren Ellis Nashville, TN
1,040. Lisa Proctor Whites Creek, TN I love Riverside Village and its quaint community should that

should be left alone. Please do not destroy its character,
charm, and beautiful trees. Build those apartments
somewhere else.

1,041. Tara Underwood Nashville, TN
1,042. Derek Potter NASHVILLE, TN
1,043. Margaret Wolf Hillsborough, NC
1,044. Brian Waters Nashville, TN
1,045. Melissa Black Cottontown, TN
1,046. Erin Breeding Nashville, TN
1,047. jesse hall Hermitage, TN it’s a great record shop & they host really fantastic shows in

their backyard frequently
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1,048. Clint Nelson NASHVILLE, TN I've been frequenting this neighborhood for years and the

folks who live around there like the scene as it is. That
should be enough.

1,049. Tyler Haley Nashville, TN
1,050. Irene Popa Nashville, TN
1,051. Freddy Rascon Nashville, TN They're ruining the look of our neighborhoods and

overpopulating which leads to more traffic!
1,052. Matt Bastin Nashville, TN
1,053. Leah Pritchett Nashville, TN This is where I live and I love how it is now.
1,054. Aijia Allen Nashville, TN
1,055. Craig Jackson Whites creek, TN
1,056. Mary Donaghy Nashville, TN Its crushing to see developers ruin beautiful neighborhoods

for profit. Over population and pricing is ruining artisitc and
historical parts of Nashville. If this is what the people
wanted, we'd all move to NYC or LA. STOP THIS!!!

1,057. Aidan McGloine Nashville, TN
1,058. Lauren Bardelline Nashville, TN
1,059. Elizabeth Goans Antioch, TN
1,060. Jessica McNatt Nashville, TN Stop ruining this city. All of this building is robbing Nashville

and surrounding areas of it's character. We do not want any
more watered down high rises that do nothing but further the
gentrification already happening here, and pushes out the
Nashville natives who can now no longer afford to live in the
areas in which we grew up.

1,061. Kyle Numann Nashville, TN Keeping the small local shops and green space in this area
provides a welcome respite from the over-development that
has decreased quality of life in many other areas of the city.

1,062. sophia swanson Nashville, TN
1,063. Deborah Simms Nashville, TN Do not need dense housing, motorcycle shop and increased

traffic in this neighborhood. All this will destroy
neighborhood.

1,064. Nik Johnson Waite Park, MN Such a historic building!!!
1,065. Natasha Buttrey Nashville, TN
1,066. Jake Epley Nashville, TN
1,067. Lori Livingston Prescott, AZ Please keep development out of this neighborhood
1,068. Kittie McCrary Nashville, TN
1,069. Cara Murphy Nashville, TN
1,070. Rachel Fox Nashville, TN
1,071. Jessica Gregory Nashville, TN Because our neighborhood is already too busy as it is. And

too expensive for the original locals to shop and eat. Take it
somewhere else. The crime rate doesnt need to go up
(continues on next page)
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1,071. Jessica Gregory Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

anymore. Showing off money and such is only making things
worse around here. East Nashville will never be what the
high heads dream of it being. The more thats torn down,
changed, upgraded, or upscaled is just bringing out the
worst of our area. So please stop and do it somewhere else.
God bless.

1,072. Jeremy Ellman Nashville, TN I think this development would completely ruin the feel and
look of our neighborhood.

1,073. Ariel Bui Nashville, TN Fond Object is an important part of Nashville's independent
music community and it needs to stay put in the
neighborhood that loves it.

1,074. Brenda Chavez Nashville, TN
1,075. Justin Henderson Nashville, TN
1,076. Linsey Adams Manchester, TN Nashville has been overdeveloped enough. East Nash

deserves to retain its character for the people who love it
and appreciate it.

1,077. Katie Shaw Nashville, TN
1,078. Benjamin Carrier Nashville, TN
1,079. Nini Okeefe Nashville, TN This area of Inglewood is what a neighborhood is about, if

you want to build condos, go downtown.
1,080. Michael Bowlds Nashville, TN They are my friends and family in art.
1,081. jarrad haning Nashville, TN
1,082. Diane Lynch Medford, MA
1,083. Nina Stiener Chicago, IL Indie music 4ever!
1,084. Josh Clark Nashville, TN I love this neighborhood! Keep it fun and weird. No more

massive developments, please.
1,085. James Robbins Nashville, TN This area doesn’t need any more traffic. Riverside Village is

perfect as is.
1,086. Cory Younts Nashville, TN
1,087. Christi Schroader Nashville, TN Because I'm from Nashville. I live down the street from Fond

Object and the Riverside Village complex and it's so sad to
think about it being replaced by things with less character.
Nashville can't afford to lose any more of it's essence. I work
in the tourism industry. I hear already from people who are
so disappointed when they come to visit and see
development after development of "more of the same".

1,088. Michael Okeefe Nashville, TN
1,089. Jim Hanke Nashville, TN
1,090. Wendy Harlin Nashville, TN
1,091. Sean Farragher Denver, CO Local businesses like this are important. Especially ones

who provide art.
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1,092. Chase Arocha Nashville, TN Because if you get rid of this you are getting rid of the soul

and artistic spirit that Nashville spent so many years
creating.

1,093. Christy Dennis Nashville, TN
1,094. Whitney Riddell Nashville, TN
1,095. Chris Kies Nashville, TN Because I love this neighborhood and we don't need any

more condos and apartment buildings that will price out
everyone currently in the area. Save the arts!

1,096. Erica Blinn Nashville, TN
1,097. Jay Newman Nashville, TN Because it will fundamentally alter the character of the

neighborhood near my house, and not in a way that I want.
Its like if you had Foo Fighters tickets but they canceled and
the promoter said you could have Nickelback tickets instead.

1,098. Rebecca Cobb Nashville, TN
1,099. Jason Gilmore Franklin, TN Because I love the culture of my city, and big business is

destroying that to make money. These people will be over
Nashville in 20 years anyway.

1,100. Sam Baize
Creamer

Nashville, TN Because I love Riverside Village and its charm.

1,101. Joshua Adcock Hendersonville, TN Nashville has quite a few sweet little record stores. I do not
want any of them to disappear!

1,102. Jorge Palomino Chicago, IL Music, art, a great store.
1,103. Christopher Duddy Nashville, TN Why would you want to bring a loud motor cycle gang shop

into a pleasant neighborhood. Motorcycles are for losers
who don’t wanna ride bikes and annoy everyone with their
cool dude motorcycle crap. ��

1,104. Ron Gallo Nashville, TN
1,105. Dylan Roy Nashville, TN
1,106. Charles Mead Nashville, TN
1,107. Rebecca

Augustine
Nashville, TN

1,108. Anne McCue nashville, TN Culture and safety.
1,109. Sharrae Allen Nashville, TN
1,110. Amanda Gentry Norman, OK This unique neighborhood should be kept as it is.
1,111. Ferd Kibler Hermitage, TN
1,112. Sarah Fenlaw Nashville, TN
1,113. john mccollam nashville, TN This was my introduction to so many friends when I first

came to Nashville and was trying to build a productive social
life.

1,114. Liz Warwick Madison, TN
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1,115. Carrie Dacre Los Angeles, CA I worked in Nashville for 2 years and love this neighborhood

for what it is. Definitely too much development happening
that is taking away the charm that is Nashville. I hope to
return sometime soon to live again.

1,116. Lee Wilds NASHVILLE, TN
1,117. Jolyn Newton Nashville, TN I live on Riverside. The traffic is already intense and wrecks

all too common. This will only make the situation worse.
Public safety should be our top concern & priority.

1,118. Griffin Churchwell Nashville, TN That neighborhood is such a treasure and so unique.
1,119. Nancy

Denning-Martin
Nashville, TN Our family lives in Inglewood. We opened the East Nashville

School of Music in Riverside Village and brought other
business owners together to host community events to draw
customers and neighbors. Our sixty-plus students were the
first regulars at the coffee shop and bookstore. We were part
of the new beginning for an area that has become a jewel
tucked in a vibrant, residential neighborhood. Riverside
Village should never disrupt residents and families. It
shouldn't become a commercial monstrosity in the
backyards of our neighbors. Please protect what has defined
us and drawn people to us--our small town feel in the heart
of the city.

1,120. Eric Roberts Nashville, TN
1,121. Deborah Betty Nashville, TN The area is necessary and convenient. We love the

drugstore, sandwich shop, and pizza shop. This will not
improve our neighborhood.

1,122. Danny Martin Nashville, TN
1,123. Richard Farmer Nashville, TN I live 5 houses down from there and don’t want the

motorcycle traffic and the coffee house and pizza place will
directly compete with existing businesses in Riverside
Village.

1,124. Lauren Widelitz
Cutler

Seattle, WA I spent 5 years owning a house on riverside drive a few
blocks from the proposed development. This proposed
apartment and commercial venture does not fit the
neighborhood. Also, building something so large next to
established single family homes is cruel to the people who
live there and have invested for years in the community.
Also, none of the roads can support this type of
development.

1,125. Shelby Button Nashville, TN
1,126. Marissa Hennigan Nichols Hills, OK
1,127. Pamela Marks Nashville, TN I’m a native East Nashvillian, and I am not against change,

but I am against all the recent proposals. Please if you find
out community offensive don’t change it, just build your
monstrosity in a welcoming community, not Riverside
Village.
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1,128. Tempie Farmer Nashville, TN Because I am 5 houses down from the corner. The 3-4

motorcycles that come up Riverside and McGavock. Having
more motorcycle traffic would be awful. I also know the
beauty of Riverside Drive, and the possibility of the tree lined
media having to be removed in order to make room for more
traffic, would be a tragedy. 
I also hate the idea of ANOTHER pizza place and
ANOTHER coffee shop moving in... there is t enough traffic
to support two of each. 
I am not against development or change, but please be
considerate of those who chose this little quiet gem in the
middle of Nashville to call home.

1,129. Julia King Richmond, VA
1,130. Ginia Wood Fairview, TN
1,131. Emily Neikam Brooklyn, NY I grew up in Nashville and in the last 4 years this has been a

very important part of the neighborhood.
1,132. Karen Chetty George's Mills, NH
1,133. Tracy McAndrew Nashville, TN Record stores matter!
1,134. Hannah

Messinger
Nashville, TN

1,135. Chad Cochran Bay Village, OH This incredible neighborhood doesn’t need to follow suit to
high rise condos and overdevelopment. You have such a
great area there already. Try and keep at least one piece of
Nashville as it should be.

1,136. Jacob Girardin Hendersonville, TN As a small business owner in Riverside Village, the impact
on both the neighbors, traffic, and businesses would be very
large. Increased traffic density, diminishing charm, and
ultimately looking for a profit off the "nashville boom" at the
expense of current residents, are not positive outcomes for
the Riverside Village community, and Inglewood
neighborhood as a whole.

1,137. Ashley LeBlanc Brantford, Canada
1,138. Kate Formway Nashville, TN We need this store and we need locally owned businesses

that support families to stay. We don’t need condos built by
greedy developers looking to make a buck while putting our
neighborhood stores out of business.

1,139. Heather Miller Nashville, TN
1,140. Quetzaly

Andersen
Hermitage, TN

1,141. Hailey Whitters Nashville, TN Sick of seeing the neighborhood/city of Nashville lose its
charm and character to homogenizing developers. Music
city, not condo city.

1,142. Zach Schmidt Nashville, TN This is an amazing spot that brings together the community.
1,143. Joseph Carver Miami, FL This is a unique neighborhood and it is a major reason that

we visit Nashville.
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1,144. KIMBERLY NAIL Nashville, TN
1,145. Cassandra

Dawson
Nashville, TN I live in the neighborhood and moved here because of the

character of places like fond object that speak to who we are
as East Nashvillians. While I am happy to see the
neighborhood grow - there are better places (like along
gallatin) for condos and major development.

1,146. Phillip Kinzer Nashville, TN I have several good friends who live in that area. Many of
them own homes and have for quite a while. I spend a great
deal of money in the businesses around Riverside Village. I
can generally assume that if this development goes up as
planned, I wouldn’t have any reason to spend money there.

1,147. Lindsey Gudal Nashville, TN
1,148. Emily Kidd Nashville, TN We love Fond Object! Please don’t destroy it.
1,149. Benjamin Riley Nashville, TN This would create undue congestion and degrade the

character of this corner of the neighborhood that I frequent
very often. This change would alter how I frequent these
establishments, which I am very fond of and help sway my
decision to purchase a home here.

1,150. Margaret Dunn Cookeville, TN Not everyone like the large crowds in arenas, etc. Love to
hear original music from different artists that's not always
heard on radio. Plus, want to keep the area ubique

1,151. Jeff Glueck Whites Creek, TN Having lived in East Nashville for the last 10 years, this
business and building are knit into the fabric of what makes
EN the best part of the city to be apart of. We lost the Family
Wash, Watanabe, and let’s not lose another.

1,152. Jackie Berkley Nashville, TN
1,153. Ryan Brush Nashville, TN
1,154. Brian Shearon Nashville, TN
1,155. Emily Hansen Las Vegas, NV
1,156. Katharine Smiley Nashville, TN East Nashville holds a very dear place in my heart and I

would hate to see it lose it’s history and culture by further
development.

1,157. alex downing Nashville, TN
1,158. Edward Street Nashville, TN Traffic parking and pet poop
1,159. Matt Deeb Nashville, TN It adds such a unique flair to our neighborhood. We love

walking up the street to see great local bands play in the
backyard. We always have a blast and the talent is
ridiculous. Fond Object is one of the reasons we love
Nashville. There is no charm in a condo. The neighborhood
would be worse if we lost Fond Object.

1,160. Beth Deeb Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and Fond Object, including the
backyard concert area, is a crucial part of the community.
Also, Riverside Village does NOT need a condo! It will ruin
the whole area.
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1,161. Robert Brock Nashville, TN
1,162. Melanie Lassiter Nashville, TN
1,163. Shawn Gonsalez Nashville, TN
1,164. Tiffany Minton Nashville, TN I worked at Mitchell Deli from 2008-2010, seeing the

neighborhood develop in its earliest stages, which were
intended to engage the existing community without
displacing it. I believe these additional, major developments
are meant to do the latter at the expense of not just the
people who inhabit the neighborhood currently, but the
future of it as well. This is an intentional development plan
that will cause more harm than good and we cannot let it
happen.

1,165. David Newbould Madison, TN Everyone loves Fond Objects, and no one who lives near it
wants it to go.

1,166. Hope Browning Nashville, TN
1,167. Kristina Juodenas Nashville, TN This would be an irreplaceable loss to the neighborhood I’ve

lived in and loved.
1,168. Ryan Wood Nashville, TN Because they’ve (outside commercial developers) already

sucked most of the soul out of East Nashville, can’t we keep
anything for posterity?

1,169. Lynsie Bennett Nashville, TN
1,170. Jayme Brunson Murfreesboro, TN We need more record stores, not more pizza joints. We need

mom'n'pops, not chains.
1,171. Aaron Irons Madison, TN Leave something for the locals to enjoy. Otherwise this city

dies and becomes complete garbage.
1,172. Cynthia Brown Cookeville, TN My son and ex husband live in this neighborhood, 1274

Kenmore Pl. I'm concerned for the safety of my child with the
added congestion that would come from this development.

1,173. Kelsey Gibbs Nashville, TN
1,174. Grant Gustafson nashville, TN
1,175. JoEllen Brown Nashville, TN Nashville is growing too fast, this kind of growth will

eventually cause an economic depression. We need less
apartments/condos built, what we really need is Road
expansion and repair. AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING!

1,176. Stephani
DeRouen

Nashville, TN We need to keep stores like Fond Object; these are the
things that made Nashville NASHVILLE! Stop tearing down
our history for overpriced condos!!!!!!!

1,177. Carol Anderson Hermitage, TN
1,178. Jordan Lehning Nashville, TN
1,179. Cameron Tucker Lexington, NC
1,180. Heather Land Nashville, TN I love our quirky neighborhood and the uniqueness at this

intersection. I'm sick of buildings with character that have
lived here for many years being replaced with cheaply built
cookie cutter establishments.
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1,181. DeAnna Leigh Asheville, NC Some bitch i dont even like posted it but i care about

communities stop dummies
1,182. Peter Swan Nashville, TN I don’t oppose development if congestion and pedestrian

safety are taken into account and I’ve got nothing against a
motorcycle business, but losing Fond Object for another
pizza shop and another coffee shop would be a travesty.
That place is a huge part of what makes his neighborhood
an amazing place to live.

1,183. melissa whitley Nashville, TN
1,184. Morrigan Corbitt Nashville, TN I no longer recognize the neighborhood I grew up in. We do

not need more apartment buildings, we need preservation of
the culture that has made people fall in love with Nashville.

1,185. Miranda McLeod New York, NY I support independent and artistic businesses, and oppose
development motivated purely by profit!

1,186. Joshua Wolak Nashville, TN I love this place. I learned to love east Nashville because of
this place. Everything like this place is being destroyed.

1,187. Mark Patterson Madison, TN
1,188. Kaitlin Elder Nashville, TN
1,189. Whitney Long Nashville, TN
1,190. mathew smith Nashville, TN This wold destroy the character of a thriving community.

There are much more suitable areas for this development.
Not to mention there is already a pizza place across the
street and plenty of housing options. This simply isn't
needed at this area.

1,191. Lydia Smith Goodlettsville, TN Originality is what makes us Nashville. Another condo is just
another condo and could be in any generic city. Riverside
Village adds depth and character to give Nashville
personality.

1,192. callie smith nashville, TN walking and community are critical to this neighborhood, and
there are already good local pizza places near by. there are
way better locations for apartments and motercycle repair
shops- like the vacant lots on galitin pike - which are alredy
high traffic areas- which need new development. please dont
ruin our neighborhood walking district and culture

1,193. Janelle Wommer Nashville, TN
1,194. Michelle Wise Nashville, TN
1,195. Rivanna

Youngpool
Richmond, VA Preserve creative communities

1,196. Anna McGill Atlanta, GA
1,197. Tammy Helm Nashville, TN
1,198. Courtney Stinson Nashville, TN
1,199. Laura Bryant Murfreesboro, TN SAVE FOND OBJECT
1,200. John Lafave Nashville, TN Preserve cultural spot ..
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1,201. Jennifer Ross Lavina, MT I love this venue and come to Nashville every summer. Its a

beautiful addition to the neighborhood.
1,202. Ezekiel Collins Nashville, TN
1,204. Crystal Griffy Gresham, OR
1,205. Beth Waller Nashville, TN Sick and Tired of all the apartment/condos being shoved

into every spare place in Nashville. Sick of developers
ruining our once wonderful town! Out of county planners
deciding what THEY think inner city Nashvillians want. I had
a planner that TOLD me that we (Nashvillians) WANT a
denser population and development. I strongly disagreed!!!!

1,206. Gerard Hardiman Nashville, TN
1,207. Mary Long Nashville, TN
1,208. Loree Harris Nashville, TN
1,209. Dan Lochrie Nashville, TN Because my neighborhood is not a tourist attraction.
1,210. Matt Johnstone Nashville, TN
1,211. Natalie Jasper Chicago, IL
1,212. Chris Bailey Nashville, TN I live a few doors down from this place. Its a staple of the

neighborhood and would be a huge disservice to entire
appeal of this area if gone.

1,213. Russell Johnston Nashville, TN
1,214. Michael Roberts Franklin, TN It’s unique to Nashville. This has been a landmark for many

years. It’s as important as saying Nashville is music city.
Nashville has been becoming Condo City. Please don’t tear
down this landmark of music history.

1,215. James Garry Nashville, TN
1,216. Suriel Hilario Bilbao, Spain
1,217. Lucas Wharton Mount Juliet, TN I grew up here. Pleases keep one of the areas that still feels

like home like a place I can enjoy nostalgically.
1,218. Jessica Childs Madison, WI As a former resident of this area, I am already appalled and

heartbroken by the development that has already taken
place. This absolutely must be quelled.

1,219. Andrew Krissberg Nashville, TN
1,220. kylie bearden nashville, TN Tearing down trees and adding overpriced apartments

DESTROYS communities... please don't! We have already
destroyed so many natural areas here... just stop!

1,221. Meredith Galyon Nashville, TN
1,222. Evan Hartman Cincinnati, OH
1,223. Anna Kosters Nashville, TN
1,224. Nikki Kreuzer Los Angeles, CA Found Objects is a beloved and important part of the

community. When I am in Nashville I always stop by the
shop.

1,225. Darren Combs Mallie, KY It’s an iconic record store
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1,226. Martin Reay Barcelona, Spain You'd think this was obvious.
1,227. Ryan Wariner Nashville, TN
1,228. Austin Edwards Nashville, TN
1,229. Jessy Karns Joelton, TN
1,230. hunter tidwell nashville, TN
1,231. Kris Hughes Oakley, United

Kingdom
I am a former resident who frequently visits and performs
there - small unique business like this keep me coming
back!!

1,232. Marylee Montano Anaheim, CA
1,233. Caressa Starshine Homer, AK
1,234. Matt Morgeson Nashville, TN
1,235. Magdalena

Szydlowska
Torun, Poland

1,236. Michelle Godby Nashville, TN Our community continues to be torn down and an incredible
density put in its place. This proposal is just too much. We
continue to lose our green space, our relaxed nastolgic
charm and what makes East Nashville so unique. Please do
not let them build all of this here. Let’s keep the charm of this
area and not create more traffic flow and density.

1,237. Shawn Norton Madison, TN
1,238. Lola Johnson Brooklyn, NY I believe that what benefits the local community, is worth

saving. Substance over style.
1,239. Kent Garner Nashville, TN Can't lose the charm of RV
1,240. James Barbee Nashville, TN This town is being destroyed. Pure greed.
1,241. David Ward Manchester, United

Kingdom
1,242. Taylor Dawson Nashville, TN Because my late friend jeff Pettit used to run movie nights in

the backyard and those were some of my fondest memories
with him and this area of town.

1,243. Jennifer Halenar Nashville, TN Nashville should preserve and keep the good ol’ stuff. Not
everything needs to be shiny and new and developed all
over. “Make new friends, but keep the old. One is silver and
the other gold”

1,244. James Bryant Nashville, TN Artist Culture
1,245. EG Cameron Madison, TN
1,246. Nathan Diller Nashville, TN
1,247. Angelika

Schui-Lindthaler
Höxter, Germany

1,248. Mary Divittorio Nashville, TN
1,249. Scott McKinney Nashville, TN
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1,250. Hardy Kikuchi Nashville, TN Pick a different spot, assholes. Those cheap apartment

buildings do nothing but deminish property value. Not to
mention Fond Object is a great store.

1,251. Tim Hill Thompsons station,
TN

1,252. Dakota Moniot Nashville, TN
1,253. Kelly Perry Nashville, TN
1,254. Chad riden Nashville, TN Every square inch of this town doesn't have to be bulldozed

and rebuilt optimized to monetize.
1,255. Nolan Knight Nashville, TN This is a special and iconic spot in east nashville. The area

reminds us of what was and keeps us remembering the
heart of nashville. If we seriously needed another apartment
complex, people wouldn’t be moving out of the city DAILY
due to the increase of how much it costs to live in a city filled
with creative people.

1,256. Stephanie Lekkas Nashville, TN
1,257. Kerry Conley Nashville, TN
1,258. Ashley Robinson Brentwood, TN Preserving character and history in a community that thrives

in it should be important to anyone who calls this place
home!

1,259. Jesse Perry Nashville, TN
1,260. Andrew S Nashville, TN
1,261. Jeremy Bain Knoxville, TN
1,262. Ben Roberts Nashville, TN
1,263. Emily Khan Nashville, TN
1,264. Michelle Weaver New Orleans, LA For all the reasons stated in this petition. Nashville has a bad

habit of ripping down iconic and historical structures and
balking to developers. The congestion a alone is huge cause
for concern.

1,265. Kalob Griffin Nashville, TN
1,266. Jason Indorato Nashville, TN This neighborhood is the reason we moved to the area.

Found object is important to the community and the arts
here in east Nashville. Too many places like this have been
bulldozed, when is this going to stop? The whole point of
east Nashville is community and the arts, don’t take away
the very reason people are moving here.

1,267. Leah Cunningham Smyrna, TN This is an iconic Nashville venue. If you listen to local music,
you go here at least twice a month. It’s needed in a
neighborhood full of development. KEEP NASHVILLE
GENUINE.

1,268. Raelyn Nelson Nashville, TN
1,269. Bexx Chin Nashville, TN Fond Object embodies the soul and flavor of EastNash!!! To

remove it is to make our neighborhood more bland.
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1,271. Jeffrey Sweeney Bowling Green, KY Stop whitewashing local culture
1,272. Marcia Masulla Nashville, TN
1,273. Kim Tharel Nashville, TN
1,274. Lee Sparrow Nashville, TN
1,275. nancy hawk charlestown, IN
1,276. Smitty Bowers Madison, TN
1,277. Cody Baker Nashville, TN It’s Where I grew up
1,278. Larry Cutler Minneapolis, MN Stop gentrification of East Nashville.
1,279. Sherry King Nashville, TN
1,280. Jessica Artt Nashville, TN this is a large part of the charm to the neighborhood! By

replacing it with modern development you’re replacing an
independent venue of local and traveling live music, new
and rarities found within the shop, and a place to gather with
friends. Develop somewhere else.

1,281. Kimberley
Longstreth

nashville, TN Why can’t we add to the character of the existing
neighborhood instead of demolishing and then changing the
entire vibe?! Asking for conscious and thoughtful change.

1,282. Lacy Green Nashville, TN
1,283. Ryan Lynch Harpers Ferry, WV
1,284. Crystal Rhoten Nashville, TN
1,285. Mark Nash Nashville, TN
1,286. Rachel Gilleland Nashville, TN
1,287. U R Nashville, TN I propose you do this project in Williamson county, not

Davidson.
1,288. Elizabeth

McElwee
Goodlettsville, TN

1,289. Ashley O'Brien Nashville, TN Fond Object is a social landmark in our community. It brings
culture and color to our neighborhood. It must be saved

1,290. Pam Wilson Nashville, TN Preserving a unique and historic neighborhood
1,291. Michael baker Nashville, TN
1,292. Kymberley McKee St catharines, Canada
1,293. Eric Messina NASHVILLE, TN
1,294. Oliver Ohanlon Nashville, TN I’ve lived here my whole life wtf is wrong w everyone wanting

to make this place insufferable bet that motorcycle shop
doesn’t make it a year and it becomes another coffee shop

1,295. Kacey Morgan Gallatin, TN
1,296. Melissa Kilkuskie Nashville, TN It’s my neighborhood. the space projected to be built on

contributes to the community via Arts and music which I see
as enriching.

1,297. Melinda Lio Nashville, TN
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1,298. Jessica Chambers Nashville, TN
1,299. Ed Reynolds Bargersville, IN
1,300. Hai Anh Dinh Nashville, TN
1,301. Bruce Ervin Nashville, TN This area would not be improved by the proposed changes.

Fond Object is a special community space, a rare venue for
all ages to enjoy, and one of the only outdoor performance
venues in town.

1,302. Keith Moores Caldicot, United
Kingdom

1,303. Dustin Latham Kennesaw, GA
1,304. Jacqueline Berlin Nashville, TN Because I’ve lived here my whole life and I believe it’s

important to preserve the character & uniqueness of
Nashville that made people want to move here in the first
place.

1,305. Lauren Morrow Nashville, TN
1,306. chet weise NASHVILLE, TN I've been shopping at Fond Object for 7 years. It's a cultural

epicenter and community meeting place. Selling records and
hosting live music is what music city Nashville is all about.

1,307. Valerie Tuttle Old Hickory, TN
1,308. Heidi Ervin Nashville, TN C'mon - one of our only outdoor venues, and all ages to

boot! Whenever you have the choice to use your voice, don't
let big business take over what's special in this city!

1,309. Cheryl Deserée LaVergne, TN
1,310. Carmella Ramsey Nashville, TN
1,311. Amy Myers Chicago, IL Fond Object is one of my favorite places to visit in Nashville.

It'd be a shame to see it torn down by thoughtless
developers who are only motivated by profit.

1,312. Mark Mladineo Nashville, TN
1,313. David Martin Nashville, TN Because I am directly affected by the traffic, noise, and

congestion of this development due to close proximity.
1,314. Angela Prichard Nashville, TN I travel through this intersection regularly and this sort of

development seems too big for an area that can’t grow any
bigger. Feel it will bring too much traffic.

1,315. Jared Allsage Appleton, WI
1,316. Carter Glascock Nashville, TN Fond Object is a pillar of the community and one of the first

places I met people when I moved here five years ago.
1,317. Paige Pennington Nashville, TN
1,318. Gina Bacon Nashville, TN Nashville is being overrun by developers, and

neighborhoods like this are losing their character and soul.
1,319. Lauren Moore Nashville, TN
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1,320. Jonathan

McPherson
Nashville, TN This intersection is an oasis. I know of people from England

who vacation here, who make a special trip into East
Nashville to shop at Fond Object and have their photo taken
with the Joe Meek mural. This is a very special, valued part
of our neighborhood.

1,321. Hadley Black Nashville, TN i love walking to see local musicians perform there. Also, it’s
a really sweet record store.

1,322. Dallas Swindell Nashville, TN
1,323. Becky Warren East Nashville, TN This intersection is one of the unique areas that make

Nashville Nashville. Places like Fond Object are the reason
people opt to move to and visit Nashville because they give
the city its unique character and support a vibrant music
community which is, of course, a primary component of the
city's heart and soul. Replacing this with another
development would be tragic. Places that are key to
Nashville's character and charm have already been replaced
by developments all over town. Enough is enough. The more
we lose these places, the less we resemble the city that
residents and visitors fell in love with. Let's not be so
painfully shortsighted. No one who cares about this city
should be willing to lose the tourist dollars and tax revenue
we'll lose if we become just another generic city full of
apartment complexes and trendy pizza shops.

1,324. Heather Lane Nashville, TN
1,325. Dylan Mackin Nashville, TN
1,326. Phil Profitt Allen Park, MI This is a great place to visit with a great sense of style. A

store that finds its neighborhood important.
1,327. Laura Mae Socks Nashville, TN
1,328. Allan Wells Toronto, Canada Really love Fond Object and believe that it is a vital part of

the Nashville community.
1,329. Van DeLisle Chicago, IL I don't live in Nashville but I wish I did. But every year since

2010 I come down from Chicago for AmericanaFest and
Fond Object.is one of my favorite music places/venues. East
Nashville has already changed a lot in the last 8yrs, and not
all of it for the better. A motorcycle themed restaurant/repair
shop sounds like something that might be ok for the Gulch,
but NOT Inglewood. SAVE EAST NASHVILLE!

1,330. Kale Brown Nashville, TN
1,331. hana craine murfreesburo, TN
1,332. Zach Purvis Fairview, TN Nashville contains a lot of things to do for the community and

those should be preserved
1,333. Meredith Williams Nashville, TN
1,334. Allison Stejskal Nashville, TN It’s a beautiful neighborhood area that does not need to be

run over by condos.
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1,335. Mark Nevers Nashville, TN Back Before east Nashville became what it is today - there

was a vibrant authentic music and club scene on 8th ave
south - with the sutler etc . It all got turned into a playground
for rich hipsters that loved the Nashville TV show and moved
to Nashville and plowed over what made it unique and a
great place to live - my hood was destroyed by this same
plague and I ended up having to move away -

1,336. izabella
staten-bishop

panama city, FL

1,337. Melinda
Barkstrom

Mount Juliet, TN Nashville is losing too many of our special places that make
us who we are, not Fond Object!

1,338. Amanda Watson Fairview, TN
1,339. Kailey Ragland Nashville, TN I love Fond Object and truly miss the music scene that

encompassed this area years ago. Nashville is a larger city,
there are other places to build.

1,340. Jordan Diaz Brentwood, TN
1,341. Omid Y Nashville, TN While I'm glad that this particular case is getting some

attention- I would hope that we can acknowledge that this is
a much bigger issue than this intersection. As a city we're
losing much of what made Nashville great in the first place.

1,342. Jesse
Montgomery

Nashville, TN

1,343. Jesse Swartwood Saint Charles, IL My son is attending Belmont and we love this area. Keep it
as is.

1,344. Grant Miller Mc Donald, TN
1,345. Linda Heenan Nashville, TN I love fond object and riverside village. This is what makes

east nashville unique. Get rid of it and you are losing what
makes east nashville special.

1,346. Lynne Pool Nashville, TN Nashville is losing its history, it’s character. I’ve lived here all
my life and it’s sickening to see this destruction.

1,347. charles crawford Nashville, TN
1,348. Hannah W Brentwood, TN BECAUSE IM SO TIRED OF UGLY APARTMENT

COMPLEXES. TREES ARE IMPORTANT. FOND OBJECT
IS IMPORTANT. stop being so money thirsty, Nashville.
jesus.

1,349. Alex Collins Nashville, TN
1,350. wallace lester Nashville, TN It will directly impact the traffic and quality of life in my

neighborhood.
1,351. Jonathan

Roberson
Nashville, TN Because we are tired of new development owned by

someone that lives in Belle Meade who could care less
about character. We don’t need to cater to the tourist
anymore than we have can we not keep one damn street to
ourselves????!

1,352. Indi Pattinson Nashville, TN
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1,353. Eryn Whalen Brentwood, TN leave the history alone
1,354. Hannah Hoggard Madison, TN Quit letting developers dictate and steal the culture of our

city.
1,355. Meredith

Krygowski
Nashville, TN

1,356. Corey Perry NASHVILLE, TN
1,357. Sally Jaye

Smithwick
Nashville, TN No one will want to live in those apartments if there's nothing

cool left in the neighborhood!
1,358. Ricky Dover Jr Nashville, TN
1,359. SANDRA

GONZALEZ
NASHVILLE, TN Because it's important to the people I love and the city of

Nashville.
1,360. David Conrad Nashville, TN Unbridled real estate development destroys great cities.

Fond Object is a good example of the cultural density and
intensity that make Nashville a growing destination.
Gentrification and fast-buck real estate development can kill
those qualities and make a generic sprawl out of a vibrant
city.

1,361. Pamela Hoock Waterloo, IL
1,362. Lalita Monclus Nashville, TN
1,363. aaron vince southgate, KY
1,364. Atticus Swartwood Nashville, TN
1,365. Alexa Sullivant Nashville, TN
1,366. Whit Wright Nashville, TN
1,367. Ruth Wright Nashville, TN
1,368. Lionel Currier Nashville, TN
1,369. Dan Ferguson Peace Dale, RI
1,370. Nate Moody Poulsbo, WA
1,371. Alex Ricchiuto Nashville, TN
1,372. Kristen Englert Nashville, TN
1,373. Helge Nygard Loddefjod, Norway It’s a fabulous place for live music! We need to keep places

like this going
1,374. Mark Hosford Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the most iconic and historic

symbols of our neighborhood. I consider it the heart of our
beautiful neighborhood. We need to celebrate and preserve
the historic character and charm while also supporting the
businesses that have been positive force in our community.

1,375. Gideon Omalley Nashville, TN Keeping the integrity of the few historic neighborhoods we
have left.

1,376. Emma Swift Nashville, TN
1,377. Daniel White Nashville, TN
1,378. Mackenzie Moore Nashville, TN
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1,379. Chris R Nashville, TN
1,380. Elena Sola Nashville, TN because we need to protect our neighbors and businesses

who’ve stuck it out and helped make the neighborhood what
it is.

1,381. Mike Poole Nashville, TN
1,382. T W Nashville, TN I don't mind growth. I do mind putting in the same crap we

already have. Can we get a decent carryout Chinese
restaurant please. I also am concerned about parking. I
guess RSV will need to get prepared for PAID parking!

1,383. Angelica Dones Madison, TN
1,384. Alexandra

Arakelian
Nashville, TN I am adamantly against this. As a native Nashvillian I am

disgusted by how little the city seems to care about it’s
residents. You know, the people who made Nashville the
desirable destination that it is. These developers are tearing
down every bit of what makes Nashville unique to cowtow to
tourists and transplants. This project is irresponsible and
clearly has taken no regard for the neighborhood it will be
impacting. Stop tearing down our city and neighborhoods.
We’re the ones that make Nashville great, so it’s time to start
taking our citizens into consideration.

1,385. Barbara
Hammerman

Gig Harbor, WA Iconic community gathering places which bring people
together in a time where divisive elements and rending
communities are a critical part of healthy communities.
Please consider this in your decisions.

1,386. Rowan Bryant Nashville, TN
1,387. Sharon Jackson Nashville, TN Because traffic is horrible now
1,388. Jason Tutwiler Nashville, TN
1,389. Vanessa Bussey Nashville, TN Loyal local.
1,390. Brittany

Pasquarella
Nashville, TN All of the coolest parts of Nashville are being flattened and

replaced with bars owned by country top 40 artists. East
Nashville is a refuge for those who still care about culture,
art, history, and the like, and it needs to protected and
preserved. Maybe let’s pour some money into the cities
infrastructure or transit and stop copy and pasting tall n
skinnies, idk.

1,391. robert thomas Nashville, TN
1,392. Kristin Benson Nashville, TN I live in this area. We need affordable housing to be built

everywhere in this city, not more businesses, and the trees
need to be kept in place as much as possible for
environmental issues such as storm water runoff. I was not
able to attend the meeting, but this plan doesn't seem to
keep in mind things like traffic, fire station and safety needs
with increased infrastructure, road damage from trucks,
storm water runoff and construction waste issues, and many
more things, all which need addressing in a detailed and
(continues on next page)
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1,392. Kristin Benson Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

meaningful manner before zoning changes and construction
take place.

1,393. Dara Pendleton Nashville, TN
1,394. mark miller Nashville, TN
1,395. Madelyn Spray Hanceville, AL Art inspires and attracts
1,396. Johnny Miller Nashville, TN
1,397. Abdur Hasan Nashville, TN
1,398. Lauren Leonard Nashville, TN
1,399. Jenna Holley Murfreesboro, TN
1,400. Sean Hager Nashville, TN I do not feel that the neighborhood can handle this amount of

development. The businesses that remain will have a hard
time with the additional traffic. While the idea behind the plan
may benefit in other parts of East Nashville, Riverside
Village is far from ideal.

1,401. Katie Sura Nashville, TN
1,402. Andrew Brown Nashville, TN We moved into a community of homes. Now we have people

that do not live here trying to turn this into a profit zone for
them to develop and walk away without consideration of how
this impacts the people here. We need many things in
Inglewood; more people is not one of them. Multi unit living
may be great for the Gulch, but it is not what the people of
Inglewood want.

1,403. Tommy
Stangroom

Nashville, TN The relatively quiet, but thriving, current hub that is Riverside
Village is not in need of a transformation like much of Main
St. and 8th Avenue. This is a walk-able neighborhood center
that has, at it's heart I feel, Fond Object. Not only is it a fine
record store that many people have put their heart, soul, and
life into for many years, but it is an important outdoor space
for more marginalized live music that has fewer and fewer
places to be seen and heard. To transform this area and
re-zone seems like it would lead to a domino effect of
developers capitalizing on an opportunity to get their piece of
the redeveloped landscape, and drastically alter the lives of
current residents around Riverside Village.

1,404. Genevieve
Faulkner

Nashville, TN I live a mile away and have been patronizing Fond Object for
5 years. It’s part of the landscape of the east nashville that I
know and love and is a distinct part of the local culture. My
daughter has grown up watching shows in the backyard. It’s
more valuable than any residential building.

1,405. Betty Collins Rehoboth Beach, DE I love Fond Object. I bring an empty suitcase with me so I
can take home records and other things I find. After losing
many of my favorite places around town, I would love to
preserve some of what made the area appealing, fun and
funky.
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1,406. Jamye Freeman Nashville, TN
1,407. Nick Barber Stoke-on-Trent,

United Kingdom
1,408. Tricia Proctor Nashville, TN
1,409. Madeleine Besson Nashville, TN
1,410. Joe Nolan Nashville, TN Rezoning and changing the community plan will benefit a

few developers while disrupting and entire neighborhood
and erasing third spaces like Fond Object which define this
community.

1,411. D. Gunn Norman, OK A dear friend's young daughter lives in this neighborhood.
1,412. Amber Arthur Nashville, TN Because the businesses already in place are a community

treasure. We love small, locally-owned, rough around the
edges shops. Not everything needs to be pristine and new.
We value the grit and guts and it's why we chose Inglewood
over all the flashy other neighborhoods that lack character. 
Putting more cars and pedestrians onto the newly
redesigned left-bike lane along Riverside is also setting this
intersection up to be one of the most dangerous ones in East
Nashville. 
There are plenty of places in Hendersonville that would love
more chain pizza places. 
We don't need that here!

1,413. Lin Crowson Madison, TN
1,414. Kit Canlas Nashville, TN The intersection is already congested at this point and

putting a large development would be dangerous for
pedestrians and traffic.

1,415. Charlie Davis Nashville, TN
1,416. Laurel Vaughn Nashville, TN Because it’s my community and I LOVE Fond Object, their

backyard shows and keeping east Nashville who it is! All for
fixing up, but let’s not take its unique charm with it!! Leave
Fond Object alone!

1,417. Leigh Bezezekoff Seattle, Rwanda This neighborhood has a great vibe and energy. Fond
Object is a GREAT location for music and cultural activities

1,418. Donnie Bryan Nashville, TN
1,419. Daniela

Pepperack
Nashville, TN

1,420. Beaux Latham Nashville, TN
1,421. Shannon Adsero Seattle, WA
1,422. Andrew

VanLandingham
Nashville, TN Plans to turn Riverside village into a corner community with

a motorcycle restaurant and cafe make zero sense. Allow
the development behind riverside village first, see how
demand responds and then move forward. Our how about
just letting them redevelop Bailey and Cato first since it’s
unused. Lots of options to start with small chunks and test
(continues on next page)
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1,422. Andrew

VanLandingham
Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

how it does before tearing down a bedrock of the
community.

1,423. Sebastian Bui Blue Bell, PA
1,424. Katy Kirby Nashville, TN
1,425. Martha Stephens Memphis, TN All record stores are important!
1,426. Jim O’Shea Nashville, TN
1,427. David Rosica Nashville, TN
1,428. Nicholas Bockrath Nashville, TN
1,429. Kaylie Norris Nashville, TN
1,430. Jenise Hahn Elizabethtown, PA
1,431. Nils Petersen Seattle, WA
1,432. Rae Sovereign Nashville, TN The immediate surrounding neighbors do not want this

change.
1,433. Kevin Wood Nashville, TN
1,434. DIANA LOVEDAY Nashville, TN Over development is ruining look of city.
1,435. Torbjørn Klausen Bergen, Norway Good recordstore and a fantastic backyard for good live

music
1,436. Clayton Marsh Nashville, TN
1,437. Emily W nashville, TN
1,438. Donna Wright Nashville, TN I'm sick of developers and transplants destroying our city

and my beloved East Nashville.
1,439. Caleb Iosso Nashville, TN Because the city of Nashville keeps destroying real culture

and replacing it with badly designed and build
developments. Downtown is not Nashville!

1,440. Matt Hudson Nashville, TN
1,441. Conner McKiever Nashville, TN The sense of community in East Nashville is important to

me. We should protect small businesses and over
development because of The Nashville governments
inability to save the city’s integrity.

1,442. Marc Greenspon Nashville, TN
1,443. Nora Nalepka Nashville, TN Keep Nashville unique! This over development is ruining the

culture!!!!
1,444. Shawn Tweedt Brookeville, MD
1,445. Jesse Isley Nashville, TN
1,446. George Seay Nashville, TN I now live in the neighborhood. I moved here with hopes that

gentrification wouldn’t reach this neighborhood.
1,447. Laura Maine Nashville, TN So many commercial areas are popping up everywhere

around the city. Please help Nashville keep a portion of its
individuality and distinct character!
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1,448. Gretchen Bates Nashville, TN Over development is the fastest way to ruin what makes our

city so great.
1,449. Zack Ledbetter Nashville, TN
1,450. Micki Windham Athens, GA
1,451. Stuart Hibberd Nashville, TN Community is more important than money. This

development will ruin a beautiful part of our community just
for greed that the community doesn't benefit from.

1,452. Jack Johnson Nashville, TN I am fond of Fond Object and I object to this developer's
plan.

1,453. Erin Gould Nashville, TN I just moved to the East Side to get away from the
developments and change that is happening all over
Nashville. Keep East Nashville genuine!

1,454. Dakota Kyle Nashville, TN Love fond object and the community it creates. Also, the
addition to Riverside in general keeps it interesting.

1,455. Jennifer Gutman Nashville, TN Fond Object is a treasure
1,456. Heath Keane Nashville, TN Fond Object is a true treasure
1,457. Lynne King Nashville, TN Stop cutting down our urban canopy. Are urban canopy is so

unique and such a treasure that I cannot believe that people
don’t even consider a tree preservation plan when planet
construction. Go to other cities and see those that do not
have an urban canopy and you will see more crime, less
quality of life, and poor air condition.

1,458. Kimber
Beeler-Working

Nashville, TN We live here!

1,459. Harrison Ballard Nashville, TN
1,460. James Roy McHenry, IL Saving the history is more important than lining pockets.!!

($) ��
1,461. Erin O'Dowd Nashville, TN
1,462. Violet Teegardin Nashville, TN
1,463. Katherine

Stephenson
Nashville, TN With so much development in our city, it’s imperative to

protect the character of our neighborhoods.
1,464. e w chicago, IL
1,465. Megan Pharr Nashville, TN Fond object is part of the bedrock of the community
1,466. Bonnie Wagner Nashville, TN So many of our neighborhoods have already been lost to

developers. They have no sense of community or safety or
longevity in mind. Stop allowing them to rip Nashville apart.

1,467. Valeria Jordan Booneville, MS
1,468. Chris Clark Nashville, TN We don’t want to see founding east side business’

disappear.
1,469. Maria McLaughlin Nashville, TN
1,470. Lindsay Hayes Nashville, TN The FO backyard is a beloved neighborhood hang — keep

riverside village local!
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1,471. Eliot Pride Nashville, TN
1,472. Megan Loveless Nashville, TN
1,473. Emily Sharp Nashville, TN
1,474. Greg Abate North Andover, MA
1,475. Caitlin Wyatt Nashville, TN Riverside Village is a bastion for locals who enjoy supporting

their neighbors and small business. Fill in the uglier, less
charming areas of East Nashville.

1,476. Hannah Salaverry Nashville, TN
1,477. Steve Cross Nashville, TN
1,478. Adam Ollendorff Nashville, TN
1,479. Paul Niehaus Nashville, TN
1,480. Ryan Schimmel Nashville, TN Riverside village is a staple in east Nashville I have enjoyed

since 2007. Further development will destroy the charm of
this area.

1,481. Emily Quirk Nashville, TN BECAUSE I CARE ABOUT NASHVILLE AS A CITY AND
THE FAMILIES THAT LIVE HERE AND ARE FROM HERE!
PLEASE LEAVE US ANY OUNCE OF CHARACTER IN
THIS CITY! COMMUNITY IS IMPORTANT AND IS WHAT
DRAWS PEOPLE TO CITIES - STOP KILLING
ESTABLISHMENTS THAT ALLOW THAT COMMUNITY
TO HAPPEN

1,482. adam wall newton, NJ
1,483. Lorie Bridges Nashville, TN
1,484. Melanie Moore Nashville, TN
1,485. Becky Kroeger YUMA, AZ
1,486. annemie copers Mt Juliet, TN Galatin Pike is not pleasant but the streets near it are and

should remain so
1,487. Flannery Threlkeld Nashville, TN
1,488. Justin Damron Nashville, TN Nashville native.
1,489. Abel Munoz Nashville, TN
1,490. Joseph Allred Brighton, MA
1,491. Jim Gregory Nashville, TN
1,492. Sandra Vaughn Fort mill, SC
1,493. Jessica Hayes Evansville, IN It’s part of this unique neighborhood. Keep the east side the

way it is!
1,494. Jeff Collett Nashville, TN
1,495. E Nelson Nashville, TN
1,496. Timothy Cochran Nashville, TN The neighborhood doesn't need a multi-family OR a

motorcycle repair shop in this location. There are plenty of
other locations for those types of businesses.

1,497. Jessi Olson Nashville, TN
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1,498. Shirley Russell Nashville, TN Because I love the area and the music and people at fond

object
1,499. Chase Stejskal Nashville, TN
1,500. Christopher

Joseph
Nashville, TN It’s the cultural center of Nashville music and arts for locals.

1,501. Cj Smith Nashvill, TN
1,502. Regina Joskow Jersey City, NJ My company is based in Nashville and I spend a great deal

of time there. So much of what defines that city -- one of
America's best -- is being systematically erased in the name
of greed. It's so sad. Leave Riverside Village alone!

1,503. Missy Raines Nashville, TN
1,504. Zack Smith Nashville, TN
1,505. Melissa (Luella)

Mathes
Nashville, TN This is a part of my neighborhood I have loved. These

developers ruin good things.
1,506. Kim Fowler Signal Mountain, TN I lived in that neighborhood for 26 years. In Nashville.
1,507. Shelley Donnell Davenport, IA
1,508. Sandra Heilberger Nürnberg, Germany
1,509. Chris Probasco Nashville, TN This is the first neighborhood I lived in when I moved to

Nashville. It's still one of my favorite places to spend time.
Please don't ruin that.

1,510. Elizabeth Rojas Nashville, TN
1,511. Angie Phillips Nashville, TN Inglewood is a neighborhood, not a "destination" & would

love for it to remain so!
1,512. James Hubble Nashville, TN Beloved neighborhoods like this one need to be preserved.
1,513. Jesse T Nashville, TN Keep Riverside Village chill.
1,514. Samantha

Hamlow
Nashville, TN

1,515. Sue Havlish Madison, TN Nashville treasures like this need to be preserved.
1,516. Ryan Dicks Nashville, TN
1,518. Travis Stock Nashville, TN
1,519. Carly Marcum Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the best places to see a show in

Nashville. My husband and I have discovered several bands
from shows at this location. There's nothing like it around the
city and it's a haven for music lovers.

1,520. Jessy Yancey Nashville, TN Fond Object is the only music venue I can walk to!
1,521. Megan Staggs Nashville, TN
1,522. Kristin Gritt Nashville, TN It's been a staple to my Nashville experience since I first

moved here over four years ago. From backyard shows to
weekly viewings of Game of Thrones it's a special place that
Nashville needs!

1,523. Amy Westney Chelmsford, United
Kingdom

It’s important not just to me but to Nashville that these quirky
character filled areas don’t lose that by over development!
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1,524. Tammy Nelson Nashville, TN
1,525. Christina Herzog Nashville, TN
1,526. Natasha Nancel Nashville, TN YES FOND OBJECT !!! NO CONDO !!!!
1,527. Debbie Rawls Pleasant View, TN I grew up in Inglewood and visited that area many times. I

loved Riverside Pharmcy where I bought many birthday gifts
for my friends. I have since been back to try the many
restaurants in the area. How many apartments/condo’s does
East Nashville need? Leave this cool area alone!

1,528. King Courtney Nashville, TN This is one of the last neighborhood villiages that has not
been spoiled by cheap money grabs and condos. FO is a
blessing and will be missed dearly. This motorcycle shop is
way too optimistic for the area. They have had a business
before and it failed fast. They are not in tune with the general
population of Inglewood

1,529. Leslie Angel Franklin, TN
1,530. Sebastian Easterly nashville, TN
1,531. Yvonne Sims Nashville, TN Love the charm of our neighborhood.
1,532. Robin Norris Nashville, TN East Nashville is over developed. It’s taking away the

character and history of the neighborhood. Move on to a
different area in Nashville. Donelson or Madison would be a
better location.

1,533. Jennifer DiMilia South River, NJ
1,534. Deighton Heath Madison, TN
1,535. Debbie Kincheloe Nashville, TN East Nashville resident for 30 yrs and active voter.
1,536. Dana Hovan NASHVILLE, TN I have lived her for a few decades and love the area and the

ease with which I can move about and know my neighbors. It
is already at great risk and I am already considering, with
great heartache, leaving Nashville completely due to
developers such as this. The area will no longer be the
personable thing that attracts folks if this development
happens. How intelligent is this person anyway?

1,537. Dana Manning Nashville, TN
1,538. Jonathan Robbins Nashville, TN
1,539. Jimmy Grogan Nashville, TN You really can't have too many record stores/ clothing

boutiques/ music stores/ all-ages venues, can ya?
1,540. Reed Cavanah Madison, TN Residential development is out of control, and this is extra

stupid, because it's not even good for the developers: they're
bulldozing the very things which make people want to be in
the neighborhood in the first place. Beyond that, local
businesses provide a place for the wealthier class moving
into Nashville to spend their money in a way that
ACTUALLY SUPPORTS THE CITY'S WORKERS AND
BUSINESS OWNERS. When residential development is
allowed to trample our local businesses, Nashvillians get
zero benefit from that growth.
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1,541. Jaysette Harris Madison, TN
1,542. Maxwell Zikakis Nashville, TN Because I live in the neighborhood and love fond object
1,543. Chris Jackson NASHVILLE, TN It’s important to leave some history and character, as well as

some green space. Some growth is fine, but don’t ruin a
good thing. More is not always better!!!

1,544. jason meyer nashville, TN i believe keeping the integrity of our neighborhood is very
important. i don’t think high density housing being placed in
a neighborhood of single family homes aligns with the area.

1,545. Cara Beasley Nashville, TN Born and raised in Nashville from the southeast side, east
and now north. I understand growing pains but once a tree
and sense of community is gone, it likely won’t return.

1,546. Andres Martinez Nashville, TN
1,547. Lindsay Lopez Nashville, TN
1,548. Jordan Bennett Nashville, TN
1,549. Misty Mayle Madison, TN Because Nashville is all but dead and gone. Riverside

village remains the last standing sliver.
1,550. Kimberly Ingram Nashville, TN As a resident of this neighborhood, I am strongly opposed to

this plan, which will change the neighborhood's character,
invite noise and traffic, and cost the neighborhood beautiful,
mature trees. Fond Object is a wonderful gathering place
that should be preserved, and this area cannot support large
volumes of traffic like this plan will create.

1,551. M. Ford Nashville, TN Poorly thought out plan, there is zero room for added traffic.
Growth is fine if done in a mindful way. There are plenty of
places on Gallatin Road that could use a lift. Why mess with
a quaint, lovely and symbolic area?

1,552. Kirsten Cameron Pegram, TN
1,553. William hall Nashville, TN Do not want over development.
1,554. Rhonda Keaton Nashville, TN
1,555. Caine O'Rear Nashville, TN
1,556. Jennifer Freemon Madison, TN Move this to an area that needs to be developed, like

Madison
1,557. Charles Robinson nashville, TN
1,558. Megan Robinson Nashville, TN We do not need every Nashville neighborhood to be full of

condos.
1,559. Zach D’Amico Nashville, TN
1,560. Manda Rust NASHVILLE, TN
1,561. Garrett Jones Nashville, TN
1,562. Laura Taylor Nashville, TN
1,563. Allen Thompson Nashville, TN Fond Object is a cornerstone of Inglewood's community.

Just as Music is the cornerstone of Nashville. This is not the
kind of progress our neighborhood needs.
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1,564. Ira Wilkens Nashville, TN
1,565. Tim Hewell Nashville, TN Nashville has been victim to greedy developers long

enough!
1,566. Kathleen Ingram Nashville, TN Riverside has a very unique vibe valuable to maintain in this

city right now
1,567. Matthew Yunket Nashville, TN Because of overdevelop
1,568. Chris Morgan Nashville, TN
1,569. Katie Anderson Hendersonville, TN Love to go there for the dining experience, and quaint

atmosphere you can’t find elsewhere.
1,570. Laura Bender Nashville, TN We moved to East Nashville from the East Village in NYC

because of the eclectic shops, cafes and people. This
constant condo building is creating a temporary
communities.

1,571. Rich Elder Madison, TN I will not allow corporate corruption to interfere with a
neighborhood that has flourished without its influence. We
are proud of what our neighborhood has produced and will
continue to follow/contribute to our community without
corporate interference.

1,572. Hilary Bell Nashville, TN
1,573. Joseph Kenkel Nashville, TN
1,574. Trevor Nikrant Nashville, TN We are in favor of a true community, made up of neighbors

who serve each other, as opposed to a distant developer's
quaint imagination of what our community might be like.

1,575. Ezra Carey Nashville, TN
1,576. Cheyenne

Bilderback
Nashville, TN

1,577. Rebecca Zirkle Kansas city, KS The community doesn't want it. I've seen too many
developers change the landscape and lose the unique
community that made it charming.

1,578. Emily Hauman Nashville, Tuvalu Fond object is a great establishment as a local record store
and music venue. This place contributes so much to the
Nashville community. To lose Fond Object would be losing
much neighborhood charm, culture and would negatively
impact the local music scene. There are plenty of places to
develop that don't involve tearing apart already developed
and loved areas.

1,579. Lane Sasser Brooklyn, NY I lived in Nashville for 6 six years and every time I go back
it’s unrecognizable. Places like Fond Object are so
important in keeping some semblence of character to the
neighborhood

1,580. Clayton Parlin Nashville, TN
1,581. Alex P Nashville, TN I love biking to here. And how quaint it is. Please don’t build

an eyesore (and earsore) to this neighbourhood.
1,582. Richard de Treville Nashville, TN
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1,583. Heather Hayden Nashville, TN
1,584. Jackie Zeisloft LaGrange, IL Nashville is only Nashville with its most Nashville-esque

locations intact. I wish this city was somewhere in Western
Europe so it would be easier to designate buildings as
historical landmarks and to preserve some sense of
Nashville’s classic culture.

1,585. Tucker Reynolds Nashville, TN Fond Object is one of the first places I went to when I came
to Nashville. My friends work here, I’ve played shows here,
and I spend all of my time here. One would argue that it’s an
important part of Nashville’s non country music scene.
Robbing young adults of the same experience I had when I
moved here is putting a halt on progression towards an
educated society. We do not need more motorcycle repair
shops and garbage that no person with a strict income can
afford. This will raise the already high cost of living in that
area and ruin historical significant parts of this beloved city.

1,586. Tyrus Arthur Nashville, TN
1,587. Caitlin Bryer Nashville, TN
1,588. Ebone Haymer Nashville, TN
1,589. Daniel Green Nashville, TN
1,590. Bryan Davidson Nashville, TN
1,591. Jenna Puckett Whites Creek, TN We spend almost every weekend in this neighborhood with

friends and many evenings after work — it would be a
shame to lose the history and charm.

1,592. Olivia Burd NASHVILLE, TN I love the old school storefronts of Riverside Village. It is a
truly special place. Keep Nashville Unique!

1,593. Danielle Deak Nashville, TN I am not anti development. But, I hate motorcycle noise and
think that trying to attract them to that intersection is going to
be dangerous and cause accidents. If it were another type of
business going in, I may not have an issue.

1,594. Patrick Williams Madison, TN
1,595. Jeremy Wyatt Nashville, TN Mixed zoning in a neighborhood shouldn't be a backdoor to

major development in the middle of an established
neighborhood. Save the apartments for the major corridors
that can support the traffic.

1,596. Steph Hamood Nashville, TN
1,597. Shannon Kennedy Madison, TN Stop taking down historic buildings and areas away from

EN. I was forced to move to Madison because of things like
this. KEEP EAST NASHVILLE, EAST NASHVILLE!

1,598. TeEra Ramey Nashville, TN I’m an East Nashville native and it has been great to see
things change over the last 10-15 years.

1,599. Julia McLeod Nashville, TN Fond Object is a place for the Nashville community to gather
and listen to great music and be with friends
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1,600. Landon Milbourn Nashville, TN this is a huge concern to me. East nashville is one big family

and wu
1,601. Beth Barnett Nashville, TN One of the reasons we bought our house is the ability to

enjoy local artists and food within walking distance of our
house. I love hearing the music from my porch!

1,602. Shelley Arnold Nashville, TN
1,603. Kelly Savoca Nashville, TN The concern lies in building multiple residential apartments.

To have that many units located in such a quaint area where
there is already an issue with parking is pretty disturbing. If it
was to look at how to develop local businesses and giving
them access to affordable leasing that would be something I
can get behind. Not just tearing down old to replace with out
of state businesses and new apartments.

1,604. Susan Hammond nashville, TN We go to Riverside Village often and it has a great vibe. All
of Nashville should not be apartment complexes and shiny
new buildings.

1,605. Katy Fishell Brentwood, TN
1,606. Cathryne Hall Nashville, TN This will destroy one of the reasons we moved here. We are

covered up in apts. and trafficenough is enough.
1,607. Emily Doty Nashville, TN
1,608. Sizwe Herring Nashville, TN Hell No!
1,609. Savanna Owens Murfreesboro, TN
1,610. Forrest Brown Nashville, TN
1,611. Jacob Curry Nashville, TN
1,612. Lucia Folk Nashville, TN
1,613. Stuart Moore Nashville, TN
1,614. Jessica Burrell

Wilkens
Nashville, TN Riverside village has been a staple to our neighborhood for

years. Please stop changing everything we love about our
city!!

1,615. Matt White Nashville, TN I believe we should protect the character and integrity of our
neighborhood.

1,616. Yvette Windham Nashville, TN
1,617. Hallie Wiedner Nashville, TN
1,618. Robert Dubell Madison, TN
1,619. Erin Greene Nashville, TN I have been a resident of East Nashville for almost 7 years. I

have tried to live in other parts of Nashville, but kept coming
back East because of its sense of community and character.
The more we let developers take over our precious little
spot, the less precious it becomes. Please keep East
Nashville weird! It’s my home and I don’t want it to change!

1,620. Jon Loyd Nashville, TN
1,621. Chris Cargill Nashville, TN
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1,622. Natalie S Nashville, TN I live nearby and want Fond Object and the backyard /

community to stay.
1,623. Sarah Cate Nashville, TN
1,624. Janie Baldwin Nashville, TN I think preserving parts of history is important especially if

the neighborhood is striving to do just that. East Nashville
has always had a strong community commitment. DO NOT
SELL GIVE AWAY OR USE MY INFO FOR ANY REASON.

1,625. Heather Whiteside Nashville, TN Because nashville doesn’t need anymore gentrification
1,626. Lizzie Rice Nashville, TN
1,627. Ziona Riley Nashville, TN
1,628. Jordana Dixon Murfreesboro, TN Found Objects supports unknown artists in our world

famous music city. It’s a great place for unknown musicians
to practice their trade. It’s also a good place for young adults
to go on a budget.

1,629. Katie Davis Nashville, TN
1,630. ellen pelerossi brentwood, TN
1,631. Shawanna Snider Nashville, TN
1,632. William Speight Charlotte, TN Too much emphasis on more money. Too many landmarks

that help identify communities and neighborhoods and give
them their charm are mowed down for some cookie cutter
money maker. Where does it end??

1,633. Zoe Jordan Nashville, TN Riverside village is historic and such a special part of being
a writer in Nashville. It's small town feel is integral to being
able to quietly have lunch or see a show at Fond Object. It
will become a loud, trafficy intersection if it gets built up.

1,634. Greg Mabry Nashville, TN This is an important area for the neighborhood, and the
proposed development does not fit the aesthetics at all. We
do t need more generic development in East Nashville. The
current vibe of Riverside village is what made us want to
purchase a home down the street on Moran.

1,635. Audra Guidry Mount Juliet, TN
1,636. Jamie Riedford Nashville, TN
1,637. Sharon Walker White House, TN This is a single family home environment and there will be no

place for parking. I grew up there and no the home feel of the
place cannot survive in the environment they are trying to
promote. Keep it safe for our families and children!!!

1,638. Jamie Bayer Nashville, TN
1,639. Melanie Pherson Nashville, TN This is my neighborhood and I want to hold on to its current

charm, walkability, and local shops. Please do not re-zone.
1,640. Vanita

Joines-Gomez
Nashville, TN

1,641. natalie schlabs Nashville, TN
1,642. Karen Cisler Nashville, TN
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1,643. John Hawkins Nashville, TN Keep the character of the neighborhood intact.
1,644. Coury Palermo Nashville, TN To preserve the neighborhood feel of riverside village.
1,645. lydia gamble nashville, TN i’m from nashville and i hate these changes! not all change is

bad, but this is.
1,646. James McCarthy Nashville, TN Noise of motorcycle traffic and protecting the character of

the neighborhood
1,647. Kree Cuthbert Nashville, TN
1,648. Laurel Sorenson Nashville, TN I love this neighborhood and am opposed to this change! We

love our trees and we NEED Fond Object. It is a crucial part
of the fabric of this community. The all ages shows give us a
place in our neighborhood to bring families and pets while
enjoying the amazing talent of our friends and neighbors.

1,649. Ian Kendall Nashville, TN
1,650. Emery Wilkins Nashville, TN Find object is a Nashville staple. Getting rid of it would be

getting rid of a pillar of our culture!
1,651. Andrea Wallace Nashville, TN
1,652. Michael Rasile Nashville, TN
1,653. Phillip Lackey Gallatin, TN Because fond object is an important part of Nashville

culture, especially East Nashville. If you destroy all of the
things that make East Nashville great in order to build
apartment complexes, nobody's going to want to live here
anymore.

1,654. Michael Crecca Nashville, TN
1,655. Sally Combs Nashville, TN Because enough is enough
1,656. Emanuel Wall Nashville, TN I live DIRECTLY beside the old Bailey and Cato building. I

largely work from home for a pharmaceutical company. This
intersection is already woefully behind for managing the
current traffic flow. Motorcycles are constantly speeding
through the area as is. This is before providing a place for
them to gather. If you come here on a weekend people park
everywhere. On open lots with no parking signs. There are
always people driving onto this property to turn around. I
mean onto the property. Through the front yard. 
I moved here from Richmond Virginia and one of the most
noticeable differences here is the complete obliteration of
the past with little thought for history or how best to carry
your history forward. This intersection carries history. And to
level for a worthless concept (a motorcycle- themed
restaurant) is disconcerting. Let me say that again - a
motorcycle themed restaurant. Surely there are better ways
to utilize this portion of a neighborhood with history. 
I will be directly impacted sure. I live next door to all of this
and am already planning on having to rent an office space
because I cannot work from home. The noise as some
equipment was moved in was too much to host conference
(continues on next page)
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1,656. Emanuel Wall Nashville, TN (continued from previous page)

calls. I expect to be evicted or forced out to make way for
this property to be changed into some other soulless
structure. I think Nashville should focus more on trying to
grow while being mindful of the rich history. They can
co-exist.

1,657. Leigh Ann
Braswell

Nashville, TN Greed is ruining the vibe and draw to the area.

1,658. Laura Epling Nashville, TN What I cherish about this neighborhood is that it is just
that—a neighborhood. Charming, green, close-knit. The plan
to develop behind Fond Object is simply unacceptable. It
would change the entire landscape of the area we love most.

1,659. Summer Young Nashville, TN I moved here because the city had decided to keep the look
and feel of this area by creating a Neighborhood
Maintenance community plan which is now being threatened
by developers. No residential rezoning. No rezoning to an
automobile repair shop. Motorcycles are loud, pollute (since
they are exempt from emissions testing), and when being
tested after maintenance will probably be driven all
throughout the neighborhood.

1,660. Elisa Morales Nashville, TN Riverside Village is one of the few historic neighborhoods in
East that hasn't been completely taken over by developers.
The community enjoys this neighborhood because it is just
that, a neighborhood. Having multiple residential apartments
in an intersection in the middle of an established
neighborhood that already experiences congestion and
challenges with parking is ridiculous. Not to mention, those
who live off of McGavock already have issues with noise. If
Riverside Village is rezoned for a motorcycle
showroom/repair shop, I can only imagine the increase in
pollution and noise. These types of development projects
should be limited to areas that can support the traffic.

1,661. Laura Cox Nashville, TN Giant complexes are ruining East Nashville already. Also the
opposite reason why people move to East Nashville. Don't
f*** with Fond Object either. It's a staple in our neighborhood
and community.

1,662. Eric Montgomery Nashville, TN
1,663. Randall Briley Nashville, TN FO is an essential part of East Nashville.
1,664. Amelia White Nashville, TN Keep the character of east Nashville intact! Don’t turn into

Dallas.
1,665. Patrick Kirkwood Nashville, TN
1,666. N Ellen Schweitzer Summertown, TN I like to come to that cute little neighborhood and have

coffee, a drink or pizza. I like the feel of the small local
neighborhood. It has character. A big development like that
would ruin the atmosphere and add a lot more traffic. Let’s
keep it small and all the big trees that add to the
atmosphere.
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1,667. Tara Mullenix Hermitage, TN
1,668. Emma Raines Nashville, TN EAST NASHVILLE IS OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. WE DO

NOT WANT CONGESTION FROM MULTIPLE APT
BUILDINGS.

1,669. Elizabeth
Cunningham

Nashville, TN I love Fond Object. Places like this make East Nashville a
community, and great place to live. A new apartment
complex will change the personality of East Nashville to be
just another bland space that will become outdated in a few
years.

1,670. Janice Gordon Nashville, TN Parking and traffic will be a huge problem. Surrounding
single family homes will lose its friendly neighborhood
appeal, Increase is bright light and parking problems

1,671. Kate Hall Nashville, TN We must retain the areas character and charm and protect
existing businesses!

1,672. Shinetta Berry Nashville, TN My name is Shenita the oldest niece of Anita Brandon and
name sake I have lived with my aunt Anita off and on over a
period of 35 years at the house on Oxford Street my aunt is
in her last years the of her moving from her home which she
helped build is devastating not to mention the pollution no
eyes and traffic that comes along with new development !!!
Lots of trees that she love us to view every morning she is a
professional gardener all my life I have watch her grow
things just by touching It and to see That there is a
possibility that it will be taken from her breaks my heart This
is our family home a legacy all day at my aunt owns So if
there is a beating heart that cares about the legacy of the
individual please hear this message stop the development in
this neighborhood directly behind my aunties house !!!

1,673. Christopher
Eldridge

Nashville, TN Riverside Village serves as an oasis and central meeting
point within the neighborhood. I fear that the proposed
development would negatively effect the relaxed character of
the community that I and every single neighbor with whom I
have spoken cherish.

1,674. Mary Tudor NASHVILLE, TN Safety: The "right-in, right-out" plan for access from
Riverside will force motorists to make U-turns at Riverside
and McGavock if they are headed toward Gallatin Rd. The
intersection of two-lane McGavock and multi-laned
Riverside is already a challenge for any careful driver.

1,675. Doug Hall Nashville, TN
1,676. Kristin Barlowe Nashville, TN Keep our neighborhood single family and low density

residences- encourage home ownership and keep
The density to the corridors 
Don’t ruin the quaint feel !

1,677. Kristin Clauer NASHVILLE, TN Keep it low density residential- protect
These types of neighborhoods!

1,678. Howard MOLL Nashville, TN I don't believe we need to have this change. There is no way
that this area will be able to handle the extra traffic ��
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Name From Comments
1,679. Philip Creamer Nashville, TN This addition to Inglewood simply satisfies the greed of the

property owner and construction company pitching the job.
The best possible scenario doesn't involve only maximum
financial profitability. 33 units is the maximum allowable on
the site, but it doesn't have to be utilized as such. In fact, the
value of quality of life doesn't have much to do with profit at
all. This is the mantra of east Nashville, and the charm of our
neighborhood. We love walking in our neighborhood. Making
records in our home studios. Riding bikes with our kids. This
land could be used to build several lovely single family
dwellings, and make a great profit for the contractor and
property owner, moreover satisfying the residents of
Inglewood by maintaining a low-key, residential
neighborhood. Move this project to Gallatin road!

1,680. Jeremy Asbrock Nashville, TN This will be a traffic nightmare. I am a homeowner in the
neighborhood.

1,681. Carrie Fanning Nashville, TN I like RV as it is!
1,682. Donna Thomas Nashville, TN This area doesn't need anymore traffic. With all the

construction going on, Nashville has grown to fast and
needs to slow down. Adding more business and housing in
quite neighborhoods and bringing in more crime. While I
agree that the existing buildings needs to be updated, more
coffee shops and pizza are not the answer. And parking will
be an issue for restaurant patrons already using the Bailey
and Cato parking lot.

1,683. Allie Newman Nashville, TN PLEASE DO NOT TEAR FOND OBJECT DOWN!!!!!!
PLEASE.

1,684. Leisa Wilcox NASHVILLE, TN I like our quaint pocket neighborhoods!
1,685. Randy Wilcox Nashville, TN I value the character and personality of our unique

neighborhood. While I understand the needs of
development, when the primary goal seems to be “plow the
old so we can make as much money as possible” then I take
issue with that.

1,686. Kathlyn Heiman Nashville, TN I lived in this neighborhood until recently and still reside in
East Nashville. In our current neighborhood they are
constantly re-zoning lots originally zoned for single family
homes with negative impacts on our neighborhoods.

1,687. Cameron Murray Madison, TN Riverside village is small, bustling, and quaint. These are the
qualities that make many Nashville neighborhoods charming
and attractive. Overdevelopment will ruin that appeal.

1,688. Dianne Clayton Nashville, TN I live in the area & pass through this intersection every day...
I cannot imagine the congestion that will come from the
added traffic for the Apartments ~ We do not need anymore
traffic in this area ~ not to mention tearing down the local
landmark Fond Objects! This is a quaint, quiet little
neighborhood & we want to keep it that way... Please Vote
NO to the proposed Rezoning...
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From: camillam451@aol.com [mailto:camillam451@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 7:26 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: rezoning at Riverside Dr. and McGavock 37216 - hearing Oct. 25 

Objections to rezoning: 

 neighborhood currently represents families with 2-3 bedroom homes 
 multi unit 1 bedroom is NOT a representation of Riverside Dr. 
 increased traffic on Riverside 
 massive construction vehicles entering from Riverside for months is noisy and messy 
 no turning lane specifically for these units 

There are currently single units on Douglas Ave. and Gallatin Road. They house students for the diesel college. There is 
constant foot traffic and cars in that area. Most people needing to save money on housing get roommates in a larger home or 
apartment. 

Thanks for considering NOT REZONING my neighborhood of 42 years, 

K. Camilla Mallicote 
2352 Riverside Dr. 
Nashville, TN 37216 
615-260-8292 
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Item 6: 2016S‐136‐001 – 2811 Wimbledon 

 

From: Dudley Warner [mailto:dudwarner@comcast.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 2:18 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: Lot at Hilldale & Wimbledon Rd 37215 
 
Please DENY the subdivision of this property to three lots, aka 6 homes... we went thru this 2 years ago and the developer 
was limited to two homes. We shouldn’t have to do this struggle every two years. The neighborhood is overwhelmingly 
AGAINST intensifying the density on Wimbledon Road and  the developer knows it.  
    Mr. & Mrs. Dudley Warner 
     2804 Wimbledon Road 
         37215 

 

From: Tee Tompkins [mailto:teetompkins@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 2:38 PM 
To: Pulley, Russ (Council Member) 
Cc: Shepard, Shawn (Planning); Caroline Tompkins 
Subject: Opposition to 2811 Wimbledon subdivision (Case 2016S-136-001) 

Hi Russ, 

My name is Thomas (Tee) Tompkins and I recently moved from Houston back home to Nashville and bought a house on 
Wimbledon. My wife Caroline (cc'd) and I have three young children and are excited to have found such a wonderful 
neighborhood so close to school, work, and other amenities. 

We know several families on our end of the street and have discussed the many property development initiatives in the 
neighborhood. Specifically, I am concerned about the effort to subdivide 2811 Wimbledon from one to three lots. I oppose 
the effort for several reasons. 

A) That stretch of Wimbledon, between Hilldale and Woodmont, is effectively a one-lane road with no shoulder.  

B) The north portion of Hilldale road, between Wimbledon and Woodmont, is effectively a one-lane road with no 
shoulder. The portion of Hilldale south of Wimbledon is so narrow that it is more accurately described as an alley.  

Taken together, I can easily foresee a scenario where....  

(1) the developer will spend a year plus preparing the site for construction, followed by another 2-5 years of home 
construction  

(2) which establishes a permanent contractor presence on the street 

(3) increases the already high volume of wide commercial vehicles on narrow streets 

(4) contributes to noise pollution 

(5) leads to a more physically dangerous environment for my kids to bike, run, and play 

(6) lowers my property value. 
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(7) consequently reduces my family's ability to enjoy our front yard and neighborhood 

Taken together they will detract from our neighborhood's appeal and value (in the general sense of the word). 

Please let me know if I've made myself clear on the issue and thank you for representing us in this and other matters. I'm 
looking forward to meeting you at the public hearing on the 25th (if I can escape work) and later if I can't make it. 

Regards, 

Tee Tompkins  

TeeTompkins@gmail.com 
Mobile: (615) 423-8237 

 

From: Marietta Shipley [mailto:marietta@mariettashipley.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 12:29 PM 
To: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Additional houses next to my house at 2809 Wimbledon Road, Set for October 25 Planning Commission 

dear Shawn:  I understand that the developer "Bubba" is asking the Planning Commission once again for a variance in adding 
five more houses to the lot next to me.  If this lot was not on a small road in a residential neighborhood, it might pass 
muster.  It is NOT.  I have suffered an entire year while Bubba has built a huge 1.7 million house next to me, deliberately , 20 
feet from my side yard.  There has been so much traffic this year from the construction.  Our street is primarily a walkable 
street filled with walker,s dog walkers, baby buggys and it only wide enough for one car, unless you totally pull over into a 
yard.  Per the Green Hills Plan,  new construction of this type is not suitable for residential neighborhoods.  We already have a 
stealth lot across the street for four houses, which has not yet started.  The subdivision there needed no approval from the 
planning Commission.    

We fought and won this battle 18 months ago and Bubba was only allowed to build two houses on the lot.  He put us through 
four hearings and continuances, but we prevailed, helped by our councilman, Russs Pully,  Burkley Allen, the liason to the 
Planning Commission.  At that time the Planning Commission did not approve the project and the Planning Commission 
voted No with one Yes vote.   

I don't want to keep going back every year to refight this battle.  As stated, unless the construction continues, we have only 
residential cars in the neighborhood.  Adding at least 12 cars plus children's cars, will totally overtax the neighborhood.  It 
would require the council to to eminent domain for a road widening and sidewalks.  There is nothing we can make Bubba do 
to make this easier for the neighborhood.  It is  NON_STARTER.  Clearly Bubba overpaid for the lot, but that is not our 
neighborhood's problem. 

Marietta Shipley    and David McMillan    2809 Wimbledon Road 
 

*Seek Consensus     Find Solutions    Get Results* 

The Mediation Group of Tennessee 

Marietta Shipley 

2809 Wimbledon Road 

Nashville, Tennessee 37215 

615 292‐6069   (F) 615 292‐7785 

*www.mariettashipley.com* 
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From: MATT BEUTER [mailto:wandmbeuter@comcast.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 8:56 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: 2811 Wimbledon Road 

Dear Planning Commission Members, 

I write urging you to reject the proposal to subdivide the lot on the corner of Wimbledon and Hilldale located in the 
Wimbledon to Woodmont neighborhood.  I have lived at 3501 Wimbledon Road for 21 years and enjoyed walking through 
my neighborhood with my family.  Over the years, several new homes have been built and most have fit in with the character 
of our neighborhood.  The proposal to subdivide the lot at 2811 Wimbledon into 3 lots allowing 5 new homes is not in 
keeping with our neighborhood.  Please consider the opinions of the residents of our neighborhood association when making 
your determination. 

Sincerely, 

Matt Beuter, MD 

 

From: William Thompson [mailto:billyte@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 7:36 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Cc: Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: Opposed to change at 2811 Wimbledon Road 

Sirs, 

As a resident of the Woodmont Estates neighborhood, I am opposed to the proposed zoning change for 2811 Wimbledon 
Road which would result in further increases in housing density. Our neighborhood has already been overbuilt due to recent 
development and lax zoning protections. Traffic congestion and increasing crime are the consequences I have noted in our 
neighborhood due to unrestrained development. In the last few years 5 additional homes have been built on Ruland Place 
alone. The mailboxes at the corner of Ruland and Woodmont Blvd currently block the view when turning onto Woodmont 
and have only been fleetingly addressed by the developer who placed 6 homes on two lots. This is typical of the consequences 
seen when neighborhood development does not address the implications for existing residents. 

This proposal will significantly increase traffic on the narrow portion of Wimbledon Road that leads to Woodmont Blvd with 
resultant safety implications. As a resident who will be adversely affected by the proposal I am strongly opposed to the further 
subdivision of 2811 Wimbledon Road. Please help us keep our neighbor safe and protect its historical character by voting 
against this proposal.   

Enough already!  

 

Respectfully. 

Wiliam Thompson 
3506 Ruland Place 
Nashville, TN 37215 
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Item 4: 2018SP‐050‐001 – 6280 New Hope Road 

 
From: kristin gawel [mailto:kristingawel@icloud.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 8:57 AM 
To: Planning Staff; mark.a.hammock@gmail.com 
Subject: Springdale Elementary traffic on North New Hope Rd 
 
Here is the car line for 6:30-7:05 from Cobblestone Landing/Landings Way onto North New Hope Rd. Yes- Wilson County 
side of Cobblestone Landing uses New Hope Rd. everyday to access Springdale Elementary. I cut through Hermitage to get to 
Mt. Juliet/Central Pike. If you counting cars for the proposed neighborhood across from Landings Way, please make sure you 
do so during Wilson County school times as well. 
Thank you! 
Kristin Gawel 
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Item 13: 2088SP‐025‐005 – Park at Ewing Creek SP 

 

From: Winnie Forrester [mailto:wgforrester1@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 7:49 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners; McCaig, Anita D. (Planning) 
Cc: Leeman, Bob (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: 2008SP-025U-03 "The Park at Ewing Creek" SP Review & petition #1-a of #2 

To Planning Department and Planning Commissioners: 

RE: Petition attached #1 of #2 

The Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition is adamantly opposed to any more industrial development near our residential 
neighborhoods.  We want to participate in the renewal of our area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial 
plants.  

Our residents, many who are elderly, have walked the neighborhoods in 90 degree heat and obtained almost 900 
signatures.  The breakdown is 531 signatures from Councilmanic Districts 2 and 3 and 358 supporters from other mostly 
nearby districts.  The neighborhood most affected is Haynes Manor, and their residents’ signatures comprise 297 of the D2 
signatures.  We hope you appreciate how massive this response in our desire to participate in development that will 
complement our historic neighborhoods and not add to the burden of existing grandfathered industries like the nearby Whites 
Creek Quarry. 

Thank you,  

Winnie Forrester, Haynes Heights 

Joyce George, Haynes Manor 

Bobby Stockard, Trinity Hills 

Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition Members 
Website: www.haynestrinitycoalition.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/haynestrinitycoalition/  (please like our page!) 
Cell: 615-498-8671  

 

Please see attachment on following page. 
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From: Winnie Forrester [mailto:wgforrester1@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 7:27 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners; McCaig, Anita D. (Planning) 
Cc: Leeman, Bob (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: 2008SP-025U-03 "The Park at Ewing Creek" SP Review & petition #2 of #2 

Subject: 2008SP-025U-03 "The Park at Ewing Creek" SP Review & petition #1 of #2 

Date: October 12, 2018 at 7:20:07 AM CDT 

To: Metro Planning Commissioners <planning.commissioners@nashville.gov>, "Anita D. McCaig" 
<anita.mccaig@nashville.gov> 

Cc: Bob Leeman <bob.leeman@nashville.gov>, Shawn Shepard <shawn.shepard@nashville.gov> 

To Planning Department and Planning Commissioners: 

RE: Petition attached #1 of #2 

The Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition is adamantly opposed to any more industrial development near our residential 
neighborhoods.  We want to participate in the renewal of our area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial 
plants.  

Our residents, many who are elderly, have walked the neighborhoods in 90 degree heat and obtained almost 900 
signatures.  The breakdown is 531 signatures from Councilmanic Districts 2 and 3 and 358 supporters from other mostly 
nearby districts.  The neighborhood most affected is Haynes Manor, and their residents’ signatures comprise 297 of the D2 
signatures.  We hope you appreciate how massive this response in our desire to participate in development that will 
complement our historic neighborhoods and not add to the burden of existing grandfathered industries like the nearby Whites 
Creek Quarry. 

Thank you,  

Winnie Forrester, Haynes Heights 

Joyce George, Haynes Manor 

Bobby Stockard, Trinity Hills 

Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition Members 
Website: www.haynestrinitycoalition.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/haynestrinitycoalition/  (please like our page!) 
Cell: 615-498-8671  

 

Please see attachment on following page. 
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From: Beatrice Grimes [mailto:bygleo45@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 7:50 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

Beatrice Y. Grimes. 
2929 Claymille Blvd. 
Nashville Tennessee 37207 

 

From: Marvin Grimes [mailto:buddah07@comcast.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 7:55 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

 

From: Winnie Forrester [mailto:wgforrester1@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 8:50 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners; Leeman, Bob (Planning); Shepard, Shawn (Planning) 
Subject: REMOVE the industrial zoning on 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

To the Planning Department and Planning Commissioners: 

The Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition is adamantly opposed to any more industrial development near our residential 
neighborhoods.  We want to participate in the renewal of our area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial 
plants!  In your SP review, we ask the remaining undeveloped portion of this SP to be determined as INACTIVE, since no 
development has occurred in 10 years.  Please review the attachment for context.  

The SP was originally disapproved by MPC on 10/23/08:  

The Park at Ewing Creek SP was a bad deal 10 years ago, which MPC recognized at the time and voted disapproval with a 
vote of 8-0.  It only is worse today! 

Our response to the documents prepared by Roy Dale & Associates: 

The community is only asking for the undeveloped portion of the original SP to be considered INACTIVE or the portion 
labelled "Phase 4 and Phase 5". Everything else in Roy Dale & Associates’ documents is not pertinent to the review - making 
the aggregate total at the end of the document grossly inaccurate.   

Phase 4 - the “Dedication of Buffers to Open Space at $1.2 million” appears to be a potential future cost, not a present or 
recent cost unless of course the SP is eventually built out as prescribed by the 10 year old SP.  Exclusion of this item from the 
“Total expenses... within last 12 months” would reduce the costs by 72%.  
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Phase 5- Most of these costs would be recoverable in a future buildout of development that the community actually desires 
and has input in determining what it will be.  

It also concerns us that the proposed Recycling facility will only occupy an estimated 6 acres of the vacant 30 acres, and the 
rest of the land has nothing proposed for it in the remaining Phase 5. Our worst fear is it will eventually host the rest of the 
industrial plants being moved out of the Pages Branch area and elsewhere. 

SP is inconsistent with the Community Plan: The industrial zoning within the SP is not consistent with the Nashville Next 
community plan policy of T3NE or the base zoning of RS 7.5 and R8. The SP directly borders the 900 home community of 
Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are nearby in every direction.  UPS and the decades-old quarry 
are across White Creek Pike, and the community feels MORE industrial development is not appropriate for us.    

Petition: Our residents, many who are elderly, have walked the neighborhoods in 90 degree heat and obtained almost 900 
signatures, which was emailed to you on 10/12/18.  The breakdown is 531 signatures from Councilmanic Districts 2 and 3 
and 358 supporters from other mostly nearby districts.  The neighborhood most affected is Haynes Manor, and their residents’ 
signatures comprise 297 of the D2 signatures.  We hope you appreciate how massive this response is for our desire to 
participate in development that will complement our historic neighborhoods and not add to the burden of existing 
grandfathered industries like the nearby Whites Creek Quarry. 

Thanks, Winnie Forrester 

2611 Shreeve Lane 
Nashville, TN 37207 
Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition Member 
Website: www.haynestrinitycoalition.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/haynestrinitycoalition/  (please like our page!) 
Cell: 615-498-8671  

 

Please see attachment on following page. 
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2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek:

The wooded area represents the remaining undeveloped 41 acre portion of this SP and consists of two parcels of 30 and 11 acres. We ask this portion of the SP be determined INACTIVE since no development has occurred in 10 years since the SP was disapproved by MPC on 10/23/18 with a vote of 8-0.

The SP industrial zoning for the 30 acre parcel is not consistent with the Nashville Next community plan policy of T3NE or the base zoning of RS  7.5 and R8.  The 10 acre parcel bordering Whites Creek Pike is consistent with T3NC land use policy and CS base zoning.  The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are nearby in every direction.  UPS and the decades-old quarry are across White Creek Pike, and the community feels MORE industrial development is not appropriate for us.  We want to participate in the renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!

Haynes-Trinity Neighborhood Coalition 
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From: Anna Carella [mailto:anna.carella@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:08 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

Good evening, 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

Best, 

Anna Carella 
Homeowner, 1600 Haynes Meade Cir, Nashville, TN 37207 
 
 
From: Wayne Sadler [mailto:pantha8@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:24 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 
 
Wayne Sadler 
2508 Shreeve Ln 
Nash, Tn 37207 

 

From: almastewart1224 [mailto:almastewart1224@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:39 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

 

From: ANGELA WALKER [mailto:k592walker@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:47 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 
 
Angela Walker 
3824 Dubois Drive 
Nashville, TN 37207 
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From: James Chandler [mailto:chanchan409@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:57 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

James Chandler 
2525 Shreeve Lane 
Nashville, TN  37207 

 

From: PERLIE MURRAY-DUNN [mailto:perlie@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 11:31 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 
 
Perlie M. Murray-Dunn  
3905 Augusta Dr.  
Nashville, Tennessee 37207 

 

From: Beatrice Grimes [mailto:bygleo45@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 12:05 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

I am a resident of ClaymillStation subdivision and  will cast a vote against the development of a Grease processing Plant in the 
Haynes Manner area. Please note that our community pay taxes too and would appreciate  some consideration as not to 
disrespect the Health and Quality of our community. I already have damage to my home due to allowing the Rock Quarry 
,"blasting expansion". As an elected officials ,please do the right  thing  for people that helped to vote you in office and "Stop" 
the approval. 

Sincerely, 

Beatrice Y. Grimes 
2929 Claymille Blvd 
Nashville Tennessee 37207. 
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From: bfriwoods [mailto:bfriwoods@aol.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 6:21 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

 

From: Tnunique [mailto:tnunique@aol.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:23 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

Sheila Clark 
614 Lane Dr 
Nashville Tn 37207 

 

From: earlest armstrong [mailto:etagrands@att.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:50 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate    in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

 

 

From: Gloria Sanders [mailto:gloriasanders411@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 12:47 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, affordable housing, shops, grocery stores, sit-in restaurants, etc. NO 
MORE INDUSTRIAL PLANTS!!! 

Thank you, 

Gloria Sanders Rose, Avid Voter 
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From: wmd Doss [mailto:wmddoss@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 1:41 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  

Mrs. Willie  Doss 
447 Ewing Drive 
Nashville, TN 37207-3209 
 
 

From: Bob [mailto:robt1919@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 2:12 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REZONE THE GREASE PLANT.. 

To: Metro Planning Commissioners: 

Please Rezone the Grease Plant that is very near my home, that would stop it from being constructed. 

Thank You, 

Robert Williams Jr 
2625 Walker Lane 
Nashville, Tn. 37207 
 
  

From: Angela Navas [mailto:ang.tummi@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 2:37 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 
 
Angela Navas 
617 W Nocturne Dr.  
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From: terri short [mailto:terri9659@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 3:35 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

Terri Short  
3899 Crouch Drive 37207 

 

From: Maryam Abdallah [mailto:shekinah1001@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 6:55 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

To Whom it May Concern: 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Maryam Abdallah 
6216 Del Sol Dr 
Whites Creek TN 37189 

 

From: Xavier Butler [mailto:xavierbutler@icloud.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:27 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Cc: Remove Industrial zoing in 2008SP-025U-03 The 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 
 
The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor. Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction. The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development! We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

 

From: Cassndra T. [mailto:cassandra.mc2415@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:35 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to PARTICIPATE in 
the renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!...I live on Garrison 
Drive and and have lived in Haynes Manor for over 30 years.  Hardworking people that have bought homes and paid for their 
homes with the intention of never moving do not or did not in the past approve of this land being rezoned as industrial. 
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From: Laurice Taylor [mailto:taylorgroove4@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:59 PM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants! 

Laurice Taylor 
581 Mill Station Dr. 
Nashville,TN 37207 
 
 
 

From: Tokpah, Garmai [mailto:gtokpah@mmc.edu]  
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 11:55 AM 
To: Planning Commissioners 
Subject: REMOVE industrial zoning in 2008SP-025U-03 The Park at Ewing Creek 

The SP directly borders the 900 home community of Haynes Manor.  Many older and newer residential communities are 
nearby in every direction.  The community doesn't want ANYMORE industrial development!  We want to participate in the 
renewal of the Haynes-Trinity area, and we need homes, shops, grocery stores, not industrial plants!  
 
Garmai Tokpah 
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Item 11a: 2018CP‐012‐003 – Southeast Community Plan Amendment 

 

From: Obi Emenike [mailto:obimail@aol.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 11:30 AM 
To: Sewell, Marty (Planning) 
Subject: My comments on Community Plan Amendment MPC Case #2018CP-012-003 

Marty  

Please see attached pdf file for my comments regarding the meeting held October 8, 2018 at the Paragon Mills Church of 
Christ with respect to MPC Case #2018CP-012-003; associated zoning case #2018Z-102PR-001. 

Obi Nkpa 

obimail@aol.com 

 

Please see attachment on following page. 

 



Comments on MPC Case #2018CP-012-003; 

associated zoning case #2018Z-102PR-001 

A Community Plan Amendment meeting on the above 
case number(s) was held on October 8, 2018 at the 
Paragon Mills Church of Christ in 37211 zip code area. 
 

Following my continued multi questioning, the parcel 
owner clearly said he does not yet know the building 
type(s) that he intends to put up.  I also happen to see 
the license plate on the car that the owner and his 
introduced business partner came with to the meeting, 
and I can deduce some things from that.   
 

All these combine to indicate that the duo of the owner 
and his business partner have bad intensions in the 
ultimate use of the developed parcel. 
 

That being the case, the request for policy plan 

amendment on said parcel should be denied. 

I would not mind being called upon to deliver a lecture to 

the Planning Department on what really goes on post 

Amendment/Zoning & construction.  In no distant future 

metro/the Planning Department is sure to have a big 

problem in its hands if it is unaware what is going on.    




